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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes a process that aims to enrich anti-racist social work 

curriculum by contributing to the foundationdanti-foundational debate in anti-racist 

social work theory. Anti-racist social work theory is foundational because it is based on 

the clear notion that social work should confront racism. In contrast anti-foundational 

social work theories deny foundations, (including anti-racist foundations), but value 

diversity and cal1 for unique responses to unique situations. Foundational and mti- 

foundational social work theories inform different social work c ~ c u l u m  content and 

teaching and learning methods. 1 claim that a foundationaVanti-foundational dichoiomy 

impoverishes anti-racist social work theory. My research explores the potential of 

"sensitizing concepts" to link foundational and anti-foundational theories and thereby 

enrich anti-racist social work cumculum. According to van den Hoonaard sensituing 

concepts are constmcts drawn h m  the perspectives of others that d e n  researchea to 

particular lines of thinking that may differ from their own thinking. 

In this study 1 identified foundationai ideas that formed the bedrock of my 

thinking about cumculum content and teaching and leaming methods for anti-racist social 

work. 1 decided which of these foundational ideas 1 was willing to change and which 

were uncontestable foundations of my thinking. Then 1 explored sensitizing concepts 

about appropnate anti-racist social work curriculum in New Brunswick with stakeholders 

in the anti-racist focus of the social work programme at Si. Thomas University, 

Fredericton. Questionnaires and qualitative interviews were employed as research 

. . 
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methods. Participants reported that racism exists in New Brunswick and advised social 

workers to respond to local need rather than apply social work knowiedge developed 

elsewhere. 

This study has significance at three levels. At a cumculum level. teaching and 

leaming methods to promote anti-racist social work practice is provided. Sensithhg 

concepts can directly become cumculum content and illuminate for students different 

local realities. as well as suggest ways to help students to leam about these realities. At a 

theoretical level a process is described for reconciling elements of foundational anti- 

racism with anti-foundational valuing of divenity. At a political level. a process for 

stakeholders in social work education to influence social work curriculum development is 

proposed. 
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CHAITER ONE 

INTRODUCTION: ENRICHING ANTI-RACIST SOCIAL WORK THEORY AND 
CURRICULUM 

INTRODUCTION 

The ethnic and "racial" diversityl of the Canadian population is increasing and 

social workers need to be prepared to respoad. This need is particularly acute in rival 

communities where social workea have less expenence of diversity than their urban 

counterparts, and have fewer resources to help them with their work. Considerable 

literature demonstrates that Canadian social worken have not responded adequately to the 

challenge of diversity. Little Canadian literahire has b a n  avaiiable to rectib this 

inadequacy. A recognition of the need for more responsiveness has led the Canadian 

Association of the Schools of Social Work (CASSW) to develop Educationd Policy 

Statements and Accreditation Standards that place issues of divenity more centrally in the 

social work cuniculum. 

As social work educators prepare students for social work with an increasingly 

diverse Canadian population. they face the dilemma of whether foundational or anti- 

foundationd theories should inform curriculum. They may choose to rely upon 

' Drawing frorn the Crossroadr npon 1 define an **ethnie gmup" as p p l c  who consida themselves to have 
ri c o m o n  heritage with others. "Racial" is "some acmd or assumcd biologically detennind chmcteristic 
which identifies people as bting the same 'race' as somc and diffetent from others and which leads to wodd 
popdations king placed in order with Europeans supcrior to othen" (Task Force. 1991. Glossary). 1 place quotation 
marks round "racial" to indicarc its social constnzction, but do not do so again in this chaptcr. The terms "race" and 
"racial" Xe used frequently in this dissertation and these punctuation marks arc distncting. Major concepts containcd 
in this chapter and thmughout the dissertation arc defined in its Glossary. Appcndix 19. When I refer to "divenity" 
1 mean "ethnic and racial divenity" unlcss othcrwisc indicated. 



foundationd theories that have as their bedrock a belief that social work with diverse 

people should confront racism reflected in individual interactions. cultural assumptions 

and social stnicnires. Alternatively. they may choose to begin with an epistemology bat 

challenges foundationalism and instead encourages a focus on curriculum that promotes 

attention io divesity and unique responses to unique difficulties. A forced choice 

between foundationai anti-racisrn and its anti-foundational alternative, however, cm 

irnpoverish social work theory because both offer insights with the potential to infonn 

social work cumculum. 

Therefon, this dissertation is about bridging the divide between foundationalism 

and anti-foundationalisrn when developing anti-racist social work curriculum. 1 explore 

whether such a bridge cm be provided by positioning sensitizing concepts of diverse 

people with a stake in the anti-racist focus of a social work programme at the interfiace 

between a foundational anti-racism and an anti-foundatiooal quest for divenity. These 

sensitizing concepts are those constructs drawn from the perspectives of others which 

den  researchers to particular lines of thinking that may differ from their own (van den 

Hoonaard, 1997, p. 1); they can be uncovered through a dialogue between a social work 

researcher and a stakeholder. 1 consider whether the sensitizing concepts of stakeholders 

can enrich the curriculum, contribute to thinking about the interface between foundational 

and anti-foundational social work theory, and provide a mechanism for the participation 

of stakeholders in cumculum developments. 

For this to occur, social work educators need to become aware of, and then 

2 



acknowledge, the non-contestable foundations of their own thoughts. This awareness can 

free them to hear sensitizing concepts from others, and then dlow these different ideas to 

challenge the rernaining foundations of their thoughts. First, however, the concepts must 

be identified. Therefore. these sensitizing concepts become the units of analysis for 

research to answer the following question: "What sensititing concepts inform the 

thinking of people who have a major stake in the anti-racist focus of the BSW programme 

at St. Thomas University, Fredericton, New Brunswick, in dation to cumculum content 

and teachng and learning methods for anti-racist social work?" 

Processes are important in this dissertation. Processes which enable stakeholders 

to participate in cumculum developrnents, and those which suggest a new relationship 

between foundational and anti-foundational thinking about anti-racist curriculum. may 

also be relevant outside of New Brunswick. Therefote, conceptuai and empirical 

processes are outlined in more depth than is generaliy the case in work of this nahue. 

OVERVEW OF THE DISSERTATION 

This chapter outlines the research. Chapters 2 to 5 establish the theoretical 

foundations and describe the context where the work took place. Chapter 2 explores 

justifications for research about anti-racist cumculum development, providing 

professionai, demographic. contextual, histoncal, biographicai and pragmatic rationales. 

The professional justification is rooted in the history of the profession and reflected in the 

Canadian Association of Social Work Code of Ethics [CASW, 1994). 

I explore the demographic changes in Canada, and New Brunswick in particular, 



that highlight the need for anti-racist cumculum development: and explain how social 

workers in rural areas face different difficulties from those working in urban centres. The 

history of oppression faced by diverse people in Canada is carried painfully into 

contemporary autobiographicd accounts providing funher justification for the work. 

Federal and provincial human nghts legislation, and accreditation requirements of 

CASSW dl emphasize its importance. 

Chapter 3 lays out the theoretical foundations for the work and contains 

sensitizing concepts that reflect my own thinking about divenity. 1 articulate a 

foundational mti-racist episternology and "interrupi" my foundational thinking to 

suggest that attention to divenity can help social work resexchen avoid basing their 

research on a single standpoint that may differ grearly from the perspectives of research 

participants. This leads to a discussion of the value of postmodemisms that embrace 

diversity. Recognizing that both foundational and mi-foundational thought are valuable 

encourages me to consider how to maintain the benefits of both. I distinguish between 

the elemen ts of my foundationai thought that I am prepared to chanee (my contestable 

thought) and the foundations of my thinking that 1 am not prepared to change. 1 suggest 

that "sensitizing concepts" rnight constnict a bridge between my contestable foundational 

thinking and the parts of my thinking that do not have these foundations. 

Chapter 4 evaluates existing resource material for developing anti-racist social 

I The notion of interruptions to foundationai thinking is suggested in Ristock and Pennell's subtitle "Feminist links. 
postrnodern interruptions. " (Ristock and Pennell. 1996). 



work cumculum in nual New Brunswick. 1 explore different ways that the literam &as 

been categorized and demonstrate that Barth's (1969, 1989) distinction between 

categorical and transactional perspectives. as elaborated by Green ( 1995), is most useful. 

1 show that the transactional perspective which moves beyond surface differences 

between people and focuses on their interactions is most consistent with my theoretical 

base. 1 explore literature compatible with a transactional perspective under six groupings: 

cultural competence, anti-racist or mi-oppressive approaches to practice. sociai work in 

rural comrnunities. curriculum for teaching and leaming about anti-racist social work, 

biographies that highlight issues faced by diverse people, and finally, work that considers 

specificaily the lives of people from diverse backgrounds in New Brunswick. An absence 

of literature describing fornial stakeholder involvement in anti-racist social work 

cumculum development provides further justification for this research. 

Chapters 5 and 6 outiine the methodology and research design. Chapter 5 

describes how the theoretical base described in chapter 4 informs principles that underpin 

the methodology for the study. 1 detail sample selection and data collection processes. 

The rationale for selecting participants and a bnef overview of the data collection and 

analysis are provided. Key concepts in the research question are explored. 

This qualitative study had two samples. A main sampie of 28 participants 

engaged in dialogue with me about curriculum content and teaching and learning methods 

for anti-racist social work after 24 had completed pre-interview questionnaires. A 

separate student sampie of 3 1 completed only questionnaires. Chapter 6 explains the 6 
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stages of data organization and analysis, evaluates crcdibility of the work and explores 

attendant ethical issues. 

Chapter 7 details demographics of the samples and outlines the themes that 

participants consider should be iacluded in sociai work curriculum. 1 explore how these 

themes about New Brunswick racisrn and about social work can have direct and indirect 

effects on anti-racist social work cmiculum development. Chapters 8,9, and 10 

illustrate how sensitizing concepts cm enter a dialogue with thought foundations. in 

chapter 8 , I  show how sensitizing concepts confmed my foundational thought about the 

need for anti-racist social work education. Learning and teaching methods compatible 

with principles of adult education and experiential leaming also conficm thought 

foundations. Chapter 9 describes challenges to foundational thought. 1 describe 

challenges to the concept "anii-racist social work." and provide reasons why 1 did not 

accept this challenge. The successful challenge to metaphon used to organize social 

work cumculum is explained. Chapter 9 also includes sensitizing concepts providing 

images of New Brunswick social workecs, and details a successful challenge to my failure 

to include "images of social workers" in the foundational thought about curriculum 

content. In chapter 10 I show how the dialogue between sensitizing concepts and my 

thought foundations resulted in my modifying my foundational ideas about living and 

practicing sociai work in a rural community. 1 describe how advice from participants 

about how social workea could orient themselves to work with diverse people 

encouraged me to decide to include these ideas in my curriculum. 

6 



The dissertation concludes with Chapter 1 1, in which I briefly summarizc. 

evaluate and consider the significance of the work. Changes in my contestable thought 

foundations. such as my understanding of racism in New Brunswick. are identified. 1 

discuss hiither how sensitizing concepts cm enable social work educatoa to retain the 

benefits of anti-foundational and contestable foundational thought. I consider how the 

sensitizing concepts about racism. social workers. knowledge. values, skills and teaching 

and learning methods for anti-racist social work cm be introduced in the social work 

classroom and direcdy become curriculum content. These concepts c m  make the reality 

of life for diverse people corne dive in the classroom, and contribute directly to the 

development of anti-racist social work curriculum. particularly in mrai areas. 1 propose 

that the sensitizing concepts outlined in this dissertation can enable those who have stakes 

in the anti-racist focus of the social work programme to directly influence social work 

ctmiculum. 1 suggest how the study contributes to social work Lieranire about anti-racist 

social work and the relationship between foundationai and anti-foundational thinking. 

Finally 1 recornmend funher empirical and conceptual work that might emanate from the 

study. 



THE NEED FOR SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM TO ADDRESS ETHNIC AND 
YUCIAL" DIVERSITY' IN  mu NEW BRUNSIKICK. 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter justifies the need for research designed to inform curriculum to 

prepare students for social work with diverse people in rural New Brunswick. It does so 

by first highlighting the need for this work in the Canadian context, then exploring 

justifications specific to rurai cornmunities, and particularly to New Brunswick. The 

philosophical base and the history of the social work profession are explored for evidence 

of the need for this work. A selective account of colonization and of stmggles to 

decolonize in Canada dso support the importance of this research. This account leads to 

a review of biognphical accounts indicating suffenng tday. These accounts show very 

powerfully how much this work is needed. Changes in the dernographic composition of 

the Canadian, and particularly the New Brunswick population. provide hirther 

justification. In addition 1 explore the pragmatic need for Schools of Social Work to 

respond to accreditation standards for social work programmes as well as federd and 

provincial legislation. The need for curriculum for social work with diverse people in 

mral contexts, and specificaüy at St. Thomas University, is also considered. 

In this chapter. as in the previous one, 1 place the word " racial" in parenthesis to indicate the social construction of 
the tenn the fint time 1 use it. 1 do not continue to do so in this dissertation because it can be distracting. Whcn I 
refer to "diversi ty" 1 mean cthnic and racial diversity unless othenivise indicated. 



PROFESSIONAL JUSTIFICATIûNS 

Professionai justüications for curriculum to address diversity cm be traced to the 

profession's philosophical roots. Thne philosophical themes; fiom distributive justice, 

social work's 'duty to aid,' and social work's polycentric perspective. al1 support this 

need. For Reamer (1993), distributive justice is key in sociai work's political philosophy. 

"For social workers gross inequality is a troubling phenornenon that exacerbates the 

chronic disadvantage experienced by many of the profession's clients" (p. 25). There is 

much evidence that ~boriginal' people and Canadian newcomers experience chronic 

disadvantage (Adams, 1995; Das Gupta, 1996). A second philosophical theme 

recognized by Reamer is social work's moral "duty to aici" (p. 74). This "duty to aib' 

extends beyond people who are from the same racial and ethnic background as their 

social workers. Delaney (1 995) wntes about a poiycentric perspective within social 

work, "which supports pluralism by arguing that the common ground approach leaves out 

those features of a worId view that differ, and therefore limits what could be considered 

uuth" (p. 12). A polycentric perspective encourages us to challenge our world view by 

trying to understand different tniths of people from diverse backgrounds. 

These philosophical themes are reflected in the Canadian Social Work Code of 

Ethics (CASW, 1994). The "Preamble" to the Code articulates humanitarian and 

egalitarian ideals of Canadian social work: 

* 
1 use the term "Aboriginal" to =fer to New Brunswick indigcnous people, and "First Nations Comrnunity" to nfa 
to the communities where they Iive. niese arc the most prefencd t c m  by most participants in this study, aithough 
noc always used by them. 



The profession of social work is founded on humanitarian and egalitarian 
ideals. Social workers believe in the intrinsic wonh and dignity of every 
human being . . . the culture of individuals. families. groups and nations 
has to be respected without prejudice (p. 7). 

The Canadian Oxford Dictionary defines a humanitarian as a person who "seeks 

to promote human welfare," and is concerned with "improving the lives of hurnanity and 

reducing suffering" (Barber. 1998. p. 689). Egalitarian is defined as "relating to the 

principle of equal rights and opportunities for d l "  (p. 446). Section 1.2 of the CASW 

Code requires the pursuit of egalitarian goals: "a social worker in the practice of social 

work shall not discriminate against any person on the basis of race. ethnic background. 

language [and] national ancestry" (CASW. p. 10). if social workers are to promote equal 

rights and opportunities and pursue human welfare they musc attend to the needs of 

diverse people. 

The egalitxian and humanitarian ideals of the profession require social workers to 

understand the ethnicity of their clients and apply this understanding in a non- 

discriminatory manner, offering relevant services for dl. Social workers must confront 

iheir own personai prejudice. as weil as racism reflecred in actions of othen and 

embedded in cultural beliefs. social structures and systems. Social work educaton have a 

responsibility to develop cumculum to enable students to develop knowledge. skills and 

cornmitment so that their practice reflects the humanitaian and egalitarian ideals that 

üiidcrpin the Code of Ethics. 

The profession's pioneea carried out humanitarian and egalitarian work in 



contexts of diversity. For example. Blessed Marguerite Bourgeoys. rcported to be 

Canada's fmt social worker, anived in 1653 and worked with Aboriginal people as weii 

as colonists (Bellamy & Xrving. 1995. p. 90). La the United States Jane Addams' 

Settlernent House work was in diverse inner city neigbourhoods. 

Diverse people have contributed to the development of the profession in the pst.  

and social workers today have much to leam from them. 1 provide just two examples. 

We can enhance our understanding of humanitarianism by attending to traditionai 

Abonginal holistic healing as communicated orally from generation to generation. White 

social workers expand their understanding about egalitarianism by studying Maria 

Stewart's actions in the 1830s when she called upon Black women to "reject the negative 

image of Black womanhood so prominent in her times" (Collins 199 1. p. 3). The 

contribution of Black people to the development of social work is often ignored 

(Williams 1989, p. xi) .  

CANADIAN RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COLONIZERS AND COLONEED 

The troublesome history of nlationships between colonizen and colonized in 

Canada is well documented and provides a powemil justification for the development of 

curriculum for working with diverse people. It is clear from the social work literature 

that the profession has not provided humanitarian and egalitarian responses needed by 

diverse people. 

Christensen (1995). argues that erroaeous assumptions are made that diverse 

people only recently arrived in Canada. She provides evidence to correct this enor 



through ber graphic portrayal of the history of oppression of four ethnic groups in 

Canada: Italians. lewish people, Black people and Chinese people. 

There are many written accounts of experiences of immigrants from countries of 

origin other than Western Europe (Cannon, 1995; Charon. 1989: Das Gupta, 1996; Isajiw. 

1999: Li, 1993; McKague. 199 1; Satzewich, 1992; Satzewich, 1998). Newcomers whose 

skin colour identifies them as "different" from people from Western Europe have told of 

their problems on arriva1 in Canada. Even after generations of domicile in Canada people 

of colour experience similar problems. Social workers have not always recognized the 

problems of diverse populations and their responses are often unhelpful and sornetimes 

make the situation worse (EtterLewis & Foster 1996; James & Shadd, 1994; Maiter, 

Trocme & Shakir. 1999; Ruggles & Rovinescu. 1996). Social work educators rnust heu 

and understand these scories and must continue to identiv cultural bias in their theories, 

models and practice methods so that social workea respond appropriately to Canadian 

newcomers and people of colour. The curriculum in Schools of Socid Work should 

address issues that graduates will experience when working with immigrants and refugees 

as well as develop knowledge and skills to work with people of colour who have lived in 

Canada for generaiions (Christensen, 1999). 

The history of oppression of Aboriginal people has k e n  reported in literature 

more often in recent years. The history is reflected in their stories. The authors of a 

history of Aboriginal "chiid welfare" narrate a story: 

I rernember my grandmother Dolly would te1 us kids, 'you older ones 
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watch out for the little ones. When it gets to be dark. you go inside and 
don? leave the little ones behind, because Th'owxya, she will corne and 
steal them away.' [The authors reported that] as a child [she] shivered at 
the notion of a wild crone who could spirit away babies or her little 
brothers and sisten. Today she sees the legend as a metaphor: the cannibal 
woman represents the predatory European society that swept into long- 
held First Nations territory to steal land, culture. souls and children. Ever 
since the Europeans fint carne, our children were stolen from Our embrace 
(Fournier & Grey, 1997. p. 7). 

Authors provide many other graphic accounts of the oppression of Aboriginal 

peopie by white colonists. Chrisjohn. Young and Maraun ( 1997) document the 

residentid school experience for Aboriginal people. York (1990) writes about the 

oppression of Abonginal people. Adams ( 1995) gives a history of colonization of Metis 

people. Buckley ( 1993) shows how prairie policies took Aboriginal people away from 

the self-sufficiency afforded by their wooden ploughs into a reliance on welfare. 

Over the 1 s t  two decades the voices of Aboriginal people have grown louder. 

Their wntten accounts tell how Eurocentric notions about "nomaiity" led to them king 

labelled as problem people and blamed when they were victims. Stories tell of attempts 

to silence Aboriginal voices; throogh imponed disease, enforced attendance at residential 

schools where children were taught to be ashamed of their cultural heritage, and through 

treaties. legislation, and the establishment of European-style decision making systems in 

Aboriginai communities. The suffering experienced by Aboriginal people who were 

forced to respond to alien definitions of normality is clear. Even the titles of books 

contain words iike "dispossessecl" (York, 1990), "thunder" (Monture Angus. 1995: 

Tirnrnins, 1995) and "torture" (Adams, 1995), or refer to children who have been "stolen 



from our embrace" (Fournier & Grey, 1997). If social workers are to reflect the 

humanitarian and egalitarian ideals of the profession they must attend to these voices. 

DEMOGRAPHIC JUSTIFICATIONS 

Recent demographic trends relating to Aboriginal people. immigrants. refugees. 

and people of colour challenge social worken to address issues of diversity. Because 

demographic projections suggest a continued increase in the heterogeneity of the 

Canadian population. social work theory and methods based on assumptions of a more 

homogeneous context will become increasingly inadequate. 

Aboriginal people in Canada 

Aboriginal people in Canada have increased in number and this increase is likely 

to continue. The 1996 Census indicates that 1.10 1.955 Canadian people reponed 

Aboriginal ancestry either as a single response (477,630) or as part of a multiple response 

(624,330), (Statistics Canada 1998, l).' The 1991 figure was 1,002,675 Aboriginal 

people suggesting an increase of more than 9% between 199 1 and 1996.' 

The Canadian Aboriginal population has an average age of 25.5. This is 9.9 years 

younger than the average age of al1 Canadian residents. Thirty five percent of the 

' Unless olhenvise indicated dernographie data on Abonginai peopla is dnwn fmrn 1996 Cenrus figura. This was 
the number o i  people who reponed North Arnericm Indian. Metis or Inuit ongins as eiiher a single or part response. 

Staisiics Cmada advises caution in cornparhg these figures with reports h m  previous censuses because of changes 
in methods of enumention. Neverthelas these figures are likely to underestimate the aciud increase. Statistics 
Cmada reponed that in 1996. an estimated 44.000 people were living on teserves and settiernencs that wen 
incompletely enumerated. 



Canadian Aboriginal population. and 38% of Aboriginal people living in rural First 

Nations Cornrnunities, are under 15. This compares with 20% of Canada's total 

population. Eighteen percent of Aboriginal people but only 13% of al1 Canadians are in 

the age groups 15-24. Therefore, for some years the Aboriginal proportion of the 

Canadian population will have higher proponions of women of childbearing age than wiîi 

be the case in the total population. Given this demographic projection it is likely that 

social workers will have increasing contact with Abonginal families? 

Aboriginai people in outside First Nations Communities live in "difficult and 

irnpoverished conditions that are unimaginable to the average penon in Canada" 

(Mawhinney, 1995. p. 2 14). Levels of suicide, violence, infant mortality, shared homes 

with poor sanitation, unempioyrnent and low incomes are much higher than the Canadian 

average (p. 2 15). Similar problems are experienced by many Abonginal people who live 

in First Nations Cornrnunities. 

As the trend towards Aboriginal self government continues. more Abonginal 

social workers probably will work for Aboriginal people. Although the Canadian Royal 

Commission on Abonginal Peoples (1996) called for "a crash probgamme over the next 

ten years to educate and train Aboriginal people to staff and manage health and social 

services at al1 levels" ( p. 74), it is likely that Abonginal people will still encounter non- 

Abonginal social workers, in hospital and other speciaiist institutions, and in mal 

' This is because families wiih children undcr 15 are more likely to contact a social worker thui  other population 
groups. 



comrnunities. Not a i i  social workers will have been educated in Abonginal social work 

programmes but al1 need knowledge. skills and cornmitment to practice humanitarian and 

egaiitarian social work with Abonginal people. 

immimants and refuaees 

Despite rises and falls in annuai rates of immigration to Canada, larger numbea of 

immigrants came to Canada in the 1990s than in almost al1 years since before the 

outbreak of the fiat  world war. in only three years between 1914 and 1989 ciid the 

number of immigrants exceed 2ûû,000.6 In each of the years between 1990 and 1996 

more than 200,000 immigrants arrived in Canada (Colombo, 1997, p. 650). 

The ethnic diversity of immigrants to Canada, as reflected in the countries of birth 

of immigrants, has increased markedly. Of immigrants who h v e d  before 196 1.59.3% 

were bom in the United Kingdom. Italy, Germany or the Netheriands. In contrast. only 

9.5% of immigrants arriving between 199 1 and 1996 were from the United States or any 

of Western Europe.' Those who immigrated between 1991 and 1996 came from many 

different locations. Over half of immigrants between 199 1 and 1996 came from East 

Asia, South Asia or South East Asia. The highest proportion (19%) was from China 

(including Hong Kong), with 6.9% from India and a further 6.9% from the Philippines. 

1957. 1967 and 1974. Unless otherwisc indicated statistics in this section are drawn frorn 1996 Census data 
(Statistics Canada, 1997 [Il)  

This includes pans of the Middle East 

These rtîtiaticr include the tint four rnonihs of 1996 only. 



No M e r  country provided more than 4.3% of immigrants. 

Therefore, Canada had larger numbers of immigrants. and immigrants From a 

greater range of counuies than in recent years. Sociai workea are likely to work with 

newcomers who are immigrants. refugees or temporary residents in Canada. Many 

newcomen expenence reduced socio-economic status, an unfarniliar social, economic 

and political system, language and climate. Socid worken need to address these issues. 

They need to acquire cornmitment, knowledge and skills for this work during theu social 

work education. Social work educators must develop curriculum content and teaching 

and learning methods to prepare them. 

PRAGMATIC JUSTIFICATIONS 

Pragmatic justifications cm dso be added to those ootiined in the previous 

sections. Fint, 1 outline legislation relating to diverse people that social workers must 

adhere to in their practice. Social work educatoa need to ensure that requisite knowledge 

is conveyed in the social work cumculum. Second, 1 outiine the response of CASSW to 

issues of diversity over the last decade. I show that social work educators ignore this 

issue at their peril. for it is f d y  established in Education Policy Statements and 

Accreditation Standards. 

Legislation 

Humanitarian and egalitarian ideals compatible with the social work value base 

are enshnned in federal and provincial law. providing a legd justification for curriculum 

to prepare smdents for work with diverse people. Social workee, B e  other citizens. 
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must obey the law themselves and must also advocate for their diverse clients if others 

infringe their clients' legal rights. 

Canada's Multiculturaiism Act is inforrned by Section 27 of the Canadian Charter 

of Rights and Freedoms which states: "this Charter shall be interpreted in a manner 

consistent with the preservation and enhancement of the multicultural heritage of 

Canadians." (Pask, 1994, p. 125). The lollowing quotations are from the Canadian 

Mu1 ticulturalism Act: 

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Govemment of Canada to: 
a) recognize and promote the undentanding that muiticui~ralism reflects 
the cultural and racial diversity of the Canadian heritage and identity . . . 
e) . . . respecting and valuing diveaity . . . 
O . . . encourage and assist the social, cultural, economic and political 
institutions of Canada to be both respectful and inclusive of Canada's 
mu1 ticultural character. 

The egalitarian and humanitarian goals of social work are congruent with these clauses. 

The Human Rights Act of New Brunswick states: ". . . al1 people are equal in 

dignity and human rights without regard to race, colour . . . national ongin, ancestry, 

place of origin." The act goes on to prohibit discrimination in employment, rented 

accommodation and housing sales and also the publication of discriminatory matend. 

(Govemment of New Brunswick, 1996). Social worken must be vigilant within theh 

own as well as other structures to ensure that the legal rights of diverse clients are upheid. 

A knowledge about this legislation should, therefore, be conveyed through the social 

work curricuium. 



Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work 

Schools of Social Work are required to adhere to the policies and standards of 

CASSW if programmes are to gain or retain accreditation. Some social work educators 

have attempted to respond to Aboriginal voices. Aboriginal programmes have k e n  

established. Some have been developed from existing non-Aboriginal programmes. The 

programmes at the Saskatchewan Indian Federated Coilege and at Yukon Coliege initially 

reflected the ~~rriculurn and courses at the University of Regina. Then changes were 

introduced such as a required "Culture Camp" to embed the cumculum within Aboriginal 

culture. Programmes include a Diploma in Social Work Programme at Memoriai 

University developed with the Labrador Inuit Association and an huit initiative at 

McGill University. The University of Manitoba has a Nonhern Social Work programme 

which focusses on work with Aboriginal people. Other Schools such as the Maritime 

School. Carleton and University of Victoria have developed initiatives in Fint Nations 

Communities. The Aboriginal caucus at CASSW has obtained funding for developing 

sociai work curriculum related to violence. 

Until recently few programmes provided the knowledge and skills for work with 

immigrants, refugees and other people of colour. An exception has been Wilfnd Laurier 

University's decade old graduate programme. Nevertheless, a number of Schools have 

introduced courses in Social Work with Minorities. Some Schools such as Atkinson 

College at York, Victoria and Ryerson have rewritten mission statements to include 

reference to an anti-racist focus. 
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CASSW has recognized that al1 Schools should address diversity. h 1987 the 

CAS S W Task Force that inves tigated responses to diversity concluded: 

from east coast to West coast, in northern communities and in the south, 
we were told by administraton, faculty, students. field instructors and 
community groups alike that, although most schools recognize ethnic, 
cultural and racial diversity as a reality they have yet to respond adequately 
to today's multicultural and multiracial issues. 
(Task Force, 199 1, p. ii). 

Revisions to educationai policies, informed by a recognition of ethnic, cultural 

and racial diversity, have been in evidence in CASSW since this time. The Task Force 

repon was considered by the General Assembly of CASSW in 1992, approved in 

pnnciple and Appendix E of the report was appended to the Accreditation Standards 

while new Educational Policy Statements and Accreditation Standards were developed. 

In 1996 new Educational Policies approved by CASSW emphasized the multiple 

and interlocking bases of oppression experienced within Schools of Social Work and in 

the outside cornrnunity. These policies are graduaily being incorporated in modifications 

to Accreditation Standards which give diversity a more prominent position when Social 

Work programmes are accredited. Standards approved by CASS W in 1 998 included: 

Schools shd1 be expected to provide evidence of effective progress in 
attaining multicultural/multiracial diversity given the school's context and 
mission. (Standard 1.10) 

The cumculum will ensure that the student will have . . . transferable 
analysis of the multiple and intersecting bases of oppression and related 
practice skills. (Standard 5.M) 

They were ratified with additionai revisions in 1999. Several of these revisions related 



to diversity (Standards 2.14; 3.4; 4.8; 5.9; 6.5). 

As Schools develop their policies and programmes, CASSW expects that the 

views of diverse people will be influential. Amendmenu to the Standards of 

Accreditation in 1998 included the following: 

2.1 1 The School shall provide stakeholders with opportunities to 
participate in poiicy formulation, program development and program 
evaluation. 

2.12 Aboriginal communities affected by the school's programmes shall 
have opportunity to participate in the planning and the on-going evaluation 
of those programmes. 

After the Task Force report was received, CASSW established an "Ethnic, 

Cultural and Racial Advisory Comrnittee" to the Board of the Association to assist 

Schools to respond more appropriateiy and effectively to ethnic. cultural and racial 

diversity. In 1995 the committee sponsored another national s w e y  to explore schools' 

progress in responding and their need for assistance in doing so. The survey found that 

some schools had made considerable progress in changing cu~cu lum to reflect CASSW 

policy about diversity, but othen had barely begun. Faculty in the latter Schools claimed 

they Iacked skills and knowledge to do so. CASSW obtained funding in 1997 to create a 

regional self-help network to develop curriculum that would respond to diversity. 

Progress was reported in a special session at the 1998 CASSW Conference. Reports, 

workshops and a concluding presentation were made at the 1999 CASSW Conference. 

CASSW gives high priority to the need to respond to divenity in the social work 

cumculum. Each year Accreditation Standards and the Educational Policy Statements 



become stronger. Social work programmes must respond to the CASSW standards. The 

research reported in this dissertation is an attempt to do so. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR 

RURAL, AREAS 

Social workers in rural9 contexts must be prepared for the humanitarian and 

egalitarian ideals of the social work profession in contexts of divenity. In the p s t ,  many 

rurai areas have had small proportions of diverse people. Social workers who have only 

iived in the most homogeneous regions may have had Iittle oppominity to challenge their 

biases and may have narrow views about "normality." 

Classic sociological writings suggest a number of concepts that help social 

workers to undentand issues faced by newcomers in rural comrnunities. Rural 

communities often have gemeinschaft features holding them together by a sense of 

mutuality and common destiny. Ferdinand Tonnies contrasted such societies with 

gesellschaft societies based upon fonnality, rationality and a market form of exchange. 

He suggested that rural societies tended to be gemeinschaft and urban cornmunities 

geseilschaft. Although this theory stereotypes and ovenimplifies urban and nual 

differences, differences cm exist. "Gemeinschaft" might not extend to newcomers and 

thereby exacerbate their isolation. 

Despite gemeinschaft feanires, established conflicts often exist in these 

9 I dsfine "nirai" as a communiry with a small population and low population density. This is compatible with 
Statistics Canada's definition of "rural" areas as chose with a population density of under $00 and a total population 
under 1000 . 



communities (Martinez-Brawley, 1990, p. 188). A newcomer, particulariy from a 

different background, may easily and unwittingly become enmeshed. Weber wntes of 

the difference between communal relationships based on belonging and associational 

relationships based on joining. It may be difficult to gain acceptance to belong to 

environments which have established communai relationships. Durkheim writes about 

mechanical and organic solidarity (Ritzer, 1996. p. 430). The values of diverse people 

might differ from the "'collective consciousness" that Durkheim suggests holds together 

rural society. Social work cumculum is needed to enable students in a mal province to 

reflect on these ideas. and develop the conceptual skills to undentand how they can 

inform work with diverse newcomea and existing residents 

Social workers in smaller communities may not have access to ethno-specific 

resources, services or expertise often available in cities with a more diverse population. 

They need to be sensitive to local culture and develop a keen eye for local resources 

(Banks, 1999. p. 232). These rural social worken will need cornpetence for work with 

newcomen from many different countries who are in Canada for varied reasons and 

planned durations. They are likely to work in communities with smail numbers of people 

arriving from different world areas and have few specialist resources io cal1 on. These 

factors have implications for the developmeat of curriculum for social workers who are 

likely to practice in m a l  areas. 

Most Canadian immigrants move CO large cities such as Toronto and Vancouver 

where immigrants make up 38% and 30% of the population respectively (Badets, 1994, p. 
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29). A few opt for niral areas, sometimes asking for a nual or smaller urban community 

to increase their chances of a successful immigration application, rather than because they 

want to live in rural areas (Whelan, 1996). Despite this, in 1996,85% of al1 immigrants, 

and 93% of those who h v e d  between 199 1 and 1996, lived in a census metroplitan 

area compared with 57% of Canadian-bom people. Newcomen in rural communities 

face a number of issues not experienced in urban areas. Few people are available to 

interpret Ianguage and custom from their countries or regions of origin. Newcomen may 

also have difficulty understanding dynamics of rural cornmunities where interpersonal 

histones may have a profound but subtle influence on the present. 

Alihough Schools of Social Work in nual regions can expect many graduates to 

work in their own regions, these graduates also need skills to practice in any part of 

Canada. Rural schools, situated in relatively homogeneous communities, must draw upon 

knowledge gained in urban schools and upon their own local resources to enable their 

graduates to work competently in both nirai and urban areas. St. Thomas University must 

develop responses to diversity relevant to its rural context. 1 now tum to consider 

particular features of the New Brunswick context that justifj this work. 

SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT TO ADDRESS DIVERSITY IN 

THE SANT JOHN RfVER VALLEY, NEW BRUNSWICK- 

Introduction 

This section introduces the Saint John River Valley, New Brunswick where St. 

Thomas University is located. It then considen how attention to diversity is congruent 



with the philosophical base of the univeaity and the social work department. 

Past and present relationships between diverse people in the area. the cornmitment of the 

univeeity to pursue social justice, and the recognition by faculty of a need to enhance the 

curriculum response to diversity, al1 justify this work. The section begins by a brief 

geographical and historical overview. with particular emphasis on the diverse population 

living in the area. 

S t Thomas University is situated in Atlantic Canada. The region is highly 

dependent on primary industries such as fmning, fishery and forestry and also on the 

drvelopment of natural resources. Chellam (1975) idealizes the "artistry" of many 

cultures w hich gives Atlantic Canada a culture of it's own: "idiom. music. humour and 

literature . . .within the region itself many diverse cultures exist. each with its own 

sentiments. values and language" (pp. 1-2). Chellam's idealism invites readers; "if you 

take delight in divenity shall we look into the kaleidoscope together." This Atlantic 

kaleidoscope contains contemporary images of racial, cultural and ethnic oppression as 

well as a history of bloodshed. For this reason alone it is fitting that research CO inform 

anti-racist social work curriculum be conducted here. 



The Saint John River Valley 



Aboriginal ~eople in New Brunswick 

The first settlen in the Atlantic region were Aboriginal. The Mi'kmac people 

were the first indigenous people to have contact with European settlers five centuries ago 

when 10.000 to 35.000 Mi'kmac people lived on the esteni coast of Canada (York, 

1989. p. 55). St-Amand (1988) points out: 

The geography of the region is as rich as its history. Its fertile plains. its 
rivers teerning with fish, its bays (Chdeurs and Fundy) and its vast and 
varied forests made it an ided habitat for its native population. North 
American indians of the Micmac and Maliseet tribes. (p. 14). 

Fredericton. located at a bend in the St. John river. wiis a seasonal stop for Mi'kmac and 

Müliseet people who hunted. fished and grew corn dong the St John river since the time 

of first European contact (City of Fredericton. 1997). 

In New Brunswick the historical relationships between Aboriginal people and 

their colonizers are important in the present. During the more than four hundred years 

since the first European "contact" with Mi'kmac and Maliseet people. their colonizen. 

with their European ideology of inherent white superiority, introduced policies of 

rxiermination. enslavement or assimilation in the region and successive attempts were 

made to elirninate Aboriginai people or rheir culture. This Iegacy impedes these people's 

attempts to access their traditional ways of thinking and acting and has left many 

unresolved land claims and much residual pain (Leavitt. L 995). York ( 1989) traces the 

way in which .Mi'kmac people in New Brunswick were "uprooted again and again by the 

legal and political institutions of white society" over three hundred years (pp. 54-87). 



Reid ( 1 995) ou tlines the colonial relationships between Bntish and Mi'kmac people in 

eighteenth and nineteenth century "Acadia" (Nova Scotia. Prince Edward Island and New 

Bninswick). This local history of oppression of Aboriginal people is another powerful 

argument for the development of curriculum to enable social workers to leam to respond 

compeiently to Aboriginal people encountered in their work. 

Statistics Canada reports that in 1996, 10,250 or 1.4% of New Brunswick 

residents. self- identified as Aboriginal. AIthough this represenü an apparent decline 

from the 12. 8 15 people classified as "having Aboriginal origins" in 199 1, changes in 

enurneration methods may account for differences. Of people self-de finhg as Aboriginal 

in 1996.70% lived in the 15 First Nations Communities (Government of New 

Brunswick. 1997). The following map shows their location. There are 9 Mi'kmac 

cornmunities at Eel River Bar, Pabineriu. Bumt Church, Red Bank. Eel Ground. indian 

Island. Big Cove. Bouchîouche and Fon Folly. Six Maliseet communities are located at 

Oromocto. S t. Mary's. Kingsclear, Woodstock. Tobique and Madawas ka. 



New Brunswick First Nations Communities 

.Mi'kmac First Nations Communities 
1. Big Cove 
2. Buctouche 
3. Burnt Church 
4. Eel Ground 
5. Eel River Bar 
6. Fon Folly 
7. indian Island 
S. Pabineau 
9. Red Bank 

.Maliseet First Nations Comrnunities 
10. Kingsclear 
1 1. .Madawaska 
12. Oromocto 
13. Saint .Mary's 
11. Tobique 
15. Woodstock 



Acadian people in New Brunswick 

The history of conflict between the French and the British settlers is also well 

docurnented. From the time of Jacques Cartier's arrivai in 1535. "the possession of 

territory and commercial interests were the dominant forces" (St-Amand. 1988, p. 15). 

The area where Fredericton is now located came under British jurisdiction in 1785 when 

the British swept through the Saint John river vailey. buming homes and expelling 

Acüdians. ~Many Acadian people moved nonh but some rernained in Fredericton. Stigma 

has been associated with an Acadian identity. New Brunswick Acadians: 

were and to some extent still are. treated as people from an inferior race 
distinguished from the Anglo-saxons and the Celts by social and physical 
differences. (Ng, 199 1. p. 14). 

New Brunswick is the only official bilinguai province in Canada. However. 

English is dominant in the Saint John River Valley. Just under two thirds of the 

population of the total province have English as their first language and a little under one 

ihird have French (Govemment of New Brunswick. 1996. p. 11). St-Amand (1988) 

shows that Acadians are disadvantaged in tems of per cripita income, years of education 

and levels of iiteracy compared to Loyalist descendants. Writing about New Brunswick 

Acadian people who had been defined as W." St-Amand described their oppression as 

oppressed groups - the Acadians in this study - suffer a double oppression, 
of which regional disparity, the disadvantages faced by minorities. and the 
forms of treatment they are subjected to are al1 reflections" (p. 1 1). 

This conuasts with the views of both Acadian and Anglophone elites who daim that the 



two founding people live in "hmony  and cooperation" (p. 26). 

Immigrants, refugees and "people of colour" in New Brunswick 

Diverse people have irnmigrated to the Atlantic region for geeneerations, but 

numbers of some groups has been small and their presence not aiways been recognized by 

dominant groups. Alter the American revolution at least 14.000 Loyalists settled in the 

New Brunswick area. They were rewarded for loyalty to England by land concessions, 

tools and supplies. The Black presence in the Maritimes goes back to the early years of 

the seventeenth century. Black slavery existed in "New Brunswick" from 1767 (Pachai. 

1987. p. 7). van den Hoonaard (1991) writes about the "silent ethnicity" of Dutch people 

who have been in New Brunswick since the seventeenth century (p. 21). Many irish 

people who tled the potato famine in the early nineteenth century came to the province. 

The region's population grew rapidly from 35.000 in 1803 to 193.000 in 185 1 due to the 

influx of Dutch and Scottish people who joined Loyalist and Irish settlers (SC-Amand. 

1988. pp. 16- 17). The fint wave of Lebûnese people to the Maritimes occuned in the 

1840s (labbra. 198% p. 15). Shyu ( 1997) chronicles the hardships of Chinese people in 

the  maritimes since the late nineteenth century (p. 12). Dogn (1987) reports that "indo- 

Canadians. who began miving in the Maritimes in the 1940s. although happily settled, 

find at times they are victims of systemic discrimination" (p. 19). 

Oppression in the twentieth century is evidenced in the location of the only 

wmime intemment camp in Eastern Canada in New Brunswick. Siories from "both sides 

of the wire" tell of those who "fled from Nazi oppression only to be arrested in England, 
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shipped across the ocean. and imprisoned in the wildemess of a New Brunswick forest" 

(Jones, 1988. cover). 

The oppression of diverse people in Canada as a whole and in Atlantic Canada 

and New Brunswick in particular is clear. One example is the failure to recognize 

international qualifications (Otuki. 1998). This marginalizes newcomers to New 

Brunswick. leading to their unemphyment or underemployrnent. Works cited in Chapter 

4 (Andrew, Rio and Whalen, 1995; Marcoccio, 1995; Miedema and Wachholz, 1997) 

provide funher examples of this oppression. Social workers need knowledge. 

cornmitment and skills to redress the damage and educators need curriculum to prepare 

their students to do so. 

Immigrants to New Brunswick between the mid nineteenth and mid twentieth 

centuries were mainly from Western Europe. More recently this began to change, and 

immigrants and refugees have amived from ail continents. Numben coming to New 

Brunswick are small. In 1996. just 741 new immigrants and 188 refugees gave a New 

Brunswick destination (Colombo. 1997. p. 67 and p. 69). There is evidence that this may 

change. The New Brunswick Liberal govemment poiicy was to encourage immigration. 

In February 1999 the New Brunswick and the federal govemments agreed to increase the 

number of Business Class immigrants io the province to counteract the declining 

provincial population. In April. refugees from Kosovo were accommodated in a New 

Brunswick military base. 



St. Thomas University, Fredericton 

The provincial capitai city of New Brunswick is Fredericton which had a 

population of 46.507 in 1996. Military histoncal sites in the centre of Fredericton today 

are a reminder of past conflicts between different ethnic groups. There are two 

univenities in the city including St. Thomas University. In 1997- 1998. this university 

had 1970 full time and 28 1 part time students taught by 80 full time and 68 part time 

faculty. This liberal arts univenity has programmes in education and social work. 

The Roman Catholic influence is still very apparent. The university chape1 is 

central to the campus, and classes are occasionally cancelled for mass. A humanistic 

philosophy and a longstanding cornmitment to social justice are reflecied in the univenity 

mission statement. This smail university has an "Atlantic Centre for Human Rights," a 

Native Studies programme. a Criminology programme. a "Human Rights" programme. as 

well as many libeni arts courses with social justice components. These features are 

consistent with promoting cumculum to prepare social workers for humanitarian and 

rgalitarian practice with diverse ethnic and racial people. 

BSW Prozramme at St. Thomas Universitv 

St. Thomas University has an English speaking BSW (Bachelor of Social Work) 

programme. with no graduate programme at present. Approximately 25 students are 

admitted to two years of socid work studies each year. The ~urriculum is taught almost 

exclusively by the six full time faculty. One or two introductory courses are tau@ by 

sessional instnictors. The department fosters a collegial environment with decision 



making by consensus of the faculty and four student representatives. 

The vision of the founders of the social work p r o g r m e  at St. Thomas was to 

apply Habermas's cntical theory to social work by the development of a structural social 

work theory that located the cause of probiems in socid structures rather than individuals 

(Mullaiy and Keating. 199 1). Today cumculum developments are influenced by 

structural social work theory. Teaching and learning methods at St. Thomas are informed 

by the popular education of Freire (1970, 1973) and the adult education mode1 of 

Knowles ( 1980). This view of social work is compatible with the theoretical perspectives 

outlined in the following chapter that form the bedrock for this research. It highlights the 

need to develop teaching and learning oppominities to provide experience of divenity. 

hculty. students and social workers usually corne from the region. Three of the 

six faculty in 1998-1999 were St. Thomas University graduates. A founh was a New 

Bmnswicker by birth and a fifth has lived in the area for 15 yean. In the 1998-1999 third 

and fourth y e u  classes at St. Thomas University Department of Social Work. 42 of the 

52 social work students gave a home address in New Brunswick and the othen gave a 

home address of the Maritimes or Atlantic Canada. Thirty of the 38 social work 

fieldwork teachers whose degrees are listed in the S< Thomas University Caiendar were 

awarded at l em one degree from New Brunswick. Therefore it is probable thai few 

faculty and students will have expenenced the diversity of large Canadian cities. 

S t Thomas University's small undergraduate programme in a srnail university 

probably facifitates cumculum change because the less bureaucratie structure than larger 
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universities may simplim decision making. The students and faculty are mutually 

influenced in many ways. Any curriculum change is likely to have a more noticeable 

immediate impact on students. Often changes take longer to have an impact in a larger 

schooi. 

Response to Ethnic and Racial Divenitv at St. Thomas University 

In 1991 CASSW researchers concluded that not dl faculty in the Atlantic region 

recognized the need for greater attention to issues of ethnic. cultural and racial divenity. 

Although the structunl ethos of the St. Thomas should rnean that: 

issues of racism. sexism and so on are incorporated into every course . . . 
specifically cultural elements have been integnted most explicitly into the 
replar courses offered by the Aboriginal coordinator (of the Native BSW 
stream) who was. at that point. at the end of his teaching mandate. (Task 
Force, 1991. p. 15). 

The researchers (Task Force. 199 1) noted that although the other Schwl of Social Work 

in New Brunswick (Université de Moncton) had a mission to train Acadians, issues 

relating to Acadians should still be more visible in the curriculum at St. Thomas (p. 21). 

Although St Thomas University has conducted no systematic research about iü 

responses to divenity, since the report was published some developments are evident. in 

1996 1 was appointed to develop courses to respond to diversity. Severai new courses 

have been developed by myself and others. In 1997 three new courses were added to 

address issues of diversity: Ferninist Counselling, Social Work with Oppressed Groups. 

and Anti-racist Social Work. A course in "Farnily Diversity" was added. Recently an 

Aboriginal faculty member has developed a number of courses with First Nations content 



that parallel existing courses. For example, students can take "Native Child Welfan" in 

addition to the existing "Child Welfare" course, and they can take a "Native 

Organizations" course in addition to the existing "Organizations" course. 

CONCLUSION 

in this Chapter 1 justified the development of cumculum to prepare St. Thomas 

social work students to respond to Cmadian divenity. I began by justifying the need for 

curriculum developments across Canada. I have shown that the profession's 

humanitarian and egalitarian ideals support this initiative. 1 have argued that the history 

of oppression of diverse people is a powerful reason for socid workea to respond to their 

needs today. Biographicai accounts illustrate that the legacy of past oppression is still 

painful to diverse people and cornpounded by their difficulties of today. This supports 

the need for curriculum that will enable students to deveiop knowledge and skills to 

respond to this pain. Demographic changes in the Canadian population have increased 

the probability that social workers in both nid and urban communities will encounter 

diverse people. 1 have suggested pragrnatic justifications for responding to the challenge 

of diversity. by citing national and provincial legislation, and standards for accrediting 

social work p r o g r m e s  developed by the CASSW. I have examined features of nird 

communities and shown how nimi social workers face different challenges from those 

encountered by urban social workea. This points to a need for curriculum to inform mral 

social work with diverse people. The research outlined in this dissertation is part of the 

response of St. Thomas University to the challenge of divenity. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS: 
CAN THE FOUNDATIONAL AND ANTI-FOUNDATIONAL 

CC)EXlST? 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews theories underpinning my methodology. It explores whether 

foundational thinking' that takes as its bedrock the belief that ncism exists and that this 

racism should be chailenged by social worken, can CO-exist with a postmodemism that 

values local analyzes and solutions to difficuliies. This review identifies the possibility 

that sensitizing concepts can create new relationships beiween foundational and anti- 

foundational thinking. 

A foundationd perspective that derives from a criticai theory of society is 

outlined. I explain how this infoms a structural approach to social work practice which 

in tum infoms a response to ethnic and racial diversitf based on anti-racism. 1 explain 

how people who are oppressed by ethnicity or perceived "race"' sometimes have similar 

and sometimes have different experiences from people oppressed by other conditions. 

These ideas form the foundations of my thinking and inform a socid work approach to 

diverse people which analyzes and confronts this oppression. I cd1 this anti-racist social 

B y this I rnem a perspective that has clear ideas about the role of social workcn: ii derives from a **modem" 
assumprion that we cm know what this role shouid be. 1 explore the meaning i attribute to foundationalism in more 
detail later in this chapter. 

1 - Major terms are àefitied in Appendix Nineteen. 1 rekr CO ethnic and nciai diversity as "'divenity" for the remainder 
of this chapter. 

' 1 do not place rhis socially constnicted term in parenthesis during the remainder of this chapter. 
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work. Then 1 outline limitations of foundational anti-racist thinking. This thinking foms 

a grand story. or metanarrative. that might not be relevant in a particular context. 1 

explore whether selected concepts from postmodem litenture, or literature located at the 

interface between postmodemism and rnodemism. can expand my thinking about anti- 

racist social work. This exploration challenges me to grapple with an apparent conflict 

between foundational (structuraYanti-racist) and anti-foundational (postmodern) elements 

of my thinking. 1 consider wheiher "sensitizing concepts" from an interactionkt 

perspective. based on an analysis of how people understand each other's reality. can link 

foundational and anti-foundational thinking. 

1 explain four metaphors ("hem," "head," "hand," and "soul") that are 

foundational sensitizing concepts which inform my own approach to anti-racist social 

work education. The research aims to identiQ and understand sensitizing concepts from 

othen so they c m  corne into dialogue with. and challenge my sensitizing concepts as well 

as my broader theones and help me to understand the sensitizing concepts of others. My 

approach to teaching and learning is one of helping students to develop knowledge, 

values and skills so they can respond competently to the needs of clients from diverse 

groups. This approach combines foundational critical perspectives about the need for 

anti-racist cumculum with anti-foundational valuing of the unique self-defined learning 

goals of each student. Ideas in this chapter, and the literature reviewed in the next. and 

my understanding about the unique featUres of New Brunswick have helped me to 

develop an anti-racist social work cumculum. These ideas should be considered the 
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foundational starting point that informed my dialogue4 with research participants. 

AN ANTI-RACIST BEGINMTJG 

A critical iheory about society is at the base of many of my ideas about social 

work and social work education for work with diverse people. This theory proposes that 

socid science should change rather than descnbe society. A confîict rather than an order 

perspective is key. People within society have different interests. Sorne can exert power 

and realize their interests at the expense of those with Iess power (Lukes. 1974; 1986). 

When those with power use it to impose their wil1 and thereby oppress othets, 

differences between people can lead to oven conflict. This would be the case when 

indigenous people rebellcd against colonial d e n .  On other occasions the oppression is 

coven. More powerful people structure the agenda so those with less power are unable to 

pursue their interests. For examplr, outsiders rnay define a problem as "alcohol" and 

offer substance abuse counselling while those experiencing the problern may seek another 

fonn of healing for a different problem. the residual effects of colonial oppression. A 

final exercise of power results in a failure of the lest  powerful to recognize possibilities 

open to them. This is the sometimes the "leamed helplessness" of people who have 

become accustomed to accept others' decisions and who do not farniliarize themselves 

with what is available (Barber, 1986). On other occasions no publicity is given about 

available resources in order to restrict the demand that may be made on resources. For 

' 1 recognize fully that unrqud power was brought CO ihis didogue. In Chapter Six 1 explain how [ cncounod 
participants to express their own voices niher than echo my own. 



example. newcomers to canada5 may be unaware of the existence of relevant resources. 

From my foundational anti-racist perspective 1 conclude that people from divene 

groups can be helped if social workers try to break down the power of dominant groups. 

Social work educaton should develop cumculum to assist social work students to acquire 

the requisite knowledge, skills and cornmitment. Anti-racist sociai work education 

should help students to challenge the power that some exert "over" others, and foster 

cornmitment. knowledge and skills to act as allies (at the invitations of oppressed people) 

in challenging this power. Diverse people can then increase their control over their lives. 

Therefore. from this foundational perspective, social work education should have 

an anti-racist focus in confronting oppression by dominant groups (Dominelli, 1997). A 

Glossary to this dissertarion defines anti-racist social work as ''social work which cries to 

identify and challenge racial bias so that people from ail ethnic backgrounds cm access 

social work that meets their different needs" (Appendix 19). As Dominelli (1997) 

suggests. "anti-racist social work forms the bridge ihat white people cross to reach the 

cornpetence necessary for beginning to work in non-racist. egalituian ways with Black 

people" (p. 17). Anti-racist social work is, therefore. " a bridge between social work in a 

racist society and social work in a non-racist one" (p. 167). Those who practice anti- 

racist social work can contnbute to this social transformation. Having articulated my 

approach to social work with diverse people as anti-ncist. 1 will refer to "mi-racist social 

In this dissertation a "newcorncr" is detined as nimeme who w u  born ourside of Canada. 
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work" rather than "social work with divene people." 

Anti-o~pressive cornponent of mi-racist social work 

Because anti-racist social work involves confronting oppression, the concept 

"oppression" is a key element of my thinking. Oppression cm occur at three levels: fmt, 

through individual interactions; second, through cultural noms and third, through 

structures which serve the needs of sorne nther than others (Thompson. 1993). Often dl 

levels simultaneousiy reinforce one another. On occasion people will be conscious of 

their oppression or their actions as oppressors. md on occasion a system of ideologicai 

domination may prevent the weaker party from being aware of differences in interest or 

world-view from those who exert power over them. M m  cdled this "false 

consciousness." Those who are oppressed rnay internalize the views of those who 

oppress them, and mimic their oppresson, acting towards others in ways that others find 

oppressive. Oppression can have a multiple base: differences in class, gender, ethnicity 

and sexual preference6 are potential sources of oppression of some people by others. 

Each source of oppression cûn link with others to produce an "accumulation of 

handicaps." (St-Amand. 1999). This dissertation aims to give voice to people who live in 

a context of racism in order to develop social work that will meet their expressed needs. 

Young's "five faces" of oppression ( 1988) provide a useful framework for 

considering social work with people who experience oppression by ethnicity or race. It 

6 These are just four examples. There are many more, 
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c m  act as a checklist to infonn socid workea about a focus for their anti-racist practice. 

One "face" of oppression is exploitation (p. 280). Young's thinking here is rooted 

in Marx' theory of surplus value created by wage labourers. but retained by ownea of the 

means of production in excess profit. This Marxist analysis is extended to inciude the 

unreciprocated transfer of women's labour to men. A segmented labour market reserves 

the highest paying jobs for white people so that meniai labour is a raciaily specific fonn 

of exploitation. Anti-racist social work. therefore, identifies exploitation. 

The second "face" of oppression is rnarginalization (p. 280). This occurs when 

people are excluded from full participation in society. A clear example of this is the 

Mure to recognize international qualifications (Otuki. 1998). This practice mvginalizes 

newcomers and leads to their unemployment or underemploymeni. Similarly, Abonginai 

people may find it difficuli to qualify for particular jobs. Even when they are quaiified. 

employers may be unwilling to offer work. Work offered may be difficult to accept 

because of transponation difficulties from a First Nations Community. Anti-racist socid 

work should identify and challenge this marginalization. 

A third face of oppression. according to Young, is powerlessness. This 

"describes the lives of people who have little or no work autonomy, exercise little 

creativity in their work. have no technical expertise or authority . . . and do not 

command respect" (p. 282). Young contrasts the power of professionals wi;h the 

powerlessness of non-professionals. The concept of "powerlessness" cm be applied to 

ike day to day life of newcomers from ethnic and racial minority backgrounds. Until they 
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have met residence requirements, landed immigrants are excluded from voting for 

politicians who will develop laws and policies that will determine whether they can 

remain in the country. Anti-racist social workers should identify situations where power 

is denied and assist those so denied to gain power. This research challenges the 

powerlessness of diverse people by inviting them to contribute to anti-racist social work 

curriculum development. 

Young defines the founh face of oppression, "cultural imperialisrn," as "the 

universalization of one group's experience and culture. and it's establishment as the 

nom" (p. 285). Some non-Canadian authon show how privilege is afforded through a 

white skin colour (Kivel. 1996. pp.30-32; Mcintosh, 1990, pp.2-3). At a cultural level 

this is reinforced through the association of white with good and the association of black 

with bad (Kivel. 1996, p.20-2 1). Cultural imperialism has an impact on the day to day 

lives of people from diverse backgrounds. Eurocentric assumptions. for example. are 

embedded in health care (Lee & Javed, 1993; Clews, 1995). One task of an anti-racist 

social worker' is to identify and confront these manifestations of cultural oppression. 

"Violence*' is the final face of oppression and includes "name calling or peity 

harassrnent which intends to degrade or humiliate," as well as threats of physical 

violence (Young. 1988. p.287). Anti-racist social workers must be den to this face of 

oppression and find responses that are relevant for diverse people. Sending an Aboriginal 

7 
By "anti-ncist social worker" I mean someone who tries to pnctice anti-ncist social work. 
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woman away from her cornmunity to an urban refuge. for example. may not be her 

preferred solution for domestic violence. 

Anti-racist social work enhances awareness of these five faces of oppression and 

finds ways of challenging this oppression. This involves social worken enhancing 

awareness of their own biases. and subtle and less subtle bias in social systems. Alliances 

to confront these biases cm then be fonned. Ife ( 1997) and Mulldy ( L997) cal1 this 

social work "radical stmcturalist." Radical structunlist social work seeks to identify 

oppressive structures. and change them or create alternatives. Building upon the 

egalitarian value base of social work. it seeks to transform society of which racism is a 

Part- 

Another task for anti-racist social workers is to reflect the humanist vaiue base of 

the profession by sensitive responses to people who are experiencing personal difficulties 

and/or oppression. This humanism is Rogers' "warmth, genuineness and empathy" to be 

cornmunicated by social workers when they encounter persond suffering of othen 

(Rogers. 195 1 ). The radical part of the equation involves discouraging self-blame and 

instead encounging people to look at systemic causes of difficulties. Radical humanist 

social work encourages people to value not hide their differences. It seeks to normalize, 

or encourage people to redire the difficulties they experience rnay be the s m e  as the 

difficulties experienced by others. For example. it is the "nom" for newcomen to 

Canada to experience difficuity in securing employment. 



Racism and other oppressions 

From this view of society cornes my foundational view about social work. An 

important task for social workers is to become aware of oppression and to challenge it in 

al1 its forms. Payne ( 1997) calls the social work that would challenge multiple 

oppression a "socialist-collectivist view of socid work." It is a social work that "seeks 

cooperation and rnutual support in society so that the most oppressed and disadvantaged 

people can gain power over their own lives" (p.4). Social workers can assist through 

anti-racist social work that includes radical humanist and radical structurdist approaches. 

The impact of oppression is multiplied when severd conditions that lead to 

oppression coexist (Si. Amand. 1988. and 1999; St-Amand. Kerisit & Vuong, 1994: 

Bishop. 1994; das Gupta, 1996; Ng. 1982). Forms of divenity often overlap, interlock 

and reinforce each another. Thus. Ng (1982) shows how immigrant women c m  be 

oppressed by gender as well as immigrant status: and Das Gupta (1996) shows how 

gender. race and social class simultaneously oppress. 

Stakeholders representing the different fonns of diversity which cm lead to 

oppression, risk competing with one another for space in the socid work curriculum. 1 

consider that this cornpetition is unnecessary and unhelpful to those encountered by social 

workers. Each person's situation is unique. Each element of diveaity is a put  of the 

unique identity of each individual. farnily, group and comrnunity. Each fom of diveaity 

can be both ri reason for oppression and a source of affirmation. These differences 

between people often oppress or affirm. not singly but in multiples. 
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The potential cornpetition among stakeholders representing different f o m  of 

diversity has led sorne to conclude that a focus on particular forms of diversity is divisive 

(Mullaly. 1997; Ife. 1997). They argue that the nature of oppression itself should be 

considered rather than oppression based on particular foms of difference. 1 consider that 

it is important to understand how people with different forms of diversity can sometimes 

be oppressed in similar ways. However. we should not lose sight of the ways in which 

different forms of diversity cm lead to different foms of oppression. We should also 

understand that "multiple oppression" or situations when several forms of divenity co- 

rxist, cm greatly increase the expenence of oppression. 

The sources of potential oppression are also part of each person's unique identity 

and experience. Sometimes people seek to hide their characteristics. They may be 

ashamed or realize that a particular characteristic is not valued by dominant groups. 

Young's "five faces" can help social worken undentand unique experiences of 

oppression. The unique features of particulas oppressions include those based on 

differences in ethnicity. culture and race. Reflection upon the unique leûds me to 

challenge the metanarrative about mti-racism described obove. 

Limitations of an anti-racist ~erspective 

Those with an "anti-racist" orientation may not hearing diverse voices. As a 

privileged white woman 1 have ltrgued that social worken should adopt my definition of 

an anti-racist approach by addressing Young's five faces of oppression in their work. 

This seems very clear to me. but is it equdly clear to diverse people from different 
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backgrounds? Am 1 perpetuating my colonial thinking that 1 know best? interactions with 

people from different backgrounds have encouraged me to hesitate and step back every 

time 1 generalize or every time 1 think that I have "the answer" to preparing students for 

work in a rural context of increasing diversity. To assume that I can help is patronizing 

unlrss I ailow many different and unique views to influence me. 

Ristock and Penne11 ( 1997) "intemipi" their foundational feminism with 

postrnodern challenges to these foundations. Similady, I step back from the 

foundationalism above to explore whether postmodern ideas can assist me to shake these 

foundations and make me more open to hearing and understanding alternatives. in the 

next section I locate this postmodemism in the history of Western thought. Then I retlect 

on irnpiications of postmodem ideas for rny foundational mti-racism. Finally I explore 

sorne concepts from post-modem literature that may challenge my thinking and help me 

to explore altematives. 

POSTMODERN INFLUENCES 

Howe ( 1 994) provides a use ful account about the development from the pre- 

modem through the modem to postmodemisrnsy and shows the influence of these three 

phases on social work. His linear categorical approach is modemist but it identifies how 

some postmodemisms differ from much modem or pre-modem thinking. He argues that 

the pre-modern world accepted that Cod and destiny were in control. People rnarvelled ai 

X 
Thcrc is nor a single postmodemism. The postmodem concepts thrit 1 have chosen to explore. and the way I have 
cxplortxi them. were my n m t i v e .  a product of the time they were wntten. There are many other postmodemisms. 



God's creation. Attempts to change their position in "the naturai order" were considered 

blasphemous (p. 5 14). The modem world developed through scientific and industriai 

revolutions. As people began to control the natural world they looked to science and 

human reason to provide life's answers. Beliefs developed that human beings could 

understand and change societies and a better society would evolve. 

This "modem" optirnism has gradually dissolved as the modem era 

" has mn its course" (Lyotud. quoted in Irving, 1994, p.20). For Howe. the belief in a 

single tm th disappears as the modem era disappean. W ithout the premodem ultimate 

authority of God. or the modem authority of human reason. there is no foundation for 

determining truth. In postmodern thinking tnith is decentred. For Howe. 

postmodernisms are relativistic. Tmth is located in many places. dependent on context 

and in a constant state of flux. Therefore. universal principles no longer apply. However. 

there can be no single account of postmodernism because there are many stories about it. 

and accounts alter as they are nurated. 

Howe's relativistic approach to postmodemism is not universally accepted. For 

Hollinger ( 1994). the relativist emphasis on "particularity and difference" is one of the 

"pre-cursors to postmodernism" rather than postmodemism itself (p.67). Noms (1993) 

distinguishes between 'textualist' and 'end of ideology' postmodernîsms. The 'end of 

ideology' perspective suggests relativism in Howe's tradition while the "textualist" 

approach suggests that local truths can be discovered. Geertz ( 1983) challenges the 

relativist characterization of post-rnodernism and suggests it is a criticism of 



postmodemisrn by those who assume foundations. Geertz. tries to undentand local 

knowledge, or comprehend social phenornena from "local frames of reference." This 

latter perspective is compatible with my attempt to undentand local views about the 

nature of anti-racist social work cumculum rather than gain some univenalg 

understanding. A willingness to locate myself ip either a 'textualist' or an 'end of 

ideology' postmodemism is contrary to my postmodemism that is suspicious of such 

categonzations. instead 1 have sought phrases from various postmodern traditions. or 

traditions at the interface between modemism and pre-modemism. to conceptuaiim an 

anti-racist social work that values diversity. These phrases do not knit together to form a 

"story" about my postmodemism. My postmodemism is described by the phrase below. 

"Pastiche, a coliage or montage of colliding images" ( Irving). 

There is no single postmodemism. so attempts to define shared features run the 

risk of oversimplifying. thereby distoning postmodemisms. Atternpts have been made to 

categorize postmodemisms but the very attempt to categorize is a modem rather than a 

postmodem exercise. My postmodernism is unique and is constantly changing. Irving's 

favounte image of post-rnodernism (Irving, 1994, p.20). as a collage encouraged me to 

seek out fragments from postmodem writings that help me to step back and review my 

foundational anti-racism. The parts do not fit together. They may collide and contradict 

each other. Postmodem thougha that 1 find helpful tolerate ambiguity and conflict. From 

Y 
This does not rnerin that 1 am serking a locaI "iruth" about mi-ncist cumculum. t am arguing thzit rrsearch in a 
local geognphica[ context is more likrly to help me ro understand sensitizing concepts that will be more relevant in 
this context. 



this ambiguity and conflict can corne new insights. 

From a logicd. linear, rational perspective any attempt to combine the anti- 

foundational (in this section of the chapier) with the foundationai (in the previous section) 

is impossible. It is necessary to step out of this way of thinking. to "expand the 

dichotomy" (or challenge it) so that new insights cm emerge. I do not expect to find a 

consensus viewpoint among stakeholden in the anti-racist focus of the socid work 

programme about what this focus should be. My views, or those of research participants, 

are not necessarily intemally coherent. 1 beiieve that views should develop and change 

during research and reflection processes. Irving's idea of a collage of coliiding images 

encourages me to tolerate uncenainty. ambiguity and intemal conflict, reflect upon it, and 

constantly seek new meaninp. realizing that there will never be a final resolution. 

"lncredulitv towards metanarratives"(lyota 

Lyotard ( 1994) States, "1 define postmodemism as incredulity towards 

metanarratives" (p.27). He also refers to "metadiscourse"~o (p.3 L ). These ideas 

encourage me to seek stories and expianations other than those in current Canadian social 

work wisdom. Postmodern insights urge me to not allow meta-narratives to inform my 

theory. 1 agree with Rogers and Summen ( 1999) that grand narratives tend to reflect 

"dominant cultural values, discourses. knowledse bases and institutions" (p.344). 1 also 

think that Brown (1994) is usually correct in her clairn that "the competing worlds of 



marginalized and less powemil sociai groups are not reflected in theory or in institutional 

practices" (p.34). 

These quotations encourage me to consider who is silenced by dominant Canadian 

discourses about social work with diverse people. Ln particular. they encourage me to 

listen to the voices of diverse people. students and others who have stakes in social work 

education. Unless I consider diverse viewpoints I am likely to develop and impose a 

grand narrative about anti-racist social work curriculum. 

Canadian Schools of Social Work have been heavily influenced by DomineIli's 

anti-racism. Postmodem insights encourage me to üsk if other "narratives" about social 

work with diverse people in specific locations are equally or more relevant. They 

encourage me. in the footsteps of Geertz, to seek local stories from this local context. 

Therefore in this study I ask diverse stakeholden in a sociai work programme for their 

views that relate to anti-racist social work cumculum development thereby, like Butler. 

dlowing my foundational ideas to be contestable. 

"Foundations as permanentlv contestable assumpiions." (Butler) 

1 define foundational ideas as ideas and assumptions chat are at the base of my 

beliefs and thoughts and form their bedrock. The modem world repiaced the 

foundational authority of God with the foundationd authority of the power of human 

reason. in worlds of postmodernisms universal daims are challenged. Leonard ( 1997) 

draws from the work of Bauman to point out: 

Postmodemity does not seek to substitute one uuth for another . . . instead 
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it  splits the truth . . . it denies in advance the right of al1 and any revelation 
CO slip into the place of the deconstnicted/discredited rules (p. 15). 

Postmodem insights encourage me to allow others to contest rny foundations. and 

t hen explore differences. Demda ( 1982) coined a new French term "differance" and 

played with the words "differmce" and "difference." 1 seek "difference" (unlikeness or 

dissirnilarity) as well as Demda's "differance "(deferral). By allowing myself to tolerate 

"differance" I explore "difference" without fixing myself in a firm unchanging position. 

There is a limit to this though. Schools of Social Work are located in "modem" 

worlds. Such worlds must have foundations for cumculum that impact on social work 

with diverse people. Course outlines are required. textbooks must be ordered. CASSW 

accreditation standards must be considered. These foundations should not be presented 

as permanent and unchanging "tniths" though. need to engage in a reflexive process 

that enables me to challenge my own foundations in regard to anti-racist cumculurn. The 

foundations should be made transparent so that others also can challenge them. 1 want to 

explore the foundations of others' thinking as 1 reflect on my own, and 1 believe that this 

will reveal other alternatives. Then 1 can challenge my own foundations about anti-racist 

cumculum development as well as those imposed on me by the foundational world of 

orthodoxy about Canadian anti-racist social work education. 

Linear thought limits what 1 think. Cyclical thinking provides more possibilities. 

Conceptions of the whole present still more alternatives. if linear models. cyclical 

models @ conceptions of the whole 4 inform my thinking 1 am open to many more 



possibilities. If 1 expand funher and am open to hearing ideas that are simultaneously 

linear. cyclical & holistic still more possibilities are open. if 1 take a funher leap 1 will 

becorne open to hearing about an epistemology that is neither linear. cyclical no holistic. 

I seek to extend the bounds of my thinking so that I can heu as many rich ideas as 1 cm 

comprehend. My job as a social work educator is to help students to do the same. 

Butler ( 1994) suggests that we need to leave "univend" concepts "pemanently 

open. permanently contested, pemanently contingent . . . in order not to foreclose in 

advance future claims for inclusion." Butler's idea moves away from a postmodemism 

that would reject any universal concepts but it is valuable because it encourages me to 

explore concepts that rnight challenge my own. It encourages me to explore the views of 

many with a stake in the curriculum and to constantly seek their views. If 1 do so there 

will not be one challenge, but many. Derrida's concept "intertextuality" helps me to 

explore t his idea. 

"Relationship between 'author.' 'text,' and 'reader"' (Ife). 

Postmodern ideas about the 'author.' 'text ' and 'reader' have implications for 

social work with diverse people. for social work cumculum and for teaching and learning 

methods to prepare students for this work. The following quotation from Ife (1997) 

ex plains Derrida's intertextuality: 

Modernism has been seen as giving prionty to the author, who is regarded 
as the source of the text, with the reader passively consuming the author's 
product. Frorn this perspective, the text has a timeless quality and 
objective reality. and is the creation of the author. By contrat, 
postmodemists emphasize the role of the reader in interpreting the text, 



and in doing so. also constnicting the author. Each reading of the text is 
different, and in the process of interpretation the constructions of both text 
and author change (p. 86). 

This idea cm be read with the social work educator as "author," the curriculum as "text9* 

and the social work student as "reader." Altematively the social worker can be "author," 

knowledge, values and skills for social work cm be "text" and the client cm be "reader." 

As the social-work-educator-author. I am encouraged to write a curriculum-text 

that cm be interpreted in different ways by different student-readers. 1 want to develop a 

curriculum-text that student-readen can use flexibiy to develop social work knowledge. 

values and skills for work with diverse people. As author 1 want to learn from student- 

readers so that my cumculum-text can be rewritten each occasion 1 teach to maximite the 

leaming of students. When the student-authon enter the social work profession 1 want 

them to use their social work texts of knowledge, values and skills flexibly, "analyzing. 

interpreting and consuucting" (Collier, 1993) how best to use them in each unique 

situation. I do not want thern to view their "texts" as unchanging foundational "tmths," 

but as drafts that will change as they l e m  from their diverse client-readers. 

intertextuality occurs when "every text is penetrated with traces from other texts so that 

neither is the single texi itself the uitimate locus of meaning nor does the author 

determine the meaning of the text (for the reader)" (h ing ,  1994, p. 54). This is what 1 

aim for in my teaching. 

Conclusion 

Postmodem insights help me to recognize my biased thinking about anti-racist 
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social work that denves from my social location as a privileged white woman. 1 have a 

responsibility to continually try to becorne aware of my biases. 1 should be clear about 

rny contestable ideas. I should present these ideas in a rnûnner that allows different 

students to explore them in ways that are compatible with their own interests. self defined 

needs and leaming styles. This leads me to the following discussion about teaching and 

Ieming. 

TEACHING AND LEARNGVG ABOUT ANTI-RACIST SOCIAL WORK 

Introduction 

My jdeas about teaching and leaming are infotmed by both foundational and anti- 

foundational ideas. My anti-foundationalism encourages me to devise unique teaching 

and lrarning experiences for each unique student in context. It also encourages me to 

maxirnize student-participation in determining what is learned and how it is learned and 

to tind ways for the student-reader to influence my iext (as the author) as they leam. My 

foundationalism has many roots: as a social work educator 1 have responsibilities to other 

stakeholders as well as students. I have a responsibility to ensure that students develop 

what diverse people consider is competence to work with them. I am required to grade 

student work. To do so I need to make decisions about their learning and the standards of 

iheir work. Furthemore. 1 should not deny the knowledge and experience that I have 

acquired through reading, research and university teaching. I try to make my 

assumptions and foundations "permanently contestable" but there remains a tension 

between the foundational and the anti-foundational elements of rny teaching philosophy. 



in what follows 1 outline sorne of the conflicting ideas that coexist in my thinking as 1 

prepare for teaching and as I teach. 

Popular education and adult education 

I am influenced by adult educators such as Knowles and by popular educaton 

such as Freire. 1 agree with Knowles (1980) that social work students, as adult learnen. 

should play a major role in determining what to leam and how to leam. They bnng a 

wealth of expenence and can often leam best when they apply knowledge and reflect on 

experience. Teaching and learning opportunities should accommodate different student 

interests. learning styles. gender (Davenport. 1984). race (Luttrell. 1989) age, existing 

knowledge. previous experiences of education, and current expectations of education 

(Clews, 1995). The social work educator should not provide a blueprint but create an 

environment where students can creativeiy construct learning opportunities. 

Many authors have valued experientid learning in adult education. Kolb (1976) 

suggests a cycle of concrete experience, reflection. conceptualization and active 

experimentation. Green (1995) claims that Kolb's mode1 is usefid in cross-cultural social 

work because cuiturdly competent practitionen must apply skills in concrete situations. 

Studenis must move beyond the "concrete experience" stage or, as Weaver (1998) points 

out. expenentiai education will be "more of a vacation than a learning experience" (p.67). 

To prepare for ami-racist social work students need to reflect on the pain caused by 

racism and relate it to their world. If we require a reflective process from our students we 

must engage in it ourselves. 



Students and instructors should suive for dialogical relationships to explore what 

is learned and how it is learned. This draws heavily from Freire (1970, 1973) who 

contrasted dialogical learning with a '*banking concept of education" where "knowledge 

is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom 

they consider to know nothing" (Freire. 1995, p. 53). Freire suggested that the teacher 

should coordinate leaming, and enter into dialogical relationships with students so that 

they c m  emerge from a "culture of silence" and no longer be passive recipients of 

"knowledge." Leonard (1995) applied the "banking approach to a social work 

classroorn wliere "the teacher speaks with authority and manages the speech and wnting 

of students who listen. reproduce 'knowledge' and submit to this authonty" (p. 1 1). As 

Leonard points out. diaiogical relationships between social work educators and students, 

where "power and authority is deeply embedded in systems of domination [requires] a 

great deal of effort" and willingness on the part of both student and educator (p. 12). 

The role of the student is to l e m  and the role of the instructor is to facilitate this 

learning and nunure the unique qualities of each individual student. My mti-racist 

epistemology leads me to encourage each unique student to develop comrnitment. 

knowledge and skills to affirm difference and to confront oppression and domination in 

its personal cultural and structurai manifestations (Thompson, 1993). and in ail the faces 

mentioned by Young (1988). As an instructor I must constantiy reflect on my work and 

listen to both students and othen with a stake in student learning about working in a 

context of divenity, so that my foundational beliefs are "perrnanently contestable" in and 
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outside of the classroom. 1 now turn to explore some of the contestable foundations of 

my thinking. 

Radical humanism and radical stnicturalism in social work education 

Radical humanism and radical stmcturalism are both relevant to anti-racist social 

work education. Radical humanism leads to affirming the qualities of each unique 

student. and radical structurdism identifies and tries to change educational structures that 

prevent the expression of these qualities. My radical humanism encourages me to 

attempt to break down hierxchical oppressive relationships that bel1 hooks ( 1994) says 

lead to a "rote assembly line approach to teaching" (p. 13). insted. 1 want students to be 

subjects rather than objects of leaming, partnering with me and other stakeholden in co- 

authoring the curriculum-iext. to determine the outcorne of social work education. and 

teaching and learning methods that will achieve it. How cm 1 teach students to become 

anti-oppressive if oppress them in the classroom? 

Yet students may not wani to l e m  to be anti-oppressive practitioners. If this is 

the case, my anti-racist foundationalism will cause me to challenge them. 1 mus[ hear and 

respond to the voices of those who have spoken and written about their suffering in a 

Canada that causes them emotional pain. Students are important stakeholden but not the 

only stakeholders. The diverse people who may be their future clients are also important. 

Therefore, 1 endeavour to help students to understand difference. power and oppression 

and develop skills to confront it. 

Traditionai pedagogies of assigned readings and lecture, dthough they may have 
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some benefits, cannot provide everything students need to become anti-racist social 

workers. These approaches. used alone. suggest that 1, as instmctor, or the authon of the 

readings are "expert" on what the student needs to know. It assumes that this knowledge 

c m  be transferred to students through a "banking mechanism" (Freire. 1970). It aiso 

assumes that this mechanism cm foster comrnitment. values and skills needed for anti- 

racist social work. Burstow ( 199 1) shows how Freire's ideas of "problem posing" can 

be introduced in the social work classroom. She presented students with cartoon pictures 

that illustrated oppression. Students reflected and added to these images. These 

reflections enhanced their understanding about oppression and led to classroorn dialogue 

about the role of social work in confronting it. Similarly I have sought ways of making 

the suffering of diverse people apparent to socid work students. 1 discussed other means 

of doing so with research participants. 

in the social work classro~m 1 seek what hooks calls "engaged pedagogy" where 

students and 1 c m  grow together (hooks. 1994, p. 21). "Whole person" students must 

engage in "whole-person" learning to become anti-racist social worken. As hooks 

suggests. this necessitates teaching that "respects and cares for the souk of students" 

(p. 4 1). A "whole person" teacher must also be prepared to change. This leads me to the 

radical humanist dimension of my social work education. 

My radicai humanism has led me to the metaphon "hem." "head." "hand," and 

"soul" as my guides in developing cumculum content and teaching and leming methods. 

1 borrowed the concepts "mind." "heart," and "hand" from Brown (1988). who argued 
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that these components of the student self should be addressed in social work education. 

I thought that this was incomplete so I added the "soul." Aboriginal students have 

suggested that these concepts are sirnilar to ideas about the medicine wheel in North 

American Aboriginal thought. so I have explored these ideas (O'Meûra & West, 1996: 

Sun Bear & Wabum, 1992). From these Abonginal teachings 1 have learned that the 

whole is more important than the four directions because only in combination is the circle 

complete. Each part contributes to the whole and the parts as well as the whole should be 

nouris hed. 

From the "hem" comes feelings, cornmitment, rage and compassion that leads 

many to social work as a career. Unless the "heart" is nourished social worken "go 

through the motions" without authrnticity. Social work educators should attend to the 

"heart," and help to develop the cornmitment and the rage that encouraged many students 

to become social workers. 

From the "hed" comes knowledge that social worken apply in their practice and 

conceptual skills to apply this knowledge to unique situations. Social work educators 

should identify and inuoduce students to relevant local knowledge and aiso help them to 

develop conceptual skills for practice. 

From the "hands" corne practical skills needed to carry out anti-racist social work. 

Students need skills io work both outside and within oppressive structures to change 

them. They also need skills to relate to those with whom they work. 

Finally from the "soul" comes the essence of the unique penon that is the social 
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worker and the beliefs and values that wiil sustain them in their work. Socid work 

educators should encourage students to nourish their "souls." Students need to reflect on 

the foundationd value base of social work contiiined in the CASW Code of Ethics (1994) 

and relate it to their own beliefs and values. Social work is stressful. Anti-racist social 

work sirikes at the core of our values as we examine our assumptions. Students need a 

strong sense of identity. Social work educators should encourage students to nourish 

their souls so that they have spiritual resources needed for social work practice (Canda, 

1995). 

The "heart." "head," "hand," and "soul" metaphors represent parts of a whole. in 

practice "head" knowledge about concepts such as "empowerment" or "normalization" 

must be combined with "hand" skills to apply these concepts. Unique social worken 

engage "heart." "head." "hand."and "soul" as they interact with unique clients. Social 

work educators help students to develop the "heart." "head," "hûnd," and "soul" resources 

so that they c m  engage in both radical humanist and radical structurdist anti-racist work. 

The social work educator does not have dl the answers! Student are experts on their own 

leaming style preferences. It can be helpful for them to dialogue with the instructor and 

other students to identify leaming to enable thern to become anti-racist social workers. 

in Chapter 4 I review models of cultural cornpetence (for example Burgest. 1989; 

Logan, Freeman & McRoy, 1990: Sue. Arredondo and McDavis. 1992). 1 show that these 

approaches c m  be prescriptive and not compatible with the dialogical approach soutlined 

above. They often do not adequately acknowledge differences in students. the instructor 



or the practice environment. Also, developed in the United States. these models may not 

be relevant for rural New Brunswick. The "heart," "head." "hand" and "soul" metaphors 

are more promising, e~abiing student and instnictor to consider each aspect of self and 

how it c m  be nourished and developed. This framework is more compatible with my 

postmodem emphasis on context. small stories and contestable foundations. 

STRUGGLES TO COMBINE THE FOUNDATIONAL AND THE ANTI- 

FOUNDATIONAL 

This postrnodem episternology seems to have a potential for libention. because of 

the value it  places on smdl stories and iocal cultures and its rejection of hegemonic 

metanarratives. Nevertheless. a conflict is apparent between the anti- foundationalism of 

postmodernism and the acknowledged foundationalism in anti-racist social work practice 

and education. Anti-racist social work acknowledges and retains i ts foundations. The 

notion that racism is b d  is explicit. Radical sinicturdist and radical humanist 

approaches are foundational in challenging this oppression. Postmodemisms that are 

willing to contest al1 foundations worry me. With no foundation there is no criterion for 

challenging racism and other foms of oppression. There are no grounds for arguing that 

anti-racism is preferable to racism or that cultural cornpetence is prefenble to cultural 

incornpetence. 1 want the best of both worlds. 1 want to combine the "foundationai" and 

the "anti-foundationd." or better still. to expand (and thereby challenge) this dichotomy 

and leap to a perspective that is both "foundationai" and "anti-foundational" as well as 

neither "foundational" nor "anti-foundationd. " Logic suggesrs that this is impossible. 



Of course, 1 am not the fint person to expenence this suuggle. Some deny the 

con flict. MulIaly ( 1997) suggests that structural socid work is compatible with 

postrnodemism because of a shared parentage in the critical theory of the Frankfin 

School. and a shared challenge of the status quo. Yet the nature of the challenges from 

postmodernism and foundational structural social work are different. Structural social 

work challenges social worken to identify features of contemporary society which 

oppress and then promote change by evolutionary or revolutionary methods. Postmoâern 

thinkers would caution us against issuing any such challenge. 

Many have grappled with the theoretical problem of incorporating the benefits of 

the foundational and the anti-foundational. Leonud ( 1993) acknowledged that his 

Marxism triumphed over his "postmodem skepticisrn about the value of grand narratives" 

(p. 61). Some suggest that the postmodem exploration of the voices of diverse people 

can be liberating. Brown (1994) argues that we must be attentive to the plurality of 

women's experiences because this weakens attempts to identify authoritative voices and 

rnhances the possibility of change (pp. 35-38). When Lather ( 199 1) considered whether 

she should impose liberatory cumculum on students who expected the usual hierarchicai 

relationships, she explored these resistant voices. This exploration had creative 

consequences for teacher and student. Hearing diverse voices. although important. is not 

enough. We must allow what we hear to influence us. in this tradition Ristock and 

Penne11 ( 1996) suggest that postmodem notions can intempt. constantly challenging their 

feminisrn and precluding ngidity. 



In 1994. Leonard argued for a skepticd and questioning attitude to al1 narratives 

inciuding his own. A dialogical relationship between the foundationd and the relative 

can "unearth hidden knowledge refiecting the diverse experiences and wodd views of 

subordinate populations" (p. 24). 1 sought such a dialogue in my research. 

Leonard's concept of "critical pluraiisrn" is helpful. He is not prepared to 

abandon his emancipatory foundation but everything else c m  be contestable. He defines 

critical pluraiism as "a discoune on alternative and diverse theories, strategies and 

pnorities in the struggle for transfomative social change. " He States: 

Critical pluralisrn. in my view, is based on a prior cornmitment to 
emanc ipatory struggle for econornic and social justice: the pluralisrn 
cornes in the different roads which might be followed in miving at this 
goal, roads which emerge frorn diverse economic. social and cultural 
experiences and locations (p. 12). 

I agree with Leonard. 1 long to shed al1 foundations but my personal value base. 

my location as a social work educator in a structural social work programme. my contacts 

with diverse people. and my learning about the oppression they have faced lead me to 

retain a foundation in my thinking. My uncontestable foundation is a cornmitment to 

anti-racism. This affects what I am prepared. and what I am not prepared. to teach and 

how 1 am prepared to teach. I will not teach. practice or condone what 1 believe to be 

oppressive in my social work classroom. ïnstead I will help students to pursue anti-racist 

social work. 1 recognize that rny background may have led me to have a biased view of 

what anti-racist social work is, so this definition is open for challenge. Like konard 1 

hope that: 



If we can develop the notion of critical pluralism then perhaps we can 
relinquish our need for the 'transcendentai guarantees' of onhodoxy and 
open ourselves to a range of diverse views of the world which do noi have 
to be centered within a Western linear view (p. 12). 

My research explores a range of views to enable me to become aware of, and then 

contest, my other foundations. 

iMy methodology for this research emerges from the challenge of developing a 

dialogical relationship between my foundational anti-racist focus in regard to socid work 

and the unique and diverse views of research participants. My challenge has been to fint 

understand and then make explicit this uncontestable foundation. and the other 

contestable foundations so that participants can both challenge them and explore their 

own foundational concepts. 

My opposition to racism is uncontestable. The way that social work and social 

work education oppose i t  is contestable. I dlow the "heart," "head." "hmd," and "soul" 

metaphors about the nature of anti-racist social work education to be challenged. The 

meaning 1 give to mti-racist social work (radical humanism and radical stnicturd work 

with diverse people) is equally open to challenge. 

1 believe that the term "anti-racist social work." like any other term. is socidly 

constructed. Therefore, if a participant is able to convince me that my construction of this 

terrn is biased and there are alternative ways that social workers can challenge injustice to 

diverse people. 1 allow rny foundational views about anti-racist social work to be 

challenpd. A successful challenge to "anti-racist social work" will affect rny anti-racist 

social work curriculum content and also have implications for the teaching and leaming 



methods 1 employ. 

There is no precise formula to determine what I would and what 1 would not 

consider within a broad definition of "anti-racist social work." I cannot know this. My 

ability to consider it is limited by what others have considered "anti-racist social work" 

and my knowledge of these ideas. in its broadest sense 1 would not assist students to 

develop social work knowledge and skills that 1 think are likely to harm rather than help 

diverse people. 1 would not support social structures that I believe oppress nther than 

liberate them. 1 aim to help students to identify and challenge these oppressive 

behaviours or social structures. This does not mean that nly view about what would h m  

rather than help is the only view. 1 allow my position to be contested by participants' 

sensitizing concepts. Furthemore. I believe that rnems as weil as goals are important. 

Therefore I could not condone or promote what 1 believe to be oppressive teaching and 

Irming methods for anti-racist social work (although I would be open to challenge about 

w hether or not these methods actually oppressed). 

Two examples rnight help to clarify my uncontestable foundations. One of these 

examples is about goals and the oiher about means to reach a goal. There are some goals 

that I would not pursue and some structures that 1 would confront. First. I would 

challenge behaviours or structures that have the intention of promoting hatred of any 

ethnic or racial group. Also I would help students to deveiop cornmitment. knowledge 

and skills to rnount a challenge. The second example is about teaching and leming 

methods that 1 would not adopt. 1 tell a story to expiain. In 1970s Bntain some white 



people were just beginning to become aware of racism. A number of "racism awareness" 

courses developed. Some of these courses were highly confrontational. White people 

were deeply challenged about the racism of al1 White people. The rationale for this 

challenge was that they should feel the pain that Black people had felt. I attended several 

courses and workshops and talked to others who had dso attended. There were many 

different reactions. Some course participants were convinced by what they had heard and 

developed a cornmitment to identify and challenge ncisrn. There were other reactions. 

Some were deeply hurt: others were consumed by guilt: others decided that tthey would 

reject "racism awareness:" others may have had biased views reinforced. The point I am 

rnaking is that I consider the pain caused by these efforts to promote awareness of racism 

was unethical and 1 know it was sometimes counterproducrive. 1 would not use highly 

confrontational rnethods of this nature in my ciassroom. This is an uncontestable 

foundation. 

Therefore. my struggle to retain the benefits of foundationalism and anti- 

foundationalisrn results in a cornmitment to help students to Iearn to pursue anti-racist 

social work by teaching and leming methods that are not experienced as oppressive. At 

the same time I strive to becorne alert to the social construction of my definitions of "anti- 

racist social work" and "non-oppressive teaching and leaming methods. " in order to 

rnnxirnize this alenness 1 conducted research designed to place before participants my 

foundations and ask them to share their ideas and comment on mine. 

This is no easy task. As a social work educator who is resevching my own 



discipline. 1 risk convincing myself that I have reached the Nirvana of self-knowledge and 

communicate this belief. thereby silencing my participants. My uncontestable 

foundationalism is my commitment to punue "anti-racist social work" by "non- 

oppressive" teaching and leming methods. My anti-foundationaiism is my wish to 

maximize my understanding of what "mi-racist social work might be and increase the 

range of possible "non-oppressive" teaching and leming methods 1 might employ. One 

struggle is to let the foundations of my thinking be shaken and shifted. Another struggle 

is not to silence the participants but to hem and respond to their diverse views. Then the 

approach to anti-racist social work and anti-racist social work education cm be informed 

by other epistemologies. This can possibly lead to the development of curriculum content 

and teaching and leming methods that x e  more relevant for more people. 1 now tum to 

explain how sensitizing concepts might form a bridge between the foundationd and the 

contestable thought. To do so. 1 add a symbolic interactionist thread to rny epistemology. 

SENSiTlZING CONCEPTS: A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE FOUNDATTONAL AND 

CONTESTABLE? 

Blurner (1969) a major thinker in a symbolic interactionist tradition. suggests that 

people act on the bais of meanings that they give to the sociai world. They make 

"indications to one another and interpret each other's indications." Social acts. whether 

individual or collective. ;ire constmcted through a process in which the m o n  note. 

interpret. and assess the situations confronting them" ( p. 50). Part of my epistemology is 

in a symbolic interactionist tradition because I seek to understand how stakeholders in the 



social work programme at St. Thomas University think that the anti-racist focus of the 

programme should develop. 1 seek to "interpret" their ideas and use this undentanding in 

the development of anti-racist social work cumculum. 

The potential for misunderstanding is high. particularly in a multicuitural 

situation. 1 am more likely io understand a smaller element in the reality of another 

person than a larger element. The concept is a small element. By concepts 1 mean ideas 

about some aspect of the world. Concepts are not isolated thoughts but thoughts linked 

together to form ideas that can be building blocks for theory (Ford, 1975). They can also 

becorne building blocks for an anti-racisi focus in a social work programme. 1 have 

outlined above some of the concepts that are foundational to rny thinking. These ideas 

derive from my social location as a white social work educator. They may not make 

sense to diverse people who have a stake in the anti-racist focus of social work education. 

1 want to explore the concepts of others and enable them to bring them into a dialogue 

with my own. Sensitizing concepts have promise to enable this to happen. 

The term "sensitizing concept" was conceived by Blumer as a transition "from 

actors' understandings and meanings to analytic. generalizable concepts" (van den 

Hoonaard. 1997, p. vi). Unlike Biumer 1 do not seek here to generdize about expenences 

of racism but want to understand some of the concepts that infonn stakeholders' thinking 

about anti-racist social work cumculum content and teaching and learning methods. This 

exploration can form the bai s  for anti-racist social work education in a specific locality. 

1 think that a single exploration will not be enough. The term "anti-racist social work" 
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should be dynamic and change with new knowledge about ethnic and racial oppression. 

I share van den Hoonaard's ( 1997) definition of a sensitizing concept as "a 

construct which is derived from the research participants' perspective. uses their language 

or expression, and sensitizes the researcher to possible Iines of enquiry " (p. 1). 1 add that 

this line of enquiry rnight differ from the researchers own "language or expression." The 

sensitizing concept is more than a repetition of someone else's words. Sometimes a 

sensitizing concept makes sense of many words. The researcher may think of a phrase 

which appean to encapsulate the thinking of one. or more than one. participant. Then the 

researcher rnoves beyond the words or actions of a pyticular participant in order to 

understand their rneaning. As an example, in a recent undergraduate research course. 

students were reluctant, even temfied by the prospect of studying research. 1 gave 

students an assignment to cany out a research project and most of them had different 

ideas about research by the end of the course. One final exam question required students 

to write to an imaginary student womed about beginning a research methods course 

(Clrws. 19990. One student wrote that students " l e m  by doing." This phrase captured 

my intention to demystify the research process by "doing" small exercises and a research 

project. He used the sensitizing concept "learn by doing." to explain what happened 

during the course. He did not use my words but his  sensitizing concept captured his 

experience of my intentions. His words had immediatc face vaiidity to me. The phrase 

"leam by doing" is a sensitizing concept with meaning to us both. 

Cnteria for identiwing a "sensitizing concept" are varied. Sorne researchea 
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iden tify sensitizing concept by the response of the researcher. 

You will know a sensitizing concept when you see it because the 
expression will move you to reflection- "a double entendre" will be 
evident to your reading intellect and you will pause to ask. "what does this 
mean? What is the significance of this expression? What are they saying 
about this aspect of life by choosing to express it in this way?" 
(Turner, 19%). 

Some suggest signals that might alen the researcher to a sensitizing concept: if the 

participant becomes ernotional. frequently repeats words. uses jargon or familiar 

expressions in an unfamiliar way or goes into a narrative, it might suggest a sensitizing 

concept (van den Hoonaard. 1998). Similarly Rubin and Rubin (1995) suggest thrt the 

researcher iooks for words thai "sound different from . . . ordinary vocabulary" and 

"vividness. " (p. 230). These authors also identify "stories" with "fluency in narration." 

" carcfui structure," " haunting symbols." "change of speaking tone or posture by the 

nanator." and interviews "ignoring interventions and questions by the reseucher" 

(p. 32) as likely to contain sensitizing concepts. 

Rubin and Rubin also suggest that sensitizing concepts" can be identified from a 

"matched pair" of tems. As an example, participants in one study about housing projects 

often used the words "bricks and monar." The researcher looked for a phrase which 

suggested a less visible product. The term "social services support" was identified as a 

matched idea to the concept of "bricks and monar" (p. 73 1). 

I I  These riuthors use the trrm "key concepts" but their meaning of "key concepts" is the same as the definition of 
"sensitizing concepts" used in this dissertation. 1 use the ienn "sensitizing concepts" when I am discussing rheir 
work. 



A sensitizing concept must be understood as well as identified. During 

ethnographie research with medical students Becker (1993) found the term "crock" was 

used often and seemed important (p. 3 1). He describes the 'detective work  necessary to 

understand its meming. Whenever the tenn was used. he reflected on the context and 

asked questions. lnitially a sensitizing concept may be identified through "intuition." but 

"intuitions are great but they don? do rnuch for us unless we follow them up with the 

deiailed work that shows us what they really mean. what they cm account for" 

(p. 35). Becker used two of the signals meniioned by van den Hoonaud's to intuit that 

-crockW 12 was a sensitizing concept; the terni was jargon and often repeated. 

Before seeking to identify and understand the sensitizing concepts of othen about 

curriculum content and teaching and leming methods for anti-racist social work 

education. 1 needed to engage in a reflexive process to enhance my awareness of 

sensitizing concepts that infonn rny own thinking. This is what Kirby and McKenna 

( 1988) refer to as '"doing conceptual baggage. " '' The clearer I became about my own 

"conceptual baggage" the more I was able to understand sensitizing concepts1' of othen. 

Sensitizin_o, concepts. foundationai and anti-foundationai thinkinq 

I propose that sensitizing concepts can create new relationships between the 

II A "crock" was somconc who was diagnosed with a psycho-somatic itiness. 

13 Unlike these authors I do not "bncket off' this knowledge but use it to help me to understand others' id-. 

'" Lest i t  appevz t h a  1 am in danger of reifying the '3ensitiring concept.'* 1 rnusr point oui ihat a '3ensitizing concept" 
is an anitkial constnict. There is no absolute standard. What appears to be a major sensitizing concept now might. 
rit a later time. be displaccd by other sensitizing concepts. 



contestable and the foundational elements of my thinking. This can occur if 1 allow a 

dialogue between the sensitizing concepts and the contestable foundations of my thought. 

New foundations may emerge or old ones may be challenged through this exercise. I 

have one foundation. a punuit of "anti-racist social work" by "non-oppressive teaching 

and leming methods." Everything else is contestable. My views about the nature of 

the stniggle. what it means to feel emancipated, the role that social workers should play 

and the meaning of "anti-racist social work are al1 contestable. My concepts "heart," 

"head." "hmd" and "soul." my curriculum content and my teaching and leaming methods 

c m  al1 be contested. 1 welcome the dia10 y e  that will help me to develop and change 

them. What is not open to challenge is rny puauit of anti-racist social work. 

My particuiar construction of anti-racist social work cumculum is a 

metanarrative that I do not want to impose on others. Therefore 1 invite others to contest 

my foundations through sharing with me sensitizing concepts about cumculum content 

and ieaching and learning methods. I cm share my sensitizing concepts with research 

participants and they can share their sensitizing concepts with me. As 1 retleci on our 

dialogue, my (contestable) foundations can be challenged. If this is successful the 

sensitizing concept can act as r bridge that enables me to undentand part of the redity of 

someone else. in doing so. it enables me to explore the implications of this undentanding 

for possible change in my own ideas. 

If we acknowledge uncontestable foundations and are willing to change other 

foundations, sensitizing concepts can enter to challenge these contestable foundations. In 
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doing so sensitizing concepts may remove a contestable foundation from the statu of 

foundaiion. Sensitizing concepts can possibly act as bridges because they can cause the 

social work educator to move something from the contestable foundational to the 

unfoundationd and vice versa. Indeed if diverse stakeholders consistently challenged 

what presently 1 am defining as uncontestable foundationai 1 would reconsider wheiher 

the single value within this category should remain there. in this study 1 explore this 

potential bridge between the foundational and the anti-foundationai as 1 reflect on the data 

and allow it to dialogue with my contestable foundational ideas. 

Sensitizing concepts from diverse stakeholden therefore have three potentid 

applications. They may directly infom curriculum content. they may dlow people who 

were previously silent when curriculum was developed to have voice. or they may create 

new relationships between the contestable foundational and the non-foundational. In this 

study 1 explore whether the sensitizing concepts that 1 gather from diverse stakeholden 

have utility in any of these ways. 

Therefore. the unit of analysis in this research is sensiiizing concepts from diverse 

stake holden. Before 1 explain how 1 conducted the research to gather these sensitizing 

concepts I have one more task. In the next chapter 1 outline the literature that added to 

my foundational ideas about anti-racist social work cumculum. 

CONCLUSION 

These, then. are the theoretical foundations of rny ideas about social work, anti- 

rricist social work and social work education. 1 have outiined a foundational critical 
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thread in my thinking that stems from a conflict mode1 of society leading to an anti-racist 

focus in my social work education. 1 have also described a contrûsting postmodem 

thread of valuing uniqueness or local perspectives. diversity and change and the 

avoidance of cenainties. These two elements of my thinking are in tension. There is 

certainty implied by the term " mti-racist." a certainty that racisrn is wrong. Therefore 

anti-racist social work will challenge this wrong. There is no certainty in rny 

postmodemism. The tension of trying to reconcile the anti-foundational with 

foundational (anti-racist) elements in my thinking has led me to consider which of my 

foundations are contestable and which are not. I decided that I only had one foundation 

that was not contestable, 1 was not prepared to punue racisrn or oppression nther than 

anti-racism and anti-oppression in my social work cumculum although the meaning of 

these terms can be challenged. 

Then I explored the possibility of the sensitizing concept contesting the 

foundational elements of my thinking that 1 am prepared to make contestable. 1 explored 

the potential for sensitizing concepts to act as a bridse between my foundation that is 

contestable and the redities of others. In this research I laid the foundations of my 

thinking open to their challenge and invited them to contest them by sharing their 

sensitizing concepts with me. in the pages that follow 1 describe this work. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SOCIAL WORK WITH ETHNICALLY AND RACMLLY DIVERSE PEOPLE: 
A WVIEW OF THE LiTERATURE 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter critically reviews literature to inform social work with New 

Brunswick ethnicdly and racially diverse' people chat is compatible with the theoreticai 

perspective in the previous chapter. After briefly outiining the range of available 

literature 1 explore potential organizing frameworks. I expiain why the work of Barth 

( 1969). rxpanded by Green (1995). is compatible with my theoretical base. Barth 

dist inguishcs between literature that employs a "categorical approach" in grouping by 

ethnicity. and literature that is "transactional" and emphasizes interactions between 

people. 1 briefly review categorical work. 1 show that transactional literature is more 

cornpaiible with my theoretical base. I consider transactional litenture that contributes 

to my understanding about culturally competent social work. anti-racist social work. 

social work in rurai communities and teaching and leaming about anti-racist social work. 

1 explore biographies of diverse people that c m  inform curriculum. Findly I review 

literature from New Brunswick that can inform anti-racist social work. Considerable 

literature can be found in these groupings. 1 select examples from each Croup 

em phasizing Canadian Literature, recent publications and literature that I have either 

found particularly useful or that clearly exemplifies major limitations with existing work. 

' In rhis chnpter when 1 d e r  ro '.diverse" 1 m a n  .*ahnicdly and mcially divene" unless 1 explain oihenvise. 
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Literature about cross-cultural social work includes much from the United States 

(for exampie Cox & Ephross 1998; Green, 1995). and the United Kingdom (for example 

Dominelli. 1997; Thompson. 1993). but little from Canada until the 1990s. Recent 

Canadian conference papers and articles have moved some way to redressing this 

omission. Attention has ken  given to social work with Abonginal people (Dudziak. 

1998; Feehan & Hannis, 1993 ; Fiddler. 1993; Morrisette. McKenzie & Morrissette, 

1993). English and French Canadian literature has considered recent Canadian 

immigrants and refugees (Aldous. 1999: Austin & Este. 1999: Laaroussi. Trernblay. 

Comveau & Duplain. 1999; Reinberg, 1999). Canadian English social work literature 

addresses Jewish people (Gold. 1994), Chinese people (Saldov, 1999). Black people 

(Bernard. 1999) and South Asian people (Maiter, Trocme & Shakir 1999). 

Much Canüdian French literature has focussed on the resettlement of immigrants 

and refugees. Ulysse ( 1998) reviewed explorations of immigrants' experiences in 

education. the labour market. housing and criminal justice. and identified wide gaps 

between the racism and discrimination expenenced by immigrants and the political 

discourse of multiculturalism. A luge study conducted over three y e m  penod in two 

regions in Quebec explores how Arabian. Vietnamese. Latino and Yugosiavian 

participants adjusted to Iife in Canada. The views of formal agencies about resettlement 

processes were found io differ starkly from the resettlement strategies actudly ernpioyed 

by families (Laaroussi. Trernblay, Comveau & Duplain. 1999). 

Recent Canadian English literature about socid work with diverse people 
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addresses c hild care (Aldous, 1999). social work wi th women ( Kreiger-Grossi, 1998). 

men (Austin & Este 1999) and elderly people (Bergin, 1995; Saldov. 199 1). Issues of 

ethnicity and race in the social work practicum have also received attention in both 

Englis h and French Canadian literature (for example Cohen. 1984; Razack, 1999: 

Razack, Teram & Sahas, 1995; Summers & Powers, 1995; Trainer, 1995). in French 

literature Jacob explored the role of social services with diverse ethnic groups ( 1992). 

Specific fields of practice with diverse populations considered in French literature 

include: mental health (Bibeau. Chan-Lip, Locke. Rousseau et Sterlin, 1992). youth 

(Charnard, 1998). Black youth (Davies et Shragge, 1992). and services to young families 

(Legault, Heineman, Gravel, Fortin et Alvado, 1995). 

GROUPINGS OF THE LmRATURE 

Several have attempted to group this work (Chau, 199 1; Green 1995; Ka Tat 

Tsang & George. 1998; Razack, 1999). in this section 1 briefly sumrnarize these 

groupings and then use Barth's perspective applied by Green because it is most 

compatible with my symbolic interactionist theoretical base (Barth, 1969: Green, 1995). 

Chau ( 199 1 ), focusses on crossçultural teaching of social work practice and 

places approaches in five categories: cognitive content. oppression, conceptualizations of 

different ethnic groups, the role of social worken and values of diverse people (p. 125). 

These categorizations do not support my theory. As argued in the last chapter. 

categorizations inevitably ovenimplify. Furthemore. these categories are not mutually 

exclusive so 1 find that they have littie practical utility in organizing literature. 
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Razack's li  terature review ( 1999) justifies greater attention to diversity and anti- 

racisrn in the field practicum (pp. 3 12-3 13). She quotes from Tully and Greene ( 1994) 

who found that 60.4% of social work literature about diversity addressed socid work 

practice and only 1.3% related to the field practicum (Tully & Greene. 1993). She 

suggests that recent Canadian literature tends to focus on either the need to understand 

cultural backgrounds of clients. or the importance of ethnically sensitive social work 

practice. This review does not provide a usehil framework for me to evaluate the 

literature. because I consider both cultural backgrounds and ethnically sensitive work to 

be important. 

Ka Tat Tsang and George's review ( 1998) provides a comprehensive list of 

categories (pp. 71-75). They identify "the inferiority or pathoiogical model." "the deviant 

model ." "the disorganizational model." "the culturally deficient model," "the genetically 

deficient model," "the colour blind approach." "the culturally different model." "the 

rnulticultural model," and "the culturally pluralistic or culturally diverse model" before 

suggesting their own model with some features of the last three models. These categories 

are often undefined or unexplained, there are too many caiegories for organizational 

purposes and several categories relate to social work approaches no longer in use. 

Green ( 1995), following Barth ( 1969) distinguishes between two ided types.' 

underpinned by either 'bcategoricai" or "transactional" perspectives on ethnicity. 1 select 

2 1 am using this term in the way it is used by Max Weber. An ideal type 1s. therefore "theoretical constnicts 
which have been simplified to their key chmcteristics for use in maiysing social interaction. 
(DomineHi. 1997b. p. 29). 



this framework to organize my literature because Barth's work is compatible with the 

symbolic interactionist and postmodem theoretical underpinnings articulated in the 

previous chapter. tn his 1969 work Barth highlighted the complexity of ethnicity. He 

suggested a need for distinction between the ethnic organization of a group. how 

individuals self-identify and how they are defined by others. 1 agree that simple 

descriptions of an ethnic group are inadequate. Who makes the description. the social 

location of the person describing and why they describe are three issues of importance. 

Barth ( 1989) developed and illustrated his work in Bali. He suggests that we 

should "observe the litany of authorities . . . that make a da im to be heard in Bali- 

Hinduisrn's variously instituted liturgies and priesthoods" (p. 127). He went on to list 

Sanskrit rnanuscripts. different ranks of the priesthood, deceased anceston and the go&. 

Kahn ( 1995) expands Banh's list to include "Indonesian govemment officiais. Balinese 

politicians and aspiring politicians, people prornoting Bali as a tourist destination, the 

cultural performers. musicians and dancers" (pp. 129- 130). Barth's said that "to approach 

such a raucous cacophony of authoritative voices with the expectations that their 

messages and their teachings will be coherent" and provide a single perspective on 

Balinese culture is unlikely to meet with success. This is compatible with my postmodern 

and symbolic interactionist theoretical bases. These perspectives lead me to conclude that 

I should dialogue with a diverse sarnple of people who have stakes in the anti-racist focus 

of the social work programme at St. Thomas University, and understand the range of 

views to help me to avoid making "authoritative statements" about what the nature of 
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anti-racist social work for this location should be. Drawing upon Barth's notion of 

'boundary maintenance,' Green's position ( 1995) ihat social workers have a critical role 

as 'boundary mediators' between different cultures informs my approach to the research 

(p. 28). 1 continue this chapter by considenng literature from a categoncal perspective. 

CATEGORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

A categorical perspective assumes ihat clear differences exist between ethnic 

groups. This perspective: 

emphosizes cultural 'content' between groups, assumes high lrvels of 
cultural uni formity within groups. seek conceptual simplification in 
response to cultural 'otherness', [considers] assimilation or ricculturation 
[as] policy and intervention goals, [and are] associated with melting pot 
and pluralistic ideologies (Green, 1995, p. 28). 

Green s tates that these perspectives presume that "an individual w ho * fils ' one category 

probably fits many of the othen that define the group as well" (Green, 1995, p. 29). 

These ideas do not appear compatible with my theoretical foundations but I review this 

literature to evaluate its potentid utility for developing anti-racist social work cumcuium. 

Socid work knowledge informed by categoricd perspectives begins with 

assernbling "traits" descriptive of people from various ethnic groups. Exisring social 

work knowledge, sometimes modified to accommodate differences from majority groups, 

is generally ûssumed to be an appropriate foundation for work with diverse people, a little 

extra knowledge is al1 that is needed. For example, literature refers repeatedly to 

differences between ethnic groups in the amount of eye contact permitted. The analysis 

rarely goes deeper than this. The reader is left to conclude that with slight modifications 



for eye contact. the relationship between social worker and client will be similar for 

people from al1 ethnic groups. Other authon caution that skin pigmentation of African 

people not be rnistaken for child physical abuse. Definitions of physical abuse in 

different cultures are not considered. The social worker is simply provided with 

knowledge io identify bruising on the child's body. Much of the literature informing 

work with diverse people is from this categoncal perspective. 

Social workers sometimes use counselling manuais. Several manuais consider 

counselling diverse people from a mainly caiegorical perspective (d' Ardenne & Mahtani 

1989; Pederson. 1985; Wehrley. 1995). This literature often stereotypes. For example. 

one article in  Pederson ( 1985) advises: "Hispanics suffering from emotional distress use 

folk-healing practitioners" (Padilla & Saigado de Snyder, 198% p. 1 59). Another article 

in this collection of readings stereotypes in a similar way: 

clues to the mental-health of Black women cm be found in data on 
alcoholism . . . alcoholism among Black women has increased and. with it, 
mortality for cirrhosis of the liver (Smith. 1985. p. 18 1 ). 

The categorical perspective frequently underpins diversity-onented sections of 

many generdist social work texts. For example. Zastrow ( 1995) in The Practice of 

Social Work has a forty-one page chapter on "Social Work Practice with Diverse 

People." This short account of the knowledge needed to practice social work with diverse 

people contains brief suggestions about intervention practices. Few references to 

diversity appear elsewhere in this 700 page text. The need for knowledge about the social 

worker "self' is addressed in two paragraphs (pp. 354-3553. in the 1993 edîtion of Direct 



Social Work Pracrice, Hepwonh and Larsen daim expanded matenal to prepare social 

workers for practice with "wlnerable groups" (p. xvii), including "expanded content 

related to ethno-cultural factors entailed in assessing and enhancing the hinctioning of 

minority families" (p. xix). The authors assume that the addition of material about ethnic 

and cultural differences will enable student social workers to apply their social work 

mode1 (which assumed homogeneity) to work with diverse people. The model's bais in 

noms. values and beliefs of a white. urban society is not acknowledged. 

Several books on social work with people from different ethnic and racial 

backgrounds are compatible with Green's 'bcategoricai perspective" and adapt or apply 

perspectives developed for work with non-minority clients. Examples of modified 

approaches include a psycho-social mode1 (Burgest. 1989)' a "strengths perspective" 

(Logan. Freeman & McRoy. 1 WQ), a generalist "process-stage approach" (Lum. 1996) 

and an ecological (person-in-environment) mode1 (Greene & Watkins, 1998). 

Some publications also categonze by ethnic group. Vacc. Wittmer and Devaney ' s 

( 1988) categones include people "on the reservation," "Black people." "South-East Asian 

persons," "Asian Americans," "Cuban Americans," and "Mexican Americans." Dana 

( 1989) has sections on "Native Americans," "Afro Amencans." "Hispanic Americans," 

and "Asian Americans." Harrison, Thyer & Wodacski (1996) write about "African 

Arnericans," "Latinos", "Asian Americans," and "Native Americms." The Pederson 

counselling manual cited above categorizes by "Cambodians and Laotians," 'Central 

Americans," "The Chinese," ''The iranians," 'The Japanese." ' n i e  South Asians." "The 
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Vietnamese," and 'mie West indians." Although this literature helps social workea 

understand more about people from particular cultures than publications with just a bief 

mention of these cultures. they often ovenimplify. For example, "the modem family 

structure" in Iran. outlined in five paragraphs, ovenimplifies, and neglects differences 

within han (Behjati-Sebat. 1990, pp. 98-99). 

These texts assume that information about an ethnic group is sufficient for 

competent practice. Furthemore. many of these publications are from the US and 

elsewhere. Therefore they provide information about newcorners who arrived at different 

times and in different circurnstances from Canadian immigrants. Information needed for 

practice w ith people from pmicular ethnic backgrounds will differ between Canada and 

the United States (Christensen. 1999, pp. 294-298). Regional differences within Canada 

are dso important. 

The many works from a categorical perspective add little to the knowledge base 

for anti-racist social work education. Work carried out from a categorical perspective 

generally assumes that social workers with appropriate knowledge and skills (and 

sometimes values) will provide appropriate service to clients from diverse ethnic and 

racial backgrounds. This ignores the racism ernbedded within society, social workea and 

social work practice theories, as well as racisrn experienced in interpersonal interactions, 

cultural assumptions and social systems. 1 now consider whether publications written 

from a transactional perspective have more promise to infom the social work educator 

developing cumculum in New Brunswick. 



TRANSACTION AL PERSPECTIVES 

The transactional mode1 explains how relations across ethnic bounduies "tend to 

be rigid and stereotypical" and how this enables people from different ethnic backgrounds 

to "carry on their business without having to leam much of one another's culture"(Green, 

1995. p. 29). This model: 

emphasizes boundaries between groups. expects differentiai expression of 
surface features within groups. seeks conceptual cornplexity within a 
comparative perspective. [seeks] resolution within indigenous frarneworks 
as an intervention goal. [and] anticipates resistance to cultural and political 
dominance (Green. 1995, p. 18). 

This approach. therefore. emphasizes complex redities within each group that are 

themseives diverse and expressed in diverse ways. and exist beneath surface features. 

Auihors with this perspective tend to explore the meaning of ethnicity and race and 

develop frameworks based on these analyses to inform theory and social work practice. 

This approach is closer to the "transcultural" perspective in Canadian litenture written in 

~rench' and the anti-racist approaches of Canadian iiterature written in  English. A 

transactional perspective is compatible with rny position on ethnic and racial differences. 

because it  acknowledges diversity at a deeper level. It also heips me understand how 

racism develops and is sustained through personal interactions, cultural patterns and 

social systems. This understanding informs attempts to transform social work theory and 

' The transcuitur;il pcrspective is ïsed more often than an mi -nc i s t  pmpective in Cmdim French litentum. This 
perspcctivr is brtsed on ri conllict mode1 of society, ernphasizes differences within and between cuitures, and often 
explores the sxperiences of people from ri prtrricular culture as thcy aticmpt to acfapt to ri different dominant culture 
(for example, Laaroussi, Trernblay, Corriveau & Duplain. 1999). This mode1 appem to contain ami-ncist, 
postmodern and symbolic intenctionist themes and is. therefore. compatible with my theoretical perspective. 



practice so that embedded racism c m  be recognized and chdlenged. 

Literature informed by a transactional perspective is more vuied and difficult to 

group than literature from a categorical perspective. Nevertheless 1 attempt to organize it 

under six groupings: culturally competent social work. anti-racist or anti-oppressive 

social work. social work in rural communities. teaching and leaning about anti-racist 

social work. biographies from diverse people and finaily literature chat describes the lives 

of people from diverse backgrounds in New Brunswick. These groupings are for clarity 

but it should be noted that much literature contributes to more than one grouping. 

Transactional lirerature on cuitural competence 

in recent CASSW conferences "'cultural competence" as a mode1 for sociai work 

with diverse people is referred to in disparaging terms. "Anti-racist" approaches are 

clearly the cunent onhodoxy. This view is understandable. Much literature about 

cultural competence is frorn a categorical perspective with the weaknesses already 

outlined above. More recent literature. however. is less simplistic. Kive1( 1996) argues 

that multicultural competence, defined os "the abiiity to understand another culture well 

enough to be able CO communicate with. and understand people from that culture," is 

necessary for people who want to work to promote sociai justice, particularly anti-acism. 

1 agree. Those who encounter social workers in a professional capacity want workers 

who cm communicate with them! 

Although the generalist text by Kat-Ashman and Hu11 (1993) is mainly 

categorical because it lists ethnic groups in the US and describes how to work with thern. 



the section that addresses ethnic and racial diveaity adds useful suggestions (pp. 398- 

420). For exarnple the checklist on page 414 of "within-group differences" can assist the 

social worker to avoid stereotyping al1 people from a panicular ethnic group. This is 

compatible with the postmodern elements of the theoretical bais  outlined in the previous 

chapter. These authors use Green's 1992 edition to suggest "strategies for cultural 

assessment" (Green. p. 182; Kirst-Ashman & Hull. p. 4 19). Usefd tips include: 

Treat al1 "facts" you have ever heard or read as hypotheses to be tested 
anew with each client. Tum "facts" into questions; 

Consider d l  clients ris individu& first, as members of minonty status next 
and then as members of a specific ethnic group. This will prevent 
overgeneralizing and making enoneous assumptions: 

Engage your client actively in the process of leming what cultural content 
should be considered. This means you should ask cleariy about clients 
experiences, beliefs and values. 

These and sirnilu suggestions promote competent practice by helping to avoid some of 

the generalizations inherent in categoncd approaches. 

Cox and Ephross ( 1998) want social worken to develop an "ethnic lens," to 

understand issues faced by people from ethnic and racial minority groups. Their 

consideration of the ethnic profile of the United States and welfare policies in the United 

States is not redly relevant to the Canadian reader. Their consideration of how 

relationships between social workers and clients from different ethnic and r a d  

backgrounds might be influenced by ethnicity is useful. The "lens" focusses on 

expectations of both client and social worker, and the authon warn against stereotyping. 



This framework could help Canadian social workers challenge their assumptions and is 

compatible with the symbolic interaciionist threads in my theoretical base. 

Green's later edition ( 1995) identifies qualities of "ethnic competence." These 

qualities include awareness of one's own limitations, openness to cultural differences. a 

client-oriented approach. appropriate utilization of culturd resources and 

acknowledgment of cultural integrity (pp. 90-97). Green then suggests of a path to 

promote ethnic competence (pp. 97- 109). This has applicability for New Brunswick. 

Some authors. including Green. sugpest skills for cross-cultural competence. 

Herberg ( 1993) focuses on micro skills and highiights necessary skills for work with 

people from diverse ethnic groups. The reader is encouraged CO reflect on how 

assumptions about appropriate micro skills can lead to misunderstandings or ill-feelings. 

Herberg, ( 1998) explored in detail skills of verbal and non-verbal communication. and 

described her work as a preliminary step to developing anti-racist education. 

Devore and Schlesinger have written about ethnic-sensitive social work since 

198 1. with a founh edition in 1996. Although early chapters of the 1996 edition focus on 

US history and politics. much is valuable for a Canadian concext. These authors 

emphasize the need for students to develop knowledge. values and skills to work with 

different ethnic groups. Their detailed work outlines the contribution of major social 

work theories to work with diverse people and highlights issues faced in micro and macro 

Ievels of practice. 

Christensen's work points to deficiencies in social work curriculum and 
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suggests how it cm be improved. She has written about immigration to Canada (1995). 

social policy ( 1994), Aboriginal students in social work programmes ( 1994). rninority 

women in academia ( 1993). and has provided a framework for social work education 

( 1990). A recent chapter sumarizes her earlier work ( 1999). She argues that social 

work has failed to "incorporate multicultural realities as integral factors in the provision 

of social services when envisioning the sociai welfare of Canadian society" (1999. p. 

194). She suggests that because many Canadian courses have used US resources. 

Canadian students have incorporated myths about Canadian history (p. 307). The fini 

myth iç that Canada had only two "founding" people, the British and the French. The 

second is that only recently have "people from the Third World . . . become part of the 

Canadiûn rnosaic." Christensen challenges these myths and suggests that Canadian 

history of diverse people should be included in sociai work curriculum. 

Finally. some literature suggests cultural competence with particular ethnic and 

racial groups without stereoiyping and ovenimplifying in the manner of categoricai 

literature. Examples include work to develop cultural cornpetence in work with 

Aboriginal people ( Feehan & Hannis. 1993), recent Canadian immigrants and refugees 

(Aldous. 1999; Austin & Este, 1999: Laaroussi. Tremblay, Corriveau & Duplain. 1999; 

Reinberg, 1999), Jewish people (Gold, 1994), and with Chinese people (Saldov, 1999). 

The Canadian literature on culturai competence is patchy. Herberg makes some 

very useful suggestions about micro skills for culturally compeient practice. but macro 

skills are also important. Devore and Schlesinger ( 1997) and Green ( 1995) suggst 
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content for culturally competent work. but not dways with relevance to mral Canadian 

New Brunswick context. 

Transactional literature on anti-racist social work 

The dichotomy between "cultural competence" and "anti-racist" approaches to 

social work is unhelpful. As indicated in the previous chapter. I use the term "anti-racist" 

because it  acknowledges racism and clearly suggests that social work must confront it. 

Nevertheless, 1 contend that anti-racist socid work must also be culturally competent. 

How can we confront racisrn in social work practice unless we understand how it is 

experienced? How cm we gain this understanding unless we cm communicate 

competently with people from diverse groups who are experiencing it? 1 now tum to 

review literature that can infonn the deveiopment of an anti-racist focus and thereby 

complement the "cultural competence" literature reviewed above. This anti-racist work is 

from a transactional perspective because it emphasizes interactions between people and 

looks beyond surface differences. 1 begin with the work of Dominelli. 

Dominelli ( 1997a) focusses on racism retlected throughout society and therefore 

present in social work agencies and in social work education. She argues that racism is 

endemic to social work theory and practice and calls for social work to confront 

inst itutional oppression. She concludes that social work educators should prepare 

students for this work. by explonng barrien that prevent anti-racist practice. These 

ba ie r s  include: denial of racism. ignoring the racial dimension of social interaction. de- 

contextualizing by implying that racism lives oniy "out there." a colour-blind approach 
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which leads to al1 people (who are different) being treated the same, a "dumping" 

approach of placing on ethnic and racial minorities a responsibility to eliminate racism 

and finally a failure to con front racism. even when recognized (pp. 72-73). 

Anti-racist social work is the converse of this and requires social worken to be 

sensitive to their own internalized racism as well as racism in interactions between others, 

in cultures and social structures. Anti-racist social work acts upon heightened sensitivity 

and awareness to encourage prîde in diversity and promote change in racist cultural 

patterns. social structures and interpersonal be haviours. Although Domine1 li explains 

how racism permeates Bntish society. a similar analysis c m  be made of Canada. 

Canadian anti-racist social work developments draw heavily upon her work. which 

informed Canada's 199 1 Task Force report. Dominelli presented in Canada on several 

occasions. and in 1998 she facilitated a session at the CASSW conference. It is important 

to be familiar with her ideas because they are very influential with Canadian social work 

educators at the present time. 

Kivel ( 1996) dso contributes to understanding anti-racist social work. Although 

American and writing for a non-social work audience, he provides a useful analysis of the 

dynamics of racism and anti-racism and points to the importance of understanding 

history. Canadian social workers also need to understand their history and how it has 

been constructed by dominant ethnic groups and sornetimes interpreted differently by 

others. Kivel explores concepts such as "institutiond racism" and "affirmative action" 

and considers how white people c m  ally with members of minority ethnic and racial 
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groups. Al1 of these ideas are relevant in Atlantic Canada, just the knowledge base about 

the Canadian context is different. 

Bishop's work ( 1994) is useful for New Brunswick social workers because it was 

based on work in the neighbouring province of Nova Scotia. It relates theories about 

oppression to lived experiences. Bishop, like Kivei. shows how human service workers 

cm become allies in the struggles of oppressed groups. She emphasizes that this work 

must be informed by oppressed groups rather than preconceived social work ideas. I have 

used this book extensively as a course text. My intention ofenabling voices of New 

Brunswick diverse people to directly enter the social work classroom through their 

sensitizing concepts is. in pan. inspired by her work. Thompson ( 1993) complements 

much of this work. He argues that socid work practice should confront d l  forms of 

discrimination whether due to gender, age, disability. sexual orientation. religion. 

language. social class or mental illness. He explains how oppressive conditions can 

multiply oppress and provides a mode1 of the dynamics of oppression which cm act as a 

Framework for anti-oppressive practice. 

Gil's work ( 1998) can help socid work students to develop conceptual skills to 

infonn their anti-racist practice. He starts with the belief that oppression is unjust. He 

locates the rneanings of the concepts "justice" and "oppression" in a Marnîst 

çpistemology. traces oppression of different ethnic groups in American history and then 

calls for social workers to confront oppression in direct practice and social policy work. 

Mullaly's ideas (1997) also contribute to conceptuai skills about racisrn. The second 
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edition of his Structural Social Work (1997) includes a new chapter that explores the 

concept 'oppression' in depth. He argues that conventional social work contributes CO 

oppression and he advocates for a social work that identifies and changes oppressive 

structures. His anaiysis was made while he was professor at St. Thomas University and 

his clearly articulated ideology underpins its social work programme. However. he does 

not ciearly identify knowledge and skills needed for mi-oppressive practice. Instead 

concepts such as "the personal is political." "diaiogical relationships." "normalization," 

and "empowerment" provide beacons to inform practice. His work does not assist social 

work students to develop practical skills needed for this pnctice. I now consider 

literature that airns to provide practical as well as conceptual skills to inform work in 

rural communities such as New Brunswick. 

Transactional A~uroriches to Rural Social Work Literature 

Although recent literature from the United States addresses work in rural 

cornmunities (for example Carlton-LaNey, Edwards & Nelson-Reid. 1999: Ginsberg, 

1998) this has limitations in Canada because of our differing rconomic. politicai and 

social systems. Even Canadian publications from one region have lirnited relevance 

eisewhere. Atlantic Canada has a much longer history of colonial oppression than the 

West. and this influences the experiences of diverse people. Geographical. climatic and 

political differences between provinces are dso important. Canadian nirai social work 

literature is limited. Three examples are Banks ( 1999). Collier (1993). and Tobin and 

Walrnsley ( 1992). 



Banks (1999) suggests that his modei of community social work practice can be 

applied in rural as well as urban communities and provides an illustration of his model 

from the rural nonh. He suggests that social workers must fint "identify locally 

perceived needs." then consider "locally perceived solutions" and finally "build a 

collecrive response" (p. 233). He provides an example from a Metis settlement in 

Saskatchewan. Although useful for community practice this model does not help social 

workers in multi-ethnic or multi-racial contexts. "Collective responses" often tend to 

favour those from the most powerful ethnic and racial groups. 

Tobin and Walmsley ( 1992) collec ted materials from Nonhem Manitoba about 

social work in a rural rnulticulturd region. The material shows the importance of 

addressing rural coniext. They consider the knowledge. values. slulls and starnina needed 

to work in a remote region. The authors descnbe lifestyles and resources in a particular 

region and how they cm be employed by social worken. Although rurd New Brunswick 

is different. issues such as unemployment, preserving the traditional ways of life in a First 

Nations Comrnunity. or promoting healing made necessary because of coloniai 

oppression. are comparable. 

Collier ( 1993) cautions against stereotyping the "rural." The valuing of 

uniqueness and the Mmist  theoretical base of his work are compatible with my attempts 

to combine foundational and anti-foundational epistemologies. Collier argues that 

because of rural differences there cm be no "blueprint" for social work. instead social 

workers should be "interpreting, analyzing, [and] consuucting" unique responses to 
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unique situations ( 1993, xxii). He emphasizes the need for conceptuai skills for rural 

social work practice. Collier's message about when to intervene is cleu. Social worken 

should only intervene when asked. and then limit their intervention to what is absolutely 

needed. Socid workers can sometimes help the most by not intervening because any 

intervention couid help to destroy a lifestyle. Collier identifies misconceptions and 

stereotypes about rural and rernote communities that are useful for social work students to 

review from their context in New Brunswick. Collier's non-intervention ideas c m  infonn 

the rural social work roie in First Nations Communities in Atlantic Canada but he does 

not identify social work knowledge and skills that may be needed if intervention is 

requested. His work c m  infonn classroom debate about features of a panicular 

community and useful roles for sociai worken in that community. It does not address the 

knowledge or ski11 base for anti-racist social work. The literature considered below takes 

up that challenge. 

Curriculum for teaching and learninp; about ant i-racist social work 

Literature that infoms my philosophy of social work education has been 

discussed in the previous chapter (for exarnple Brown. 1988; Freire, 1970. 1973; Green. 

1995; Knowles, 1980; Kolb, 1976; Weaver, 1998). Here 1 consider literature that 

suggests how to deveiop the "heart." "head." "hand" and "soul" for anti-racist social 

work practice. Some of this literature has already been explored. 

Gil ( 1998). provides practical ideas about how to expand critical consciousness. 

such as reflection on characteristics of oppressive societies, and their converse. His 
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portrait of a non-oppressive society with an ideai of "justice," is contrasted with one 

based on oppression. This could form the bais for a student exercise to explore the 

meaning of oppression. Bishop's work ( 1994) contains exercises to enhance awareness 

of diversity and help the reader to understand concepts such as diversity. oppression, 

silence and healing. This work can be adapted for the social work classroom. Short 

vignettes illustrate complex ideas. Christensen ( 1992) suggests how to develop 

ûwareness of one's own assurnptions and values. 

Dominelli's "avoidance strategies" c m  be considered in class. Students cm 

reflect on their own actions and those of others as they think with their instructors of ways 

to challenge racisrn (1997. pp. 72-73). 1 have adapted one of Dominelli's exercises to 

inform practice at the agency level in New Brunswick. This heightened studentsy 

awareness about how racism is embedded in agency practices. Kivel ( 1996) suggests 

strategies for confronting personai. cultural and systemic racism. 

The work edited by Jacobs and Bowles ( 1988) devotes seven chapters to social 

work cumculum issues that relate to ethnicity and race. Useful ideas are included about 

issues such as teaching research (Fellin. Chapter 12). and infusing minority content into 

existing curriculum (Chestang. Chapter 15: Williams, Chapter 1 1 ). Methods of teaching 

and lraming groupwork. are also explored (Cumn Adams & Schlesinger, Chapter 13). 

I have f'ound no literature that systematicaily suggests how to use the stories of 

people from diverse backgrounds as cumculum content. 1 have used literature of this 

nature myself, and explore it in the next section. 
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Bioaraphical accounts 

Other voices should be brought into the classroom to help students to understand 

diversity. Guest speakers or films are useful and they can be supplemented with wntten 

biographies. Students can use biographies as "case studies" to construct a role for social 

workea. Altemativeiy students can role-play written accounts. 

I have reviewed elsewhere much of the literature on issues faced by Canadian 

immigrants (Clews, 1996). Two collections of vignettes by Charon (1988. 1989) 

highlight issues faced by people living in different parts of Canada for varying arnounts of 

time. Lee ( 1995) provides narratives from three immigrant women in rural Saskatchewan 

and Mutinez ( 1992) chronicles the experiences of a Chilean refugee. lames and Shadd 

(1994) offer an excellent collection of vignettes of newcomers and people of colour 

narrating expenences before and after coming to Canada. 

The work of Aboriginal Canadian academics (for example Adams. 1995: 

Graveline. 1998: Monture-Angus. 1995) also include some powerful biographicd 

reflections. 'lon-Acadernic Aboriginal people from Saskatchewan told stones in a book 

edited by Funk and Lobe (199 1). Ctoser to New Brunswick. the Nova Scotim Mi'kmac 

poet Rita Joe has written her autobiography (Joe, 1996). This provides an insight into 

Aboriginal issues locally since the 1930s. 

A study of biographies is compatible with my emphasis on the small and the 

unique. and dso my wish CO understand issues from within their context. Themes in 

biographies. rather like the sensitizing concepts in my reseuch, tend to be mernorable. 
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Frequently expressed emotions include sorrow. pain. anger, isolation as well as joy and 

healing. The stories tell of difficulties faced and resolved by diverse people. They can 

broaden the horizons of students. An undentanding of experiences of "real people" can 

assist students to gain empathy, cornmitment and knowledge to assist diverse people. It is 

particularly important that literature should infom practice issues in the local community. 

Therefore in the next and final section of this literature review 1 outline some literature 

from New Brunswick. 

New Brunswick literature about ethnic and racial diversitv 

Literature frorn the New Brunswick that can help social work educaton to 

develop anti-racist curriculum is varied. One francophone writer considers the impact on 

minorities of the Anglophone dominated psychiauic services in the province (St-Amand, 

1988). An article (written in English by an educator in a francophone social work 

programme at the Université de Moncton) explores oppression in language (Marcoccio, 

1995). 1 also consider three research studies conducted in the Fredericton area by 

Anglophone researchers; one considers the process of becoming Canadian as perceived 

by local immigrant women (Andrew, Rio & Whalen. 1995), another explores the justice 

system for abused immigrant women in New Brunswick (Miedema & Wachholz, 1997). 

and the third is a study of Dutch people in New Brunswick (van den Hoonaard, 1991). 

Finally 1 review the province's report of the Task Force on Abonginal issues 

(Governrnent of New Brunswick, 1999). 

These works provide important, but piecemeal, information about diverse people 
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in New Brunswick. They are compatible with a "transactional" perspective moving 

beyond description of different ethnic groups to an analysis of how they relate to the 

social structures. Therefore they are compatible with the theory outlined in the previous 

chapter. This literature does not directly address curriculum for anti-racist socid work 

but foms a useful background for my study. 

'The politics of madness" (St-Amand. 1988) 

St-Amand drew from Foucault in his study of "oppression of the production and 

reproduction of illness." He compared the experiences and views of Acadian people with 

those of Irish and Loyalist descent, in regard to psychiatnc services. He confirmed 

Foucault's idea that "madness" is "manufactured" concluding that "the definition of 

madness would appear ro be ~bitrary,  relative and dependent on the interests of particular 

groups in society." and that institutionalization was a response to perceived deviance of 

those who do not "confonn to the prevailing social order." The definitions of social order, 

conformity and deviance, though, were made by psychiatric services that were English in 

"language and outlook." There fore. Acadian people. who are "subjected to psychiatric 

treatment in significantly greater numbers than the English," received treatment that 

"amounts to the vimial dissolution of their collective identity." Compared with the other 

two groups studied. Acadian people suffer the most from "psychiauic treatment" by 

dominant groups. This work encourages me to explore oppression of Acadian people in 

the Saint John River valley and consider implications of this for social work curriculum. 



"Oppression in language" (Marcoccio. ( 1995) 

Marcoccio's useful concepnid article considers the relationship between language 

and oppression. She writes about "languap acts that wound. acts that deny or mask 

one's reaiity, but above al1 acts that relate less to who one is as an individual than to the 

category or group of people with whom one is identified." Funher. she argues that 

language productions: 

can be seen as both manifesting and confirming oppressive ideologies that 
justify discrimination . . . contributing to or reproducing concrete relations 
of unequal power and privilege within a society. 

She argues that social workers must explore how "language might be transformed into a 

vehicle for positive social action." The study reported in the following chapten explores 

the lived rxperience of oppression by language. 

The process of becoming Canadian (Andrew. Rio & Whalen. 1995) 

This qualitative study conducted in the Fredericton area considered reasons for 

coming to Canada and difficulties experienced in resettlement by 15 immigrant wornen 

who mived in Canada between the 1970s and early 1990s. Most came to irnprove 

quality of life. particularly for their children. Challenges explored included the problem 

of passing on the cultural heritage to children, missing family and friends in country of 

origin. language. employment and educational difficulties. The researchers concluded 

that although the women had "accepted the Canadian multicultural dream." they were 

often reluctant to take Canadian citizenship and had "continuing dreams of retuming to 

the country of origin." My study explores expenences of newcomers and it dso  asks 



about social work knowledge. skills and values that might be relevant for social work. 

Access to justice for abused immigrant women (Miedema & Wachholz. 1997) 

Focus groups with immigrant women revealed that the New Brunswick justice 

systern has little to offer abused immigrant women. Women lacked knowledge of their 

rights. were reluctant to access the justice system because of financial and sponsonhip 

dependency. and structural constrainis such as "language barriers and perceived racism in 

the criminal justice systern." Participants said that they would only contact the police to 

obtain protection from a violent husband in extreme cases of physical violence. They 

were reluctant to use shelters in  case memben of their communiiy gossiped about their 

situation. This study underlines the importance of involving diverse people in planning 

social work curriculum so that social workers and senices developed by social workers 

are relevant to the needs of diverse people. 

Dutch "silent ethnicity" in New Brunswick (van den Hoonaard. 1997) 

Dutch people made significant contributions to New Brunswick. particularly in 

" agriculture and engineering. high culture (music and crafts). and grocery and hospitality 

businesses." but there has been liitle acknowledgment of their numbers. their length of 

time in the province or the contributions that they have made to it. Van den Hoonaard 

round that Dutch people were unlikely to express an oven ethnic affiliation ihrough the 

retention of Dutch forenames for children. living in a community with other Dutch people 

or forming "Dutch" organizations. Nevertheiess Dutch ethnicity was "silently" expressed 

in "the non-public aspects of culture" such as attachment to home life and religion. 
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"Crisis in the forest" (Task Force on Abonginai Issues. March 1999) 

A Task Force was established to "improve the relationship between the 

province's Aboriginal communities and the provincial governrnent." after the revend on 

appeal of a court decision that Aboriginal people have a right to harvest wood on Crown 

Land. The report described the numerous concems identified by Aboriginal people in 

New Brunswick and suggested how they could be resolved. There was no magic bullet: 

We present this report with a clear understanding of its limits. Those who 
seek a formula that will magically solve the longstanding issues that exist 
between the province and Abonginal people will be disappointed. 
(Govemment of New Brunswick, 1999). 

Social worken in the province need to be aware of these "longstanding issues" and social 

work educators should introduce students to them. 

Literature from the New Brunswick context is paniculvly useful because St. 

Thomas students will have their practicum placements here and many will live and work 

in the province. Local students can relate to this local material more easily chan that from 

elsewhere. My conclusion to this chapter explains how this review of Iiterature helped 

me to refine the research described in this dissertation. 

CONCLUSION 

1 have reviewed selected Iiterature from the United States, the United Kingdom 

and Canada that suggests different approaches to social work with people from diverse 

backgrounds and literature about teaching and learning for anti-racist practice. Some 

took what Barth ( 1969) cails a "'categorical perspective." People from diverse 



backgrounds are categorized and each category is described. Although this approach has 

an advantage over "colour blind" approaches that ignore the reaiity of diversity, it has 

many difficulties. The danger of stereotypical thinking. oversimplifications and ignonng 

differences within groups is high. 

The alternative approach that focuses on transactions has the premise that people 

create their social worlds including interpersonal interûc tions. cultural patterns and socid 

structures. This approach is compatible with rny symbolic interactionist epistemology. 

Many "transactional" writers acknowledge power differences between minority and 

majority diverse groups. Transactionai approaches to diversity Vary but caution againsi a 

simple study of characteristics of "the other" as a sufficient buis for work with them. 

Literature that emphasizes cultural competence is important. providing it does not 

propose a blue-print for al1 situations. Social work educators do not have to choose 

between "cultural competence" and "anti-racism." If social work is to confronc the racism 

embedded in social work practice (Dominelli. 1997a). we must construct social work that 

is experienced as competent by people from ail ethnic and racial groups. Therefore. 1 

argue that cultural competence is a part of ami-racist social work. This research attempts 

to find out what stakeholders in the anti-racist focus of the programme at St. Thomas 

University consider to be culturally competent by exploring their ideas about "head." 

"hean." "hand," and "soul." of the Anglophone New Brunswick social worker. 

The literature about anti-racism is also important. As explored in the previous 

chapter. one of my foundational beliefs is that social workers should confront racism at 
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personal. cultural and structural levels. My question about "how" social work educatoa 

c m  help future social workers to do so led me to explore ides about teaching and 

lexning methods for anti-racist social work education. The postmodem search for the 

small story encounged me to review biographies as sources from which students could 

lrarn about issues facing real people and how these issues were resolved. I reviewed 

literature that provided some ideas about rural anri-racist social work cumculurn for areas 

such as the St. John River Valley in New Brunswick. Finally 1 considered some of the 

piecerneal literature frorn the New Brunswick local coniext that may suggest curriculum 

content or teaching and learning methods for mi-racist social work. 

Literature to inforrn anti-racist social work curriculum in New Brunswick cornes 

from many sources. When diverse people who live in the province. or when social 

workers who work with them. talk in rny classroom or when we study written biographies 

i t  is ofien more powerful than other wntten material. I have been unable to tïnd Iiterature 

in which Canadian rural diverse people comment on what they want from their social 

workers. Therefore. 1 decided to conduct research to directly hear the views of New 

Brunswick people who have different stûkes in the anti-racist focus of the social work 

programme at St. Thomas University. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

FINDiNG, LISTENING, AND HEARING DIVERSE VOICES 

INTRODUCTION 

The next two chapters describe a qualitative, postmodem, cntical enquiry that 

utilizes questionnaire and interview techniques to identi4 sensitizing concepts. Chapter 

5 provides an orientation to the research and describes the sample and why it was 

selected and data collection methods. Chapter 6 explains my data analysis. 1 begin this 

chapter by providing an overview of the research process. 1 explain how the resevch 

goals and the theory outlined in chapter 3 gave rise to a qualitative methodology. The 

research question and the meanings of concepts within it are then explained. Different 

methods of answering this question are considered and a rationale for qualitative 

interviews and pre-interview questionnaires is provided. The limitations of this method 

are acknowledged. Finaily 1 provide a detailed linear explmation of actions taken at 

each stage of the data collection process. 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS 

This qualitative study explored sensitizing concepts of diverse stakeholders in the 

social work programme at St. Thomas University that relate to cumculurn content and 

teaching and Ieaming methods for anti-racist social work. Data were collected between 

May and October 1998. There was a main sample of 28 participants with different stakes 

in the anti-racist focus of the social work programme at St. Thomas University and a 

sample of 3 1 St. Thomas social work students. 



There was an 88% main simple response rate (28 out of 32 contacted),' and 55% social 

work student response rate (3 1 out of the 56 contacted). Participants were advised about 

the research process by letter and signed Informed Consent Forms before participating 

(Appendices 4 and 9). Main sampie participants were asked to complete a 28 item pre- 

interview questionnaire and engage in detailed interviews to discuss sensitizing concepts 

that informed their thinking about anti-racist social work curriculum. Nineteen main 

simple participants completed questionnaires and 5 panly completed them. Following 

advice by cultural guides. two participants were not given questionnaires. These two 

participants were advised about the nature of the research by the cultural guides and then 

by me prior to signing consent forms. Social work student participants were asked to 

complete questionnaires anonyrnously and were not interviewed because my duai role as 

professor and researcher gave potential for abuse of power in eliciting participation. 

The questionnaires. Appendix 3 (Main) and Appendix 7 (Student) included 

questions on demographics so 1 could check the demognphics of early participants and 

select iater participants who had different experiences or characteristics. Questions 

explored ideas about "hem." "head." "hand," and "soul," as weil as teaching and learning 

methods for anti-racist social work and invited participants to share stories that illustrate 

their views. Only one participant reported that the questionnaire impeded her thinking. 

Others stated that they found the questionnaires ro be useful introductions to interviews, 

- p- -- 

It should. however. be noted b a t  only people who were likeiy to be willing 10 participate were eontacted. 
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even though they did not al1 complete one. 

The interviews began by exploring completed questionnaires but this structure 

was relinquished if participants began to explain their views in differen: ways. After the 

interviews were completed and transcribed. participants were sent "relevant"' sections of 

their interview transcripts and invited to change, delete or add to them. Ten did so. This 

gave a data base of 600 pages of "relevant" interview transcnpts (from the onginal 1 0  

pages). 63 pages of field notes. 3 1 completed student questionnaires and 24 fully 

cornpleted or pmly  cornpleted questionnaires from main sample participants. 

Data anaiysis began by taking out irrefevant materid from the transcripts. This 

reduced them to 600 pages. "Relevant" transcripts and field notes were reviewed to 

collect a list of sensitizing concepts by using the concepts that were the most sensitizing. 

There is no exact formula for identifying the concepts that were "ma t  sensitizing;" the 

guidelines 1 used were concepts with the greatest number of sensitizing features (as 

itemized in the Sensitizing Concept Checklist in Appendix 13) and also the greatest 

intensity of these features. 1 grouped concepts into themes. 1 noted that some 

contributions by panicipants did not have many sensitizing features so these themes were 

added. The total content was summarized in chapter 7 so that the contribution to 

cumculurn content and teaching and learning methods was not restricted to the 

"sensitizing concepts." Therefore chapter 7 documents and summarizes ail views to 

1 describe the process for identifying relevant sections later in this chapter and in chapter 6. In brief they were 
sections of interviews when participants wcre discussing issues chat related to the research question. 



provide a data base that enables the voices of diverse stakeholders to contribute to 

curriculum developments through words other than "sensitizing concepts." Chapters 8,9 

and 10 provide the sensitizing concepts. 

RESEARCH GOALS, THEORETICAL BASE, ETMCS AND METHODOLOGY 

1 did not begin with a clear blueprint that informed each stage of the research but 

instead allowed some guiding principles to inform the choices at each stage. Rubin and 

Babbie ( 1997) describe episternology as "the science of knowing" and methodology as 

the subfield of epistemology that "might be called the science of finding out" (p. 5). 1 

reject these authon' use of the word "science." 1 did, however. have some principles that 

informed my "finding out." Therefore, 1 define my "methodology" as the principles that 

informed my selection of research method. These principles are derived from my 

theoretical base. rny research goals and my views about ethically sound reseuch. 1 

explore the influence of each on my methodology. 

Some of the principles that informed rny research methodology were denved from 

the theories that informed my work. As explained in chapter 3. my theoretical 

foundations are in critical theory and a postmodemisrn. bridged by a syrnbolic 

interactionist epistemology. This combination suggested a qualitative design. The 

critical theory base of my epistemology was compatible with a methodology that is action 

oriented and that seeks to acknowledge and then reduce the power difference between 

myself as researcher and research participants (Ristock & Pennell. 1996; Kirby & 

McKenna, 1989). hformed by my postrnodernism. this research sought nchoess from 



unique views rather a single "correct" answer to the problem of designing anti-racist 

cumculum. My belief that the contexts of the province. the university and the sociai 

work department nt St. Thomas University, are al1 unique encouraged me to gain 

undentanding and then allow these unique features to infonn my research design. My 

symbolic interactionist base in theory. led me to seek in-depth understanding of different 

views of participants as reflected in iheir sensitizing concepts. Al1 three of these 

theoreticai bases encouraged me to share my own foundational ideas and allow them to be 

challenged by ethnically and racially diverseJ participants. 

A second group of principles informing my methodology were derived from rny 

resexch goals. As previously stated. there are three goals for this research. The first goal 

is to develop ennched anti-racist social work cumculum. To ûchieve this goal 1 needed 

to select methods that maximized the likelihood of hearing ideas that might lead to this 

enrichment. A second goal is to explore whether sensitizing concepts cm bridge 

foundational and an ti- foundational thinking. There fore 1 needed to select met hods that 

would enable me to hear and understand sensitizing concepts. A third goal was to 

evaluate whether the research process is effective in enabling diverse stakeholders in the 

anti-racist focus of the social work programme at SI. Thomas University to participate in 

curriculum development. Therefore, 1 needed CO identify stakeholders. select a sample, 

and select data collection methods with potential to enable diverse stakeholders to 

When 1 refer io ethnic and nchl divenity in ihe rest o f  this chaprer 1 use the r e m  3livenity." 
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participate in curriculum development processes. 

A third group of pnnciples that informed the methodology were detived from 

ethical considerations. 1 explore ethical issues in detail when 1 evaluate the credibility of 

my research. At this stage, it is relevant to indicate the ethical considerations that 

informed my drcision making as the research proceeded. My decisions were influenced 

by my cornmitment that participants should be aware of the research process and give 

consent to a process that they understood. Also. I sought to make decisions that did not 

appear to have a potentiril to h m  participants. 1 wanted participants to envision some 

benefi t from the cost of their time in participating in the research. I now explain the 

research question that this study attempted to answer. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

Ln this section 1 explore the meaning that 1 attributed to key concepts within the 

research question at the outset of the research. During the research process my attributed 

rneanings were often ennched and sometimes changed. 1 outline changes in chapters 6 to 

1 1. The research question was as follows: 

What sensitizing concepts inform the thinking of people with a major 
stake-holding in the anti-racist focus of the BSW programme at St 
Thomas Univenity, Fredericton. New Brunswick. in relation to curriculum 
content and teaching and leaming methods? 

Stakeholders and consti tuencies 

Research participants were selected from people who have a stake in the anti- 

racist focus of the social work programme at St Thomas University. 1 called these people 



"stakeholders." 1 refer to the collectivities of stakeholders who have a similar reason for 

interest in the social work programme as constituencies. as in a constituency of 

"newcomen" and another constituency of "Abonginal people." Participants with different 

stakes in the anti-racist focus of the programme were selected because this would enable 

me to hear a rich array of ideas. Within each constituency I strove for diversity. For 

example. within the Aboriginal constituency 1 sought people living in and living outside 

of First Nations Communities and both Mi'kmac and Maliseet people. 

Constituencies differ. Sometimes stakeholders within a constituency will know 

each other. as with the constituency of social work faculty at St. Thomas University. In 

other constituencies they may not know each other. People sometimes belong to severd 

constituencies and may know stakeholden frorn other constituencies. In srnall Schools of 

Social Work, pûnicularly in rural areas. people within constituencies are more likely to 

know each other than in larger urban schools. I made it ciear chat I did not expect 

participants to represent the views of others in their constituency (or constituencies). 

Everyone is a "stakeholder" because al1 crin become the client or CO-worker of a 

social work graduate from St. Thomas University. Therefore. 1 used a continuum based 

on the likelihood and the extent of people being affected by the anti-racist focus of the 

social work programme. Social workers who are more affected reside in the Saint John 

River Valley, so 1 restricted my sample to these major stakeholders. The anti-racist focus 

of the programme affects the constituency of socid workers rather than the ownen of 

local businesses in  New Brunswick. so the former have a greater stdce. Specific criteria 



for my achld sample selection are described later in this chapter. 

Race and racism4 

The concept "race" hm k e n  used in many ways since first noted use in the 

Oxford Dictionary in 1508. The Oxford Dictionary ( 1989) classifies "sages into 2 main 

categones: "a group of persons, animals or plants connected by common descent or 

origin." and " a group or class of persons . . . having some common feature or features." 

Banton (1987) identified five uses of the term. The first is race as lineage. The 

second is race as type: terrns such as "'Negro'. 'indian'. 'White'. . . have varied in 

nurnber. currency and assumed precision and acceptability over time" (Sanjek. 1994, 

p. 1 ). A rhird variant is "race as subspecies." drawing from Darwin's theory of evolution 

is the notion thnt some of the world population is at a "higher stage of dcvelopment" than 

others. The founh and fifth definitions suggest that the term is socially constructed. The 

founh (race as status), considers race in terms of power differentids. The final use. "race 

as clriss," portrays race as the bais for social stratification. 

The confusion generated by different usages has led Collier ( 1993) to reject the 

term as without utility (p. 3). Furthemore. Collier and others have pointed out that 

theories of "race" have been used to justify domination of one group by another (Collier. 

1993. p. 5: Orni & Winut. 1986, p. 16). They point out that ihose who believe in the 

scientific bais of Banton's second or third definitions have used the concept to justi@ 

J 
A greatl y sxtended version of this discussion is conrained in my priper entitled "Racism or cultunl compeience: A 
concept for social work" ( 1995). 



master races. slavery, imperialism and colonialism. Therefore the terni should be used 

with caution. Like Christensen (1995), 1 use this social construct because it is often used 

by people to refer to themselves and othea (p. 2 10). It is used by the CASSW and 1 

drew from the glossary of "Crossroads," (Task Force report) as approved by the CASSW 

General Assembly and attached to the Accreditation Standards, to define "race:" 

Race refers to an arbitrary classification of populations conceived in 
Europe. using actual or assumed biological traits (eg. skin colour and other 
physical features) to place populations of the world into a hierarchical 
order. in terrns of basic human qualities. with Europeans superior to al1 
others (Task Force on multicultural and multiracial issues in social work 
rducation, 199 1. ~lossary).' 

Defining the term in this way shows thût I do not accept hierarchical notions that 

underpin some usages of the term. My definition of racism is also borrowed from The 

Task Force Glossary: 

Racism rcfen to the belief or ideology that races share distinctive and 
imrnutable cultural and behavioural traits. and are unequally endowed with 
human qualities such as intelligence. morality, and industriousness, by 
vinue of genetic inheritance (Glossary). 

Anti-racist. ethnie, racial and multicultural 

1 use the term "mi-racist social work to mean social work that attempts to 

provide a culturaily sensitive response to people who have experienced oppression 

because of their ethnicity or "race" (radical humanisrn). At the same time as carrying out 

radical humanist work, anti-racist social work confronts and tries to change structures. 

Therc are limiia~ions with this definition. Europeans are no[ the oniy colonid oppressors. 



cultural patterns and interpersonal behavioun thnt are experienced as oppressive by some 

rthnic groups and biased in favour of othen (radical structuralism). 

I use the term "ethnic" to apply to collectivities of people who consider 

themselves to have a comrnon heritage. The "Crossroads Report" gives "ethnic" two 

meanings: "a term used by European people to belittle those of nonEuropean descent." 

and "people who consider themselves to have a similar heritage." 1 take the second - 

meaning. By "multicultural" 1 mean a situation or context in which people of different 

e thnic and racial bac kgrounds are present. 

Anti-racist focus 

By an anti-racist focits 1 rnean attention directed towards anti-racism. As the anti- 

racist focus of the social work programme at St Thomas University develops. faculty and 

students should become more aware of ethnic or racial bias. or oppression within the 

curriculum, climate and structures in the programme and cake steps to change them. 

Curriculum content and teaching and leminp: methods 

The "cumculum content" refen to the "what" of teaching and leaming and the 

"teaching and learning methods" refer to the "how." 1 explored both cumculum and 

teaching and learning methods because of the interrefationship between whrt is taught 

and how it is taught. This work can subsequently influence other anti-racist dimensions 

such as "culture" and "climate." 

The teaching method selected is influenced by the content. if 1 want students to 

develop shlls in cross cultural counselling I c m  give them an exercise to practice 



interviewing. If 1 want students to leam about the ethnie composition of the population of 

Fredericton 1 lecture or assign them research to discover this information. The curriculum 

content and the teaching and leaming rnethods are both infomed by ideas about the 

nature of anti-racist social work. Those who consider that anti-racist social work is 

rnainly about having a panicular knowledge base (i.e. "head") would use different 

methods from someone who thinks that "hem." "hand." and "soui" are also important. 

Sensitizinn concepts 

The term "sensitizing concept" discussed fully in chapter 3 is defined as "a 

construct which is derived from research participants. using their language and expression 

and sensitizes the researcher to a line of enquiry" (van den Hoonaard. 1997. p. 1 ). 

Panicularly in cross-cultural research. this line of enquiry often diffen from the line of 

enquiry that wouid have been most obvious to the researcher. 

The reason for using "sensitizing concepts" as my unit of analysis is informed by 

the critical. postmodem and symbolic interactionist bases of my theory. This unit of 

analysis derives from the critical base because sensitizing concepts rnight enrich the 

critical foundations by incorporating diffecent ideas that rnight inform change. Reflecting 

my postmodem quest for small. the unit of anaiysis is the concept, a single cluster of 

rneanings. This small unit of analysis helps me to avoid stereotypes or grand narratives 

around participants' views. 



SELECTION OF DATA COLLECTION METHODS 

Introduction 

In this section 1 provide a rationale for my selection of data collection methods. 

1 review possible methods including mailed questionnaires, focus groups and different 

models of participatory action research and conclude that my selected method of 

interviews preceded by pre-interview questionnaires is most likely to allow me to identify 

and understand sensitizing concepts of diverse participants. Nevenheless 1 recognize the 

limitations of the methods selected and 1 highlight some of the difficulties that can 

emege in cross-cultural research. Student data is not very rich and funher research using 

a different design would be beneficial. 

Reflections on my theoreticd base, resevch goals and ethical considerations 

confirmed that a qualitative methodology was most compatible with my work. The next 

stage was to decide which qualitative design was most appropriate. As   mas on (1996) 

points out. qualitative approaches derive from "a wide range of intellectual and 

disciplinary traditions" (p. 3). Rossmann and Rdlis (1998) state that qualitative research 

"is emergent rather than prefigured and "fundamentally interpretive" (p. 9). This is true 

of rhis study. 1 sought to understand the worlds of others and. although 1 began with 

foundational ideas, 1 allowed them to be contesred as new ideas emeqe. 1 began with a 

suide for interviews but 1 did not allow it to become a bluepnnt. Rossmann and Rallis 

state that the quaiitative researcher "is sensitive to her own biography and how it shapes 

the study" and "systematically reflects on who she is in the study" (p. 9). Reflexivity is 



an important element of this research design. 

Selected methods 

1 selected a semi-structured interview preceded by a questionnaire as the most 

appropriate method for encouraging the development and communication of participants' 

sensitizing concepts. Questionnaires do not provide depth of information. but they 

enabled participants to reflect on issues to be addressed subsequently in interviews so thai 

they are not silenced by an interview question they need to think about. These semi- 

structured one-CO-one interviews cm provide more depth. 1 explored and rejected a 

number of alternatives as not having the potential for a comparable richness of data. 

Mail questionnaireslParticipant's repons 

I could have explored the views of a larger sample using a mail questionnaire. 

This merhod is used more often in quantitative research and is not congruent with my 

particular qualitative perspective. 1 could have heard from more participants but not 

explored their views at the depth needed to identify and undentand their sensitizing 

concepts. Data from mailed questionnaires is often superficial. Robson ( 1993) asks the 

reader to recall the frustration when completing questionnaires that "are not the questions 

you would have asked: or none of the permitted responses seem right" (p. 203). 1 wanted 

participants to tell me about questions to ask, as well as answer mine. 1 wanted a 

dialogue impossible through a mailed questionnaire. 1 also rejected asking participants to 

write reports outlining their views, because some participants rnight find written 

expression difficult. Written reports would allow participants to express their views but 



not al1 might have been cornfortable with report wnting and 1 could not dialogue with 

ihern unless 1 conducted a follow-up interview. 

Focus groups 

1 considered but rejected focus groups. This method enables participants to spark 

each others' ideas. but some voices are aiways louder. Some may be unwilling to express 

their views because of the presence of others (Rothe, 1994, p. 99). Confidentiality cannot 

be assured. h a srnall community this could be problernatic. My own ideas could also 

"spark off' the ideas of participants. In focus groups probably 1 would have understood 

less about the unique viewpoints of individual participants. 

Partici~atorv action research 

Finally I considered but rejected participatory action reseuch. a research method 

that aims to foster "consciousness-raising. politicization and activism" (Wachholz & 

Mullaly, 1997, p. 30). My reasons for rejecting this method requires more than cursory 

attention because i t  is highly congruent with the theoretical perspective in chapter 3. 

My review of the literature revealed many variations in definitions and practice of 

ihis approach (Barnsley & Ellis, 1992; Purkis, 1999; Ristock & Pennell, 1996; Wachholz 

& Muilaly. 1997). For example, some define participatory action research (PAR) 

nmowly  as a pmenhip between community members (usually in a group) who request 

assistance from respected researchers to combine their own experience and knowledge 

with the technical expertise of the researcher (Purkis, 1999, p. 4). Ristock and Penne11 

argue that when researchers and participants have "different degrees of involvement in 



the process" it differs from an onhodox approach to PAR as described by Stuil and 

Schensul or Whyte (Ristock & Pennell. 1996. p. 17; Stull & Schensul, 1987; Whyte, 

199 1). At the other end of the 'PAR continuum' is Barnsley and Ellis's 

characterization of it as research "for change . . . to improve the situation of people in the 

cornmunity" that involves their "participation" (Barnsley & Ellis. 1992. p. 9). 

Wachholz and Mullaly ( 1997) state that people claiming to adopt PAR have 

"varying degrees of participation on the part of research subjects in the design, 

development and administration of research projects." They state that the "involvement of 

research subjects may range from the active participation in rnany facets of the project to 

the participation of a few key infonnants in a review of the final document" (pp. 30-3 1). 

1 cenainly involved participants or their constituencies in my work, through 

dialogue before the research. through my engagement with cultural guides. through three 

opportunities for main-sample participants to express or modify their views 

(questionnaire stage, interview. offer for amendment) and through my plans to continue to 

involve participants in cumculum design when this phase of the work is completed. 

However. 1 did not engage in the ideal-type PAR outlined by Purkis. and participants did 

not have the involvement authon such as Ristock and Pennell suggest is necessary in an 

onhodox approach to this research method. As Ristock and Pennell (1996) illustrate, 

strict adherence to an "orthodox" approach to PAR c m  paralyze (p. 30). 

1 did not use an "orthodox" version of PAR for four main reasons. First, it was 

my problem as researcherfeducator that informed my research question, not the problem 



of the participants. Through my research 1 hoped to give voice to diverse voices rarely 

heard in C U ~ C U ~ U ~  development. By definition. the participants were stdceholders and 

either affected or potentially affected by curriculum decisions. Second, the participants 

were geographically sepûrated. and also had different stakes in the anti-racist focus of the 

social work programme. To bnng them together physicdly. or to facilitate their 

engagement around the mi-racist focus of the cumculum, would have been time 

consurning. even impossible. Third. many who agreed to express their views to me in 

interview would have been unlikely to engage in the more lengthy panicipatory action 

model. I rnight have "lost" participants (probably those with views most likely to 

challenge my own). if 1 had made more demands on them. Founh. the nurnber of people 

who can engage in a participatory action research exercise is limited. Through my chosen 

method I explored views of 28 people interviewed as well as 3 1 students. Finally. voices 

from constituencies not involved as participants deserve to be heard. Indeed. dl socid 

work faculty at St. Thomas University should reflect on the findings and engage with me 

in determinhg their impact on our curriculum. If al1 faculty had agreed to become 

involved during the research process (although they had their own agendas), participants 

from diverse groups could have been silenced. 

Conclusion 

in conclusion. 1 sought views not generally heard when cumculum is developed. 

A model other than a participatory action approach was appropriate. As Ristock and 

Penne11 ( 1997) point out. research that fosten empowerment does not necessariiy need a 



collaborative working group (pp. 30-3 1). I considered the potential advantages of the 

selected methods outweighed the disadvantages. Nevenheless there were problems that 

arose from my selected method. 

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH METHOD 

Cross-cul tural researc h 

The qualitative interview and pre-interview questionnaire method presented 

challenge because in cross-cultural work the participants' line of thinking often diffen 

from that of the researcher. in panicular. it is very difficult to identify and understand a 

sensitizing concept in a crosssultural context. When research participants translate 

ideas. elements of the rneaning may be lost. When the researcher atternpts to undentand 

the rneaning from a different language and cultural perspective more is lost (van den 

Hoonoard p. 48). 

Training materials for cross-cultural communication show how even subtle 

factors. such as the phrasing of sentences and patterns of rise and fall in speech volume. 

differ from culture to culture and these differences c m  Iead to misunderstanding. There 

are difficulties when researchen try to undentand what participants convey and further 

difficulties when the researcher discusses a possible sensitizing concept with the 

participant (p. 47). There are no eaîy answers to these difficulties. The use of 

interpreters is often problematic. interpreten frequently develop ideas and add or change 

what participants say (Baker. 199 1, p. 9). These difficulties have led to the development 

of clear procedures to lirnit the use of interpreten in locations where there are many 



different fint languages. 

These problerns involved in using interpreten has led a metropolitan social 

services authority to conclude that "interpretation is not an ideal to be sought but that 

service staff should be employed having direct knowledge of appropriate languages to 

facilitate effective service delivery direct" (Baker. 1991. p. 107). Van den Hoonaard 

( 1997) explores how differences in lmguage can impede understanding sensitizing 

concepts and concludes chat "the leaming of a new language is the only most opportune 

way of seizing hold of the participants' rnernings of their world" (p. 54). This is not 

always feasible. 1 could not become fluent in the first languages of dl my participants. 

Van den Hoonaard suggests that sometimes no attempt should be made to translate a 

word. He gives as an example of the Dutch word "gezelligheid" which has a rich 

meaning of a place that is comfonable and w m .  for which there is no English equivalent 

(p. 52). As 1 began my research 1 thought that I might need to c q  out even more 

detective work in the manner advocated by Becker if 1 was to understand the meaning of 

concepts from languages other than rny own. but aniicipated using the sarne procedures. 

However. this problem did not arise. The francophone participants were offered 

an opportunity of completing pre-interview questionnaires in French but al1 elected to use 

the English version. It wouid have been particularly difficult to communicate with any 

recent newcomers who had a very restricted knowledge of English. I did not interview 

recent newcomers because the guides suggested that attempts to do so would be intrusive 

at a very busy and stressful time. A1 but one of the newcomers 1 interviewed had very 



good cornmand of English and 1 did not experience difficulty with the penon who was 

less familias with the language. Possibly though 1 rnissed some of the "sensitizing 

concepts" she might have expressed in their fint languages. 

There were other difficulties with my seiected methods. I realized that the pre- 

interview questionnaire might lead participants to identify and reflect my ideas nther than 

express their own. Later in this chapter I explain how my interview style was designed to 

reduce the likelihood of "leading" participants to reffect my ideas. 

Duration of studv 

A funher weakness is that the chosen methods only permitted participants to 

drvelop and share their views over two months. The participants who did not receive the 

pre-interview questionnaires had little opponunity to reflect on their ideas than this. A 

future research study, or a future stage of the cu~cu lum development process at St. 

Thomas University should be undertaken to enable reflections over a longer rime period. 

S tudent participants 

The greatest loss was the lirnited amount of data from students. Because ethical 

concerns prevented me from interviewing students and questionnaires were "second 

best." 1 explored a number of other ways of interviewing students. Students from another 

School would be from a different context and I sought views from the context of the Saint 

John River valley. I rejected the option of employing another interviewer because 1 

wanted my dialogue with participants to develop the sensitizing concepts that could 



dialogue with my thought foundations. Furthemore, anyone doing the interviews would 

also have to do the analysis, both because the content rnight allow me to identify rnost 

students, and because the interviewer would have useful non-verbal data. More research 

is needed. using a different design. to heu students voices. 

DATA COLLECTION PROCESSES 

Introduction 

1 explain my data collection processes in detail for three rasons. First, it 

rnablrs the reader to determine whether the decisions 1 made as the worli progressed were 

compatible with my methodoiogy. Second. because transpürency is a key element 

in evaluating the credibility of my work and detailed descriptions make it transparent. 

Third. because detailed descriptions enable others to follow this process. Therefore 1 

describe the planning, preparation and data collection stages of the research in this 

chapter and explain the data analysis in the next. 

Preparation and ~lanninq 

I agree with Kirby and McKenna's view that: 

when one of the goals of the research process is CO challenge the monopoly 
certain groups have estabiished on the production of knowledge, the need 
for rnethodology that supports and encourages this challenge is clear 
(p. 65). 

From early stages my methods encounged such a challenge. 

in designing and teaching a course in anti-racist social work at St. Thomas 

University I read much of the literature reviewed in the chapter 4. I consulted with 



teaching, human service colleagues and people from rninority groups about appropriate 

curriculum content. This fonned the basis of the fîrst two courses in anti-racist social 

work and helped me to develop the theoretical base articulated in chapter 3 that is 

congruent with my beliefs and also relevant to the local context. I discussed with 

colleagues the research about ami-racist social work education needed by our department. 

Their feedback on various dnfts of rny proposal helped to refine my ideas and maintain a 

focus of benefit to the Depanment and the community. 

In eu ly  discussions colleagues recommended a general investigation of interested 

cornmunity people's views about cumculum content and teaching and leaming methods 

for ûnti-racist social work. At a sociai work department meeting in January 1998 more 

specific odvice was given, that I should consider the views of the province's non-Acadian 

Francophones. Social work faculty also reviewed and commented on questionnaires. 

With the approval of the chair of my dissertation cornmittee 1 met with the St. 

Thomas Social Work Advisory Comrnittee in January 1998 to explain my research 

(Appendix One). This consultation was helpful. Al1 agreed that the proposed research 

question was wonh asking. although some hoped that it would not be presented to 

participants in that form. My plans became clearer as a result of this consultation. 

During this consultation cornmittee members spoke about racisrn in New 

Brunswick and possible social work cumculum to address it. Some mentioned the bias 

of sociai workers currently in practice. Many emphasized the crucial importance of 

hearing the voices of Abonginai people. newcomers and other ethnic minonties. As a 



result, 1 selected more stakeholders from these constituencies and fewer human service 

professionals thnn planned. This was fortunate because almost half of the participants in 

the main sample were dso human service professional or volunteers. even though most 

were selected for other reasons. Advisory Cornmittee memben also told me about 

individuals who might contribute, enabling me to hear from more diverse stakeholders. 

This committee is part of a traditional North Arnencan university structure and 

might reflect and reinforce rather than challenge my ideas. Therefore 1 selected some 

participants without a direct university or government connection. The committee 

recommended changes rather thm reinforced ideas. Thus. pnor to data collection. there 

had been forma1 and infonnal contact with diverse stakehoiders and different ideas were 

already in dialogue with my own. Pnor to beginning data collection 1 pretested rny 

research instruments and process. 

Pretesting 

Pretests are intended to " throw up some of the inevitable problems of convening 

design into reality" and "if things go senously wrong for whatever reason or if it appexs 

that the (method) is not going to deliver in relation to research questions." enable the 

researcher to "abon and transfer efforts elsewhere" (Robson. 1995. p. 30 1). Three people 

from different ethnic backgrounds pre-tested the main questionnaire and a social work 

graduate from 1998 pretested the student version. 1 interviewed them afterwards. Ali 

thought the questionnaire wording was clear and did not suggest any modification. One 

person did not like the phrase "people of colour" but others were comfonable with it so 1 
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retained the tem. but decided to discuss this issue with participants. Another found the 

questionnaire very "heavy" but agreed it was suitable as a pre-interview research tool. 

411 found the inforrned Consent form to be clear. 

After pre-testing the questionnaire but before debriefing about it 1 pretested the 

interviews with the same volunteen. I conducted the pre-test interviews to test an 

"interview Checklist" 1 planned to use in the study (Appendix I 1). During each interview 

I expiored ideas about "head". "hem*'. "hand." and "soul." 1 organized and andyzed the 

data from the pre-test interviews as planned for the study to check that this process was 

effective in idenri fying sensitizing concepts. After the pre-test I discussed the process 

with participants and confirmed it for use in the research. 1 decided that modifications 

were not necessary. 

Partici pan t selection 

in the previous chapter I defined "stakeholden" (people with vested intensts in 

the social work programme). and constituencies (the social locations from which they are 

drawn). in selecting actual participants I identified stakeholders with ethnic, racial or 

linguistic minority status including: 

Abonginai people 
Immigrants 
Permanent residents who were bom outside Canada 
Temporary residents 
People of colour 
Jewish people 
Francophones 
Non-Francophones who have a first language other than English. 



Other constituencies include: 

Social work Advisory Cornmittee at St. Thomas University 
Social work faculty at St. Thomas University 
Other faculty at St Thomas University 
Recent graduates 

(awarded a BSW from Si. Thomas University in 1997 or 1998) 
Current social work students 
Those who are planning to seek admission to the social work programme 
People who live or practice social work in different sized communities 
Clients of social worker 
Social workers 
Social work union representatives 
Social Work professional association 
Supervisors of social worken 
Public and independent schools 
Churc hes 
Local businesses 

1 seiected 28 participants for the main sûmple. They included eight participants 

who sel f-de fined as Aboriginal. eight new~ornen.~ three francophone people. and (when 

I realized that they had been omitted them from the study) three Iewish people. Two 

white Anglophone social workers were added to identify the particular difficulties faced 

whrn working with people from diverse backgrounds. 1 included two human service 

workers who specialize in work with newcomers. I added a participant because one 

restricted the amount of information that I could report and was not willing for audio- 

taping of her interview. 1 inciuded the information that I was permitted to include. 

Shonly before I completed the data collection I added a human service participant with 

By "ncwcomers" 1 mean prirticipanrs who were born ouutde Csnadb One participant moved to Canada twenty two 
?cars rigo and perhrips this is a stnnge t e m  to use about h m  1 could not think ofany other term that would inciude 
icrnporary and permanent Canadian residents bom outside of Canada, as well as immigrants and refugees to 
Canada. 



different expertise. This gave a sample of 28 rather than the planned 24 participants. 

Membership of a constituency was one critenon for selection but there were 

others. I tried to make the sample as diverse as possible. I sought balance in gender. age. 

and urban and mral residence or place of work in different parts of the Saint John River 

valley. Several participants were rnembers of more than one constituency. I did not 

deliberatel y include participants from public or independent schools. local businesses 

and participants frorn churches or other places of worship. Nevenheless, my selection of 

participants resulted in a school teacher md a Minister of Religion being included. I 

rxcluded social work faculty and members of the Advisory Cornmittee becnuse these 

constituencies would be heard when my findings and their implications were discussed. 

Details of the demographics of the main sample are included in chapter 7. 

Contacting ~anicipants 

Aboriginal participants 

The eight Aboriginal participants included two Aboriginal people who live outside 

of a First Nations Comrnunity and six from four different First Nations Communities. 

Participants included two social workers, a human service worker. a spiritual elder, a 

band politician and three other Aborigind people. 

I entered Aboriginal communities with caution aware of the undentandable 

suspicion of "white" researchers who may "colonize" howledge of a different culture 

(Battiste, 1998, p. 3; Clews. 1999~. p. 28). My first participant volunteered. As I began 

data colleçtion a dispute about the timber-harvesting rights of the province's Aboriginal 
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people h d  united them. Many met ai  a "sacred fire" in Fredericton. As a result. one 

person came to tell me that he considered my work was important and asked to 

participate. He fitted my selection criteria so he became my first participant. 

The selection of Aboriginal and newcomer participants in the main sample relied 

upon the support of guides. The difficulty often experienced by researchen from a 

different ethnic group is well recognized in the iiterature. Beccara ( 1997) states chat valid 

research on ethnic rninority populations cm only be camed out by researchers from the 

same ethnic group. rhût strangen are "easily spotted and researchers require legitimation 

or research may be suspect. with a low responsr rate. much missing data and inacccurate 

infornation" (p. 1 12). In rejoinder. de Anda ( 1997) states chat " ail good researchers . . . 

begin their research into communities by securing key informants. building trust with 

them and using them to gain access to groups within the cornmunity" (p. 1 14). Green 

explores ways the culturai guide can assist the researcher (pp. 102- 105). 

Three Aboriginal people acted as guides to help me gain credibiliiy and 

acceptancr in First Nations Cornrnunities. to identify Aboriginal participants. provide 

valuable introductions and act as cultural interpreters to assist me in understanding the 

New Brunswick Aboriginal context. They gave me practical advice about when it was 

appropriate to distribute questionnaires. The guides signed an undertaking to not disclose 

the identity of people they introduced to me (Appendix 2). 1 selected three guides 

because association with a guide might close the door to potential participants. People 

know each other well in this rurd province, but the guides had different social networks 
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and contact with different potential participants. 

Two guides spoke about my work at the "sacred fire." As a result three additional 

people agreed to participate. They recommended that a questionnaire would help two of 

them (Appendix 3). An Aboriginal social worker participated himself and asked for two 

questionnaires for others who might be interested. They were €rom different social 

locations in the community and could add to the richness of ideas. therefore 1 agreed. 1 

attached two copies of the "Infomed Consent Form" to each questionnaire requesting 

that one be retumed with the questionnaire and one retained (Appendix 4). The social 

worker contacted me when people were "ready" for interviews and I visited to interview 

them. 1 collected the completed questionnaires and one consent form during these visits. 

A Caucasian social worker inuoduced me to a Spiritual Elder from another cornrnunity 

who agreed to participate. This completed the selection of Aboriginal participants. 

Newcomers 

Newcomers were people born outside of Canada. including immigrants. rehigees 

and temporary residents bom abroad. 1 planned that another eight participants in the main 

sample should be newcomen. One person who 1 understood was prepared to participate 

would not be audio-taped and restricted what 1 could report. 1 added another newcomer. 

giving nine in total. 

Many recent newcomen to Canada are refugees from w u  tom countries and may 

be suspicious of "authority." Social worken are often viewed as "authority." A worker at 

an agency serving newcomers acted as a cultural interpreter. discussed possible 
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participants and initially contacted three people. Al1 wanted to hear more and agreed that 

1 could telephone. After the cal1 1 sent questionnaires to two of them. Following advice 

from the guide that one of the potential participants had very lirnited command of 

English. 1 did not send a questionnaire but arranged to visit. Two completed 

questionnaires were retumed and 1 ananged interviews by phone. 

I selected an immigrant working in post-secondary education. two temporary 

residents and two people who had arrived several yevs ago. These people had different 

backgrounds and experiences. This sample was diverse in terms of length of residence in 

Canada. countries of origin and reasons for coming to Canada. 

Francophone participants 

For reasons explored in chapter 2, 1 planned that three participants should have 

French as a first language. 1 invited two Acadian francophone people to participate in the 

study and mailed them a questionnaire. Through networking 1 Ieamed of a non-Acadian 

francophone who also agreed to participate. 

Jewish participants 

1 included three Jewish people in my sample because. despite growing anti- 

Sernitism in this country. they have often been excluded in thinking about anti-racist 

social work in Canada (Gold. 1994). 1 invited one Jewish person known to me and was 

put in touch with a second by a local Rabbi. A participant put me in touch with a third. 

Two other Jewish people chose not CO participate. 

Participants from other constituencies. non-student 
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1 wanted to include one Caucasian social worker from a First Nations Cornmunity 

and one more participant to complete my sample. A Caucasian social worker agreed to 

participate. I needed another two participants to represent ail the remaining stake-holding 

constituencies mentioned above. 1 added the human service worker with particular 

expertise. This produced 28 participants in the main sample including the one who 

restricted some reporting. 

S tuden t sample 

Thiny one current social work students pûrticipated in the research. 1 included 

current social work students because even recent social work graduates are unlikely to 

know about changes or planned developments in the St. Thomas social work p r o g r m e  

since their graduation. Students in the fint two years of study, although designated social 

work students. have little contact with the Social Work programme. Students in their 

third or final (founh) year of study have rnuch clearer ideas about what they want to l e m .  

One ethical research principle is to avoid an abuse of power. I faced an ethical 

probiem with the inclusion of students. They could feel coerced to pmicipate in their 

professor's research. Those participating might feel entitled to privilege. In our smail 

programme. I have contact with most students before they graduated, and after graduation 

t hey often request references. There fore, I asked current students to anonymously 

complete questionnaires but did not interview them. 

1 followed this procedure. After mentioning the research in a regular student 

meeting 1 left an envelope in each student mail box with a questionnaire, letter and two 
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copies of a Student informed Consent Form (Appendices 7.8 and 9). The questionnaire 

was enclosed in an unsealed envelope labelled: 'Teaching and learning about anti-racist 

social work - Student Questionnaire."' Participating students were asked to return the 

envelope with the cornpleted questionnaire and one copy of the consent form to the social 

work secretary. To protect their confidentiality the consent form did not require a 

signature. After rwo weeks 1 asked the instructors of third and fourth year compulsory 

theory classes to read a reminder to their students. This told them how to obtain an extra 

questionnaire (Appendix 10). The five pan tirne or full tirne social work students not 

attending classes that semester were sent a package through the mail to rheir home 

address on file. After three weeks a foilow-up letter was sent to them. 1 received only 

one completed questionnaire from part time students. 

Remonses 

Four potential main smple  participants did not agree to take part in the study. I 

replaced them. Participants were not selected at random so ihese substitutions do not 

present a methodologicd problem. Nevenheless unwilling people might have very 

different views about anti-racist social work curriculum and teaching and leaning 

inethods than those who did participate. 

A total of 3 1 out of the 56 students contacted completed questionnaires. Because 

10. It could be argued rhat students might reflect back concepts trrught by me in an anù-racist socid work clliss. This is 
likely. I asked students to complete questionna.ires during the fdl term t 998. None of the third year snidents but 
6 of the founh year srudents at that time had taken this class. 1 recognized some of my ideas in the questionnaire 
responses. 



the questionnaires were supposed to be anonymous 1 do not know the characteristics of al1 

who participated. Severd students chose to sign their forms despite instructions not to do 

so. Others told me chat they had completed questionnaires. Some of the content of 

completed questionnaires identified students. Although I have a good idea about the 

categories of students who did and did not participaie 1 do not report this in my results. 

Questionnaires, Consent Forrns and Letters 

Questionnaires 

The questionnaire was the first stage for dl but two of the main sample 

participants, and the only stage for the student participants. The use of questionnaires had 

a number of advantages. First. they ailowed potential participants. without undue 

influence. to think about whether they wanted to participate. Second, they could refiect 

and develop their ideas at leisure. 1 expected more depth and variety in responses than if 

participants had not been given notice of the planned questions. Third. 1 hoped that the 

opponunity to think about the questions would promote a more egalitarian relationship 

with the participant. A potential disadvantage was that pre-interview questionnaires 

could encourage participants to focus on answering rny questions rather than their own 

questions and answen. I thought that this potential disadvantage was outweighed by the 

advan tages. 

The questionnaire is in two versions, one for students and the other for main 

sample participants (Appendices 3 and 7). The student version contained extra questions 

to enable them to share the ideas 1 discussed with main sample participants in interview. 
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The first page defines major terms such as "social work." Some respondents rnight corne 

from cultures with no social workers and unless those from Canada had contact with 

thern. not al1 would know about the social work role. Although 1 recognized that a 

questionnaire beginning with definitions could be daunting, their inclusion was necessary 

and facilitated our discussion of their meaning. 

The fint 8 questions of the main questionnaire located the participants in their 

constituencies. asking about country of binh. ethnic affiliation, language spoken as a 

child and size of community of residence. Questions 9 to 16 explored experience of 

human services or social work. particularly with a multiculturd or anti-racist focus. 

Questions 17 to 20 addressed the metaphors "heart." "head," "hand."and "soul" asking 

about "attitudes and values" for "heart" and "soul." "what social workers shoutd know" 

for "head." and "what they should be able to do." for "hand." Questions 21 and 12 were 

open-ended questions asking about what and how socid workers shouid leam. The next 

question asked for words or phrases about "anti-racist social work or teaching and 

lrarning about sociai work in a multi-cultural context." to invite ideas that might be 

participants' sensitizing concepts. Participants could add anything not already been 

refened to. addressing Robson's criticism of the failure of sorne questionnaires to do this 

(Robson, 1995. p. 203). The open-ended questions perrnitted a variety of responses and 

rnabled me to identify issues that might be discussed in depth in interview. Other 

questions were intended to genente more specific answers about curriculum content and 

teaching and learning methods. The Iast question was a request to meet for an interview 
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and an invitation to consider "experiences. events and stories" that illustrate answea. 

The student questionnaire differed slightly. It contained no identifying 

information. Questions about social work graduation were eliminated as irrelevant. 

Nevertheless, 1 asked for confirmation of status as social work students. 1 also asked 

students to write about "experiences, events and stories" rather than just think about 

them. because 1 would not be interviewing students. 

Consent form 

There were two versions of the consent fom (Appendices 4 and 9), one for 

students and the other for main sample participants. Both outlined the extent and 

limitations of confidentiality. 1 undenook to not tell anyone the identity of participants. 1 

clarified that participants' comments might be inciuded in a research report and pointed 

out that others might recognize the identity of participants from the content of 

questionnaires. The offer of a summary of results was offered to al1 participants. The 

location where copies of the dissertation would be lodged was added. Participants were 

risked to confirm that they had a support network. 

There were slight difierences between the student and main smple  venions of the 

consent forms. Main sample participants were offered the opponunity to withdraw from 

the research for a month after they completed the questionnaires. Students were no< 

required to sign but the enclosure of a blank questionnaire wi th the consent form 

indicated consent to the content. 1 could not ailow students the oppottunity to change 

their minds about pyticipating because I should not know the identity of student 
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participants. 

Covering letter 

The letter that accompanied student and main sample questionnaires outlined the 

research process and asked for participation (Appendices 5 and 8). I explained why the 

person had been selected. what participation involved and what would be done with the 

resemh data. Potential participants were given the opportunity of contacting me, my 

dissertation supervisor or the chair of the social work department at Si. Thomas 

University for more information. 

Interviews 

Rat ionale 

Interviews were my primary method of data collection with the main sample. In 

these interactions between myself and each research participant we s h e d  our 

understanding about the questions and possible answen to them. Kirby and McKenna 

( 1988) and the refiections by Hyde upon her research journey ( 1994) encouraged me to 

express my own voice during this process. Participants could talk about the issue k ing  

discussed and were not restricted by particular questions. Indeed. as Rubin and Rubin 

recommend, the interview seemed to be "invented anew" with each participant (p. 7). 

Throughout I was guided by Douglas's ideas about "creative interviewing" ( 1985). 1 

atternpted to "bracket off' many of the niles of "good interviewing," (particularly that as 

a researcher 1 should be invisible) and adapted to each unique situation. 

Generally the interview was "face to face" but I conducted one by telephone. My 



dialogue with participants was guided by the notion that qualitative interviews are 

conversations in which each party talks in tum, but which differ from ordinary 

conversations because of the intensive listening required by the interviewer to really hear 

what is said (Rubin and Rubin. 1995, p. 7). 

As Becker ( 1997) points out. we al1 "implicitly or explicitly attribute a point of 

view or an interpretation . . . so the only question is not whether we should but how 

accurately we do so" (p. 4). Unless I am clev about my assumptions, definitions and 

interpretations. 1 am unlikely to understand others. When we do not explore our own 

rneanings and those of othen. "we will. of necessity invent them. The danger is that we 

will guess wrong" (Becker. 1997. p. 4). Wrong guesses are panicularly likely in cross 

cultural research where thought foundations of reseürcher and participant rnay differ. 

interviews permit more effective dialogue than other methods. 1 hoped that they 

would enable me to "follow up ides  expressed in the questionnaire. probe comments 

and explore feelings in a way that other methods of data coilection would not" (Bell, 

198% p. 70). interviews promised to permit differentiation of participants' voices from 

my voice as 1 tried to understand their cornrnents and relate them to rny own ideas. 

Kirby and McKenna ( 1988) assen that an interview cm empower both the 

researcher and the research participant because "two penons . . . cm share in data 

gathering where asiung back. an equd sharing of risk and of information is experienced. 

The interviewer and the participant rnay at some time shve politicai action or even 

reverse roles." Both the researcher and the participant can "break off, withdnw, retreat 
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for a time. ask questions, respond to questions." (Kirby & McKenna. 1989. p. 69). This 

occurred during interviews. 

Rubin and Rubin ( 1996) point out that qualitative interviews vary with the 

knowledge and interests of participants. This was true here. 1 expected and found that 

some participants made a full answer to one question and some were more interested in 

others. Nevenheless. 1 was sometimes surprised by what was known and felt by 

particular participants. People who have experienced culturai, ethnic or racial oppression 

but who have had little experience of hurnan service education generally had more CO say 

about the first than the second. but when participants had experienced profound 

oppression they could be very clear about what and how students should l e m  about anti- 

racist social work. Interviews ailowed me to probe participants' areas of interest and 

expertise to identify and understand their sensitizing concepts and thernes they considered 

important. 1 was able to listen as participants developed their ideas and told their stories. 

Description of interviews 

1 arranged the interview when s cornpleted questionnaire was returned or when 

contacred by a participant. Generdly the interview was conducted two or more weeks 

after sending out a questionnaire. Because interviews were conducted during the surnmer 

rnonths sometirnes there was a gap of several weeks before a suitable meeting time could 

be arranged. Interviews ranged from 40 minutes to two houn. The average interview 

was 90 minutes long. 1 tended to taik at the beginning to explain my letter and the 

consent form. Then 1 encouraged the participant to talk more about issues that emerged 
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from the completion of questionnaires. or when questionnaires were not sent or 

completed. about their perspectives on social work and anti-racist social work. Typically, 

about two thirds of the way through an interview or when the conversation was flagging 1 

would begin to raise issues from questionnaire responses that had not been discussed. 

Interviews ended when the participant seemed to have contributed al1 that was likely. 

The interview trmscnpts reveded that participants spoke for about 80% of the tirne with 

a range between about 60% and 90%. The richest data was often obtained when 

participants spoke the most. 

The interviews differed but none was a "highly structured interview with p n -  

established questions. a limited set of response categories." with "little room for variation 

in response" (Fontana and Frey. 1994. p. 363). Because of my postrnodern inclinations 1 

did not attempt to minirnize my own voice in polyphonie interview in which "the voices 

of subjects are recorded with minimal influence from the researcher9*(p. 368). instead 1 

acknowledged rny own voice as changing. Although I planned for interviews to follow 

the format of the questionnaire. 1 adopted a less structured format if participants' 

contributions did not fit this plan. 

Social work interviews differ in purpose. infoned by the theoretical base and the 

unique qualities of the socid worker and client. The format for my interviews was like 

many (although not ail) social work interviews. The focus is upon the client but without 

attempts to hide the social worker's perspective. 1 asked participants to share their views 

about teaching and learning methods for anti-racist social work. I attempted to be explicit 
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about those elements of my voice that form contestable foundations for my questions. 1 

encouraged participants to evaluate these ioundations from their own perspectives, to 

identify other foundations of my thinking and challenge them. They often did so. 

This interview style could arguably encourage participants to reflect my words 

rather than express their own. My role as interviewer could be disempowenng. I guarded 

against this. The questionnaire allowed for thought when 1 was not present. although the 

questions themselves could direct thinking. The interview questions were broad to 

encourage different responses. Also, 1 was cuehil to not interrupt. I dlowed pauses for 

participants to reflect. Allowing my voice to be challenged encouraged participants to 

express their own. After the interviews participants could change contributions providing 

a further opponunity for their views to be heard. 

My structural approach to sociai work resting on a conflict mode1 of society and 

the belief that social work should challenge oppression by radical hurnanist and radical 

stmcturalist practice. informs rny questions and my responses to participants in eariy parts 

of interviews. This approach to social work was laid before participants. Like everything 

else I said, it was open to challenge, and was actually challenged. An Aboriginal 

participant, for example. employed a definition of social work as a goal that people 

should try to achieve. Activities were only "social work" if they helped. 

My metaphors "hem," "head," "hand," and "soul" help me understand social 

work but were sometimes limiting to others. On these occasions 1 ceased to use them. 

Some of the concepts in the questionnaire could be interpreted differently in different 
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cultures, and some of the concepts may be meaningless. There was no "typicai" 

interview because 1 adjusted rny approach to each new situation. After the first few 

interviews I learned to trust the process. When I did not try to control the interview. 

participants expressed their views about anti-racist social work in a multi-cultural 

context. 

At the beginning of the interview I asked participants to agree to being audio- 

taped by signing a consent (Appendix 12). Al1 but one agreed. At this stage 1 asked those 

who had questionnaires for their opinions about them. Twenty six questionnaires had 

been distnbuted and 19 were fully completed. As previously stated, two had not 

completed the questionnaire at d l  and five had only partly completed it although ail but 

one found it a useful orientation. One participant who had cleariy found the questionnaire 

a hindrance was perplexed about socid work (which she knew little about) and anti-racist 

social work (which she knew nothing about). We put the questionnaire aside and she just 

talked providing some of the richest data in ihis study. 

To affirm the voices of participants I begm most interviews with an open question 

about thoughts and feelings since completing the questionnaire. Sorne began without this 

prornpting. For othen I followed the hteniiew Guide. I asked questions about helping 

and the difference between this and professional social work in their culture. Then I 

asked about incidents or stories that illustrated their views about social work, and then 

ami-racist social work. These questions helped me to undentand participants' 

knowledge about social work in Canada. Early questions sometirnes suggested possible 
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sensitizing concepts that 1 followed up as the interview progressed. After this, unless the 

participant was moving the interview in another direction. we reviewed their completed 

questionnaire. 1 asked how useful the questions were in dlowing them to express their 

views and made a mentai note of how their views differed frorn my own. This informed 

how I introduced my own voice as the interview proceeded. 

1 listened carefully to the terms used by participants and used these same terms 

rnyself. For example. concepts of pain and healing rather than need and intervention were 

often used by Aboriginai participants. so 1 used this terminology. In traditional 

Aboiginai  communities parents and elders teach by sharing experiences rather than by 

isolating required the knowledge and skills (Leavitt, 1995. p. 6). Neither the Mi'krnac 

nor the Maliseet language distinguishes between teaching and learning (Leavitt. 1995, p. 

8). in much Aboriginal thought the process of learning is of paramount importance while 

in much non-Aboriginal thinking it is the consequence chat matters. Leavitt illusirates 

this point by comparing Mohawk and English phrases about leaming. The English 

expression is. "if at first you don't succeed. try, try again." The Mohawk refiecting 

Mi'krnac and MMaeet ides  is "watch and listen and do it right, watch and listen and do 

i t right" (Leavitt, 1995, p. 9). 1 explored differences of this nature in the interviews. 

Early in the interviews I asked participants about terms such as "people of 

colour." "Fint Nations." and "Aboriginal." Then 1 slowly and gently made explicit some 

assumptions behind the questions. I asked if the participant had difficulty with any 

question. When requested, 1 justified some of the questions. I explained to participants 
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why they had been selected, the meaning of "stakeholden" and told them that 1 was 

seeking their views rather than the views of their constituency. 

Then, providing the structure of the interview had not changed. I tumed again to 

the concepts in the questionnaire. 1 asked participants to reflect on concepts8 that give 

meaning to anti-racist socid work or teaching and leaming for anti-racist sociai work. 

The cornpleted questionnaire acted as a schedule for the remainder of the interview. 1 

stated underlying assumptions for each question. For example. the question; "lt is 

important that people who graduate as social workers frorn St. Thomas University should 

know the following in order to practice in an anti-racist way" assumed a body of 

necessary knowledge and 1 asked participants if this existed. 1 presented an opposing 

view that "knowledge" cm blind "people who work with people" to the unique 

individuals they work with. Then if the participant considered that knowledge is 

important. 1 asked about the necessary knowledge. 1 encouraged them to nflect on their 

own answers and to rnodify. change or confirm them. 

Throughout 1 encouraged participants to talk generaily about anti-racist social 

work education and to tell the stories that are nch ground for sensitizing concepts. if the 

interviews followed the tentative plan, towards the end of interviews we shared our ideas 

about similarities and differences in Our views. 1 ended by telling the participants that 1 

would provide a surnmary of their data for their comment. 

a 1 was more likely to use the t e m  'words or phrases' 
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1 explained that after 1 had analyzed the work 1 would offer a summary of data 

from all participants. We taiked about how the data will be used to develop the anti-racist 

focus of cumculurn content and teaching and leaming methods. 1 told participants that a 

copy of the dissertation will be kept in the Department of Social Work at St Thomas 

University, the St ThomasNnivenity of New Brunswick Hamiet Irving Library and the 

Library at Memonal University. 

Although this is the general structure. interviews varied. On occasion the 

completed questionnaire inhibited rather than encourage interaction. Some participants 

initiated a dialogue about my assumptions. 1 tried to help participants to express iheir 

own voices and share their stones as they critically considered with me my possible 

ethnocentric bias. When appropnate I shared my own developing voice and story. My 

criterion for "appropriateness" was when. in my judgment. sharing this voice would 

encourage participants to share their own voices. 

I took steps to avoid unduly influencing participants. On occasion 1 clearly stated 

a view was mine or that of another person. For example, 1 told one Aboriginal participant 

that some social work p r o g m e s  have "culture camps" where instructon and students 

try to live traditionally and follow traditional Aboriginal teachings. 1 asked her view. She 

told me that "everybody likes camping," and suggested that student leaming is more 

likely to occur if students spent time in a First Nations Community. iMy voice had 

encouraged her. 

1 also answered participants' questions. Some asked how long 1 had been in 
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Canada, presurnably because of my English accent. Othen asked if 1 had children. If 

interviews began to focus on me rather than the participant 1 shifted the discussion. 1 

answered questions but emphasized that my interest was in their views. not in their 

agreement with mine. 1 sometimes presented both sides of a dispute. For example, some 

focussed on learning about other cultures during anti racist university classes but others 

thought that self-exploration was important and I asked for the participant's view. 

1 did not deny rny understanding about possible cultural patterns, (such as a 

tendency to describe and explain through narratives with Aboriginal people). but 1 

guarded against stereotypical assumptions that a Aboriginal people would explain and 

describe in this way. Throughout. I presented my views as tentative and developing and 

encouraged participants to help me to develop and change my ideas. 1 asked open ended 

and probe questions and encounged participants to tell stories to illustrate their views. 

Each interview changed my views and my starting point for the next. Thus the 

views of earlier participants were indirectly available to later participants. Somerimes 

these views were also directly available. For example, one of the early participants 

mentioned "in the closet" racism to describe racism in rurd communities. in contrat he 

spoke about racism king "out" in urban communities. This interesting addition to my 

bank of sensitizing concepts was shared with other participants during intewiews. 1 did 

not, of course, name an ed ier  participant or use a comment that I knew would identify 

an earlier participant. At the end of the interview 1 explained again that it would be 

transcribed and a copy given to participants to for cornments, deletions or additions. 
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Reflective processes 

Prior to each interview 1 "did my conceptual baggage." "my experience and 

reflections that relate to the focus of the research" (Kirby & McKenna. 1988. p. 49). 1 

reflected on my expectations and hopes for this interview. Sometimes 1 taped my 

reflec tions. and on other occasions 1 made notes. My ability to undersiand and respect the 

"unique language and culture of each of my participants" (Fontana & Frey, 1996, p. 366) 

was enhanced by my efforts to recognite my own prejudices and blases. My views 

changed dunng the data collection stage. even though almost al1 the interviews were 

completed within 2 months. 1 tried to attend to the unique views of each participant. My 

refiections upon my pre-interview conceptual baggage afier the interview assisted my 

analysis. 1 did not attempt to "bracket off' rny conceptual baggage but acknowiedged it 

as sornething carried with me that can help and c m  also hinder interactions with others. 

After each interview 1 reflected on how my views about anti-racist social work 

education were developing and changing. Sometimes 1 used a blank questionnaire as a 

guide but often 1 reflected on key ideas as 1 was driving away from interviews. My notes. 

on thoughts evoked through this process, were explored during the data analysis. This 

increased accountability, enabling me to check whether 1 was leading participants to utter 

my words or to share their own ideas. It also helped me to explore my changing ideas. 

Two people uanscribed interviews and confidentiality agreements (Appendix 14). 

The transcnpts varied from 21 to 46 double-spaced pages, producing almost a thousand 

pages of interview transcript. 63 pages of field notes (some handwritten and some 
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transcribed from audio-tape). 3 1 student and 24 main sample questionnaires. M e r  

deleting irrelevant sections of interviews? 1 sent tmscnpts to main sample participants. 

Six phoned and four wrote back and 1 met with one participant. Most emphasized points 

made in their interviews. Two retumed slightly amended uanscripts. Three asked to 

exclude a small part of the transcript. 1 added or deleted in accordance with their wishes. 

CONCLUSION 

Ln this chapter I described my research methodology infomed by pnnciples 

derived from my theoretical base. research goals and research ethics. 1 analyzed the 

research question and provided expianations about the meaning of concepts within it. 1 

provided a linear account which details sample selection and the data collection 

instruments and processes. 

The lengthy description of the data collection processes illustrates how 1 applied 

the methodological pnnciples in my work. These descriptions also explain a strategies to 

achieve one of rny research goals. to enable diverse stakeholders to contribute to 

c u r r i c ~ l ~ m  development. 1 evaluate the successfulness of these strategies in chapters 7 

and 1 1. Some of the illustrations 1 have given, for example the participant's comment on 

"anti-racis t social work," begin to show how rny contestable foundational ideas were 

challenged by sensitizing concepts. This theme is explored later in chapters 8 to 10. in 

chapter 6 1 explain the data analysis and evaluate the credibility of the methods used. 

9 One participant. for example. spoke a lot about people she knows at St. Thomas University. another was interesteci 
CO hear about my children and how they had settled in Canada 



CHAPTER SIX 

WHAT Dm 1 HEAR? DATA ANALYSIS TO 
IDENTIFY SENSITIZING CONCEPTS FOR ANTT-RACIST SOCIAL WORK 

CURRICULUM 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes data organization and analysis processes to identify 

sensitizing concepts to inform curriculum and to dialogue with my thought foundations. 

The analysis drew heavily on the thinking of Kirby and McKenna (1989), van den 

Hoonaard ( 1997). Rubin and Rubin ( 1995) and Ristock and Pennell ( 1996). From Kirby 

and Mc Kenna carne the value base that underpins the research. 1 sought to give voice to 

participants so that they could influence the developrnent of the anti-racist focus of the 

social work programme at St. Thomas University. I took the steps suggested by these 

authors for recognizing my own voice so that 1 could hear participants' voices. 1 checked 

carefully that what I had heard was what participants wanted to communicate. From van 

den Hoonaard came "sensitizing concepts" and thoughts about how to identifi them. 1 

followed Rubin and Rubin's process for analyzing the data (Rubin & Rubin. 1995, 

Chapter 10). Ristock and Pemell conuibuted greatly to my evaiuation of the credibility 

of rny work. These authors al1 advocate flexible methods of data analysis and al1 allude 

to the difficulties inherent in cross-culturd research. In this chapter 1 summarize the data 

analysis process, followed by a more detailed account to make these processes 

transparent. Then 1 evaluate the credibility of this s tudy. 



SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS 

- - 

FIRST STAGE: ALL DATA. 
1ûûû pages interview uuiscnpis. 63 pages field notes. 

17 audio-tapes. 3 1 student questionnaires. 24 "main" questionnaires. 
L 

- 

SECOND STAGE: RELEVANT DATA. 
"Relevant" sections of transcripts. participants' changes. notes from 

field notes and questionnaires. (600 pages). 

I 
. - 

TKIRD STAGE: A U  SENSlTIZiNG CONCEPTS. 
1 Words. shon phrases or shon stories with high sensitizing ferrures. 1 

. 

FOURTH STAGE: SENSïMZïNG CONCEPTS AND THEMES. 
Third stage data organized into themes and then "head." "hand." "self." 

and "how" (200 pages). 
! 9 

FIFïH STAGE: SüMMARY OF THEMES. 
Summary of 4h stage data. organized into "head." "hand." "self." 

1 .Y.& 1. rnehods " (27 pages double spaced. reproduced in ch. 7). 1 

. - 

SIXTH STAGE: SENSITEING CONCEPTS AND FOUNDATIONS. 
Collages of sensitizing concepts embedded in themes and stories 

illustraring their impact on thought foundations. (94 pages. ch. 8 - 10). 
w 

Figure 1 - Data mdysis process. 



The stages in the data analysis proccss an summarized in the chart above. 

dthough the process of analysis did not always follow this lineu pattern sequeatially. 

The fint stage gathered di the data. This included audio tapes and transcripu of the 27 

interviews that totalled 1000 pages, including my notes about the one that was not audie 

taped. I added my 63 pages of field notes. 3 i student questionnaires and 34 cornpletcd or 

panly completed main questionnaires. 

The second stage isolated "relevant" data. Relevant data was data that I thought 

that 1 mieht use in this dissertation or related work. I reflected on the data and sometimcs 

replayed pan of the audio-tape to clarify sections. 1 eliminated sections that were 

de finit el y irreievant to my resevch question a d  thereby s honened each transcript to 

between a third and thtee qumen of' its original length. "hlevant  data" that was 

eliminated included my explanations about the resevch process. stories that âid not 

appear to be directly or indirectly related to curriculum content and teachinp and learning 

for anti-racist social work (such as Foreign travel, and questions and my answers about 

mv life and my family). 1 sent "relevant" ;ecuons of transcripts and my notes about their 

interviews to participants and asked if they wanted to change anything. I added written 

comrnents from participants and my notes about follow-up ietten. phone cdls and one 

follow-up interview in which participants had added. clarified or asked to delete 

information. I made notes from student questionnaires. The remaining and "relevant" 

sections of transcripts. my notes and participants changes formed the second data base of 

600 pages. 



The third stage made a preliminary identification of sensitizing conccpts. With 

the Gd of the "Sensitizing concept checklist" (Appendix 13). I attempted to identify and 

list sensitizing concepts under t h  "heart." "W." "hanci." "soul." and "how" (teaching 

and learning methods) categories. After unsucceuhil~y attempting to differentiate the 

"heart" and "soul" categories 1 elirninated the distinction between them because many 

participants did not clearly differentiate them or differentiated between them differcntiy. 

1 inuoduced a new "self." category which cornbined "hem" and "soul." 

1 reaiized that the third stage list omitted a numkr of ideas that could not k 

defined as "sensitizing," even with a very broad definition of the term "sensitizing 

concepts." For example. some participants spoke about lectures and group discussions. 

This namtion did not have sensitizing features but these ideas still seemed important to 

them. It had become clear to me by this stage that I was reifjhg "sensitizing concepts." 

realized that my quest to determine wheiher a concept was or was not "sensitizing" 

reflected the modemism 1 was struggling to reject. 1 decided that there was no absolute 

standard. Ins~ead t was looking for concepts with "sensitizing features." It becme clev 

that whether a phenornenon was or was not a sensitizing concept was less important than 

its ucility to enrich cumcuium. After this my data analysis was easier. I identified a list 

of approximately 350 possible sensitizing concepts' to fom the third data base. 

The founh stage added to the third stage data t hemes and ideas th&; had few 

- At this suse 1 wixi not sure ii' 1 should detine some or the concepts on rhis Iist as "jensitmng." .Uso. 1 includd 
page reierences ro short stones that 0 t h  contanal xvcral scnsitning concepts. 



sensitizing features but that appeared important to particular participants. or were 

mentioned frequently. These additions were from the second data base. 1 sumrnarized 

the third stage material together with the extra themes in a 200 page. single spaced 

document. This was my fourth data base. 

The fifth stage condensed the fourth stage material. 1 identified the major themes 

contained within the fourth stage and organized them into "head." "hand." "self," and 

"teaching and leaming rnethods" categories. This material could potentially form the 

basis for anti-racist socid work cumculum and teaching and leming methods to convey 

it. The fifth stage analysis is reproduced in chapter 7. This material c m  be used directly 

in curriculum and indirectly inform cumculum development. 1 explain these uses in 

chripters 7 and I1 

During the sixth stage 1 analyzed the relationship between the founh stage data 

and my thought foundations. I considered different ways that the data had impacted upon 

my thought foundations outlined in chapter 2. 1 concluded that on some occasions the 

data had confirmed my foundational thought. For example participants' sensitizing 

concepts reflected my own view that expenential learning was a useful way of learning to 

become an anti-racist socid worker. On other occasions sensitizing concepts chaiienged 

my thought foundations. An example of this is participants' reactions to the distinction 

between "heart" and "soul." Sometimes the challenge led me to create new foundations. 

Mmy participants emphasized the importance of student social workea developing 

knowledge and skills to undentand the people with whom they were working, rather than 
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gain knowledge about social work theory and then attempt to apply it in situations of 

divenity. Similar reflections on sensitizing concepts led me to conclude that tbey hd the 

cffeci of modifiing by contexnializing, enhancing and clarifying thought foundatioaa. In 

chapter 8 1 &scribe how sensitizing concepts confmed my thought foundations. in 

chapter 9 1 explore how these concepts challenge foundations. Chapter 10 explains how 

ihey were modified. I begin by describing why 1 chose to not use computer software ia 

the anaiysis. 

THE QüESTTON OF COMPUTER SOFMr'ARE 

I did not use one of the major computer sofovare packages for my data analysis 

because none would not suppon the method outlined hem. Ethnograph is nat ssufficiently 

flexible to allow me to reflect on the data in the way I intended. The linear mode1 of 

creating categories for coding is not compatible with my approach of immersing myself in 

the data and identifying unique sensitizing concepts. and has potentiai to lose some of the 

richness of the data. The main benefit of these and other software packages is to Save the 

researcher urne in coding and retrieving data. Richards and Richards ( 1994) state that 

few researchers wouid use a "code and retneve"' rneihod "if the software they bought 

didn't suppon it" (p.446). I did not intend to use s "code and retrieve" as mmy major 

method of data analysis. certainly not a simple version of it. 

Although I looked for themes that. for exampie. indicated lived expenences of 

' In May 1999. 1 attended a workshop on the usc oi NL'D'IST. .41though 1 cm srtlt ser problems in u m g  ir for data 
maiysis. ment venions a p p w  more tlexible ttis, ! had irnaynrd and 1 intend Co explore its use. 



racism. some of the words and phrases. particularly those with many sensitizing featu~s, 

were unusual. Often the meaning of a term was only clear within the context of the 

overall interview. When planning this research 1 thought that if 1 was to undentand the 

data it would be necessary to rnove beyond the transcnpts. The words on interview 

transcnpts do not indicate accornpanying non-verbal communication. A comment about 

anti-racist social work sometimes was a reaction to a particular life experience of racism 

and sometimes resulted from a preceding question. As Rubin and Rubin ( 1995) indicate. 

i t  is necessary to "read and re-read the interviews to note core ideas and concepts, 

recognize emotive stones and find themes" (p. 229). Computer packages tend to tear data 

from the context. 1 did. however. keep both complete and "relevant" transcripts on my 

word processing files. This enabled a %ut and paste" from the actual transcripts for 

longer quotations in the "results" chapters of this dissertation. 

ORGANIZING DATA 

The organized data represented the first stage of the analysis. Kirby and 

McKenna advocate the use of both process and content files for data organization and 

analysis (Kirby & McKenna. 1989, p. 13 1). They also propose that originals of aU 

documents be kept in a document file and that a tape file be kept for recordings. Findiy 

they suggest that an identity file for the actual. coded and altered names of participants. I 

used their system (pp. 13 1 - 134) in modified form. 1 had two files with multiple sections 

to store student questionnaires and my attached notes. Each section contained the 

questionnaire and my notes about completed questionnaires. A file for each interview 
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participant contained letten requesting participation. completed questionnaires. the tape 

of the interview, my pre-interview and post-interview reflections. the transcript of my 

notes as well as notes made when I listened to the tapes. Therefore, the file included my 

developing thoughts about the overall meanings the participant was giving to the 

questions as well as my thoughts about how they were answered. This places me in the 

research process and helped to enhance my awareness of my thoughts and feelings so 1 

could hear and undentand more of participants' meanings. 

1 brgan a field notes file when writing my dissenation proposal. This included 

"written documentations of various aspects of the qualitative research" (Kirby & 

iMcKenna. 1989. p. 32). It dso contained thoughts about this proposal. sections that I 

wanted to expand and research funher for the dissertation and a w hole series of thoughts 

about the interview process. During the interview stage I included thoughts about the 

research process in my field notes file and added comments to panicipant files. Al1 the 

data organized into these files represented completion of the fint stage of the analysis. 

PROCESS OF THE ANALYSIS 

First to Third Stages 

The stages of data analysis were not as clearly differentiated in reality as the above 

summary suggests. During the weeks of gathering and organizing data into participant 

files 1 was aiso considering which parts were irrelevant to the study (second stage) and 

reflecting on the data for sensitizing concepts (third stage). indeed, my third stage 

identification of sensitizing concepts often began during my review of questionnaites. 
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As soon as possible d e r  i received a questionnaire from a main sample 

parucipant 1 refiected on it for possible sensitizing concepts that 1 wouid explore during 

interview. immediately after each interview 1 tried to rnake notes on the content and 

process. Whenever possible I listened to the iiudio-tapes of each interview two or thne 

times before conducting the next interview. 1 arranged to have each interview vanscrikd 

as soon as possible after I had reviewed the audio-tape to enable me to reflect on 

transcripts while interviews were stiil fresh. 1 read and re-read the interview transcripts as 

weil as the field notes. Then I removed data thai was not relevant to the study. My 

rxplanations about the reasons for the research md the resevch prwess were eiïminaied. 

Ais0 eliminated were sections where participants had spoken about issues not direftly 

relevant to the research. For example. many participants recognized my accent as English 

and wanted to know when and why 1 had corne to New Bninswick. This was ofien 

followed by their stories about visits to Britain. 1 removed sections such as this from the 

transcripts and sent the rest of the uanscripts to participants for their comment. 

Ten panicipants commented on the data. Six telephoned to coniirm that they 

were wiiling for the data to be reponed but either did not offer any more ideas or made 

few additionai comments. I received letters from four. Generaily the letten confirmed 

participants' views but occ;isionally panicular ides  were highlighted. I was asked to 

remove or add srnail sections. One participant asked to see me. Her main concem was 

that her comments were not always expressed gramrnatically or typographical errors had 

been made by the transcriber. .Mer our discussions she appeared to be ressured. 
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By the time chat 1 received the commenu I had begun to identify sensiiiting 

concepts. 1 searched for ideas chat participants stated were important. those thai w a c  

used often. in an unfamiljar way. are vivid. contain jargon. or are pan of a narrative or 

"matched pair." 1 used highlighting pens of different colours to mark provisional 

"sensitizing concepts" in the transcnpts. and initidly categorize them as "head." "han&' 

"hem." "soul" (before "hem" and "soul" were combined) and "howi" categones. After 

my detailed study of a questionnaire or interview transcript 1 added to my field notes. 

hunches and ideas that 1 planned to thjnk about more or look for in other data. 

1 had created a "sensitizing concepts checklist" to assist me with their 

identification (Appendix 13). I completed a checklist every time 1 thought that I had 

identified a sensitizing concept. I listed the concept. reasons for thinking thrt it was 

"sensitizing" md its refemnt. For exmpk. detecting a clear theme referring to the pst ,  

1 created a "history"category and listed relevant concepts. 1 also noted whether each . 

concept was about "head." "hand." "self." or "how". On occasion 1 indicated in my notes 

that a concept could be placed in more t h u i  one category. 1 included on the form my 

reasons for rhiniung that a concept was sensitizing. I attached the completed fom to the 

questionnaire or the interview transcript. 

1 decided to conduct the second and third stages of ~iaiysis for each major 

constituency in sequence. Retlecting on ideas from one constituency More moving to the 

Texhine and leming mechods. 



nex t made i t easier to identiQ and understand sensitizing concepts. For example. the 

concepts "apartheid. imprisonment." used to refer to First Nations Cornmunitics werc 

clearer when I had immersed myself in transcripts of several Aboriginal participants who 

had spoken about their history. 

I had interviewed Aboriginal people before other participants so their transcripts 

were the fint that I received. Therefore 1 began my attempts to identify sensitizing 

concepts with "Aboriginai" transcriprs. I identified sensitizing concepts and then uied to 

uroup (hem into "head." "hand." "self." and "how" rategories. Then I moved to the 3 

questionnaires and interview transcripts from people in the newcomer category (the 

second group 1 had interviewed) and repeated the process. 1 added their sensitizing 

concepts to the "head." "hand." "self." and "how" lists Crom the Aboriginal participants. 

Some concepts such as "racism" were imponant to more than one constituency so I 

looked cvefully at transcripts to try to understand views about ncism. I considerrd 

Francophone. then Jewish and then the remainder of the transcripts. Last. 1 malyzed 

.; tudent questronnrures. 

After I had identified provisional sensitizing concepts I left questionnaires and 

transcripts for that constituency for a time and moved to collecting and andyzing other 

data. Later. when the detail of the data was not so clear in my mind. I retumed to 

consider whether the provisional sensitizing concepts still appeved to be sensitizing. 

.A decision about whether a concept is "sensitizing" is. of course. subjective. As 1 

reilecred upon questionnaires and interview transcripts 1 redized that it was more helpfill 
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to conceptuaiize sensitizing qualities rathcr than make a definitive modemist s w w n t  

about whether a concept was or was not sensitizing. The extreme "ided type" sinipiion 

was the easiesi to decide. if a word or phrase qpeared to me to capture the essence of a 

profound  th. seemed really important to the participant. and if my "intuition" ibat this 

was the case was confirmed by the interview participant. when it was vivid. when it w d  

familiar language in an unfamiliar way or w hen it was repeated, the phrase had rnany of 

the "ideal type" qualities of a sensitizing concept so there were powerfbl grounds to 

include the concept as sensitizing. 

On occasion I added a concept to my "sensitizing list" with a conviction that it 

belonged there. More frequencly I retlected cvefully upon r concept to decide if it had a 

sufficient number of sensitizing features. or if the intensity of a few of the features was so 

exueme. that it should be on the list. During interviews. non-verbal cues as well as the 

words used. alened me to "sensitizing" qualities. The expression of emotion. pauses and 

the emphasis given to cenain words and phrases suggested the sensitizing nature of 

concepts. These issues were noted in my Field notes. The context in which a phrase was 

used was also important. A key phrase in a siory. panicularly when this phrase was 

repeated severai times during the interview. suggested that it had sensitizing qualities. 

Sornetimes study of a trmscript led me to sevch for a phrase remembered from a 

previous cranscript which encapsulated thoughts and feelings of this participant. Through 

this process 1 judged the extent to which concepts were sensitizing. At the end of the 

process I had 350 words. phrases or shon stones that had s sufficient number of 
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sensitizing feanires for me define them as "scnsitizing." Then 1 checked that these words. 

phrases or scories were in the grouping ("head." "hand." "self." or "how") that I 

considered was most relevant. This drnost cornpletcd the W d  stage of my analysis. 

Occasionally during later stages I moved back to my second stage "relevant" data for an 

example. a phrase or a story that encapsuiated something that 1 was wrîting about. 

Fourth stape 

1 feit unevy on concluding this work. During data analysis the clarity about 

sensitizing concepts in rny dissertation proposal often eiuded me. Although the research 

question had sensitizing concepts as the unit of analysis. some important themes about 

anti-racist social work were not expressed through these concepts. 

1 had begun to think that the notion of sensitizing concepts was less usehl than 

the notion of concepts with sensitking qualities. The issue was not whether a concept is 

or is not sensitizing but its number and degree of sensitizing features. A rigid 

categorization of "sensitizing" and "non-sensitizing" is iess compatible with my 

cpistemolo_ey thm the notion o t  sensicizing features or qualities. A categrizaiion 

suggests something fixed and certain. more compatibie with modemist thinking. I 

concluded chat in future research 1 wouid not consider rhe phrase "sensitizing concepts" 

to represent a discrete category of observations but would look for sensitizing qualities. 

As 1 re-read the rranscripts. interviews and field notes 1 added themes and listed 

them under the four ("head." "hand." "self." and "how") categories. 1 grouped sensitizing 

concepts around these themes. For example. very earl-~ on it w u  clear that "ncism" was 
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a cheme so 1 assembled sensitizing concepts to illustrate it. On occasion when the daia 

included a theme chat was important to participants but without sensitizing concepts, I 

included the theme. For example. in the knowiedge m a  "social work concepts." a 

number of participants listed such concepts without emotion. At the tirne 1 thought it 

important to report "social work concepts." even if there were no or very few sensitizhg 

features. To do othewise would make my account of participants' views about 

curriculum content and teaching and leming methods for anti-racist social work 

incomplete. To rely only on sensitizing concepts felt like reponing the icing on a cake 

without the cake itself! 

Then I categorized the concepts and themes. 1 nviewed my decision about 

whether or not they should be placed in the "head." "hand." "self." or "how" category 1 

had intended. During data andysis I becme aware of different idem about "head." 

"hand." "self." and "how." Some participants found the division usehi. othea not. 

Sornerimes when 1 was maiyzing and categorizing I found it very difficult to decide if a 

concept or theme belonged in a panicular categop. 1 decided to maintain these 

distinctions for the purpose of reponing but my experience highlights the problem of 

employing pre-set categories in qualitative research (even if these categories are presented 

3s foundationai staning points for conversations). These difficuities are not experienced 

by grounded theonsts who build up from the data iGlasser and Strauss. 1967). Categories 

iniorm rny thinking. so I thought 1 should discuss with participants whether the 

categories contaned inherent culture-bound assumptions. 
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When I had located the concepts in the "head." "hand." "self." and "how" 

categories I determined sub-themes. For each sub-theme I identified a phrase that 

refiected the thinking of participants. For exarnple in the "heaâ" category the first sub- 

theme was "racism." The phrase " racism is olive and well in New Brunswick " was a 

fitting preface to a cluster of ideas about why. contnry to views of many they had met. 

participants thought that racism does exist in New Brunswick. 

I wrote about themes. sub-themes and concepts. recdling other phrases and 

stories that retlected the issue L was wriung about. By this time I was so familiar with the 

revised vanscripts' that I could dways identify the participant and generdly the page 

where n phrase occurred. I added these phrases to the results as 1 wrote them up. The 

results at ths  fourth stage ran to over 200 pages of single spaced script. including a d  

organizing in themes everything said in my fint stage of analysis. This. together with my 

ongind "sensitizing concepts checklist" became the new data base. 

Fifth staee 

The nexr two stages determined whether the data could inrom cumculum and 

whether it couid enter a dialogue with rny foundational ides. 1 consider the porential 

value of the sensitizing concepts for anti-racist cumcuium in chapter 7 and the impact of 

these concepts on thought foundations in chapters 8.9 and 10. 

Transcnprs rhat had berfat irviewed md sometime3 amendcd bv participants. 
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The fifth stage was a simple process that involved identifying and briefly 

descnbing the content of each of the four categories in the founh stage. I producd tables 

which showed the main sub-themes in each of the categories. For exvnple the four su& 

themes that are most frequently discussed in relation to "head" knowkdge that should k 

possessed by mi-racist social workea wen "racism." "the mrai New Brunswick 

context." "difficulties faced by diverse people." and "differences." 1 located the 

participant constituency for each of these concepts. For example. dl eight Aboriginal 

pmicipanrs. dl but one of the newcomers and dl of the Jewish people rnentioned racisrn. 

The tables for "head." "hand." "self." and "how" are ceproduced in chapter 7 and 1 briefly 

describe what participants said about each theme and sub-theme. Often this meant 

rernoving many of the sensitizing concepts so that the theme could be described 

succinctiy. I produce the fifth stage surnmary in chapter 7. 

Sixth staze 

The sixth stage was an analysis of the relationship between the data and 

foundations. To c m y  out this ünaivsis i renrrned to the founh stage data base. I reflected 

on each of the main groups of sensirizing concepts and themes and considered how they 

had an impact on my foundational ideas expressed in chapters 3 and 4. For example. one 

participant referred to New Brunswick racism as  "readinp between the Iines racism." This 

helped me to understand how racism was experienced in the New Brunswick context. 

Racisrn is here but people need to "read between the lines" to identify it. Prior to 

beginning the study I had an understanding abor1 racism. The sensitizing concepts 
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had contextualized this understanding. 'Ihereforc. one effect of sensitizing concepts on 

my thought foundations was to contextualize them. 

I searched for a word that would describe the effect of each of the groups of 

sensitizing concepts on my thought foundations. I concluded that there were thra major 

effecrs. Sensitizing concepts in rhis study sometimes confirmed. sometimes challengcd. 

and sometimes modified thought foundations. 1 explore these effects in chapters 8.9 and 

10. The sixth stage of data was collages of sensitizing concepts and short stories. grouped 

uound thernes and subthemes. in each instance I suggest the major impact that each of 

the themes and subthemes had an my thought foundations. This is reproduced in chapter 

8.9 and IO. 

CREDCBILiTY OF THE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

In this section I evaluate the credibility of my work. I bnetly review and 

summarize issues of reiiability, validity and other indicators of credibility, inciuding 

ndherence to ethical principles of quality research. Rubin and Rubin ( 1995) argue that 

whereas in quantitative research reliabiiity and validiry are usually the hallmarks of good 

quality research. a hallmark of credible aualitaiive resevch is "transparency". They 

suggest thai "transparency meus that a reader of a qualitative research report is able to 

see the basic processes of data coliection" ruid analysis (p. 851. I have described my 

processes in detail to maice [hem transparent. 

Relisbilitv and validitv 

Becker i 19971 argues that the meuing of the terms "reliability" and "vaiidity" 



should be undentood by reference to the broader epistemology that informs the w o h  

According to this viewpoint. because my resevch is informed by postmodem. symbolic 

intenctionist and suucturai epistemologies. these epistemologies s hould infonn my 

thinking about reliability and validity. in this section I demonstme that my work is 

credible by employing definitions of reliability and validity compatible with my 

epistemology. I address Rubin and Rubin' s t k e  hallmarks of credible research 

(transparency, consistencytoherence and communicobility). Finally I describe my steps 

to ensure that my work is credible in addrrssing pnncipks of ethicaily sound reseych. 

The theoretical traditions on which ths resevch is based are compatible with a 

definition of reliability that centres on accuracy. The definition of validity provided by 

Ristock and Penneil ( 1996) is "the integrity and value of the research achieved thrwgh 

accountability both to the participants and those who will be affected by the outcomc" 

(p. 50). 1 sought participants from the major constituencies that I believe will be affccted 

by the outcome of the research. I consulted with other key stakeholders befon the work 

began. and these stakehoiders contirmed the work's worth. Research designed to hear the 

views of diverse people about the development of an mu-racist focus in cumculum 

content and teaching and leaming rnethods has invinsic validity. ï h e  research enables 

people affected by the cumcuium but rmly heard to contribute to its development. 

Reliabiiity 

Brcause rny research is not in a posicivist tradition. the type of consistency that is 

required in r~search from this tradition is not present. I do not daim ihat another 
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interviewer on another occasion would identify the same sensitizing concepts or themes 

that 1 have identified. Therefore 1 did not ask someone else to review my data in an 

attempt to promote inter-rater reliability. It would not be desirable to seek such 

standvdization because it would deny rny unique interaction with each participant. I 

would not even want to daim thrt another interview with the same participant at a 

different stage in the research process would proceed in the same way. 

Mason ( 1996) suggests chat reliability in qualitative reseuch is concemed with accuracy. 

I have thought about and described my rnethods in some detail. 1 checked my analyses 

for obvious inaccuracies such as miscounting the demographics of the sarnple of 

participants. [ aiso perused the interview transcripts many limes to fmd additional 

examples of phenornena that I described. as well as for inaccuracies in my work. 

Triangulation 

Ristock and Penne11 (1996) define triantplation as "using multiple methods in 

order to obtain more thorough coverage of a subject" (p. 5 1 ). Drawing from Lather 

i 199 1 ). the? suggest that the process involves "îssernbl ing muitiple data sources and 

trying to assess the consistency as well as the counier patterns." Although interviews 

were the major method of data collection. the use of questionnwes afforded some degree 

of trianguiûtion. dthough participants may have developed iheir thoughts between the 

questionnaire and interview. 

in exiier work I immersed myself in wnrten narratives and conducted focus 

zroups with Canadian newcomen and scme of the sensitizing concepts about anti-racist - 
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social work that 1 brought to each unique interview have been infonned by these accouats 

(Clews. 1996). This knowledge and previous resevth cm. to some extent. triangulatc 

with this work. However. the previous work was canied out in another Canadian 

province and the written accounts studied werc drawn from experiences of different 

Nonh Arnerican people. The context was different so one would expect diffeicnt rcsults. 

in this study I interviewed people from several different constituencies and these mulcipk 

sources enabled me to reflect on "consistency as well as counter patterns." 

Re flexivity 

Reflexivity is an inte@ pan of vdidity and an important tool for accountability. 

M y  resevch design provides considerable opponunity for reflexivity, "self consciousness 

wi th the goai of establishing non-exploitive relations between the researchers and the 

comunities researched" (Ristock and Pennell. 1996. p. 48). 1 have described how 

penonal reflections wen built into my research process. 

Accountability 

I consider thût L am accounnble CO participants researched ruid also to others who 

will be affected by the work. including the social work faculty at S t. Thomas University. 

1 involved this latter group in consultations prior to beginning the research and throughout 

the research process. The Social Work Advisory Committee ai St Thomas University 

represents people in the community who have srakes in the socid work programme. 

Therciore. tluough involving the cornmittee and participants. I sought to chailense 

cxisring exploitations by ailowing "non-univeaity" voices to intluence curriculum. 
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There is. of course. cost to those who agrecd to participate with me in ihe rr~earch 

process. the cost of their time. I hop. and I believe. that the benefit of the inclusion of 

their voices in reseuch chat has relevance ro them will outweigh this cost. 

Constnict validity 

Lather ( 199 1 ) suggests that "our empincal work must operate within a conscious 

contexc of theory building" (p. 671. The method described consciously attempu to 

identify the concepts which can be building block of theory. 1 have identified the 

ideology thar informs the concepts regardhg ami-racist social work and anti-racist social 

work education that I am bringing to this research. The purpose of my research is to 

identify sensitizing concepts of others. rnodify rny own ideas as z result of my work. and 

suggest ideas that may be beneficiai to others for c ~ c u l u m  content. curriculum 

development and the relationship between foundational and ami-foundational ideas. 1 

have descnbed the way in which 1 intend these sensitizing concepts of others to corne into 

dialogue with my own and contribute CO rnv own theoreticai base md to the shared 

ideologicd frmework of the Social Work Department at St. Thomas University. 

The research has helped me to buiid theory and reved limitations of old 

rnetûphors. have Jso dluded to a stage beyond the research when I will participate with 

other stakeholders. my colleagues ; inc i  the Sociai Work Advisory Cornmittee. to build a 

dyÿmic mode1 of mti-racist social work cumculurn content and teaching and levning 

methods. I hop by sharing rny work with colleagues to aiso contribute to deveiopment 

of anti-racist socid work theory. 



Face validi ty 

This involves taking steps to ensure that my work will make sense to othen 

(Ristock and Pennell. 19%. p. 50). Consuttations with colleagues was partly intendcd to 

check that this work makes sense to them. Discussions with people from constiniencies 

that did not participate in the reseuch. as well as those who did. heiped me to check that 

the research and emerging ideas still made sense. 1 have described how. at the end of the 

research. 1 will share findings with al1 interested participants and discuss cumculum 

development informed by what they have told me. At the end of the resevch pmccss two 

olher groups of stakehoiders. my colleagues and the Socid Work Advisory Committet. 

will be able ro comment on face validity. The dialogue about whether it makes sense and 

what we should do about it will continue. 

The Leming and Teaching Deveiopment Cornmittee at St. Thomas University 

provided a grant of $ 5 0  toward resevch costs. The Social Work Department wmte a 

letter supponing the endeavour. Furthemiore. the Social Work Department has 

conrnbuted S300 in cash and an equivalent sum in stacionery. postage. courien and 

telephone cdls (Appendix Sixteen). This sugpsts that they considered the research had 

the potenrial to make sense. A book chapter and two micles based upon this research 

have dreridy been published. suggesting that the results make sense to colleagues in the 

academy c Clews. 19993. 1999~. 1999hl. 

Catalytic validity 

This is the most important spect of vaiidity for me. The mti-racist foundational 
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theoretical base that mns through my methodology led me to conclude that the research is 

only useful if it can energize and lead to action. 1 selected a research focus and question 

that had potential for catalytic validity. The process of planning and carrying out the 

work has usually energized me to continue to promote anti-racist social work practice and 

education. Some s takeholders encouraged me to continue the work because they consider 

il important. an indication of catalytic validity. The long term goai is to enable 

stakeholders who have previously either been silent, or whose voices have not k e n  

attended to. to influence the research. If this occurs the work is worthwhile. 

Other measures of credibility 

Other measures of credibility, are transparency. consistency-coherence and 

communicability (Rubin & Rubin. 1995. pp. 85-9 1). 1 consider each in turn. 

Transparent y 

Transparency is the quality that enables readers to see "basic processes of data 

collection," so that they can "assess the intellectual strengths and weaknesses. the biases 

and the conscientiousness of the interviewer" (Rubin & Rubin, 1995. p. 85). 1 have 

endeavoured to maximize the transparency of my research. Each stage is summuized 

and descnbed in detail and my reflections on each stage are provided. The appendices 

make transparent my research instruments and processes. 

Consistencv-Coherence 

Another measure of credibility is consistencycoherence. Rubin and Rubin ( 1995) 

descnbe this as follows: "coherence means that you c m  offer explanations for why 



apparent contradictions in the themes occurred and what the contradictions mean" (p.87). 

My research was not designed in the modemist tradition that informs this critenoa. 1 do 

not seek to provide a single answer to curriculum content or teaching and leaming 

methods for anti-racist sociai work. indeed. my research was designed to produce diverse 

rather than uniform results. 1 selected participants from many different constituencics and 

1 tried to find many different perspectives within each constituency. Furthemore. 1 

encounged participants and myself to develop Our ideas throughout the reseuch pmcess 

so 1 expected changes to occur. Participants had such different experiences and 

interpreted them in such different ways chat if 1 had found complete consistency 1 would 

have been suspicious of my results. 

Despi te this. there were some consistent themes throughout the transcripu. For 

example. one theme was that ncism was a redity for many New Brunswick people. 

Some research results appeared in opposition to these viewpoints. Although many 

Abonginal people thought chat racism was "dive and well'" in New Brunswick. some 

rhought it was dimnishing. An Abonginal graduate stated that "white people" had begun 

to teach her not to hate by behaving in a more accepting manner towvds her. and 

behaving 1ess often in a way that she experiences as racist. 

Communicabilitv 

h funher measure of credibility is cornmunicability. This is akin to "face 

'.Vo:ds or phnscs in qutitatton marks are direct quotacions [rom participants. 
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validity" discussed above but it i s  slightly different. Rubin and Rubin suggest that then 

are three aspects of communicability. First: "your conversational partnen should see 

themselves in your descriptions. even though they may not agree with every detail or 

interpretation." Second: "other researchers should understand your text and accept your 

descriptions because they complement what they and others have seen." Third: "the 

richness of detail. abundance of evidence and vividness of the text help convince others 

who have never been in the field that the material is real" (Rubin & Rubin, 1995. p. 91). 

Several of the research participants have seen surnmaries of results or articles based upon 

them. Feedback suggests that I have not rnisrepresented or misunderstood their 

viewpoints. The Social Work Advisory Committee feedback about early results of the 

research to in September 1998 and was positive (Appendix 18). Views of peers in the 

academy is reflected in publications. The research made sense to the culnird guides. 

Ethical issues 

Throughout this work 1 have been acutely aware of ethical responsibilities towards 

the research participants. 1 realized that I had an obligation to "acquire and disseminate 

trustwonhy information in ways that cause no harm to those king  studied" (Rubin & 

Rubin. 1995, p. 93). Furthemore 1 knew that I could be guilty of colonizing knowledge 

(Clews, 1999~). Human Subjects Approval to c u i y  out the work was granted from St. 

Thomas and Memorid Universities (Appendix 17). In this section 1 outline the steps that 

1 took to abide by the letter of what was approved and, more important, the spirit of 

ethical research. 



Cross-cd turd issues 

Resevch among hdigenous people by those from outside the culture often bas a 

colonizing effect and cm k a source of oppression rather than mutual respect and 

equali ty ( Battiste. 1998). Honh American research. mainly cmied out from a dominant 

white perspective. has forged ''conceptions of hdigenous people with frozen or fabricated 

identities. distoned histories chat marginalize indigenous peoples and romanticized or 

stereotyped hdigenous redities" (Battiste. 1998. p. 1: Francis. 1993). Stereotypes about 

immigrants and refugees could be reinforced through my work and 1 needed to be diligent 

in identifying and confronting my own cultunl bias. Battiste (1998) cornmenu: 

"standards of ethics are needed that go hinher than informing and procecting individuais 

frorn personal h m  and institutions from legal repercussions" (p.2). 

I tned to avoid "scientific colonization" by checking the accuracy of what 1 had 

transcribed. sharing the results with participants and carrying out the research CO allow 

people who might not have been hevd to influence cumculum development. iüthough I 

shared both the retisons ior the research and the ciara with panicipanrs. my agenda and my 

discourse. not that oT resevch participants motivated this research. Therefore. throughout 

the process I tried to maximize involvement of the participants in deciding what questions 

should be asked ris well as answers to them. 

informed consent and issues of power 

Research participants have a ri@ to be M y  infomed about the research. and 

onl y be asked to pûnicipate dter leming about rhe "purpe .  usefulness. rxpected 
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benefits. rnethods, effects. risks (including risk to psychological well-being and jeopardy 

to social position). and possible alternative procedures." A potential participant cm only 

give hilly informed written consent if the request sets out the "purpose of the research. 

benefits envisaged. any inconveniences. tasks to be performed. rights of the subject, risks 

involved, the narne(s) of the person(s). group(s) or institution(s) eliciting or receiving the 

consent" (Social Science and Health Research Council of Canada, 1997. p. 64). This 

principle infoms the ethical approval procedures of the two univenities for this work. 

The following steps to uphold this principle were outlined in my proposal: 

I have outlined the process of writing to potential participants advising 
them about the research.' I will await their consent and the retum of their 
questionnaire before 1 contact them for an interview. 1 have expiained 
how 1 will ask al1 of the participants to sign a form in which they consent 
to participation in the research and keep a copy of their signed form. 1 will 
also ask each participant to sign a "Consent to Taping of Interview Form" 
before the interview begins. Al1 of the participants will be advised that 
they cm withdraw from the work at any time. None of the panicipants 
will be children. 

1 limited the right to withdraw from the study when 1 sought Human Subjects Approval. 1 

allowed main sarnple participants to withdraw frorn the study for a month after their 

interviews. This change was reflected in Main Sampie Consent Forms. 

"Informed" newcomen and Abonginal participants in my study may not have 

been fully informed when they gave consent. My "consent to participate" and "consent to 

have the interview taped forms covered al1 the areas noted by the SSHRCC, but may 

7 1 explaineci why 1 did not contact ail Aboriginal participants by letter earlier in this dissertation- 



have protected me rather than empowered the participants. Many participants were ready 

to sign foms without reading them. The important question may have been whether 1 

was a person of integrity rather than the specific provisions in the research 1 was carrying 

out. Issues of power exist between myself and the participants. This was particularly 

important in regard to student participants, as previously discussed, and influenced the 

research design for this participant constituency. 

Privacy and confidentiality 

A fundamental principle underpinning research is that people have a right to 

privacy. Any probing of personal issues shouid be made explicit. Anonyrnity or 

confidentiality generally should be guarmteed. If this is not possible, participants should 

be informed and possible consequences discussed. The participants should undentand 

what information will be included in reports and what will not (SSHRCC, 1997. p. 65). 

This principle is also refiected in the Human Subjects processes of the two universities 

that approved my protoco 1s. 

1 took steps to maintain confidentiality. 1 do not identiw any participant by name. 

Raw research data is kept locked away. 1 plan io destroy the questionnaires. my notes and 

the audio-tapes and uanscripts of interviews after five years. Aithough 1 alluded to the 

contributions of other participants during the interviews, 1 did not name them or provide 

identifying information. The two research assistants who transcribed interviews signed 

undenakings to keep confidentid anything leamed from the work. The guides who 

assisted in participant selection signed oaths to not divulge the identity of participants 
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(but they knew who had participated and this could affect future relationships.) Even 

though I am sure that the guides will keep confidentiality 1 am still concemed that the 

rural "rumour rnill" might somehow identiQ participants. Participants were inforrned 

that their words could identib them to others. 

The guides helped me to select participants who would be unlikely to be harmed 

by participating. Similarly, the guides who introduced me to newcomers not only helped 

me to select newcomers who had a knowledge and understanding about the goals of my 

research. but also helped me to identiQ and overcome any ethical dilemmas that might 

arise. For example, although I had wanted to select more recent newcomers the guides 

assured me that many would be so concemed with meeting basic needs that requesting 

involvement would be intrusive. They helped me to conduct ethically sound work. 

The selection of participants and the reporting of their ideas presents challenges 

and dilemmas in small rural communities. For exarnple. if a First Nations Community 

has only one white social worker and I select and report this person as a participant, 1 

have iden ti fied my participant. if 1 chose to not report the selection of this participant. 

many ideas cannot be reported either because these ideas will be from the vantage point 

of a white social worker in an Aboriginal community. if I do not select this potentid 

participant because of a wish to maintain confidentiality 1 lose the potentiai of useful data. 

I resolved this dilemma by eiiminating data that I thought might identify. so sorne 

sensitizing concepts relevant to cuniculum content to promote anti-racist social work is 

not reported. 



CONCLUSION 

This c hapter has described my data analysis process. 1 described six stages Ui the 

process of analyzing the resuits. processes that led me to summarize and then relate my 

data to my questions about whether it could inform curriculum or forge a new 

relationship between foundational and non-foundational thinking. I have also outîincd 

the steps iaken to produce credible research and how I attended to ethical issues. 

In chapters 7 to 10 1 sumrnarize stakeholdea views about cumculum content and 

teaching and leminp methods for anti-cacist social work in New Brunswick and provide 

collages of sensitizing concepts. 1 do so to explore whether the methods used aiiowd 

diverse stakeholders to be involved in curriculum development processes. whether 

foundationai and ûnti-foundational thought can be bridgd. and whether the data gatbemd 

can infonn anti-racist cumculum developments ai SI. Thomas University. I begin by 

providing m overview of these results in the chapter 7. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

SAMPLE PARTICIPANTS AND THElR DEAS 

A COLLAGE OF VOlCES 

There 1s a wholr ncw world. and you can never live like them. You crin ncver neatly fit 
in the sense of beins a uue Canadian and do what the other Canadians do. Yet you 
cannot live as yoursclf, as you have been broughi up . . . you are in a void . . . you have 
to keep things to yourself . . . solvc your problems on your own . . . you have to weigb 
everything. rnayhe some day i f  f have a problem who do i tell. what do I tell. when do I 
tell? Do 1 write back home and tell them? You don't want to get ihem concerned. Or do 
1 tell someone here'! Thcy won't want to know about rny problems because everyone has 
their own problerns to deal with. Retiigce 

.Manv professional hciping people go into the field unprepared. Manv social workcrs have 
the best inieniions. but may lack pncticd knowledge. i belicve rhat i t  is very important ihat 
potenrial social workers rire vened in multi-cultuni issues. Student 

Mc: You graduated from here in 1990. . . how did your educatian prepwe ym! 
Social worktr: believc me. it didn't! 1 got culturc shock. I didn't have riny inkiine of how 
i t  was going to be to work in another culture. .A conversation would came up once or 
twicc in the classroorn . . . no one ever rcali y got into it. No one r d  ked about how one 
would survive. Thcre was nothing. Sociai Worker in First Nations Comrnunity 

A lot of Social Workers corn into Our community (with) their own basgage. They need to 
go through rhcir own hcaling 7hey corne in with good intentions but. . . whose needs rhey 
begin to meet is thcir own. Because they are so needv. And. many corn in cmyine guiit. 
nor knowinp us rir dl. and rrirher than k i n g  able [O facilitrite something rha's constructive. 
[hev wind up rivoiding che situation riround them. Abonginal person 

i don't think people understand what rriçism is. .A t'rimiiy had been terronzcd for sevcral 
nights. Around mrdnight a goup would corne with tomtms anci stan throwing them al1 
over thc house. .And the little childrcn would wake up and h c x  this rhump. thump riIl 

nver the housc . . . they were inghtened of  course. And the husband stmed keeping al1 
night vigiI . . . he would even sleep out in his car. 1 told him. i f  there was any way tn 
which 1 could help. just to let [hem know they were not alone. that someone in the 
communtty W;IS avare . . . ~ n c i  did not approvc of it. He was very. kery apprecimve. 
The police came out. and investigated. made a bit or ri iuss. 1 spokr in church. This did 
not speak weil ot our community. Human Service Worker 



INTRODUCTION 

The preface above provides a glimpse of some participants' views. This chapter 

and c hapten 8 to 10 explore participants' themes. sensitizing concepts and stories. I 

review ways in which sensitizing concepts infhenced my foundational thought in 

chapten 8 to 10. in this chapter I describe participant demognphics and summarùe the 

themes, sensitizing concepts and scories menrioned in questionnaires and discussed 

during interview. 1 then consider whether participants' ideas cm enrich anti-racist 

cumculum and suggest direct and indirect ways that this might occur. These themes. and 

the sensitizing concepts embedded within them. can directly inform anti-racist social 

work cumculum content and teaching and leming methods because ides shared by 

participants can be incorporated in the cumculum. Altematively. sensitizing concepts. 

themes and stories can have an indirect influence on curriculum. hstructon might be 

inspired to develop cumculum thût responds to participants' ideas. The discussion helps 

me to evaluate whether panicipants' views c m  enrich anti-racist cumculum content and 

reriching and leruning methods. 

SrLMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS 

Const i tuencies 

Table 1 shows the constituencies from which panicipants were drawn. The fiat 

row shows the numbers of participants seiected in each or the consiituencies. as already 

discussed. .As rxpected. a review of questionnues reveded that srveral participants 

tvere rnembers of more than one constituency. For example. Abonoinal peopie and 
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Francophones were sometimes social workers or human service workers. The second 

row shows the nurnber of participants from other constituencies chat were dso  associated 

wirh n pmicular constituency. For exarnple. in addition to the three people selected 

because they were Francophone. were two othen who identified themselves as 

Francophone. Two points of clarification should be made. First. participants are only 

included in the "constituency member" row if they spoke from the perspective of this 

constituency. For example. the "newcomer" carego- includes non-Canadian bom people 

w ho made cornmen ts from their cxperience ilbout issues facing newcomers. Therefon. 

pmicipants who were bom outside of Canada but came ro Canada in very rxly  childhood 

and crin neither remember their country of origin nor their arrivai in Crinrida are not 

included in the newcomer "constituency rnember" row. However. a participant who 

narrated incidents about her childhood m i v a l  in Canada is included. Second the "human 

service*' constituency includes both volunteers and paid workers. a nurnber of 

newcomers volunteered for n few hours a week to gain Canadian rxperience. 

Table 1.  Constituencies of Pmicipmts - khin k m p l r .  

Key: 
-4 = AboriginaI '/ = Newcorner F = Francophone 
J = iewish HS = Humm Service Worker SW= Soclai worker 

Reason t'or Selection 

Constituency Member 

A 

8 

O 

N 

9 

+I 

F 

3 

+2 

J 

- 9 i 

O 

HS 

3 

+3 

SW 

- i 
+5 

TOTAL 

28 

1 1  



I now explain the demographics that were not apparent at the point of selection. 

Aboriginal participants 

This constituency included people from four different Fint Nations Cornrnunities 

and two who lived outside of a Fint Nations Community. There were two socid 

workers. a Band Politician. two elden/spiritual leaders. a human service worker and 

three others. Yo additional participants were added to the "Aboriginal" constituency after 

the demognphics reponed in the questionnaire were analyzed. 

Newcomen 

I selected nine newcomen (people boni outside Cmadal but found that an 

additional five were not born in Canada. Therefore half of the main simple was bom 

outslde of Canada. Of the rive other non Canadian-bom participmts. four arrived in evly 

childhood so are not included as "newcomer" constituency members. Two of the ten 

newcomers who are included had k e n  in Canada for under r yeu. two for between 1 and 

2 y e m .  two between 3 and IO years. three between I I  and 20 years and one more than 

twentv-one yrars. Four ncwcomers came 3s rerugees. four as immigrants and two were 

temporuy residents. Two newcomrrs were from the United States. one from Western 

Europe. rwo irom Eastern Europe. one from East Asia and four from .-\frican countnes. 

Francophone participants 

in addition to the three people selected as Francophone were two other 

Francophone pmicipants. Of the titre. rhree were Aciidian. one was from Quebec and 

one tiom the CS. 



Jewish participants 

Three Jewish people were seiected. No other panicipant claimed Jewish heritage. 

but the questionnaire did not ask them to do so. 

Socid workers and human service workers 

Two human service worken were selected because they specialized in work with 

people frorn ethnic or racial minority groups and a third had previous experience of doing 

so. Three other participants were human service worken. including two newcomer 

volunteers attempting to gain Canadian expenence. I seiected two social workers but five 

others were social workers. two francophone. two Abonginal and one newcorner. 

Ot her Demograp hic Features. .Main Sample 

The main samplr included considenbie divenip. A socid work union 

representative and three other socid work union memben. a social work supervisor, a 

.Minister of Religion. a high school teacher and a retired hurnan service professor were dl 

included. There were 16 women and 12 men in the main sample. 1 did not ask about age 

but three sud  thar the? were seniors. Jr Irrist two were over eiqhty. Thc yuneest 

participant appeared to be in the rnid twenties. 

Dernognphic Fentures. Student Sampie 

No student participant seif-defined as a person of colour. There were only two 

Abonginal students in the programme dunng the rime chat the questionnaires were 

distnbuted. do nor repon Abonginai identification because this would identify 

respondins students. 



Linguistic Diversitv 

Over 90% of students had spoken English as the main lanyage in ch i ldhd .  on 

one occasion wirh another languuage. French or English were the main Ianguage for dl 

but one. Of the fîve main sample participants with French as a ftat language. thme were 

New Brunswick Francophones. one was from Quebec and one was from a French- 

speaking country. The seven main sarnple participants in the "othei' linguistic category 

spoke Bve differenr languages. 

Table 2 .  Main Lnnguage Spoken as ü Child - Al1 Participants. 

- - - -. - . 

Size of comrnunitv of residence and work 

Table 3 on the next page outlines urbm and rural residence. Yine participants 

rcported living in "mail rural"' mnmunities mi 3 funher 14 reponed "rurai" 

cornmuniries. This represents cllrnost 4 0 9  of the total scimple. Two thirds of srudenu 

I I  ved in an urban community. probably Fredericton. 'ievenbeless. cllissrooin discussions 

have reveîled for me that many have fived in rural communities. 

M m y  of the 13 social workers or human service workers or voiunteers hrid work 

I 

Student 

.Main 

TOTAL 

English 

27 

14 

, 4 1  

French 

2 

5 

, 7  

Ot her 

I 

7 

8 

French/ 
English 

O 

1 

I 

Other/ 
English 

1 

1 

2 

TOTAL 

1 

3 1 

28 
1 
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catchment areas that covered comrnunities of more than one size. Nine of the 13 

participants practiced in either srnail rurd or rural communities. Twelve of the 13 

pmicipancs practiced in a small rural. rurd or smdl urbm comrnunity. 

Table 3. Sire of Comrnunity of Residence - All Pyticipants 

Conclusion 

The 28 participants in the main sample represenied diverse ethnic and linguistic 

backgrounds. They came from cornrnunities of differeni sizes. .A sample with such 

diversity had promise for senerathg mmy different sensitizins concepts about anti-racist 

social work cumculurn and teaching and learning methods. 

GENERAL THEMES ADDRESSED BY PARTTCPAST 

In rhis section I use the '-heaa." "hmd." mi **reif0 mern~hors ro descnoe 

cumculum content rhat panicipants hought was necessary to prepare students for an& 

Student 
I 

Main 

TOT.4L 

rricist social work practice. Then I explore pmicipmts' ideûs about teaching and learning 

methods thrir rnight facilitate this leminp. I consider "head." "hand." and "self' 

hepariirely but many cornments sugzested rhat thesc categones are not discrere. indeed 

<99 
srnall nital 

5 

3 

9 

\orne panicipanrs considrred it inadvibaole to sepcirate these three pans of self. 

100-999 
rural 

3 

I l  

14 

1 .oOO-9.999 
smdl urban 

2 

4 

6 

> 10.000 
urban 

2 L 

9 

30 

TOTAL 

3 1 

25 
I 

59 



Differences in view about the relationship between the parts is explored in chapter 9. 

I provide n "big picture" in this chapter to enable the reader to set in context the 

sensitizing concepts in the next. This section provides a broad cmvas of the issues 

discussed so chat the sensitizing concepts yc not tom from the overail context of the data 

without a sense about the whole. I begin each section with a summary table of the major 

issues mentioncd by participants. Although I provide numben of participants who 

discussed eüch of the issues 1 do not suggest that in this qualitative study pxticuiar issues 

are more important because a higher number of participants discussed thern. Numben 

are provided to give information about how often issues that were discussed. Sornetirnes 

participants spent a large portion of the interview discussing a pmicular topic and 

somerimes the issue was mentioned briefly. Ideas differed about each topic. For 

example. the meaning of "rmsrn." was not the same for ail participants. and the precise 

"di fferences" that participants thought social workers should know also varied. 





Know ledee 

The table on the previous page sumarizes participants ideas. The "TOTAL iMAIN" 

sample colurnn is the number of different main sample participants who meniioned r 

particular theme. Constituency rnembers include participants who w e n  selected because of 

membership of a pÿrricular constituency and othen who I subsequently discovered were also 

members of this constituency. The number of panicipants in each of the cells represenu the 

number of participants frorn a particular constituency who mentioned a theme. Thus di eight 

ot the Aboriginal participants. nine oirhe [en newcomen and dl three of the Jewish 

participants mentioned "racism or stereotypes." The six human service participants include 

the three selected because of membenhip of this constituency and three who I discovered 

were members of it  during the research process. the three "discovered" are incfuded in 

another constituency too. Therefore. this double counting results in 39 in the 'Total 

participant" row even rhough ihere were only 28 participants. The themes are Iisted by order 

of the nurnber of times that ihey were rnentioned by main sample participants. The nurnber 

or stucients who mentioned ri theme 1s indicrired in the r ~ g h t  hand colurnn. 

The clexest finding was that participants stated overwhelrninply thac the most 

imponant curriculum are3 was racisrn. In one fom or another racism was the topic of 

conversation for betwern a quater md a third of most interviews. One participant said that 

social work educators jhould "ieach [hem what it is like to live with rncism." Participants 

told srories about their >wn and others' cxpenences of racism. cmphasizing that New 



Brunswick was not immune to it. Although oven and coven foms  of ncism exist in mai 

çommunities. "people don't want to see it . . . they don't know how to handle it." 

Participants spoke about stereoryping. powerlessness. workpiace racisrn and racisrn in 

ûcademia. They spoke about cultural biases unrecognized by dominant groups but 

cxpenenced as racisrn by rninorities. Cornments about racisrn were rich ;round for the 

sensitizing concepts that I explore in the next chapter. Panicipants said that they often had to 

jusriiy that New Brunswick racism existed. despite the fact that it was cleûrly in evidence to 

people living in the province. The number of times that "ncisrn" was mentioned suggests 

rhar i t  IS important ro address i t  in the curriculum. Nevenheless. one reason why ttiis topic 

was mentioned so often could be that participants thought that they expected to talk about 

rricisrn because the reseuch was about mi-racist social work. 

Rural context 

'rlany miun sample participants thought that students should l e m  about the Nnl 

contexi in which they would be practicing anti-racist socid work. Features of rurd 

curnrnunities mentioned were horno~eneirv. stûbility oi population. rkeauency o t gossip luid 

the im (ha[ people were viewed as a rnember of a hrnily or a pÿniculrir religious 

Jenomination rather than as an individual. Human service workers. Aboriginal people and 

jtudcnrs were less likely than other panicipants to refer CO the rural context. 

Di fficulties 

Main sample and student participants differed in their views about the importance of 

Lnowcdge of diificuities iaced by peopie from ethric and racla1 rninonty goups. >fort main 
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sample participants spoke about the difficulties of diverse people. Human service and social 

worken were less Iikely to mention this area of knowledge. People who thought that lhis 

h o w  ledge area was important supported the view that ami-racist social work shouid have a 

culturai competence dimension. An undentanding of difficulties 1s an important beginning 

foi i i i l t un l  comprtence. Participants emphasized that people from minority backgrounds 

hced some of the sarne difficulties as other people in Canada. They experienced speciai 

difficulties as well. Aboriginal participants spoke of anger about p s t  and present oppression 

md anger tumed inwürds lrading to self destructive actions and tumed outwards leading to 

hatred of oppressors. Yewcomer participants mentioned difficult adjustments to life in 

Canada. Refugees brought with them scars from trauma and worried about families left 

behind. Francophone people were often saddened by a probable loss of their language in the 

next generation. Jewish participants spoke about generations of oppression of Jewish people. 

Di fferences 

Approximütely haif of the scudents and two thirds of main sample participants 

mentioncd the nced t'or srudents to know about human differences. Some mentioned that 

Aboriginal people differed from others. in pmicular with their circular rather than linear 

thinking. Others smphuized that newcomen need to lem the "taken-for-ganted" Canadian 

knowledge. Pnnicipants pointed out that socid worken should know that their own "taken 

for granted" assumptions about life mght differ irom those of diverse peopie. 

Self-know tedge 

Main sample pminicipants thought that social workers must understand themselves 
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before they c m  understand others. Social workers need to be secure in their identities, and 

wiiling CO examine persona1 b i s  and acknowledge alternatives. Students should be taugbt 

that racisrn resides within themseives as well Y outside them. They should dso be gentle on 

rhemselves and realize that we are dl products of our backgrounds. One participant thought 

that social work education should have a he- emphasis on student healing because she had 

observed many social workers who were "sick." 

History 

.Many participants. p~riculviy those from minority groups. emphasized that an 

understanding of the hisrory of rthnic groups was imponmr. Panicipants had different ideas 

about necessary knowledge. Soine thought that a history of immigration and relationships 

with Abonginal people. including govemrnent policies. was crucial. Others spoke about the 

need for local historicd knowledge such as local history of Aboriginal people. or 

relationships between Francophone and Anglophone people. Minorities emphasized the 

importance of oral history because wrirten history often retlecred colonid ideas. 

Views about social workers 

Al1 Abonginal participants and three orhen thought that social workers should know 

how thry are viewed. They sud thût non-socid worken have limited knowledge and 

misunderstandings about socid workers' roles. Some Aborigind participants mentioned the 

need for white social uork jtudents to recognim that their irgacy of surfering sometimes 

producrs hostility towards a11 white people. The view was expressed that some socid 

workers were "needv people" who hindered radier than helped because they were consumed 

by their own problems. 



Social work concepullegislation and policy 

Most social work students wanted to know how concepts from their theory textbooks 

iuch as "nomdizing." "empowering." and "nframing" relaied to socid work in a cross- 

cultural concexc. Eleven main sample participants dso rnentioned the need for social workea 

to apply social work concepts in a multiculturai context. Often. however. main smple 

participants thought that social worken should redite that "empathy" in a cross cuiturai 

conrext had a different rneaning from textbook definitions and that socid workers shouid 

lxamine claïsroorn theory afresh. X quarter of participants in the main sarnple spoke of the 

need for socid workers to know about legislation iuid policies. Panicular knowiedge 

included the Indian Act. and legislation and policies affecting newcomen to Canada. 

Conclusion 

This bnef account of many houn of conversation provides context for participants' 

jensitizing concepts about social work knowledge provided in chapter 8. Participants in both 

iarnplrs wanted cumculum that both addressed racism and also provided an understanding 

 bout diversitv. There were some differences though. hl the beginning or their cïreen. 

many social work students wanted to know how people of different ethnic backgrounds 

Jiffered from themsrlves and how to apply social work theoc to their work. in contnst. 

mmy in the main sample mentioned the need for students to understand the context in which 

rhey were working and the precisr difficultics iaced by the people with whom they worked. 

Rich srnsitizing concepts about these xeas were shared by man sampie panicipants. This 

finding highlights the need for instructors to cxMier not oniy the views of student 
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s take holders in designing cuniculum. Other stakeholdea ideniiQ mas of knowledge that 

students may not have considered. Of course, students would have raised other issues if they 

had been interviewed. but there was also a greater range of ideas in main than in student 

questionnaire responses. suggesting that main sample participants had richer views. 1 now 

turn to consider the second theme. ski11 for ami-racist social work. The tables on the next 

page sumrnarize data about "hand," and the "self." 





'The han&' 4ciils. 

Table 5 surnmarizes skills. The "Total" row at the bottom of the table indicatcs 

the number of participants in each constituency including those selected because of their 

rnembership of a pmicular constituency and those who 1 discovered were memben of 

this constituency as well as the constituency from which they were selected 

(8 "Aboriginal." 10 "newcomei' etc.). The "Total Main" and "Student" columns indicate 

the numbers who spoke about a theme. For example. 25 main sample participants and 27 

studenis rnentioned "micro skilis." dthough tione actually used that tem. 

Many participants found it daunting to begin ro think about n e c e s s q  saciai work 

shlls. Social worker participants often indicated that the boundvies of what they thought 

social work should be were stretched in social work wiih people from diverse 

backgounds. They said that skiils developed dunng professional education were nievant 

but far more was needed for anti-racist practice. Participants said that sometimes they 

could modify existing skills but often needed to deveiop new ones. Social work 

panicipants said thnr every skiil that they had lemed. in life as weli as social work. might 

be beneficid in anti-racist social work. Socid work students otien rekrred to the need to 

develop social work skills taught in the social work programme. such as "reàaming." or 

"empowennent" that they had mentioned as necessq knowiedgc. I oqanize some of the 

main ideas about skills into rhree groups: micro priictice. "self' md macro-practice. 

Skilis in micro-pracrice 

Many dilferenr micro-practi-P skills were identified. inciuding fomung 



relationships. communication. empachy. counselling and cornpetence to help msolve 

persona! difficulties. Sometimes different concepts were used by different constituencies 

of participants. For example. Abonginal participants sometimes spoke about the role of 

social workers in promoting individual healinp. while non-Aboriginal participants were 

more likely to talk about "problems" and "soiutions." Different constituencies clearly 

had different ideas about the nature of professionai helping. This has implications for the 

skills needed. 

Skills needed for work in diverse situations were discussed. Some skills. such as 

"using interpreting services." ;ire generdly only needed in a multi-lingual context. Others 

rnay be relevant in  al1 social work situations. for example "listening." Participants dluded 

ro skills that have an "additionai twist" in a multiculturai situation. For example. to 

communicatr rmpathy. social workers need knowledge about other cultures. 

Skdls reiatinp to self 

More [han three quaners of main sample participants said that students should 

ilrvrlop seif-awareness and seif-acceptance skills. .A11 Abor~gnal and human service 

participants thought chat students nerded to know thernselves and develop rhe skilis to 

enable self knowledge ro grow. Many said that ioundations of beliefs are challenpd 

ihrough work with diverse people. Participants thought that students need to understand 

their bicises. They suggested that students need ro l e m  about self-care. how to identify 

rheir stress ievels and then reduce ~ncapacitrting itress. .Althouoh exch smpie did not 

have homogeneous ideas. aomr differences betwern the social vnrk srudent smpie and 



the main sample were pronounced. In paniculu. students were less iikely than main 

';ample participant to mention the need to develop skills to understand "self." 

Skills for macro practice 

Macro practice skills were discussed less frequently than the other two categories. 

Skills for macro-practice that were mentioned included different rnethods of working 

with communities as well as educational. promotionai and mi-racism campaigning 

skills. Participants thought rhat social worken needed io find ways of reaching out and 

then "hlending in" to diverse cornmunities. while retvning a sensr of persond identity. 

Seif. the "hem" and  OU^" 

The " jelf' of anti-racist social work was referred to less often than self-knowledge 

and skills of self-understanding. When participants spoke about the "hem" and "soul" of 

anti-racist social work they iilluded to beliefs and vaiues about diversity and cornmitment 

to rexh  out to others. I have divided the comments about the "self' of anti-racist socid 

work inro "personal quaiities." "relationships." and "beliefs." but these categories 

overirip. Prinrcipsints' x w s  lire summmzed in Table o. 

Many Aboriginal participants indicared the importance of the "<rltq' ot mi-racisi 

i ~ i d  work. Ofren Abonginal people commented that what y u  have done. and the paper 

qualifications rhat you c m  produce to "pmve" it. are vdued highly outside Abonginal 

mnmunitirs .  They thousht that this overlooks the more important "ielf." Sornetimes 

pmicipants were disdainhl oi  paper qudifications. For many panicipants. experienced 

] n a  aualified people are only vdued if the? are considered "honounblr." "good." and 
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"kind." It is difficult to develop these qualities through the social work cumculurn. 

Participants suggested that they couid tell if someone was honounble when they mct 

them. Aboriginal people said that have been subjected to deception for genentions so 

they are skilled nt recognizing "the Trickster"(Grave1ine. 1998. p. 1 1 ). 

Prior to beginning the research I wondered whether non-Abonginai social workers 

wouid be accepted in Fint Nations Cornmuniries. I discovered that these social workea 

have to prove themselves . . . but so do Aboriginal socid workers. Caucasian and 

Abonginal social workers hced different difficulties. It took longer for the Caucasian 

social worker but her stories indicated that eventually she gained acceptance. Again. this 

confirmed the view often stated that the "self's a whoie rather than some pmicular 

rittnbute. cven ethnicity. was important. 

Personaiity 

Aboriginal participants contkned the retleciions of the social workers. One 

thought that a "white" ikin will remind Aboriginal people about their experiences of 

coloniiil oppression. Xnother participant commented that non-Abonginal socid workers 

are somecimes "bettei' than Abonginal social workers. .\ third participant said chat 

people secure in their own identities and who have "good heans" will be accepted. 

Socid workers also need to prove to immigrants and refugees that they are 

honourable. One refugee sud that some were just cunous when they asked him to tell his 

story. .\nocher said that socid workers are "authonty" and people in war-tom counuies 

have irarned ro be suspicious ni "authority." Social workers should "bnng in their 
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personaiity and allow the people to get io know them and judge for themselves." 

Aspects of personaiity that would gain acceptance in diverse situations included 

an acknowiedgment that one's world view is not the only one possible. Participants 

thought that social workea should be prepared to acknowledge thai they do not know 

everything. People who appev "strong. confident and firm." but still humble. are likely 

to gain acceptance. Resourcefulness was often needed because there are no euy answea 

to questions about crosssultural social work. Social worken should love challenge and 

be determined to find answen to their questions. Finally. participants emphasized thai 

integnty is needed io demonstnte congruence between words and deeds. 

Relationships 

Fiftern main sample participants and eight students mentioned the need for saiial 

work relationships with diverse people to be based on sincerity. openness and respect. 

First. participants suggested. relationships with those k i n g  helped should focus on client 

needs. Second. social worken should not pre-judge these needs or how they should be 

satistïed but explore r x h  siruerion with patience and perseverance. Third. social workers 

should reco~nize that they may have different beliefs from those of their clients. 

Relat~onships should be based on respect for who people are. not who they rnight 

become. Several mentioned the need for concem for others. The terms "kindness" md 

.'saring" were used by students to refer to this quality. An Abonginal penon said that 

this quality would be retlected by a social worker who is willinp [O "cry with them . . . do 

cverything possible. reach out and bring help." .A social wcrker said that the necessary 



qualitv is a "wish to help people." .A human service worker simply said. "3 g o d  heart." 

Beliefs 

Eight main sample participants and 12 students thought that socid worken should 

believe in anti-racism. One considered racism to be a moral issue. Another thought that 

social workers should promote justice. humanitvianism and egalitaririnism. 

Conclusion 

Many participants emphasized the imponance of the identity of the ünti-racist 

social worker. This included personalitv qualities. relationships and beliefs. Although 

the quantity of commenrs in this section. or the rime devoted to discussing [hem dunng 

interview. was Iess than the cime spent in rlaborating views about knowledge and skills, 

the "jeIf ' of anti-racist social work seemed very important ro participants. Participants 

spoke rmotionally about the need for the ri@ person rdther than a **technician" with 

knowledge and skills for anti-racist practice. Thesr comments by panicipnnts cm either 

be directly shared with students. or they c m  form the bais  for cumculum chat is 

Liesimxi to deveiop rhe '*~cif." .\lthough there wrre some diiferences between 

participants. there wüs a high degree of consistency in what w;is suggested. Socid work 

rduclirors are ~reatly challcnged in rducating this pan ot the student sef f because sO 

much depends on the "self' of the socid work educator. 





Teachine and lemine for mti-racist social work 

Table 7 shows chat a qumer of main svnple participants and almost as many 

students considered that traditional lectures and readings to be inadequate preparation for 

anti-rxist social work. .4 refugee said that mti-racist socid work education cm never be 

jus: "something rhat should be iimited to lectures within the univenity.*' A francophone 

social worker said "we can al1 study it in a iextbook. o u  want something more." 

Practicol rather than theoreticai leming was important. Different teaching and 

lrarning rnethods were suegested but mmy participants agreed with the socid worker 

who said: "it should be experiential because that's the only way o u  rire soing to lem." 

Participants' ideas cm be grouped into rhree main _ooals for anti-racist social work 

curriculum: the devriopment of empathy. levning about the self and the development of 

appropriate skilis and knowledge for work in a cross-cultural context. 

Empathy 

Participants retilized that it is difficult for students to develop empathy without 

jimiiar expenences ro those wlth whom they are working. .As one participant put it: "it's 

hÿrd for people who hoven't been there themselves to understand." Panicipmts suggested 

srveral way social work students who "haven't been rhere" could leam to develop 

empathy. Some suggested that students could get in touch with their own experiences to 

help them to undentand difficulties hced by diverse people in New Brunswick. Others 

recominended experiences with diverse people to assist the developrnent of empathy. 



Leming about seif 

Teaching and leaming methods with this eod address the smdents themselves 

rather than imparting new knowledge or developing new skills. They aim to heip a 

student becorne open io deveioping knowledge and skills. Several participants 

recoenized - that some students will resist this learning. It was suggested that students in a 

structural social work programme such as chat offered at St. Thomas University. wiil 

oiten be concerned with politicai correctness. Therefore participants recommended that 

instructors should try to normaiize the hct that bias is iemed by ail during socidization 

processes. First students should acknowledge their biues. then rry to rcduce them. 

Skill development 

Eight participants in the main sample and eight srudents recomrnended methods of 

teaching and leming to develop skills in anti-racist social work. These methods included 

roie play. simulations. leming by actually participating in anti-racist social work and 

coaching. Sensitizing concepts reponed in the nexr chapter illustrate these methods. 

Developrnent of knowledge 

Just six participants in the main sample but 18 srudents recomrnended rnethods for 

rnhancinp knowledge that wouid facilitate mti-racist social work. Traditionai methods of 

teaching and leming were suggested. Lectures. handouts and assigned readings were 

sonsidcred wonhwhile but to be used infrequently. Classroorn discussions were slso 

juggestsd so that students could l e m  from cach orher. .~lthough more students 

srnohrisved teachinp and Irarning methods for deveioping knowledge than man cample 
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participants. over IO% of main sample participants dso mentioned the importance of 

teaching and leming  methods to develop a relevant knowledge base. The methods 

suzgested were the traditional "lecture." "readinps" and "group discussions." No 

sensitizing concepts about methods for leuning knowledge were present in cornpleted 

student questionnaires and it was rare for main sample participants to mention with 

conviction methods for teaching and leming knowledge for mi-racist socid work. 

Conclusion 

Pmicipants suggested many different methods o i  teaching and leming chat 

would be beneficiril for anti-racist social workers. I was panicularly surprised that 

traditional pedagogies. paniculuiy the lecture and textbook method. were not valued by 

many main samplr pimicipants. I was intemsted that students had more traditional views 

than other participants about teaching and learning merhods. 

Anti-racist social work education was described as a complex area of work. It 

challenges the "self' by requiring both teachers and lemers to explore at deeper levels 

the çuirursi trias thrit underpins a11 our thinkinp. Panicipanü riiggested thot if srudents are 

to have the confidence to examine their bias. rnodelling 1s needed from iheir instmctors. 

Instructors need to state clearly that i t  is acceptable and quite "normal" to admit to bias. 

Lifelong I r m i n g  about anri-racist social work is about unpeeling dreper iayers of bias so 

thnt socid u-orkers c m  respond with increcising opennesj to their ciienrs. The knowledge 

and skills secrions of this chapter appear almost as an artenhought. Perhaps paaicipants 

cave ISSS mention 10 these are= becauss. as one sugge,rcd. social workers will ricquire - 
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knowiedge and skills if they are redly cornmitted to do the persona1 work necessary to 

deveiop their anti-racist practice. 

TOWARDS ENRICHING AN??-RACIST SOCIAL WORK CURRICULUM 

in this chapter I have outlined varying views from diverse stakeholders about 

necessary "head." "hmd." and "self' for ami-racist social work in rurd New Brunswick. 

Participants sometimes suggested that knowledge and skills usually taught in sociai work 

programmes could be ridapted for work with diverse people. "Fonning relztionships" and 

"communication" are important in many siluations. However. specific arelis such as 

knowiedge about racisrn and about the history of diverse people are also considered 

important. 

Tables have shown the numbers of pyiicipants chat discuss particular themes and 

give ;in ovewiew of opinions within my sunplr. I ernphasize chat I am not claiming thai 

these views are representative of the views of al1 stakeholders in the social work 

programme at St-Thomas University in Anglophone New Brunswick. These numbers 

cive the reader ri generai view u t  the discussions and the context ot  data from which the - 

aensit~zing concepts descnbed in the next chapter were drawn. Some of the differences 

reponed here. ~anicularly differences between people from minority groups and other 

main sample stakeholden. or between main simple stakeholders and students. could 

inform a hypothesis for ri quantitative study addressing possible differences in ides  

between constituencies. Such a study could also invcstigüte whether a more 

.;vstemritically drawn 'ampie of stakeholders had ssimilar views 



One goal for this study was to explore whether the voices of participants could 

ennch cumculum. The themes outlined in this chapter and the sensitizing concepts in 

Chapter 8 c m  have both direct and indirect influences on the cumculum content and 

teaching and leaniing methods for anti-racist social work. I consider these in tum. 

Direct influence on anti-racist cumculum 

The themes and sensitizing concepts could directly inform cumculum 

developments. It wouid be possible to ascenain if the major themes suggested by 

panicipants are included in cumculum. and include those that are not. Some of the 

stories of panicipants couid act as case materiai for classroom discussion. People from 

the constituencies represented in this study could be "other voices" to be brought into the 

social work claïsroom to ennch curricuium. Collages of sensitizing concepts. such as 

rhose appeuing in Chapters 8 to 10 could be presented to socid work students md 
O 

classroom discussions about appropriate cumcuium could rnsue. Many interesting and 

creative reaching and leaming methods suggested by panicipants could be adopted. 

Indirect e ffect on mi-racist curriculum 

The themes. stories and sensitizing concepts could also have an indirect rffect on 

surnculurn. in this section I explore how instructors might construct a cumcuium that 

responds to these ideas. Then I sugpst thal the data c m  be shared with a proup who 

çould devrlop curriculum. Finally. I explore the possibility of this data having a direct 

erfect elsewhere in the social work programme and then an indirect effect on cumculum. 

An indirect effecr could be for social work educators and their students to design 



cumculum that responded to issues discussed by participants. rather than dimctly 

incorporate these ideas in cumcuium. For example. social work educûtors could devise 

leaming opponunities that highiighted the racism experienced in New Brunswick. 

Curriculum could be developed to confront the manifestations of racism suggested by 

participants. For example. students who hemd about racism in schools were inspired to 

develop a puppet play with an anti-racist theme for a course assignment (Clews. 19991). 

Second. the sensitizing concepts. themes and stories could be shared with a group 

of diverse people to devise a curriculum ihat was informed by these concepts. This 

uuuds againsr the bias OS any one penon attempcing to use participants' ideas in E 

cumculum developrnents. This participatory action mode1 could also address a. second 

goal of this study. that of enabling diverse stakehoiders to contribure towvds curriculum 

developments. 

Third. the data could be shared with other social work educaton. implications of 

the data for the broader programme could be considered. For example. questions could 

be rarsed abour wherher the studrnt sclection procedures for the programme encourage 

applications from "needy people" md then offer them places. Cornments about systemic 

racism could be applied to the socid work programme and inspire 3 critical evaluaiion of 

possible disadvantages for minority groups resulting from policies. procedures and 

srructures. .-\ critical rvdumion of other elements of the social work p r o g r m e  would 

have implications for the cumculum. 

Fi.inlly. the themes. btones and sensitizing concepts from this study could 
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challenge my thought foundations, and those of my colleagues. so char our future work is 

less biased iowards the needs of the world we know. Few sensitizing concepts have been 

reponed in this bnef summary. in the following chapter 1 explore the sensitizsag 

concepts in detail and consider how they have sometimes confirmed, somellrnes 

challrnged and oîlen ennched the foundationai ideas articulated in Chapter 3. Collages 

of these concepts c m  be brought into the classcoorn thereby enriching cumculum. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

SENSiTIZiNG CONCEPTS CONFiRMiNG THOUGHT FOLINDATIONS 

iNTRODUCTION 

This chapter and the next illustrate how selected' sensitizing concepts. and some 

of the themes and srones within which the y are embedded.' impact on the uncontestable 

and contestable foundational thought outlined in chapter 3. in chapter 3 1 stated that 

some of my thought foundations were not contestable (or open for chdienge~ but that 1 

was prepared to allow other ihought foundations to be contested. i derined rny 

uncontesrable foundationd thought as "a pursuit of mi-racist socid work by non- 

oppressive teaching and leaming methods." After xknowledging that my foundational 

thinkin; about the nature of "cinti-racist socid work" ruid "non-oppressive teaching and 

leming methods" were the products of rny expenences ûs a privilrged white woman in 

rural and urban areas other than Atiantic Canada. I outiined this foundiitional thinking. 

My contestable foundationd thought described in chapter 3 included rny views about the 

naturc O& anti-rcicist jociril work and anti-niçist soctal work cducxion. in chapter 4 1 

reviewed litericiure that I thought mieht assist me to develop anti-racist social work 

curriculum. 

I 
l n  this chriptcr 2nd rht: next two I have sefscred groups of srnsitizine concepts that ~llustratt: prinicular thernes. 
For exrimule. concepts about tr 'xhing ma ira min^ methods were sriected becriuss thev ri:uhtrate how 
thoughr toundations werc conrimecl. 

- Whcn 1 rtter ro ">r.nsitrrrng concepts" in the r eman ie r  or' this chapter and in chriptcr '1 r Lm inciuding the thcmes 
~ n d  m n e b  uirhrn %hich the? Jrt: ttmbcddtd. Dnwinu, upon the trork ot van den Hoonuu 1 defined bens1tizing 
<onceuts ds "iQll5(lUCt~ drawn rrorn the perspectives ot othcrs that alen resrarcncn ro cmcuiru  iines of thinking thrit 
mght Jifter rrom their own thlnhng." 



In this chapter and the next I evaiuate differcnt elernents of the theoretical base 

and the literature 1 reviewed to evaluate how the sensitizing concepts of diverse 

stakeholden impacted upon them. in ihis chapter 1 show that on some occasions 

sensitizing concepts confmed my thought foundations. in chapter 9 1 show how 

sensitizing concepts challenged thought foundations and in chapter 10 1 write about how 

they modified foundations. 

1 begin this chapter by briefly outiining the foundations that were set out in 

chapter 3 and 4. I outlined an anti-ncisr social work t h  conhnted oppression. i. e. . the 

exercise of power by dominant groups over diverse people. 1 stated that mti-racist socid 

work tries to identib and challenge racial bias so that people from al1 backgrounds can 

access social work chat meets their different needs. Drawing on Muilaly's structurai 

social work 1 defined "radical humullsm." and "radical stnicturalism" as twin pillars that 

c m  underpin ami-racist social work. Radical humanist anti-racist social work provides 

sensitive responses to people who are experiencing difficulties whilst encouraging hem 

ro avoid self b l m e  by reaiizing that many of these difficulties have causes in the wider 

sociep. Radical stmcturdist anti-racist social work is social work which identifies and 

challenges social structures that oppress by vinue of ethnicity or race. 1 acknowledged 

that these ides  had k e n  denved from my undentanding of ami-racism that may difier 

(rom rhat of people from other ethnic and racial groups. Theref'ore. I explored the value 

of concepts from different postmodemisms for affimiing divenity. An apparent 

contradiction between my fwndational ami-racist perspective and mti-foundationd 
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posunodemism and the wish to retain knefits of both led to me exploring the possibility 

of sensitizing concepts forging new nlationships between foundational and anti- 

foundational thought. 

in chapter 3 1 also explored rny foundational ideas about mti-racist social work 

curriculum and ieaching and leaming methods. 1 suggested that the metaphors b'heart." 

(feelings) "hed." (knowledge) "huid," (skills) and "soui" (beliefs) could organize social 

work curriculum content. 1 advocated the utilkation of many different teaching and 

leming methods infomed by popular education and adult education to promote 

experien tial leaming. 

in chapter 4 I expiored literature thcc rnight assist in the development of anti-mis< 

social work curriculum. I explained how transactional approaches to understanding 

divenity . those based upon understanding interactions between people. w e n  more 

compatible with my theoretical bases than approaches chat cctegorize diverse people. 1 

considered six transactional "groupings' of literature chat might help me to deveiop 

cumculum: literature about cui~raiiy competent socid work. mti-ricist socid work. 

social work in mral cornmunities. teaching and learning about anti-racist social work: 

biographies of diverse people. and the New Brunswick context. The t s k  of this chapter 

and the next two is to explore how sensitizing concepts of people who had different 

stakes in the anti-racist focus of the social work progamme at St. Thomas University 

impacted on these contestable ihoughts. 

Retlections on the sensitizing concepts of diverse stakeholders indicated different 
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impacts. The following figure shows these impacts: 

S e n s i t i z i n g  C o n c e p t  

Confims. Challenges, or Modifies 

Figure 2 - Relationship between sensitizing concepts and thought foundations 

The above chan illustrates that sensitizing concepts sometimes challenged. 

created or modified my thought foundations. I describe these processes in this and the 

next two chapters. in the remainder of this chapter f explore how sensitizing concepts 

confirmed some of my foundational thoughts. In panicular. I show how sensitizing 

concepts confirmed my assumption that ethnically and racially' diverse people 

experienced behaviours. and were required io utilize social systems that they experienced 

ris "racist." I dso show that many pmicipants' sensitizing concepts about teaching and 

learning are compatible wirh expenential learnrng based on popuiar education and adult 

rducation principles. 

Two illustrations show how sensitizing concepts serve to confim my foundational 

thought. First. my uncontestable-foundationai position that social work should be 

comrnitted to pursuing social justice iof which anti-racist socid work is a part). is 

- For the remmuer or ihis chapter shen 1 tefer to "-divene people" 1 mcm "-ahnicrilly and ncrallv diverse peoplr. -' 



supponed by participants' sensitizing concepts that illustrate clear views chat racism 

rxists in New Brunswick. Therefore. social work cmiculurn is needed that wiU help 

graduates to confront racism. Second. I show how my contestable-foundational view that 

1 should provide varied teaching and learning methods. informed by experienùal leaniing. 

was also confimed in many sensitizing concepis. I begin by providing sensitiziag 

concepts that confirm the existence of racism in New Brunswick. 

RACISM? A L N E  AND WELL! 

T h i s  study usumed that racism exists in New Brunswick. Withouc racism ihae is 

no need for anti-racist social work. My collage of sensitizing concepts illustrate a 

participant's view that racism is "dive and well. " I explore each concept in tum with 

their related themes and stories. 

Everyw here 
Because I wasn't a white person . . . 
Gossip between thernselves. speak of smell . . . 
Lazy and dnink 
Somebody's assistant 
Black people from gangs . . . goups thoc kill people 
S m m  and rich 
I know what a cherry tomaro is and 1 c u l  read 
When you have an accent they assume you cui't speak the language 
Credit refused 
Canadian qualifications problrm 
Canadian expenence problem 
The house has been taken 
Children hdf way across the world 
Smudging sets off the hospital dams 
Thurnp. ihump. thump 
White backlash 

The comept "ncism" in different forms was the main topic of discussion 



for between a quaner and a third of most interviews. Participants emphasized that racism 

existed. descnbed its expression in individual interactions and social structures and its 

pervasiveness for people from diverse groups. They explained panicular ways that 

racism was reflected in the province. emphasizing various effecu on different e th ic  

groups. and the impact of white backlash on responses to this racism. Many people 

prefaced accounts of their expenences of racism by emphasizing that New Brunswick 

was not immune to it. Despite encountering denials. one human service worker found 

riicism to be "dive and weli" in the province. An immigrant h u m  sevice worker said: 

The Maritimes are so friendly and so Nce. but it is only fnendly and nice 
to people who look like the dominant culture. it's not so friendly to 
minorities. 

Evewhere 

Participants rnentiomd that they encountered racism in nurnerous everyday ways. 

As one participant comrnented. "it is everywhen." A refugee often encountered racism 

with "things that involve sharing . . .with the lighter community . . .then you know you 

are eoing to face some resistuice." Racism was encountered by many people as they tried 

to negotiate the social structures of a New Brunswick that reflected the values and needs 

of white people who ernigrated from Western Europe. panicuiarly Britain. before the 

middle years of the century. 

An immigrant human service worker stated that for people in the Saint John River 

d e y  racism is û pan of "regular eveqday living." An Abonginai participant agreed that 

"you get immune to it . . . to accept that it is out thcre and will aiways be out there." 
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Because 1 wasn't a white Dcrson 

A human service worlcer gave the example of shopping in a grocery store: 

Now there are more products on the supermarket shelves chat will fit 
people's needs. that has been taken carc of because it is rnoney-rnaking . . . 
but there's still no sensitivity. A minority person could be in line and the 
person behind them would be îsked to corne up front sometimes. 

A temporary resident confrmed this view: 

There are some superxnarkeü 1 used to go to . . . sometimes they would 
make a mistake in one of my articles . . . the lady would look up at me . . . 
the impression 1 got was because I wasn't a white penon . . . I had to show 
her my receipt and she had to look very cvcfully belore she actudy 
tichowledged that a mistake was made. 

Similady, an immigrant said: "1 went to the post office to pay my bills . . . they wen so 

rude . . . I can't say what was said it was so rude." 

Gossi~ between themselves: smak of srnell 

A human service worker found that people from diverse minority groups often 

rxperienced racism in public services. People from minorities with limited English were 

trying ro explain themselves while "going to the hospitd. going to the library," wodd be 

greeced with a. hostile "pardon me. pardon me." in her work she encountered clerics who 

wouid "gossip between themselves." and "speak of smell." 

Two participants emphasized that New Brunswick racisrn is not just a "white 

person's disease" but found in al1 parts of the community. A sociai worker in a Fiat 

Nations Comrnunity regretted the oppression of his own peopie by band politicians. 

Anorher pmicipant said that aithough many oven acts of racism are by "white Wrn 



nations . . . the Ku Klux Han." people from ail ethnic groups exhibit intolerance. Many 

Jewish and Aboriginal participants had a suong sense of the history of the oppression of 

their people. They are aiarmed by hatc litmaturc. panicularly ami-Semitic. on the 

intemet. and fear for the future. One panicipant refemd to hate literacure on the intemet 
I 

as "conclusive proof* of ncism in New Brunswick today. Issues of concem to 

Aboriginal people. newcomers and Iewish people were unseen or ignored. 

Lam and drunk 

Ivlany participants spoke about stereorypical and often hostile attitudes towads 

people from different cultures. Stereotypical thinking is retlecied in different ways in 

different situations. These sensitizing concepts clariQ some of the srereotypes prevalent 

in New Brunswick." The general idea out there is chat indians get everything for nothing. 

they are lazy and drunk." said an Aboriginal participant. Another Aboriginal person was 

appalled that a fellow student had asked why Abonginal people were not doing mything 

Oovernment. with the money from , 

Somebodv' s assistant 

.A refugee who haci taught in a refugee camp before coming to Canada. actempted 

some anri-racist education in Yew Brunswick- invarïribly officiais assumed that he was 

an assistant CO sornebody else and initidly he was generdly accompanied. It was 

usumed that he knew nothing about electronic equipment md might break something. 

Bhck ~ e o ~ i e  from gangs . . . ~ ~ O U D S  that kill ~ e o ~ l e  

Another refugee thought that socid worken should be aware of New %runswick 



stereotypes about people from minority groups. This would confront their own 

stereotypical thinking and heip them recognize it in oihcn. He had encountend a n d r  

of stereotypes in the province such as: 

Black people form gangs. and when they form gangs they get into groups 
that kill people. and rob people's property, break into people's c m .  they 
have this kind of life that they dways live in gangs . . . gangs that tend to 
be of a criminal nature. 

Some of these views were based upon "historicai prejudices on some groups of 

people chat they are not achievers . . . not as intelligent." 

A contrasting stereotype was mentioned by a Jewish peson. This older 

participant spoke about an enduring stereotype of Jewish people. ""We're the smmest. 

we're the richest. stereotypical picture that is so unuue." 

I know what a cherrv tomato is and 1 can read! 

An Abonginal person and an immigrant told stories that illustrated assumptions 

that they had limited cognitive nbilitics. Th,- Aborignd participant had attempted to buy 

cherry tomatoes. The d e s  clerk told her that she was looking at cherry tomatoes. 

repeating this loudly when she did not respond. She was angry because of a clear sign 

over the "cherry tomatoes." and "1 know what a cherry tomato is and 1 cm read." 

When vou have an accent thev rissurne vou can't speak the Ianeuaoe. 

Two participants stated chat an accent that suggests a fint languzge other than 

English gives rise to srereotypicai thinking and comments irom othen. A Caucasian 



immigrant living in Canada for many years mains a slight accent said "when you have an 

accent they assume you can't speak the lanpage." A refuge+ said that a black skin 

colour cornbined with a non-Canadian accent resulted in many assumptions in New 

Brunswick. This participant is fluent in several languages. People comment on his 

excellent Engiish and assume that he leamed it in Canada. Another refugee pointed out: 

"you lived before you came hem . . . it's not as if you are just children arriving." 

Credi t re Cused 

Immigrants and rehi- spoke about different ways that Canadian strucnvcs 

and policies assumed previous Cimadian residence. Finance was difficuit. An 

immigrant intending to reside briefly in Canada attempted to rent r television. An 

absence of a credit rating made this impossible. The participant finally uas dlowed to 

take a television home when she "deposited" the hiIl price of a new one. On another 

occasion a refugee attempted to buy a cornputer on credit. He was turned down and 

referred to his bank. He had sufficient funds in his account but did not want to pay cash. 

He suggested to the bank that they put a srop on some of his funds until his debt was paid 

off. They rehsed to do so and told him thai the only way he wouid be able to s e c m  a 

credit rating was to obtain and use r bank credit cud. 

Canadian auali fications ~robiem 

Four of the newcomen spoke of not having their quaiifications accepted in 

Canada. A refugee mentioned reactions when he applied for work or higher education. 

First he encountered the "Canadian qualifications problem." finding it difficult to get his 
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qualifications recognized. When applying for an MBA he could not demonstrate his 

undergraduate qualifications: 

They insisted 1 do some business course before 1 quaiified. before they 
take me in. I even asked the Dean: "Have some I'aith in me and what I 
can do. 1 have my qualifications, 1 can do it." 

The approach was unsuccessful and he took qualifying coums. "I did it much kncr 

than they expected . . . it cost $5000 and a lot of tirne at home." He said that the 

"Canadian qualifications problem" was experienced by many newcorners. 'They corne 

with Masten Degrees. with PhDs. with al1 this but . . . they have to s i a n  a< zero." 

Canadian experience ~roblem 

Difficulties continue when newcomen attempted to find work. 

There is that feeling of shock . . . I'm submitting a resurne about a job that 
has k e n  advenised . . . it is not expected that 1 would . . . when 1 go for an 
interview . . . Ihe interviewers . . . seem to wonder how they're going to 
deal with me . . . I see confusion in their eyes. 

Then the "Canadian qualifications problern" becomes the "Canadian experience 

problern." Another refugee stated: 'They dways ask me for Canadian experience. How 

will you get Cmadian experience if nobody hires you'?" A rehigee discovered chat when 

she did find work people are "always trying to test you. they give you some small project. 

They check up on you . . . it kind of gnaws." 

Convenely. one refugee said that newcomers expect too much and should be 

willing to take minimum-wage work as she had done. and then rnove up. ff newcomen 

work hard they will be able to succeed. "Sure they are going to hire someone W ~ O  



speaks the language." she poinced out. 

They . . . want to get paid for iheir qullifications . . . but it's hard for 
Canadians . . . I've worked for minimum wage . . . now I've corne to the 
point that . . . I'm happy, it's stiu not what 1 shouid be making. eventually 
l'm going to get there. 

Othen disagreed. One social worker was unable to provide the "proot" of 

qualifications required by CASW (Canadian Association of Socid Workers) to accrcûit 

her qualifications in Canada lacked undentanding of what it  was like to "escape with 

only your cloches on our back." She hoped that her country of origin would settie 

sufficiently to rnable her to secure the proof required. .Meanwhile she was doing 

volunteer hurnan service work to secure the needed 'Canadian expenence." 

The house has ken  tdcen 

Panicular difficulties were experienced when people tried to rent propeiry. 

"Loohng for housing made for some interesthg situations." said one refugee. He would 

make n telephone nppointment to view a property but when he Yrived the owner would 

show surprise at his s k m  colour. 

Lacer when 1 cdled to say I wouid like to tdce the house . . . the owner 
would say. "No. the house has k e n  iaken." [He thought that] neighboun 
tell the landlord . . . "we don't want those kind of peopie around here." 

Children "half wav across the worid" 

Refugees and temporvy residents were often very saddened by the racisrn 

cxpenenced by rheir children. One ternporary resident was pleased that her son was well 

accepted in the first elrment~y schwl he artended but e v e ~ h i n g  chan-d in his next 



schwl. He was taunted by other chiidrcn because of his black skin. His mother felt 

guilty chat she had "brought him half way across the wortd to experience this." so that she 

could pursue graduate studies. When she told her son that she planned to raise these 

racist taunts with the School Principal. her son begged her not to. He pnfemd to bc nice 

to the children who were taunting him so that they would realize that "brown people can 

be good people." This nmark made her feel "really bad." A refugee said that: 

kids are very careful in the presence of the teachea . . . in the playground 
these racial slurs corne in . . . cailing them stupid . . . go back where you 
carne from . . . this is not your country . . . black monkey. 

An immigrant thought that her son would be identified as a trouble-making ring- 

leader in any difficulty. 

I have one boy . . . he is so active and he has k e n  with a group of other 
active kids . . . if anphing goes wrong . . . (he will be picked out) because 
he is different . . . assumptions are made about who is the ring-leader. 

A refugee bought a coat for her son from the Salvation A m y .  The coat cost $7 

fa lot of rnoney for her). Another child claimed the coat as his. The other child's father 

visited the participant and asked her to return the coat. She showed the father the receipt 

but he srill dernanded the coat. The father was a police officer and the participant felt 

totally powerless. She "returned" the coat which her son had not stolen. 

An immigrant spoke about the difficulties experienced by herself and her children 

JS they attempted to settle in Canada: 

When I came here. I had four kids. and mv kids went through hell . . . if 
they weren't strong kids. I think they'd be in the streets . . . if the h i l y  
wasn't strong . . . I had the stresses of outside and then I'd have to go 



home and deal with al1 of the stresses the kids faced. and help them. 1 
then started educating in public places. going into the schools. and 
educating the public about it. because it was becorning too much. 

Smudning4 sets off the hos~i td alarms 

A hospitd socid worker identified a bias amounting to racism in hospital policies 

and routines. At difficult times Aborigind people want to carry out ceremonids such as 

"smudging." This sets off fire d a m  and people evacuate the building. Customs, 

particularly those surrounding binh and death. Vary across cultures and often hospital 

policies cmnot accommodate them. Culnirally sensitive organiwilonal policies arc 

particularly important at traumitic times of severe iilness or death. Dialogue is needed 

between Aboriginal spirituai leaders and hospital administrators to devise a system that 

maintains safety for ail patients but enables Aborigind people to engage in the rituais that 

promote adjustment to life transitions or healing. 

Examples were dso provided of occasions when "hate" was expressed in a 

cornmunity, .Ulusions were made to a New Brunswick schmlteacher who. many argued, 

denied the holocaust. Another story was provided about a refugee f'amily: 

There was a farnily frorn Iraq. They had k e n  tenorized for several 
nights. .kound midnight a group would corne with tomatoes and would 
start throwing them ail over the house. The little children would wake up 
and they'd hear this rhump. thump. thurnp al1 over the house. They were 
frightened of course. The husband staned keeping dl-night vigil. He 
would even sleep out in his car hoping to catch thern. So I told him. if 

' .A n i d  clruismg ihnr involbes ihe buming of s w e e t ~ s .  
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there was any way I could help or support the family. just to let them know 
they were not alone in this; and that someone in the community was aware 
of what was happening to them and did not approve of it. 

He went on to say chat the family w e n  most appreciative. He cautioned that social 

worken who want to confront racism will become known and will be cdled upon on 

occasions such as this. These social worken may also be the t v p t s  for aggression from 

the perpetrators of these attacks. Nevenheless. he would continue to intervene bccaw 

of the suffering caused by these attacks. 

The effects are devastating. your whole king is practicafly ripped and tom 
to sheds. you are made to kel wonhless. aiienated. There has CO be work 
with the victims. Help them and support them. 

White backlash 

Two social workers noted that more bilingual socid workers had k e n  hired. 

iüthough advanrageous for clients. some unilingual social worken have resented the 

change and working life has become more difficult for Francophones. When promoting 

change. înti-racist social work must be sensitive to the potentiai backlash and curriculum 

should help studenrs to anticipate and respond to ths backlash. 

Conclusion 

These sensitizing concepts. and the stories in which they are embedded. confimi 

participants' views that racism is. indeed "cverywhere." It is reflected in persona1 

interactions. ir infoms culturd assumptions and is built inio the hbnc of society at a 

jysremic level. Participants' sensitizing concepts illustrated Thompson's ( 1993) notion 

rhat oppression cm be experierced at individuai. svsternic and cultural levels. These 



concepts enrich the mode1 in a way that wiil help students to remember it. 

These sensitizing concepts provide the fint example of how sensitizing concepts 

cm suppon foundationd views. My uncontestable-foundation that social work shouid 

be committed to puauing sociai justice ihrough taking an mti-iacist stance is supponed 

by the comments that racism is "dive and well" and impacting on the everyday life of 

people from diverse backgrounds. Simultaneously, the vaxiety of these comments, and 

the fact that they sometimes contradict each other. suppon a postmodemism that would 

reject a simple meia-narrative about the nature of rxism in New Brunswick. 

Understanding the sensitizing concepts about the nature of racisrn in New Brunswick 

çontkmed yet enriched my understanding of the nature of racism. It dso helped me to 

undentand how 1 could hold a postmodem vaiuing of the small and the unique but pursue 

my uncontestable foundationd goal of mti-racist social work. 

At the curriculum level these stories and concepts c m  be brought into the 

classrmm to enrich students' understanding about rsisrn. They cm act as case 

exampies to discuss radical hummisr and radicd structuralist rinti-rmst socid work 

responxs to the difficulties faced by diverse people. For example. students could be 

asked to consider their intervention with the chiid and his mother who were required to 

"retum*' the coai. They could aiso consider strategies for changing the hospitd policy 

that led ro building evacuation when traditional methods of healing were practised. 

Finaily. when I write down these concepts. and when I speak about them in the 

classroom. diverse srakeholders concribute to the cumculun by helping othea to 
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understand their lived experiences of racism. in doing so they are contributing to an 

enhanced understanding about their oppression which could build towards p a t e r  

tolerance in New Brunswick and fùnher afield. 

THEY COüLD TEACH YOU UNTIL THEY'RE BLüE IPJ THE FACE ABOUT ALL 

THE THEORY. 

Participants' sensitizing concepts confimed my thought foundations o u t l i d  in 

Chapter 3. rhat varied teaching and learning methods based upon experiential leaming are 

rnost appropnate if students for students to develop the "head." "band" and "self necdeâ 

for anti-racist social work. in Chapter 3 I described how the metaphon "head." "hand:' 

"hem," and "soul" could be used to refer to the socid worker. Subsequently I explained 

that I combined the "heur." and "soul" metaphon to "self." because the distinction 

between them was not undentood consistenrly. I now consider sensitizing concepts 

expressing ideas about teûching and learning methods to develop the "head," "hand." and 

"self." I organize the sensitizing concepts in three groups representing the metaphors. 

M a y  man sampie participmts dluded to the limitations of traditionai reading 

md lecture pedagogies. One sud. "we cm dl study it in a textbook. you want 

somethi ng more." Another suggested that the "self" could be pnpared more effectively 

by hearing first person accounts of experiences arguing: "it's one thing to read it in a 

book. it's another to heu someone who h u  gone through something." -4 refugee thought 

rhat "just reading and Ieming in school may not be enough." A participant who ihought 

that social worken were very needy said: "they need to go through a healing process and 
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they're not going to l e m  that fmm a book." 

Ractical leaming rûther than the learning of theory was important. '-y couid 

teach you until they're blue in the face about al1 the theory and if you have no ptacticd 

then how are you going to be able to put them together?" A multiplicity of different 

teaching and leming methods was suggested but many participants. in different ways. 

reflected the sentiment of the social worker who said: "it should be experiential because 

that's the only way you are going to lem." 

Sensirizinq concepts to inform teachjn~; and leamine for the "head" 

This collage of sensitizing concepts illustrate views about the development of 

social work knowledge. Participants spoke of how students could be encounged to draw 

upon their own experiences to gain understanding about issues experienced by diverse 

people. They dso suggested ways that knowledge could be shared in the classrmm so 

rhat other students could have experiences that would deveiop their knowledge bases. 

The following collage of sensitizing concepts illustrates some of these ideas. 

A11 students crin understand grades 
if rhey wanted to do some kind of ciassroom presentation 
The rootless uee 
in the zoo 
Son of on the outside luoiung in 
Other voices in the ci;issroorn 
I'm a star-trek fan 

AI1 students cm understand grades. 

Some participants suggsted that srudents should get in rouch with situauons 

when the? had k e n  in a minority and then explore their feelings about it. uisuucton 



could help students to explore parallels between their experiences as students and those of 

other groups with Little power. One suggested that a r e k t i o n  on grades was potentially 

useful. enabling students to nflect on power diffenntials between instructors and 

studenis. An immigrant human service worker thought analogies could help. For 

example. the experience of going on vacation could be used to help students to 

understand k i n g  a Canadian newcomer: 

if go on vacation for six weeks to some place md 1 don't like it. I can take 
off earlier. But when you think of a student or an immigrant. they're 
stuck. they just cui't Say . . . I don't like it herc and I'rn going to leave. 
Because they have invested so much into it. it's not a vacation. it's life. it 
is their whole Me. 

The human service worker who had given this exampie thought chat other leaming 

could be drawn from this exarnple. She said: 

if I'rn going on vacation. I'rn shelied shocked. if I'm travelling by air al1 
night I can hardly see the country. Much less a [newcomer]. 

Therrfore. students who gain empathy with newcomen' feelings on first arrival wiil not 

immediately subject them to "orientation." 

If rhey wanted to do some kind of classroom presentation . . 

M a y  participants suggested that if a climate of tmst cxisted. the classroom could 

be a resource to help students to develop knowledge. .A main simple participant thought 

that "class members could act as resources for each other." Six different students 

commented on the value of class discussions in this regard. One student referred to "open 

discussion" ~ n d  another included the phme "honest diaiope." 



An Aboriginal participant suggested a more structured way of leaming. She 

recomrnended that students should be ghen the opportunity to shve their experiences of 

divenity and oppression for the benefit of other students. She said that she would have 

welcomed this oppormnity: 

if you give Native students a chance. if they want to express themselves 
. . . maybe the professor should give thcm that chance or maybe . . . if they 
want to do a lecture . . . for the other students? 1 think that wouid be a 
g d  idea. . . if there was a group in the class and they wanted to do some 
kind of a presentation . . . just to maice others understand what they went 
through . . . so that they could be accepted? 

The rootless uee. 

An immigrant human service worker suggested ihat students could be put in touch 

with experiences ihat could act as rnetaphon to heip them to develop empathy with 

diverse people. She gave the example of a tm that had k e n  severed at its mots. This 

tree will be unabie to get nourishment from the emh. in the same way, people who have 

been cut off from family and friends will experience rootlessness. This was a 

panicularly apt rnerrphor in forested New Brunswick. 

in the zoo 

Often students will have no expenences to help [hem to empathize with the 

experiences of diverse people. so a number of participants suggested ways to gain these 

experiences. .A human service worker thought that students should "get to know people 

of different ethnic p u p s .  so they become not just someihing you've read about . . . [but) 

red people." 



Possibilities included volunteering. meeting "snidcnts in the Native snidents 

lounge." or going into any "group where you are the minority." An Aboriginai paiticipant 

thought questions unhelphil. 

1 believe it's just sitting then  anû allowing them to know who you are and 
let h e m  speak to you. Because questions . . . there's always more than 
one answer for each. But if you c m  get a bunch of people talking. you get 
û larger picture of what goes on. 

An Aboriginal person suggested that social worken should be required to takt a 

Native Studies course. Prior to entering the social work programme. social work studenu 

rake a course that will funiliarize them with western philosophical thought panerns: "1 

think that it should be required chat they take Native Studies io p t  into the social work 

programme. They made us cake philosophy." 

An Aboriginai panicipant thought that students could "go into the community. . . 

visit homes. speak with the elden." Similarly an Aboriginal social worker thought that 

if he was a non-Aboriginal penon who wanted to learn about Abonginal culture could: 

1 would go into that community for a while to make myself [have] a 
becter understanding of their race. their culture and what their needs 
are . . . once you become understanding of a pwicular goup you c m  
become more cuing. 

A socid worker cautioned about ail this comrnenting that "one thing they don? like is to 

be stared at as if they're in a zoo." 

sort of on the outside Iooiung in 

Some participants thought students should [ive in a multicuitural situauon to assist 

[hem ro understand Aiveaity. Two participanrs described helpfbl multicultural 



experiences. An Abonginal participant was dubious about whether anyihing less than a 

total living experience couid help snidents to understand racism and ami-racism. Shc 

said: "1 don't know if it can k taught as a subject. one on one you c m .  Corne and Iive 

with me. we can figure it out." She suggested that anti-racist sociai w o k  could ody 

occur from a perspective of full understanding about a culture and thought that students 

would need an experience of "sort of on the outside looking in." She continued: 

Let's Say. 3 student is invited to stay a week with me at my home. Find 
out how I live. what kinds of foods do 1 eat'? How do 1 pray? How do I 
interact with my people? What are those things that 1 shm with my 
neighbours'? 

Another Aboriginal participant thought that living in a First Nations Cornmunity 

might be rnisinterpreted by Aboriginal people. He thought that: 

Yaybe 1 wouldn't live directly in the town or on the reserve. 1 wouldn't be 
what they cal1 a Wannabee-Indian. 1 would want to be somebody who 
shows great interest in the culture and respect for it. Pd eat amongst them 
and get involved with activities around without trying red hard to fit in. 

Other voices in the ciassroom 

Several panicipants advised that a guest speaker couid talk about communities in 

New Brunswick. T wo suggested that knowledge about racism and multicultural 

awareness could be enhanced if: 

an Aborigind penon [could] corne in. or someone from the Jrwish 
community. someone from the Black community. and talk about their 
community wiih the class. Say here are what our probtems are. here's 
what our concerns are. here's k e n  the effect of racism on us. and have 
that son of very informai type of talk with students. 

S imiiariy anoiher suggested: 



people of different colour should k brought in. and they should be able to 
speak about their experiences with ncism in r way that students cm 
examine their biases ;inci prejudice. Bnnging in people from different 
cultures and letting hem talk about what their customs are . . . you 
sensitize the students to look for ciifferences. 

Ideas about guest speakers differed. Suggestions included: "graduates from 

different backgrounds." "Acadian people." or "leaders of religious cornmunities" to help 

students develop an awareness of "hand" skills needed for work with people from diverse 

backgrounds. One participant thought that social workea should not be invited as guest 

speakers from Fint Nations Communities. Iostead he suggested "medicine people" and 

"education officen." Othen advised that guest speakers should be "ordinary people" 

from diverse backgrounds. Participants pointed out that the stories of ordinvy people 

could be more powerfbl than sanitired written accounts of discrimination. One said: 

six million died . . . who can imagine what six million looks like'? I can't. 
But if you focus in on a fanily . . . here is a lewish family and this is what 
happened to them. it could have a major impact. 

I'm a star-trek fan 

Several participants thought thac tilms. documentaries and biographies could 

rnhance awareness. One thought that written material could develop "self." He 

sugpsted that students should "read about people's experiences. "victims of oppression. . 

(there's] . . . no shona_ge of matends available on the shelves that's fiat person 

xcount." .-\nocher thought that films such as "Schindler's List". and "Power of One." or 

television programmes such as "Star Trek" could be "fun ways" to l e m  that it is "OK to 

be different." 



I'm a big Star Trek fan. Star Trek. in a very intcresting way. tried to put 
across the Tact that people are different and it's okay. 1 think for some 
students. t o  look ai a couple of Star Trek episodes and to m a l p  them. or 
to watch a film of Star Trek [to analyze how it] promotes the fact that it's 
okay we're different and what kind of accommodation or non- 
accommodation [cm bel made. I think that would hook people in . . . by 
the . . . hn. [Learning about racism is] very heavy stuff. but that is on a 
lighter kind of note. 

Conclusion 

Participants made many interesting suggestions about how to develop knowledge 

in the socid work clusroom. These views confimed my foundational ides  about 

rxperienrial leaming expiored in Chapter 3. Some participants suggestions would enable 

students ro begin the expenentiai leming cycle by nflecting on their own experiences. 

Students in the social work programme strive to maintain the high grades that enabled 

them to gain admission so that they can maintain or gain scholarships. Reflections on the 

relative power of those who award the grades and those who receive them could help 

srudents to undentand experiences of poweriessness of minoriry ethnic and racial p u p s .  

Similvly analogies about trees are apt in rhis province. they mav heip students to draw 

upon cheir own experiences to understand "roo~lessness" of Canadian newcomers. 

Alrnost d l  have visited zoos and could empathize with analogies of -'cqed animais." 

Other participants made suggestions that wouid enable students to pain 

knowled-. Bringing "other voices into the ciassroom" could enable students to 

understuid lived experiences of ncism as well as gain knowledge about differences 

between cultures and between ethnic groups. Such experiences could dso inform 



discussions about radical humanist and radical smcturalist social work responses to the 

difficulties experienced by main sample participants. Thtse expericnces could also 

impact on the "self* as studenu are confronted by difference and challenged to examine 

some of their "taken for granted" assumptions about nomiality. In the next section 1 

explore some of the sensitizing concepts most directly related to "self." 

Sensitizing conceDts to inform teachine; and learning for the "self." 

The "self* concept was the combined "hem" and "soul" metaphors discussed in 

chapter 3. During the data malysis process. described in chapter 7 it becme clear that 

panicipants did not always find it easy to differentiate the "hem" (feelings} frorn the 

"soul" (beliefs) so I combined these cûtegories. Seveni participants suggested ways that 

the srudent "self* could prepare for mti-racist socid work. One participant thought that 

the key to this leming for the self should be "normalizing how we have k e n  

socialized." This participant recognized that many students will resist this leaming. She 

thought that if studenrs recognized that al1 deveiop bias it "may reduce resistance to new 

concepts." Studenrs in a social work prognmme. pmicuiuly snidenrs in a structural 

social work programme such as that at St. Thomas University. may be concemed with 

political correctness. Therefore they need to be encouraged to acknowledge chat we d l  

have bises and need to confront them. These sensitizing concepts illustrate participants' 

i d e s  about texhing and leaming rnethods to develop "self." 

If you are that kmd of person. then it emulates to those people who you're 
teaching 

Go back and do their own work 



Wow! That's what racism is 
No beating around the bush 
Nacirema 

If you are that kind of penon. then it emulates to those people who you' re teaching. 

A quaner of the participants in this sarnpie, dluded to the importance of 

modelling by the instructor if the student "self' is to develop. One suggested that: 

if you don't know the concept, then you won't be able to teach it. if you're 
not practising living and making decisions with your hem. then it's going 
to be hard for you to leam. You can't teach anything that you don't know. 
If you are that kind of person. then it emulates to those people who you're 
teaching. ifyou work from the head it will also go out to the people. 

A participant who had been a faculty member in a human service programme said 

that. "we. as faculty have to accept the diversity in our students." Another participant 

who had been an educator alluded to differences in learning styles to be accornrnodated 

by an instructor. Then the instructor is also giving students the message that it is 

acceptable to think and leam in different ways. An Aboriginal socid work graduate 

commented on the value placed on linear thought pattems in higher education. We both 

regretted that these linear thought pattems disadvantaged Aboriginal students. I asked for 

her advice. I sometimes allow students to present orally rather than in writing. This may 

help students to enhance grades, but would not help them to write in the linear form 

generally required for graduate study. The graduate recognized my dilernma and 

recommended the sarne assignment from al1 but with an important caveat. 1 should: 

"acknowledge that there are different ways of thinking so that they become aware that 

you know." Xnother Abonginai penon recommended that an instructor should "allow 



everybody to express themseives . . . fmd F a t  interest without trying to choke studcnts." 

Modelling to students can encourage thcm to seek for. and value. diversity in thcu clients. 

One Abonginai participant thought that it is necessary for instmctors to: 

find some way that only the tmth is spoken within a group of instructon. 
in the Native community when you cake out the pipe and you load the 
pipe. you're making thai connection with your creator. 

She was unable to suggest my way to build this environment into the classrwm. Another 

Aboriginal student. however. suggested chat modeiling cooperative work in a contact of 

divenity could possibly occur with "non-Native profs. working with Native profs. and 

leriming from each other." 

Go back and do their own work 

Later in this chapter 1 explore the ides  of many participants who believed that 

social workers often need their own persona1 healing. Ideas were provided about how 

this healing could occur. An Aboriginal social worker said that the heding process in an 

Abonginal community rnight be adapted for work with non-Aboriginal students but was 

If you look at the medicine wheel and how chat works and the reasoning 
behind that 1 think that . . . you might be able to draw from that and 
incorporate that type of thinking into the program . . . but it's a matter of 
looking at how life is seen for Native people. 

Wow ! That's whac racisrn is. 

Many participants expressed the need to provide students with experiences rhat 

would "touch them personally." An Abonginal pmicipant spoke of a documentary rhat 



could bc adapted for social work students. It is the famous "blue eyes. brown eyes" 

exercise yi eiementary school teacher gave childm with different eye colours to help 

[hem to undentand oppression. His suggested modification was as follows: 

Take your social work class . . . so you don't tell them anything. Take 
people with blue eyes and make thcm Wear a handkerchief around their 
neck . . . people with brown eyes. don't do nothing to them . . . someone 
with blue eyes make them w e u  a funny hat. And then just tnat . . . the 
ones with brown eyes normal and the ones with the silly hat. just laugh at 
them and. don't take them serious . . . and the ones with the handkerchief. 
just be real rude to them. And let them try to figure it out. They're going 
to be saying. why are they king mean to me Me that? And then you cm 
ask them after the exercise is done. how did you feel that we made hin of 
you? And then they're coing to say. 'Wow ! That's what racism is. ' 

No beating about the bush 

A number of participants thought that self awareness exercises could be 

developed to assist students to get in touch with bises. One advocated '*questionnaires 

they could fil1 in on themselves." and another suggested specific questions that would 

help students to "put themselves in those people's shoes." 

1 think sorne questionnaires could be passed to maice them face some of 
their prejudice dso and have [hem work on ir . . . people don't have CO put 
their names down. but quesrionnaires . . . mesunng attitudes. no beating 
ilround the bush . . . just get nght down to the nitty -gitty. . . when you see 

black person. what do you automatically do or think? if you see a black 
person with a white person as a couple. how do you feel? Put yourself in a 
black neighbourhood . . . you're the only white penon there . . . how would 
you feel? Would you feel out of placea? And if there is a little bit of n m e  
calling. how would you feel? Put themselves in those people's shoes. 

'lacirerna 

Thesr self- awareness exercises were designed to uncover cultural bias and 



prejudice. A human service worker and a refugee suggested another way of achieving 

this awareness. They recommended that snulents be helped to get in touch with their own 

cultures in order to rccognize chat there can k yi alternative. The rebgee stated: 

to really apprcciate some other culture. I think that you have to s tm  with 
your own. gain an appreciation of your own culture. see how it impacts on 
your identity and your value system . . . then you cm better app~ciate  that 
of other people. if you can't gain that of your own [experiences of other 
C U ~ ~ S ]  will be Iike 3 story you hear socnebody is talking about and it 
doesn't sink in. 

The humm service worker suggested that students should be given the 

"Nacirema" rxercise to help them to recognize the elements of culture chat they take for 

granted but that may seem strange to one from another culture. "Nacirema" is American 

spelled backwards. A number of customs such as the use of a toothbnish and the disposal 

of bodies after death are described in a disguised way. The reader often cakes a while to 

recognize that their own culture is k i n g  described. 

Conclusion 

These suggestions confirm my foundational view that varied teaching and learning 

methods based on expenential leming have the potential for helping students to 

recognize bias within their own thinking. Different suggestions by participants help to 

bridge the uncontestable foundational punuit of anti-racism with a postmodem valuing of 

diversity and uniqueness among diverse people and social work students. The 

questionnaires and the rxercises could impact on the student-selves in different ways. 

The more oven "no beoting about the bush" cipproaches might be effective with some 



snidents while the more subtle Nacirema exercise may be effective in helping othca to 

realize the suangeness of some North Amcrican customs to newcomers. 

Panicipants' sensitizing concepts mm the focus on the instructors who arc belping 

students to l e m  to become mti-racist practitioners. Students do not only l e m  from the 

words uttered by instructors or the exercises that provide experiences to help to enhance 

understanding of diveaity. They also l e m  by their experiences of observing the bbsclves" 

of the social work educators. in chapter 3 I suggested that an uncontestable foundation 

was to avoid oppressive teaching and learning methods. Participants' words c o n ~ c d  

this foundation by showing me that modelling oppression in the classroom wodd provide 

a poor environment for students to leam about mti-oppressive practice. The suggestions 

for developing the student self. help the student to acquire cornmitment to enhance the 

"hand" sktlls needed for anti-racist sociai work. 1 address this in the next section. 

Sensitizine concePts to inform teachine and leming for the "hand." 

Finally. participants provided few sensitizing concepts about teaching and 

leaming rnethods to infonn the "hand." A s  expioreci in chaprer 7. ideas about the 

development of skills were not rich ground for sensitizing concepts. The final smdl 

collage of sensitizing concepts provide ideas about "hand." Many also imply teaching 

and leaming rnethods for the "head and "self." 

you always have enough clowns in the class who will perfonn for you 
practice, practice 
activist kind of leming 
nther than saying 'pardon me. pardon me.' say 'I hevd this but I redly 

didn't get the rest.' 



you always have enough clowns in the c l s s  who will perfonn for you 

Several participants thougb that role plays of case scenarios in the classrwm 

could assist skiil development. One participant commented that nt "one university thcy 

brhg actors in . . . you have to have money for chat . . . you always have enough clowns in 

the class who will perfonn for you." 

hocher suggested the beginning of a script: 

You take ihree or four and they're a family, and get the socid worker 
coming in and knocking on the door.  . . and saying . . . we have repofts 
. . . out partying last ni@ and you left your kids. 

It was suggested that simulations and role plays could facicilitate the development of skiils 

at macro as well as micro levels. For example. a simulation about racial tension in a 

community could facilitate ski11 development for "consensus building." 

practice, practice 

A participant suggested that "practice. practice" is the key to developing social 

work skills. This participant thought that as many opponunities as possible. in and 

outside of practicum piacements. should be provided for siudents to develop mù-racsst 

social work skills. 

activist kind of learning 

Some thought that actudly doing anti-racist work could help CO develop skilis for 

this work. One suggested fund-raisins for comrnunity groups. He recommended an 

"activist kind of learning" rhrough involvement in activities in the community. A 

student suggested anti-racist cncid work activities such as writing md producing a Puppet 
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play with an ami-racist theme rt a local elementary school. 

Rather than saying 'pardon me. pardon me.' say '1 heard this but I didn't get the rest.' 

A human service worker spoke about the vaiue of coaching to develop culturai 

competencr skills in ami-racist social work. She suggested that. "some behaviom necd 

to be unleuned. Frequently people need to be told that it is not necessary if somcùoây 

looks different to speak louder. like they're deaf." She conducts workshops and said that 

she provides participants with 

a list of things that you cm do. simple things that arc hetpful too . . . 1 give 
scenarios of when [immigrants] corne and spek and rather than süying 
'pardon me. pardon me.' Say ' 1 heard this but I rcally didn' t get the rest' 
. . . srniling is important. . . cal1 me be my name . . . eye contact we were 
taught in those text books should be thrown away. 

Students cm practice these nsponses with clients. She receives positive feedback." 1 get 

cdls back the next day that they use the scenarios and it works so much better. They start 

ro feel more competent." 

Conclusion 

Participants suggested teaching and leming rnethods to help to dcveiop the 

"hand" of ami-racisr social workers. Sensiiizing concepts have been explored that 

indicate the irnponance of coaching and practicing through role plays and simulations. 

These are funher exmples of experiential leming supponing my foundationd view that 

this method is O? benefit in ami-racist socid work education. They also support a social 

work education. mformed by a postmodem vduing of diversity. that provides an 

opponunity for students with different leming style preferences and previous 
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experiences. to engage together in developing siciils that have the foundational goai of 

preparing them for anti-racist social work practice. 

CONCLUSION 

in this section I have provided illusvations of the way that sensitizing concepts 

confirmed some of the foundations of rny thinking. 1 have shown how participants' 

graphic stories in which they shared sensitizing concepts supponed both an uncontestable 

foundation and a contestable foundation. An uncontestable foundation was that social 

work should pursue social justice. of whch anti-racism is an eiement. Participants' 

stories about how they encountered racism "everywhere" supports the need to pursue 

anti-racism. One of my contestable foundationd ideas at the outset of this research was 

that students can l e m  rnost effectively though a variety of pedagogies and ihrough 

experiential learning. Sensitizing concepts of diverse stakeholders also supponed this 

contestable-fooundationai idea. h confirming foundations sensitizing concepts did not 

bridge the foundational and the non-foundationd. Nevenheless. they showed that 

teaching and leammg methods c m  be developed that combine a postmodern vduing of 

diversity with a foundational development of "head." "self." and "hand for mti-racist 

sociai work. 

The account of different experiences of racism exlier in this chapter also confirms 

my foundational idea that mi-racist social work is needed in Anglophone New 

Brunswick. Anri-rxisr sociai work is a foundational punuit because it rests on the clear 

foundation that racism is wrong and should be conironted. The nch. different and 



sornetimes conflicting data about New Brunswick racism is compatible with my 

postmodemism. Participants ideas suppon that there should be foundational (anti-racist) 

and anti-foundational (postmodem) elements in the New Brunswick anti-racist social 

work curriculum content and teaching and leaming methods. 

These sensitizing concepts add to the literature reviewed in chaprer 4. Data about 

the nature of racism in New Brunswick contribute to literature about anti-racist social 

work. Knowledge of the difficulties faced by diverse people as they confront racism is 

the first step towards cultural cornpetence. Participants suggested a range of pedagogies 

such as ciassroom exercises that can enhance cultural competence. Located in a rural 

community these sensitizing concepts illustrate one Canadian rural face of racisrn. They 

also add to New Brunswick literature. This chapter has outlined various ideas about 

teaching and learning anti-racist social work. thereby contributing to this group of 

l i  terature. 

This chapter has explored ways in which my foundational ideas about the 

existence of racism in New Brunswick requiring anti-racist social work practice has been 

supponed and confirmed by the sensitizing concepts of participants. It has also shown 

that rny foundational view that a variety of teaching and learning methods based on 

experiential leaming is supponed by sensitizing concepts. However sensitizing concepts 

did not aiways support the thought foundations. In chapter 9 1 explore ways in which 

sensitizing concepts sometimes challenge thought foundations, and sometimes encourage 

me to rernore rxisting foundations or create new ones. 
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CHAITER NINE 

SENSïïIZING CONCEPTS CHALLENGING THOUGHT FOUNDATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is about how sensitizing concepts challenged the thought foundations 

outlined in chapters 3 and 4. The sensitizing concepts in chapter 8 altered thought 

foundations slightly but the sensitizing concepts in this chapter provided fundamental 

challenges to them. I show how sensitizing concepts sometimes challenged my existing 

foundations. and sometimes challenged my omissions in foundational thinking about ami- 

rack t curriculum. When these challenges were successful they sometimes changed 

existing foundations and sometimes created new ones. I begin by providing two 

examples of how participants' sensitizing concepts chdlenged my own. i show that some 

participants thought that the concept "anti-racist social work should not be used. Also 1 

describe how the "heart." "head." "hand," and "soul" metaphors were challenged. and my 

response to this challenge. 

1 provide two illustrations of ways that my foundations were challenged as 

incomplete. Fint, through their sensitizing concepts and through their stories participants 

told me that purposeful working relationships between social workers and ethnicdly and 

racidly diverse' people require that social workers undentand the views held about them 

by these people. Understanding these perceptions pecmits the construction of a social 

1 On future occasions in this chapter when 1 refer to "diverse" people. 1 mean erhnic and ncidly diverse people. 
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work that acknowledges and responds to them. When 1 acknowledged this chdlenge and 

added new curriculum content a new contestable thought foundation was created. 

Second, the challenge from sensitizing concepts encouraged me to ma te  a second 

thought foundation about anti-racist social work, summed up by the phrase "know the 

people." Although 1 had dways reaiized the importance of social worken understanding 

the people with whom they were working. over the years my focus has shifted more 

towards students pursuing their self-identified leming needs. The sensiiizing concepts 

of diverse stakeholders challenged this omission. "Know the people" created (or re- 

creiited) a new foundation of developing cumculum that encourages students to tum 

outward from a focus on themselves and the university to clearly face the people that 

social work educators are training them to work with and for. 

SENSITIZING CONCEPTS CHALLENGE "ANTI-RACIST SOCIAL WORK" 

1 asked participants in the main sample to comment on what "anti-racist social 

work" meant to them. Three made negative comments about the term "anti-racist social 

work." One. unsure about the meaning of "social work." found it impossible to p s p  the 

meaning of anci-racist social work and was rather imtated that she was asked. Two other 

participants found problems with the tem. A human rights worker considered that the 

term's negative focus was difficult. "People will always talk more about the negative 

side of things. Students should learn about benefits and methods of cultural inclusion 

rather than anti-racism." A social worker thought that probably students were turned off 

by the tem anti-racism; "it's a term that scares people away . . . if you're looking at 
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cross-cultural social work practice . . . it's not so much a negative term." Some 

participants considered the terni appropriate. T h e  participants accepted the terni 

because it "indicates what social workers have to do." that is "challenge racism and 

promote anti-racism." Another said that the term "challenges social workers constantly io 

look at cultural assumptions and whether they are doing what they believe in." This 

participant thought that "socid workers [need to] understand thai racisrn does occur and 

we should try to combat it." Other main sarnple participants were neuual. 

Therefore. sorne participants challengd rny foundational concept "anti-racist 

social work." On occasion the challenge was made by participants who thought that 

social work should address the positive rather than the negative. They did not like the 

"anti" prefix. Some thought the term rnight put some students off leaming about this 

important work. However. others supponed the use of the term. 1 do not accept the 

challenge to my foundations and retain "anti-racist social work," because this term 

descnbes the overall locus of my work. Nevenheless. I consider that it is important for 

social work educators to be aware of and address negative views about the term. 

Therefore the sensitizing concept challenged my foundationai view. 1 considered the 

challenge but, nevertheless, retained the foundation. 

SENSlTIZING CONCEPTS CHALLENGE 

"HEART," "HEAD," "HAND," AND "SOUL." 

Participants' ideas about the metaphors "hem," "head." "hand," and "soul," 

differed. The questionnaire and interview transcnpts showed that the distinction between 
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the "heart" and "soul" was often uncleu. Participants who were clear about the 

distinction identified "heart" feelings and "soul" beiiefs in different ways. One 

participant referred to "hem" but implied a definition that was closer to my concept of 

"soul." She said chat social workers must work frorn the "heart," meaning their beliefs 

should be reflected in their practice. What she termed "heart" was what I termed "soul." 

Participants had such a range of ideas about the distinction between "hem" and 

"soul" concepts that I do not report them sepantely in the rest of this dissertation. Instead 

1 iniroduce a new "self' category. combining "heart" and "soul." "Self' refers to 

participants' ideas about necessary beliefs and values as well as feelings and personality 

qualities of anti-racist social worken. This difficulty experienced with the distinction 

between the "hem" and "soul" concepts was intriguing. ' I use these concepts as 

organizing principles in the classroom and students distinguish between them with ease. 1 

conclude that the distinction between them is not useful for cross-cultural research 

purposes but is still useful in my classroom at St. Thomas University. Therefore. 

participants challenge to the "heart" and "soul" foundationai metaphors made me decide 

to cease to use them in this research. A foundation had been removed, temporarily at 

least 

Dunng interviews al1 participants couid make a conceptual distinction between 

knowledge (head) and skills (hand). As we discussed knowledge and skills the 

1 - Possible rxplanations arc ~ h a t  students in a university context are more cornfonabie with the abstnct  nature of  these 
tcnns t h m  rcscarch pmtciprints who may be not tnined o r  experienced in a b s t n c ~  thinking. Alternritively it could be 
the cross-cultunl nature of the rcsesirch that caused such confusion. 



distinction became less clear and less use fui to some participants. Occasionally 

participants defined "knowledge" what 1 wouid define "skill." For example, the concept 

"they should be aware of the various types of racism" was considered a skill by one 

participant. Particular difficulties were experienced with conceptual ability. Some 

considered conceptual ability to be "hand" and others considered it "head." Many 

participants referred to the importance of "self-knowledge" or "self-awareness." Some 

placed this in the "head and some in the "hand." On other occasions the "self-aware" 

person was part of a "self" category. Often social work or other human service 

panicipants seemed to find the distinction between knowledge and ski11 easier than 

Aboriginal people and newcomers. As I reflected on the differences in meaning 

attributed to the concepts 1 became uncenain myself. 

During interviews 1 emphasized that we should not reify ihese concepts into fim 

exclusive categories divided by clear bounduies. I asked participants about the utility of 

the concepts. Five Aboriginal participants and newcomers considered these concepts a 

hindrance in their reflections on anti-racist social work curriculum. One said, "I'm not 

sure that I would made the distinction." when refemng to his answers. 

Some preferred a holistic approach. One said: 

I think you've done a pretty good job of dissecting it. you've got the head, 
you've got the hem, they' re al1 separated . . . the way i t  should be is that 
we are whole . . . people associate themselves as just hmds, or just feet . . . 
we've got to put people together. 



1.1. Knowledge (Head) 
Example: "The indian Act" 

1.2. Skills (Hand) 1.3. HeadSoul (Self) 
Exarnple: "Communication" Exarnple "Kindness" 

F i g u r e  3 - C a t e g o r i e s  

Self 

Hand 
Exarnple: Anti-racism 

F i g u r e  4 - T h e m e s  

Example: The "me" interacting with the "you" 
F i g u r e  5 - T h e  W h o l e  



The figures on the previous page show three "ideal types" of participants' 

responses to the metaphors. Sometimes participants distinguished clearly between 

"head." "hand." and "self" and subdivided each category. One participant. for example. 

had a clear "head" concept subdivided into "legal." b'educational." "social," and "mord'* 

considerations. Another spoke about the need to bbcommunicate." subdivided into "active 

listening," "verbal communication." and "written communication." Similarly, "working 

wirh an interpreter." was subdivided into "working with a cultural interpreter." and 

"working with a linguistic interpreter." I was tempted to encourage this method of 

responding as it  is clear and easy to report and analyze. 

There was a second way of responding illustrated by the chart overleaf. For 

example. one participant said the need to work with "the people" wûs a major task for 

anti-racist social work. "Head knowledge and "hand" skills as well as the "self' 

quaiities overlapped. The relationships between these concepts was emphasized. 

Therefore. to respond to "the people" an anti-ncist social worker needed to have 

knowledge about the pain and misery criused by racism in New Brunswick (head). skills 

in confronting racism (hmd), and the personai courage and cornmitment to do so (self). 

Participants who held this view wouid suggest that "racism" rather than "head." "hand," 

and "self." should be the major unit of analysis. but that the "head." "hand." and "self," 

couid assist understanding. 

The final modei was holistic. Here there was a resistance to splitting the self as I 

had conceptualized. Participants suggested instead that an anti-racist social work 
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educator should instead develop cumculum to address the whole person student and 

assist this whole person to respond to the whole person client. A focus on the intellect on 

some occasions and skills on other occasions, is splitting what should be united. It was 

ugued that these divisions could lead to unhelpful divisions in the cumculum. 

Sensitizing concepts shared dunng the interview process challenged some of my 

foundational concepts. 1 respond to the challenge of the concept "anti-racist sociai work" 

by confirming my intention to continue to use it. Nevenheless, the challenge will make 

me explain more clearly my reason for its use. The successful challenge of the distinction 

between "hem" and "soul" had an immediate impact on my combination of the 

categories in data analysis. I will not use these concepts again during future research on 

diverse people becnuse they confuse as much as illuminate. Nevenheless. 1 will continue 

to encourage participants to share iheir views about knowledge. skills and self as they 

reflect upon curriculum development. 

This section illusirates how the challenge by sensitizing concepts can lrad to 

changes in t hought- foundations. Pnor to conducting this research 1 proposed that the 

"head." "heart." "hand." and "soul." metaphors were dl useful. 1 had experienced their 

utility in the classroom and assumed this would transfer to the research. This was not the 

case. Participants had different ideas about their meaning. They disagreed about the 

relationship between them and whether the concepts fragmented or affirmed the 

wholeness of people. Use of these concepts in future similar research is not likely to be 

successful. iMy foundation has been successfully challenged and f will not do so. 
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It is important for me to be aware of my foundationai thought and it is valuable to 

sometirnes s hare my thoughts during dialogue with participants. Pre-established 

categories for the data based upon my thought foundations. however. provided me with 

the problem of deciding where to locate the data from participants who did not categorize 

their thoughts in this way. The metaphors. or even the distinction between knowledge. 

beliefs and skills, sometimes confused participants. The use of these concepts makes 

assumptions about the categories of thought of al1 participants and. therefore, is not 

compatible with my postmodern orientation that seeks to understand unique sensitizing 

concepts. Groupings of concepts that emerge from my reflections on the data such as 

"racism," discussed earlier in the chapter and "perceptions of social worken," discussed 

in the next section, provide a more accunie reflection of discussions. 

SENSITIZING CONCEPTS ABOUT PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL WORKERS 

Sensitizing concepts challenged my thought foundations by pointing out an 

omission in the foundational thinking about social work cumculum content outlined in 

chapters 3 and 4. I had not realized the importance of including client' perceptions of 

social workers in anti-racist curriculum. Participants thought student social worken 

should learn how their profession was viewed in a rnulticultural context. This knowledge 

could inform sociai worken' attempts to develop a working relationship with their 

clients. A Caucasian social worker who works in a Fint Nations Community spoke at 

length about her initiai reception in the cornmunity. Despite the fact that I l  main sample 

participants considered chat this issue was important there were many different views 



about social workers. This divenity of responses suppons my postmodem approach that 

emphasizes the unique rather than categones. Here is a collage of sensitizing concepts 

about this issue: 

they come in with good intentions 
need to hed themselves 
the sorriest man I've ever met 
nothing but talk, talk. talk. talk. tdk. talk 
we do not see that individual as a human being 
the boogie man 
ten doors are closed 
I salute the social people 
to be honest. Rosernary. I don? really know . . . 
hand over the files 
great leaps and bounds. 
I'rn supposed to be . . . an ideal citizen 
they say I'm the big boss 
grab that mop . . . al1 you're good for 

Thev come in with good intentions 

No participant questioned the good intentions of social workers but severd 

indicated that "good intentions" were not enough. An absence of basic knowledge often 

rrsulted in social workers hanning rather than helping Aboriginal people. One 

participant gave an example of a social worker who took r person with addiction 

problerns for a "social drink." Drunkenness and domestic abuse resurned. Another 

participant said that many social workers are blinded by stereotypical "noble savage 

Need to hed themselves 

Some thought that social workers are in need of heding. An Abonginai person 



said that social workers showed as many needs as some of the comrnunity residents. 

Social workers bring a "lot of baggage" and "wind up avoiding the situation around 

them" and focussing on their own needs. Another participant said "if you are secure 

enough to stand in your own tnith as a human being you will undentand where the people 

are and they can't hook you in." Many. however. had substantial needs such as the need 

to belong. She comrnented: 

I have seen . . . non-Native social workers coming in who are rnarried. get 
their job. divorce their husbands. and the next thing you know they are 
running around with an indian man in the community . . . they don't care 
who they marry. They need to heai that before they help us. 

Another participant thought that some social workee had not come io ternis with 

their mixed heritage. Social workers say "my great-great-great-grmdmother wcis a 

Native," and this statement was seen as reveding their underlying identity problems by 

the social worker who made it. in another exarnple a social worker who lived in most 

insanitary condi~ions presumed to tell Aboriginal people how to live their lives. 

1 said to her . . . 'it seerns to me that social work should besin at home. 
How cm you come into rny home or into my community and tell me how 
to [ive my life? You live like a pig here.' 

The sorriest man I've ever met 

Three participants said that Caucasian social workers often appear guilty about the 

historical oppression of Aboriginal people. 

They come in. I'rn sorry, I'm sony I'rn taking an Indian job. I'm sony . . . 1 
said to one guy, 'you're the somest man I've ever met. Do your job. 
you're a social worker. do your job. Don't go around feeling guilty about 
it. Your guilt doesn't help me. ' 



Another participant said chat "the fiat thing they do . . . [is to talk about] . . . these poor 

people . . . it's not right . . . pity is the last thing ihey need." 

nothing but talk. talk, talk, talk, talk, talk 

One participant became a bit frustrated when I asked her to tell me about what she 

wanted from social workers. She said the following: 

Social work is working with people. Right? People who are suffering . . . 
they have to be suffering in order for a social worker to be called. 
Something drristic has occurred and social workers are needed. Now if 
you get a socid worker in there who does nothing but talk. taik. talk. taik. 
talk, talk. direct and whatever, and doesn't want to sit down and listen. is 
action oriented and takes off like a wild fire. you're going to find more 
times than noi. the poor people sitting there bewildered. asking 
themselves. 'what's happened here? I'm not being helped.' 

The talking and the action orientation characterized many social workers she had met. 

Wc do not see that individual as a human being 

One participant said that a non-Aboriginal social worker reminds Aboriginal 

people about their past experiences of oppression. Another said that "Abonginal people 

have a tendency to think that the white people are only there to take something away." A 

third expanded on this thinking: 

Because the first thing when we see a nomNative coming into our 
community . . . do you know what that represents to us? That individual. 
we do not see that individual as a human being. That individual is that 
system out there. If it is a woman, then it represents al1 of the women 
who got status in our community and where our women were kicked out of 
our communities and lost our status. This is what is triggered in our 
mind, in our memory. 



the booaie man 

Another image is the social worker who steals Aboriginal children. One 

participant said the social worker is referred to as "the boogie man." in the past parents 

told their children that a social worker would get them if they misbehaved with 

statements like "if you dodt  listen to me 1'11 cal1 a social worker on you." He said that 

this practice siill exists but is declining. Social workers are almost ponrayed as "the 

devil," so Aboriginal children are "terrified of these workers." 

ten doors are ciosed 

One participant said that some social workers are more committed to satisfy the 

govemment rather than their clients, "getting a reputation at the expense of their clients." 

They see social work as a career rather than as a service to families and satisfied "the 

govemment" by removing children from their families and community. The participant 

concluded: "1 really think that . . . keeping families together is more important than 

trying to boost your ego up to keep the govemment happy," and thought that social 

workers are encouraged to rernove Aboriginal children from their communities. 

Another non-social-work participant said that a good social worker acts as "an 

advocate for the people she works for. not the people who pay her." This is what 

Aboriginal people want and expect, but social workers find difficult: 

because they corne out with ideals but they can't actually put [them] into 
practice because they are concemed about the people that are employing 
them . . . It's like too many doon . . . when you first s t u t  out . . . al1 
doors are open . . . and you sign a contract. h e d i a t e l y  as soon as you 
get your name down on paper ten doors are closed . . . you get a first client. 



You go to your supervisor. . . you find another ten doors have closed. 1 
would never be a socid worker. 

I salute the social people 

Three non-social work Aboriginal participants recognized that social workea 

have a difficult job and pointed out that not al1 people in First Nations Communities are 

hostile to them. One participant expressed it this way: 

1 want to put my thumb up and pat the social people on the back . . . I give 
[hem a lot of credit for taking that degrec . . . it's a stresshl job . . . ûny 
time of the night . . . they have to be there and. . . try to dissolve the 
problem . . . so I salute the social people. 

To be honest. Rosernrirv, I don't reallv know . . . 

Sociai workers often mistakenly assume that people in the community know about 

the social work role. Many immigrant and refugee participants had at best a sketchy idea 

about social work in their countries. and vinually no knowledge about the roles of social 

workers in the Saint John River valley. Most refugees are received by provincial 

representatives from 'Citizenship and immigration' and the 'Multicultural Associations' 

in the province. Some participants had not encountered Canadian social workers so had 

no opinion about them. The lack of contact led one refugee to conclude that sociai 

worken in Canada might "look after orphans and refugees." When 1 asked about sociai 

workers in his country of ongin. one participant replied. "ro be honest. Rosemary, 1 don't 

really know." Therefore 1 had to explain the roles of social worken so participants could 

reflect upon "head". "hand," and "self' for anti-racist social work. This difficulty was 

experienced to a lesser extent by an Aboriginal participant. Although, upon reflection, 



she had many views about social work, her immediate reaction had been: 

first you ask me to think about social work, and I'm not a social worker 
. . . then you ask me to think about anti-racist social work. . . 

Hand over the fiIes 

An Aboriginal social worker who was asked by band politicians to relinquish his 

ideais chose to give up his job instead. He was asked by the Chief in Council to divulge 

the identities of the recipients of welfare checks. 

Through one past administration 1 was asked to give over client files and 1 
refused. 1 was told if I didn't 1 could be fired so 1 left . , . with ail the files, 
They saw how sincere I was and they offered me another position. 

Social workers should l e m  and accept that they have enonnous power to benefit or 

oppress a community: 

The power of social worken . . . it's very strong. It's almost iike you 
become the oppressor. We should try to exhaust every avenue before we 
go into the actual removal of kids. I think that at one point we grabbed 
that. Now we've become the non-Native Health and Community Service 
agency . . . we need to refocus . . . we're no different from what they were. 

Great leam and bounds 

Three participants mentioned that social workers often come in with '' ideais" but 

attitudes that are "a bit supenor." These social workers think in a "slightly arrogant" 

manner that "they can come in and change it dl." An Abonginal social worker thought : 

a number of people need to be involved in regard to the case and not just 
the social worker. If they think they're going to change this cornmunity 
and make great leaps and bounds, they're going to be sadly mistaken. 

Another panicipant pointed oui: "healing doesn't happen like a ma& wand. . .it's hard 



work and i f s  a process." 

I'rn supposed to be. . .an ideal citizen 

An Aboriginal social worker living and working in a First Nations Cornmunity 

suggested that social work graduates who retum to their home cornmunities should 

anticipate difficulties. Communiry members will. by reminding them of their own 

youthful problems atternpt to undermine their authority as social worken: 

in small communities . . . gossip is probably the wont thing that could 
ever happen . . . that's how people are measured. . .like myself . . . I'm 
supposed to be perceived as an ided citizen . . . which I think is unfair. 1 
have no private life. like sorneone working in 'Health and Community' in 
Fredericton frorn nine to four. I'rn here twenty-four hours a day. 

They sav 1' m the big boss 

A human service worker in a First Nations Community thought social work 

students should be warned that al1 social worken u e  often verbally abused by cornrnunity 

members. She said "it's hard because the people are huning." 

They look down on me because I have rny education, it's hard for them to 
accept me . . . they know I worked hard . . . they think I'rn controllinp 
them . . . they say I'rn the big boss because 1 got ihat education. 

The comrnunity rejected her because she moved away to find work and community 

members thought that she considered henelf their superior. 

Grab that moo. . . dl vou're eood for 

A Caucasian social worker told many stories about her initial rejection and her 

slow process of winning acceptance in the First Nations Cornmunity where she worked. 

After working in the community for a nurnber of years she was given a nickname. a sure 



sign that she was beginning to be accepted. Initially she "cowered like a little mouse," 

and questioned everything about herseif, but gradually she became angry and "started 

fighting back." She penisted for several yean to regain her self confidence. Eventuaily, 

she became secure enough to decide "this is my job that I'm supposed to be doing, and 

damn it. I'm going to do it." 

On her first day: 

a man came in CO get his welfare cheque. looked at me and said 'who are 
you?' I said 'I'm the new social worker.' he said 'what the fuck do you 
think you are going to do here . . . if 1 were you I'd go and grab that mop 
and start mopping. That's al1 you're good for.' 

People asked: "are you still here . . . you'd think they would have fired you." or "mother 

God-damned white person living off Indian money." Hostile comments came "out of the 

blue." She felt "they couldn't wait to judge whatever 1 said or did or make a nasty 

comment. just because I was there." Although she was personally distressed by these 

cncounters she quickly realized the pain in the community that led to statements. 

The hostility took a severe toll on her self confidence. People questioned her and 

she questioned herself. "1 always took rny whiteness for granted before." she said. In 

contrast everything about her was questioned and she felt judged. 

You're judged on everything you do . . . from the way you dress . . . your 
clothes . . . the way you speak . . . ihe kind of car you drive . . . we're not 
ready for that . . . you've got to be suong . . . because you're out there and 
you're floundering . . . My God. help me. I'm dl done, 1 don? know 
anything . . . 1 don't know how to dress. 

While learning how to dress she moved from over-dressing to under-dressing. Now she 



dresses cornfonably and it is accepted. Social work education had not prepared her. 

Believe me it didn't [prepare me], I didn't have any inkling [it was] culture 
shock . . . no one ever taiked about how you would survive. 

S he slowly gained acceptance. "You always felt like your motives were k i n g  

questioned." For the first three months she made herself visible in the community and 

thought that it took this long before people "really let [her] work with them." It took 

much longer to become accepted as someone with sufficient skills to help the community. 

Conclusion: MY response to the challenge 

Diverse people expressed a number of different views about their social worken. 

Some considered rhem to be problem-ridden people needing their own therapy. Othen 

emphûsized that contacts with social workers over several genention infon the views 

about the profession that inform client-social worker interactions. Some considered 

social worken to be well meaning but lirnited by bureaucracy. Sometimes social workers 

had unrealistic expectations. They may face mmy challenges in gaining acceptance with 

diverse people. particuiarly in First Nations Communities. The "self" could easily be 

damaged by clients' hostility. Graduates have not corne prepared. Participants suggested 

that social work educators have a responsibility to prepare students for these reactions. 

Participants' voices chdlenged my foundationai thinking about curriculum content which 

had excluded this important area of knowledge. The challenge was successful. 1 will not 

exclude i t  in  future. This challenge had therefore created another foundation. 



SENSKIZING CONCEPTS CHALLENGE "KNOW THE PEOPLE 

I now suggest a fundamental way in which foundations were challenged by the 

sensitizing concepts. Participants spoke very clearl y about the knowledge base that 

should inform anti-racist cumculum. They suggested that cumculum should be infomed 

by a knowledge of the people rather than by modifying of existing social work wisdorn. 

This view challenges much existing social work literature that informs students how to 

help people rather than how to understand people who are ethnically or racially different 

from themselves. The simple to understand yet difficult to achieve "know the people" is 

a sensitizing concept for organizing much of the cumcuium. 

know the people . . . where they came from. 
who they are . . . where they want to go 

Overwhelmingly. participants from dl constituencies agree that socid workers 

often begin work with simplistic ideas resting on siereotypical images. Social worken 

should take the time to undentand individual and community issues. 1 begin with some 

comments about the present that yield these sensitizing concepts. then 1 shve some 

comments about the past. Here is a collage of sensitizing concepts: 

top of a mountûin or tip of an iceberg 
life is a cerernony 
hi. hello or handshake? 
And this was supposed to be a place of leaming 
apartheid. imprisonment 
the phoenix rose 
wait for it to p a s  
they also run as refugees 



Mountain-tops and icebergs 

Severai participants spoke about human differences. A human service worker 

referred to differences as "the top of a mountain or the tip of an iceberg." Although the 

tip is immediately visible. much lies below. This metaphor encourages human service 

workers to explore these differences in order to understand the people. 

Life is a ceremony 

Social worken should understand beliefs and values of diverse people. Atlantic 

Canada is predominantly Christian and differences in spirituality are generally defined as 

interdenominational. In consequence. people with non-Christian beliefs and values often 

experience themselves as "minority." 

Some participants from Jewish and Aboriginal backgrounds encountered social 

workers who were unaware of differences between Christian beliefs, values and traditions 

and those of other faiths. Social workers assumed that everyone was Christian, but 

should be made aware of different views about deities, about the position of human 

beings in the universe and about the traditions associated with life and death. A human 

service worker suggested that beliefs and values were "sensitive areas" and 

misunderstandings by social worken could cause muc h anxiety. Participants from non- 

Christian backgrounds emphasized the importance of some of their beliefs. An 

Aboriginal participant spoke about a "circular" view and said that social worken should 

understand how this world-view differs from the linear non-Aborigind world-view: 

There is a difference between linear and circular thinking . . . for myself 
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life is a ceremony and it's very circular. 1 begin as a child and I am going 
through specific stages of my life, as we get older we go back to our 
c hildhood and it just keeps on . . . everywhere you walk your ancestors are 
there, have been buried before you, each step you take you need to be 
conscious of that. 

Another said: "there are many powers . . . there's Glooscap . . . there's the eagles . . . 

there's animais . . . they're al1 our higher spirits . . . our higher powers." 

Two Jewish participants spoke about the need for social work students from a 

non-Jewish tradition to leam about some key Jewish beliefs if they were to work with 

Jewish people. One example was the Jewish Sabbath. A participant thought chat students 

should know the day and time that the Sabbath begins and the rneaning of the Sabbath. 

Other key areas of learning concemed acceptable foods and rnethods of food preparation 

and rituals conceming life and death. One participant said social workers should know 

reasons for maie circumcision. Another said that social workers should know about 

customs after death. particularly the need for burial rather than cremation as soon as 

possible after death. Jewish participants stated that many human service professionals 

lacked this basic knowledge. One Iewish person considered that one of the main 

probiems with human service work was that: 

people try to impinge their values on someone else . . . for example. where 
euthanasia is concerned, there are some people who believe that I should 
be pennitted to end my life peacefully because I'm miserable and my life 
is miserable. and I've lived so long, and 1 wish 1 could die. According to 
some beliefs it is rnurder. . . so you have to show great respect for people 
and what they believe in. It may be entirely contrary to what the student 
beiieves in. 

A hospital social worker highiighted the importance of differences in beliefs about 



life and death. An example was given of a woman giving birth who was very quiet. 

When questioned she said that she expected tu be beaten if she made any noise. On 

another occasion the participant learned about different traditions regarding death. 

I worked with a couple who were Muslims and the husband died . . . the 
wife really reacted, she was very angry, she yelled and passed out. 1 was 
left done with her and she said she wanted to see him again. A group of 
Muslims came, and they said she shouldn't go back. I couldn't understand 
. . . they said because people are not supposed to yell around the body. . . 
it's going to affect something . . . it felt mem, but 1 had to put that aside to 
respect w here they were coming from. 

Some participants said that it was important to understand countries of origin. A 

refugee said that a knowledge about customs in refugees' countries of origin facilitates 

understanding about their actions, hopes and fears in Canada. 

hi, hello or handshzike'? 

Although participants were sometimes angered at assumptions that newcomea 

were ignorant about everyday life in Canada, nevertheless social worken should realize 

that what was taken for granted in Canada was sornetimes strange to newcomen. A 

number of examples illustrate that, "it is only obvious when you know it." 

One refugee had previously lived in a country where people drive on the left side 

of the road. He stood on the "wrong" side of the road for severd minutes before he 

realized that traffic on his side of the road was going in the opposite direction. Another 

example was given of customary foms of greeting in different counuies. A refugee from 

a smail village was accustomed to greeting people with a hug but quicWy learned that this 

was inappropriate in New Brunswick. Another refugee was confused about when he 
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should say "hi." when he should Say "hello." and when he should give "a handshake." 

And this was su~wsed  tu be a viace of iearning 

Many sensitizing concepts were inspired by educational experiences of people 

from diverse backgrounds. The residential school experience still leaves scars for many 

Aboriginal people. One participant spoke about oppression and abuse that was an early 

experiment in residential "education" for Aborigind people. Othen alluded to the need 

for social workers to understand the legacy of rhese experiences. 

Despite these experiences, many Aboriginal people consider education as a way to 

improve their life and that of their children. However. educationai experiences were 

often painful and participants thought that social work students should l e m  about them: 

The residential school system has done . . . a great h m  . . . when they 
were educating us indians. they wanied us to conform to society. And then 
they saw that education was a vehicle for that. The kids were uprooted 
from their communities and taken into residential schools. they were 
abused in sorne way if they didn't conform . . . 

indian Acts - "Apartheid and b'tm~risonrnent" 

Another source of pain and bittemess was the lived experiences of the operation 

of the indian Act. Participants sometirnes mentioned that their sense of feeling "other" 

partly denved from their people's history: 

Indian people have been isolated to a community geognphicaily and they 
only qualify for certain programmes and services living on this Reserve. if 
1 was to move outside of the boundaries of this Reserve, I would qudify 
for no service. We have legislatîon, the indian Act, which dictates to how 
things are going to unfold for the Indian people. if I use an anaiogy in 
ternis of the apartheid legislation in Africa, it's similar to the indian Act. 
It dictates to you where you live, who cm be indian and who can't. what 



services you quaiify for. . . when the Bands have lawmaking authority it 
has tto be approved by the Minister of indian Affairs. 

The Abonginal social worker who said this reflected the views of many. Another 

participant likened the legislation to imprisonment. Asked how she had k e n  

disadvantaged. she pointed to the questionnaire: 

Well. by that word [pointing to the word 'Reservation' on her answer to a 
question). I feel that because of that my beginnings started off as not 
being a free person. 1 was only ailowed to stay on a small little land and 1 
was not allowed to venture off, or my ancestors were not. 

A third pointed out that "they don? have an Italian Act . . . they don? have an Irish Act." 

The phoenix rose 

Participants thought that social worken should understand Aboriginal people's 

attempts to regain their lost culture. During the last thiny years, particularly during the 

last decade. Aboriginal people have tned to reconnect with their culture. language and 

traditions. One participant described this rebinh: 

A long iime ago they used to have the talking circles . . . the sweat lodges. 
Then dong came the European society and they said no. none of that . . . 
destroyed the whole structure of the Native way of life . . . we ended up in 
little plots here and there . . . some of us in swmps. Because of the 
dominant race saying. 'no, you're no good.' lording it over the 
unsuspecting people of the land . . . they begin to lose sight of who they 
are . . . why they're there . . . if you tell a person for long enough that 
they're no good they begin to believe it . . . Back in the sixties it started 
coming back . . . you have to remember that in the fifties a person could be 
jailed for practicing their culture . . . the sweat lodges. the tdking circles . . 
. people were kind of weary . . . then something happened . . . maybe the 
phoenix rose and rejuvenated those ones that were selected to go out and 
teach and give them the spirit to do so . . . in the sixties and seventies 
people met in srna11 goups after 500 years of not doing this . . . they had to 
begin to trust themselves . . . they didn't know what an eagle feather 



meant. they probably didn't know what this meant . . . [painting at a 
srnudge stick] . . . anything that you're born with. that's inside you, your 
spirit somehow knows . . . and maybe within that group. could have been 
two or three people there who had knowing spirits. and those people 
connected . . . and there began the resurgence of Native spirituality. 

Wait for it to pass 

Jewish participants had a strong sense of their people's history over thousands of 

years and thought social workers should know something about it. One person pointed 

out that Jewish people had often been oppressed and two spoke about the holocaust. One 

participant spoke about oppression pcevalent across Nonh Amerka. in Atlantic Canada, 

clear signs "No Jews" were posted during the 1930s. Local golf clubs were closed to 

them. It was futile to apply for certain jobs. Stereotypes developed. "We're the srnutest, 

we're the richest." Anti-Semitisrn was fuelled by the depression. Rurnours of European 

an ti-Semi tism were pervasive. Jewish people had problems buying houses and were seen 

as taking jobs and becoming wealthy while non-Jewish people went hungry. 

A human service worker who had worked with Jewish people thought that this 

history of oppression had affected Jewish people enorrnously. When he had asked a 

Jewish penon why Iewish people had not challenged emergent anti-Semitism he was 

told poignmtly that alter generations of oppression Jewish people had leamed to "keep 

their heads down and wait for it to pass . . . it dways does." 

They dso run as refu~ees 

Immigrants and refugees told stories of their lives before and since coming to 

Canada. Refugees are often reluctant to talk about their experiences but one did so: 



I'm onginally from . . . but 1 was a refugee in . . . for ten years. then 1 was 
selected to corne here. By and large 1 think that social workers, just don? 
have an undeatanding of what it means. well you can't because you 
haven't lived through it. To have actually experienced that kind of thing . 
. . especially those harsh realities that affected our lives to a point where 
we need to be treated or be handled in a way that healing continues in our 
lives. Because we are like wounded people. because of war. because of 
losing dear ones. because of conflicts and we were onginally people of one 
country but eventudly because hostility . . . you do not know who is a 
friend or an enemy . . . you are just on the run and you get into a country 
which again becomes so hostile to you. just because you are refugees, you 
are foreignen, you are not welcomed. You are restncted to places called 
refugee camps. where conditions are extremely difficult and you barely 
survive on minimum nutrition. you know the survival of the human being. 
You have lost the protection of your country, you have lost the protection 
of your relatives, of your community and then you become a lone 
individual in the rnidst of so many other people who are d l  new to you, 
but they al1 share a common problem with you. they dso run as refugees. 
There is always some bonding that results there. But still . . . nght from 
the time when we are dealing with offices, like visa offices in Canada's 
High Commission. you need someone who can appreciate your situation 
and understand exactly what leads to running away, what kind of socid 
problems you are having in another country. especidly a hostile country. 
And eventudly, once we are selected and we get here, what will be 
remembrance in our mind that we have to deal with. The whole challenge 
of leaving a community that has been part of your life. 1 left when 1 w u  
26, a part of my life for 26 years. 1 didn't know where 1 was going. 1 
know there is no going back. 

Conclusion 

Participants' stories were rich with sensitizing concepts. Diverse people in New 

Brunswick had many varied experiences ptior to contacting a social worker. Few social 

workers will share these experiences. Participants had a rich array of different beliefs and 

values. In the presence of many Canadians they are likely to feel ''other." If they are to 

help, social workers must understand these feelings. These stories that contained such 



rich sensitizing concepts challenge a cumculum that fails to have a central focus on 

diverse people. They lead me to create a new foundation. A major thnist of future anti- 

racist curriculum wiil be for social work students to l e m  about the diverse people with 

whom they work. 

Although these sensitizing concepts issue a challenge to me they also suppon my 

proposition that anti-racist social work should have a cultural cornpetence component. 

Only if social worken understand how racism is experienced diffenntly by different 

people will they be able to provide assistance to them. The data contained herein 

challenge categoricd literature that does not recognize these differences. The sensitizing 

concepts suppon a postmodemism that values and seeks unique or local solutions when 

cumculum developments take place. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has explored how sensitizing concepts challenged thought 

foundations outlined in chapter 3, and the literature that has infomed these foundations. 

reviewed in chapter 4. It has shown that some of the challenge was directed at my 

existing foundations. Participants challenged the "anti-racist" concept and the "hem," 

"hed." "hand," and "soul" metaphon. Other challenges were directed towards what was 

omitted. The foundational thinking did not mention the perceptions of social workea by 

diverse people. It emphasized the students' self refleciions rather than the people they 

were leaming about. 

When sensitizing concepts challenged thought foundations, 1 sometimes noted the 
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challenge and rejected it but determined to explain my position more effectively in future. 

1 illustrated this effect by my discussions about the term "mi-racist social work." 1 

accept the challenge to the "heart," "head." "hand." and "soul" metaphors and move them 

from my contestable foundations. Aiso, 1 accept the challenge that my foundational ideas 

about curriculum content are incomplete. I intend to include content about perceptions of 

sociai workers in future anti-racist curriculum. Funhermore. although 1 continue to think 

that students should reflect on themselves, "know the people" will cenainly become an 

important beacon in future when 1 develop curriculum. The sensitizing concepts from 

diverse stakeholden, therefore, altered my foundational thinking by leading me to remove 

some foundations and construct othea. In the next chapter 1 consider a more subtle 

effect, that of modifying foundations. 



CHAPTER TEN 

SENS ITIZING CONCEPTS MODIFYING FOCINDATIONAL THOUGHT 

INTRODUrnON 

in this chapter 1 explain how sensitizing concepts led me to rnodiQ my 

foundationd rhoueht. It is necessary for socid work educaton to wenain whether the 

orientation towards practice they have acquired frorn socid work expenence. teaching. 

reseuch. and litenture is relevant for social work with diverse people living in the 

localiry where their schools are based. Funher. my postmodem foundational base 

encourages me to deveiop anti-racist cumculum specifically for New Brunswick. First I 

repon sensitizing concepts about how participants experienced living or practicing social 

work in rural New Brunswick. Then 1 report sensiriting concepts through which 

participants suggested how socid worken should orientate themselves as they plan mti- 

racist social work in New Brunswick. 

As alreadv quoted in ch~pter 4. Kirst-.Ashm and Hull ( 1993) suggest socid 

workers should "treat al1 'facts' o u  have ever hevd or read as hhyptheses to be tested 

anew with each client" (p. -t 19). Thhis sentiment c m  be usefully applied when attempting 

to impon cumculum content. teaching and leaming methods. or processes for developing 

cumculum ro a new location. M y  ideas about appropriate ~~miculum have developed 

rhroqh living and working as a social worker and social work educator in different 

locations in two countries. These ides  have dso k e n  informed by rny reding of 



literature, including that outlined in chapter 4. Much of the literature has been deveioped 

in urban areas, often outside of Canada. in this chapter 1 provide a collage of concepts 

that contextualize by sensitizing me to the New Brunswick context. Then 1 provide a 

collage of concepts through which participants advise social worken about how to 

develop orientations for anti-racist social work practice in New Brunswick. 

One reason for the inclusion of these sensitizing concepts in this chapter is that 

they are informed by, and help to develop, my postmodern theoretical base. From my 

postmodemism emerges Irving's phrase "a collage or montage of colliding images" 

( 1994. p. 20), discussed in chapter 3. A collage of concepts about life and social work in 

the province do not form a coherent w hole. Together the concepts form the backcloth 

that can help me decide cumculum content with each class I teach. Derrida's ( 198 1) 

ideas about intertextuaiity, also outlined in chapter 3. are relevant. 1 am writing the "text" 

by reponing the sensitizing concepts from ethnically and racially diverse people1 in New 

Brunswick. "Readen" of the text may be social work educaton in other parts of Canada. 

Each "reading" will be interprered differentiy in each other context and different 

meanings will be given to it. As 1 present a "text" of collages of sensitizing concepts to 

New Brunswick student "readen," each will interpret these concepts from their unique 

social location. 

The inclusion of these concepts is dso compatible with my anti-racist 

' in ihis chapter whcn I refer ro *'diversew people 1 mean 'kthnicdly and racidly diverse people unless otherwise 
indicated. 



foundations. I need to undentand how New Brunswick participants expenence nual life 

and social work, and the orientation that they think is needed if the anti-racist focus of the 

cumculum is io be relevant to this context. For example, I need to inform my curriculum 

by an understanding of how Young's (1988) faces of oppression. discussed in the third 

chapter, are expenenced (or not experienced) in rural New Brunswick. 

Sensitizing concepts can augment the literature outlined in chapter 4. Cultural 

competence requires an understanding of how diverse people experience their lives and 

how they think chat social workers should approach their work. The literature on cultural 

competence is enhanced by comments about their lives from Abonginal people. 

newcomers CO Canada, francophone people and Jewish people. As previously discussed 

the radical humanist and radical structurdist themes of anti-racist sociai work are 

contextuaiized by these sensitizing concepts. The lirnited arnount of Canadian rural 

social work literature is enhanced by materiai from New Brunswick. Diverse 

participants' views about social workers orientation towards mi-racist social work cm 

inform cumculum, as cm reflections from practicing social workecs about what it would 

have been useful to l e m  dunng their undergraduate studies. 

SENSITlZING CONCEPTS ABOUT LIVING AND PRACTiCiNG SOCIAL WORK IN 

A RURAL COMMUMTY 

In this section I outline participants' sensitizing concepts about living and 

practicing social work locally to contextualize my existing contestable foundational ideas. 

to consider them in the light of the unique features of this province. As previously 



discussed. when New Brunswick is cornparcd with most other Canadian provinces. even 

the I q e r  centres of population in the province have "rural" characteristics. Participants 

raid that people throughout New Brunswick tend to know each other and each other's 

families. Participants spoke about how lhis  can accentuate feelings of k i n g  "oiher." for 

people from minority ethnic md racial backgrounds. If "differentness" could be hidden. 

people could sometimes avoid oven racism. An elderly Jewish participant. reflecting on 

her life. cornmented that she did not experience oven discrimination because she was not 

readii y iden ti fied as different from ochers. Her father did not require very stnct adhercnce 

to Jewish practices md she attended Christian prayen at school. She was not awarc of 

racism but was aware of "hiding" who she was in the rurai community. in contrast her 

husband observed Jewish customs very strictly and her children were not dlowed to 

attend Christian ceremonies. They were taunied as Jewish and sometimes beaten. 

Human service and socid work participants spoke about how the local rural 

context affected their practice. This information may help students to gain understanding 

u bout issues encounterea locallv. Thcse stories c m  help srudents to decide if they want to 

practice social work here. 

Social worker participants suggested that social work liienture a d  education did 

lirtle CO prepare them for nird crossîultural work. Some thought that students should 

l e m  about n i rd  communities genediy while others emphasized the need to understand 

panicular features of Yew Brunswick and the Maritimes. Some thought that a specific 

understanding of the rural New Brmwick context was needed for empathy with the 
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people from diverse cultures who lived there. ûthea suggested that knowledp about 

rurd practice was needed to enable them to identify potentiai resoruces in any nual 

community. Participants spoke about issues for both social workea and clients. Some 

spoke about cultural cornpetence or anti-racism in nuai social work. and othea 

rnentioned other dimensions of rurd social wok. The following collage of phrases 

provides glimpses of contemporary New Brunswick. They illustrate what it is Iike to 

gow up in a stable homogeneous community as a member of a majonty culture. what it 

is like to live in such a comrnunity as a minoritv. what it is like to move to such a 

cornmunity from outside Canada. and what it is like to practice social work there. The 

collage of sensitizing concepts highlights many issues for social worken. 

They pick out a manger 
Oh. I heard you did such and such 
Only four families 
In the closet 
So white. so other 
Noc accepted in either world 
A wounded people 
in a void 
Severed at the roots 
It's cold 
My children wiil not speak French to their children 
So friendly and so nice 
Insulated and isoiated 
Not proper French 
A market in babies 
A place of leming.? 
I wish 1 had what you guys have in Fredericton 
[t's ihe nine out of trn thing 
[t's !US[ you 
Boundq problems 



Thev bick out a stranaer. 

A participant from a Fint Nations cornmunity commented that visiting strangers 

were immediately noticed and suspected. A socid woricer in r First Nations Community 

could do little in her first three months but tried to makc hcrself visible to the community 

so that she was not considered an "interfenng stranger." 

Oh. I heard vou did such and such. 

A human services worker emphasized the importance of being known in order to 

be accepred in a nid community. She spoke about the knefits of being "Joe's 

daughter." When she was at school the rural grapevine would identify which of " o u f  

kids were looking for a job and. if ihere was work. a seleetion would be made from them. 

Immigrants and rehigees who will not be "known" may find more difficulty in senling in 

a rural community because they will not have imrnediaie access to a helping network. 

An immigrant who had lived in cities in Canada did not enjoy the way 

rverybody's news was known by everybody else. She spoke of a number of occasions 

when people had told her: "ah. 1 hevd you ciid such and such . . ." Sometimes th- were 

wrong. The participant rnissed the privacy of urban settings. 

Onlv four h i l i e s  

Sevenl participants alluded to the loneliness of being 3 newcomer in a nirai 

community. A n  refugee stated that only four families from his country of origin had 

settled in the area. He emphasized the diversity within his home continent. 

Each of these counuies have mmy ethnic groups . . . has over three 



hundred ethnic groups . . . each of us have different cultures and different 
ways of doing things. 

It is unlikely that rural newcomers will find people from their country of origin and even 

more unlikely that they will find someone from their repon. 

h the closet. behind closed doors. between the Iines 

Although a minority of participants minimized the differences between m a n  and 

rural cornrnunities. many did not. The phrases "in the closet." "behind closed doon." and 

"between the lines" are sensitizing concepts that highlight participants' views about how 

rxism in New Brunswick rurai cornmunities differs from racism in urban Canada, 

h well travelled Aboriginal penon cdled the racism that he had experienced in 

rural comrnunities "in the closet." People were polite and guvded against overt r u  of 

unpleasantness but he could "read between the lines" and identify racist intent and 

actions. Drawing upon his experience in his small New Brunswick town another stated: 

chere's not a lot of oven mcism or intolerance. It's a fundarnentalist 
Christian community and I think that people know how you are supposed 
to behave. a< l e s i  publicly . . . what p t s  sad behind closed doors I'm not 
Liware of but. . . 

Anorher participant contrasted rural racisrn with "out of the closet" racism from urban 

ueas that he had visited. For exampie in a large Cmadian city when he was not allowed 

to use his treaty card but was toid: "I am charging you taxes . . . you c m  cake your 

receipt and mail it to ihe governrnent and let them reimburse you." Before this he had 

only expenenced the New Brunswick racism that had io be "tead between the lines." 



So white. so othcr 

Rural communities. particularly those with stable and homogeneous populations. 

are often very difficult to enter for newcomers. A socid worker said "Fredericton is still 

a very white city." A human service worker said that after refugees get beyond their 

initial euphoria at k i n g  safe they look around and see a worid "so white. so otbcr." 

Not acceuted in either world 

The more than four centuries since the fmt European contact with New 

Brunswick indigenous people results in many who describe themselves as "mixed blood." 

If they hid their Aboriginal identities they could "pass" JS wwhi. One described herself 

as *"mixed blood" with "Yi'kmac. Maliseet . Passamaquady and French blood." She had 

chosen to "adopt the Aboriginal culture. the sense of belonging was not there." She used 

the phrase "living in shame." to expi in her feelings. hnother rniddle aged participant 

only recently discussed her "mixed blood" with her mother: "It's something chat she's 

very ashamed of so that's why it has taken her so long to d k  about it." 

One Pair skmned. blue eyed participant said that people rarely rediteci that he is 

.Abonginai. He sornetimes heard very rude commenrs about Abonsinal people. but twk 

some satisfaction when the cornmentators eventually recognized his Abonginal identity 

and began "biting their tongue or putting their heads down and walking away." Another 

spoke of difticulty as she tried to "dance between two worlds." without gaining full 

acceptancr from ei ther. An Aboriginal participant. spoke with sorrow about sexuai abuse 

oi Aboriginal people resulting in preyancies and peopir of "mxed blood." 
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And these children . . . not accepted in their o m  community and not 
accepted in the white cornmunity. They just didn't know where they 
were. they were just stuck and hanging. Tbcy wem't  Indians. they 
couldn't s p e t  the Ianguage, and so they were rejected by their own people 
because of their ways. 

Generations later Aboriginal participants indicated tbat they stiil feel the same. 

a wounded woole 

New Brunswick refugees sornetimes feel like the wounded or maimed mong the 

uninjured. A refugee refened to himself and other refugees as "a wounded people." An 

Abonginal p a o n  said that social workers should "corne in with the understanding that 

we are crippled." Previous experiences had wounded and maimed leading to difficulties 

in dûy to day life. These wounds had different consequences for different people. 

An Abonginal penon said that people in New Brunswick Fiat Nations 

Communities were often angxy because of "pain inflicted unfairly." Sometimes anger 

was chmnelled towards themselves or other Abonginal people and sometimes towards 

social worken. The participant said that socid worken should redize that communities 

Xe "very volatile." "We c m  extemalize it or intemaiize it." Anger tumed inwards 

produced self-destruction such as suicide. dcohol and drug abuse. Turned outwards it  

produced violence within the cornmunity or directed towards "coloniai oppresson." 

in a void 

A rather different consequence of the "wounding" was expenenced by a refuge 

who said that she experienced a void and expected to be there for the rest of her life. 

There 1s a whole new world. and you c m  never live iike them. You cm 
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never neatty fit in the sense of k i n g  a uue Canadian and do what the oiher 
Canadians do. Yet you c a ~ o t  live as yourself. as you have been brought 
up . . . you are in a void. 

There were many g d  things about Canada but she missed her family "to [tak about] 

personal problems." in mral New Brunswick she lacked family and community support. 

You have to keep things to yourseif , solve your problems on your own. 
You have to weigh everything. m q b e  some day if 1 have a probiem who 
do t tell, what do i tell. when do 1 tell? Do 1 wnte back home and tell 
them? You don't want to get them concerned. 

severed rtt the roots 

A human service worker gave an analogy of a severed tree. She spoke about 

people separated from their cultures as rootless trees. 

We crin? take a tree from a tropical country and say. 'OK. this tree is in 
Canada.' We (cm?) plant it in the ground out there and leave it. It's 
going CO die in the winter becîuse the way it evolved is different. We need 
to bring that tree inside because it is not used to the winter. 

it's cold 

The coldness of winter was not just an analogy. Two refugees said that social 

worken should undersruid their problems wirh Cmadim winten. The exueme cold. ice 

and snow were difficuit for those with no experience of i t .  Some had never used heating 

and othen needed for help in selectine winter clothes and leming about winter driving. 

mv children will not speak French to their children 

A Francophone participant. rwo Aboiginai people and a Jewish participant did 

not feel severed from rheir roots but felt their cultures were disappearing. The 

Francophone participant sad  that her culture was redected in her lmguage and the 



Ianguage was gradually dying. iüthough she had always spoken French to her cbildccn, 

and they attend a French school. "the language of their play" in "bilingual New 

Brunswick" was English. Many of their friends were Anglophone and unless they 

married Francophone people "my children will not speak French to their chilàren." 

Abonginai participants spoke about the graduai death of the Mi'kmac and Maliseet 

languages in Atlantic Canada. One participant remembered her amdrnother speaLing 

Mi'kmac but could not speak the language herself. Another remembered a lit& Maliseet 

from her childhood and was tryng to re-leun the language to teach her grmdchildrcn. 

h Jewish participant spoke about the death of Jewish culture in the Maritimes as  

Jewish people leave for Iarger centres. Eariier in the century she recalled a Jewish 

community of over 150 families in Saint John (the lvgest city in New Brunswick) and a 

sizeable Jewish population in Fredericton. Her family. like othen had moved. One of 

her two sisters was in Toronto and the other in Montred. None of her t h e  children are 

in New Brunswick. but there are "three in Toronto. two in Montred ruid one in Israel." 

So friendlv and so nice 

An immigrant spoke about a lot of surface friendliness in New Brunswick but an 

unwillingness to reail y let newcomers be long. She mentioned particulûr difficuities on 

public holidays when people wanted to be with families or close friends. 

The :Maritimes are so friendly and so nice. but i t  is oniy friendly and nice 
CO people who look like the dominant culture. not to minorities. 



Insulated and isoiated 

A social work student described a childhood in a small rural community that 

"insulated" children from the questioning that occurs in a context of diversity. Although 

the participant was conscious of income. occupational, denominational. and later gender 

differences. during a childhood isolated from diversity. this panicipant encountered 

diverse people for the first time at university and issues resulting from population 

diversity became relevant. X social worker who travelled to small rural communities 

spoke about the stability and homogeneity of these communities. She concluded that."for 

some of the people it's a big thing to have gone to . . . Fredericton. and they have never 

gone beyond [it]." A Jewish participant. a member of the only Jewish family in his small 

town, spoke about the "air of mystery" that surrounds anyone who is "different" in a 

stable homogeneous community. 

Not moper French . . . kind of indieenous 

Francophone participants also spoke about racism. One fnncophone participant 

men tloned a "hierarc h v  o t esteem-' for the French Ian yage.  Yon-hncophones 

frequently judge the French spoken in France to be "proper French." while the French 

spoken in Quebec is second best. Acadian French was near the bottom of the hierarchy. 

The participant had met someone who was proud that her child had learned French by a 

person who had lived in France. Her amusement became anger when Acadian French 

was reirrred to as "more bas~c." md "kind of Indigenous." "1 3m French." sad the 

participant. 



Thev know whv I'm there before 1 do 

The "confidentiaiity" principle has a whole ncw rneaning in a rural setting whcrc 

"everybody knows everybody's business." A social worker in a First Nations CommUDity 

said that when her car was seen outside a buse people start to talk. Very often. she said. 

"they know why I'rn there before 1 do." 

Peo~le reallv don't want to see it 

A worker who had recently nsponded to "the issue of hate incidents and hatc 

crimes." said rhat "smdl cornmunities are ripe for that to develop." Anorher human 

service worker told a story about acts of intimidation in a New Brunswick village whcn 

"people didn't really want to x e  it. They didn't know how to handle it." A Jewish 

participant expressed surprise that the existence of racism in New Brunswick is denied, 

and suggested that "al1 you need to do is read the letters to the editor about the Native 

logging issue." ' hother  human service worker speculated on this denial: 

There is a tremendous need to protect the image we dl like to have of the 
happy. wholesome fm famiy and ai1 the wondefil stuif that goes on in 
rural cornrnunities and how supponive rural cornrnunities dlegedlv are . . . 
riny cnricism of the behaviour of an individual in the cornmuniry is vtewed 
as a siight on the cornrnuniry as a whole. 

A market in babies 

Several participants considered that locd history was an imponant part of the 

local context. .A pmicular exmple  was given about a local "market in babies." 

- Clunne the tirne or this studv there was a dispute betwecn hbongtnal people and the provincrd govemmcnc about 
rheir nghr to hanesr w d  on crown land. 



1 think it should be compulsory to go and fmd out and study about 
residential school and what happened to us there . . . we are the first in 
Canada our people hem. espccially the Maliseet. to have had that 
experience. [t started in the 1700's. it was cdled the Sussex Vale School, 
which was a school for uidian chilàm. Parenu were paid for their babies. 
There was a market in babies. paid for by the'New England Company of 
England.' It was an experiment to teach indians faiming. It was a 
homfic history there. We ended up being child labour, slaves to the 
farmer. The girls were put into the houses to wait on them. they had frre 
labour. The children were sexually abused. and when they becarne 
impregnated. the baby was just added ont0 the list md charged more 
money. It became so scmdalous that England came over here and did an 
investigation and closed it down irnmediately. It is a shame. what they 
did. Right on the heels of ihat came the Shubanacaty School where the 
Catholic Church took over. and that's another homr story. but that's our 
cxpenence. You can't just say that happened a hundred yem rgo. b e c r w  
this is generational . . . it lives inside of you. 

iMany Aboriginal people today consider education a possible way to improve their 

life and that o f  their children or their community. However. socid work students should 

know that education has often ken very painful: 

The residential school system has done . . . a  greût h m  . . . when they 
were educating us indians. they wanted us to conform to sociery. .And then 
they saw that education was a vehicie for that. The kids were uprooced 
from their cornrnunities and taken into residential schwls. they were 
abused in some way if they didn't conform . . . (parents] want the children 
to speak English so that we don't experience what they experienced. The 
Mi'kmac and Maliseet langage is almost extinct. Language is important 
because it's the only form of communication we have. 

Two middle aged participants spoke about going off the "Reserve" for secondary 

education. One went to the Hieh Schooi by bus. 

A11 barriers broke down and 1 was able to go to school outside the resente. 
Our grades went up to Grade Eight m i  anything dter that you had to go 



off the reserve. 1 remember that first day, the new ones 'us.' There w m  
ten or eleven of us when we got off that bus in Richibucto. We were just a 
little group. ail by ounelves. p e )  didn't know what the hell was 
supposed to be going on. and this was supposed to be a place of learning. 

The other participant lived in a First Nations Community in another part of New 

Brunswick and attended boarding school for Grade Nine: 

It was my fini time of leaving the Reserve . . . and it was very scuy. . . 1 
cned when my parents left me. the nuns were very strict. We had to get up 
at six in the moming and do chores. We weren't allowed to go anywherc. 
it was like a prison. My parents always pushed me to get my education. 1 
got my Grade Ten and then 1 didn't want to go back there mynore. 

High School studenü' grades fell kcause they were stereotyped as academicaiiy WC&: 

There were some teachers that were so young that they could not figure me 
out. so in those classes 1 exceiled. but some of the older ones . . . they'd 
figure out that. yeh. she's from Big Cove so she's Native.' and obviously 
they have CO teach me mannea. 1 was not judged as a peson. I was judged 
as a group. I was an "A" student until I hit Richibucto. then 1 became a 
"C" student. Even my parents questioned that because they knew 1 was 
smart. 

1 wish I had what vou euvs have in Fredericton 

There were diffenng views. Some thought that nird communities welcomed 

newcomen. A refugee's papen were questioned by govemment officiais md the fmily 

was offered local refuge. h friend from Toronto envied her. saying rhat the Fredericton 

weicome for refugees. together wi<h the volunteer fatnilies arsisting newcomers. was 

preferable ro the Toronto services. He wished for: "what you y y s  have in Fredericton.'' 

it's the nine out of ten thin5 

When discussing the difference in reintionship between a social worker and client 



in an urban and a rural community. an Aboriginal human service worker referred to the 

"nine out of ten thing." 

It's the 9 out of 10 thing; 9 out of 10 chances in the city. you don't know 
your client. One out of ten. you do. [In rural comrnunities] 9 chances 
you definitely know your client. One out of the 10. you don't. As a 
social worker on Reserve you'll go to picnics. pot luck dinnen. and you'll 
meet them through çooking or they'll just corne right up and tdk to you. 

It's iust vou. boundarv ~robiems 

The isolation of work in a rural cornrnunity was emphasized by some. The urban 

social worker would have access to specialist rcsources. but for a social worker in a srnail 

nird setting "it's just you." Isolated social workea were expected to be dl things to al1 

people. but also had CO contend with "bounduy problems." In a mrd community, 

particularly in a rural First Nations cornmunity. people were well known and even rehted 

io each other. and this often made sociai work difficult. One socid worker spoke about 

removing his relative's children from home becnuw of "protection" concems. The socid 

worker then had to face family rnemben who "took sides." Afier the dispute he had to 

live in the community where manv were still mgry with him. 

Conclusion 

The sensitizing concepts of ethnic and racial mnorities and social workers 

contenrualized the foundations expressed in Chaptea 3 and 4 and contnbute to 

cumculum deveioprnents chat are relevant to New Brunswick's unique char;icreristics. 

Foundationai idras becme ennched as they were conrextudized. Panicipants' 

~nsitizine concepts about mral comrnunities and about 'lew Brunswick illustrate 



experiences and diffculties in nuai areas. Social workca. who ofien had originated from 

rurd communities themselves. sometimes lacked a background of exprience of contact 

with diverse people to inform their practice. The "wounded" and "crippled" diverse 

people's stones indicated their need for sensitive radical humanist rcsponses. Sensitizing 

concepts cm help social workers to understand and rhcn help. 

1 permitted sensitizing concepts about living and practising social work in rurai 

New Brunswick to dialogue with rny own contestable foundational ideas. I leamcd about 

the history of diverse ethnic and racial p u p s  that impact on the present. I leamed about 

growing up in a stable homogeneous comrnunity. and moviag to such a community as a 

newcomer. As [ leamed my contestable foundational thought about rural anti-racist 

social work was e ~ c h e d  by king contextualized. 

Al1 of Young's (1988) faces of oppression are ~fiected through these concepts 

and the stories in which they are embedded. Stones of exploitation are rnost clev in the 

poignant stories of sexual exploitation in residential schools. Marginalization is 

illustrated by the sense of isoiation of the rehigee who noted how few people knew about 

his country of origin. and by the Aboriginal people who said that their "rnixed races" Ied 

to a sense of margindization by their exclusion from full participation in either "white" or 

Abonginal socie ties. The francophone participant who predicted that "my children will 

not speak French to their children." felt powerless to change what she considered to be an 

inevirabilirv. Culturai imperialism was refiected through the stories about Anglophone 

dominance of Francophone culture and culturd senocide through Aboriginal residentiai 
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schools. Therefore. sensitizing concepts illustrated and contextualized in New Brunswick 

my foundational ideas based on Young's faces of oppression. 

The variety of scories. and their often contradictory nature, rcfiect Irving's (1994) 

collage or pastiche of objects that can collide. A visitor h m  urban Canada envied "you 

guys from Fredericton." yet 3 rehigee experienced Fredericton to be "so white. so othcr." 

The veneer of politeness conuasted starWy with the experiences of oppression. The 

surface fnendliness co-existed with feelings of "king in a void." These differences 

support a postmodem orientation that celebrates such differences. Beneath these 

differences in perspective. i t  is clear that many people found the Saint John River vdey 

to be an are3 w h e n  diverse people experienced difficulties. The final collage of 

sensitizing concepts provides advice frorn participants about how to develop an anti-mcist 

social work that will help ihem address these difficulties. 

SENSITIZING CONCEPTS FOR AN ANTI-RACIST SOCIAL WORK ORIENTATION 

In this section 1 provide illustrations about how 1 allowed my thought foundations 

ro be rnodified by parucipants' rensitizing concepts about the onentauon needed for ami- 

racist social work. I use the term "orientation." to refer to s a i d  workers' bearings or 

sense of direction. as they engage in anti-racist social work. This section reports 

participants' direct advice to social workers as they approach their work. It is important 

CO review rny foundational ideas about curriculum in the light of this advice. There 

follows a collage of participants' sensirizhg concepts providing advice from pdcipants 

on the orientation for anti-racist social work in New Brunswick. 



A zero hnd of mind 
What seems wrong might be right 
Tune in 
Being there 
Our world view is just that. a vicw 
Two eus but one rnouth 
1 guess we do lhings a little differently 
A bank of information 
IdentiQ when you are in deep water 
Leap over that divide 
Having a cup of tea chewing the fat 
A window on the worid 

A zero kind of mind. 

One participmt suggested that mti-ncist socid  worken need to empcy their 

minds of any pre-conceptions so that they cm attend to unique person M o r e  them. 

Socid workers often want a tool kit or cookery book with "correct answen" to social 

work problems. They need to lem how to empty rheir mnds of what is in the tool kit 

and the cookery book and insted deveiop the conceptual skills of "interpreting. anaiyring 

and constructing" afresh in each situation (Collier. 1993). The participant said: 

I think ir is very important for a social worker to start with ;in open mind. 
.An interest to l e m .  to know. without anv pre-conceptions. my pyudices. 
anv thing, start with ü zero kind of rmnd. 

What seems wrone rnioht be ripht. 

As people prepare to enter each situation with a "zero kind of mind." they must be 

d e n  to difficulties faced by people from diverse backgrounds with different views about 

"normalitv" from themselves. The stones iilusrnte this point. 

An Aboriginal participant thought that "whst seems nght might be wong," spoke 



about his experiences as a "drug and aicohoi" worker in a Fit  Nations Community. 

Learnings about confrontations and non-collusion from non-Aboriginal sources werc not 

appropriate in a Fint Nations Community. Instead he advocates gentleness and waiting. 

and offering help when someone is in "pood sbap" to &car it. 

A rehgee showed how what seerns right to a newcomer may be wrong in Canach 

She spoke about the prevaience of malaria in her country of origin. Anyone il1 with 

symptoms resembling malaria tend to assume that he or she contracted it. Therefort, 

anyone from a hot country becoming il1 in Canada should be rearsured that they do not 

have malaria ( i f  this is indeed the case). For newcomea this feu seems right. but it is 

probably unfounded in Canada. [f social workers know about this fear they cm allay 

unnecessary anxie ty. 

Another example. provided by a different refugee. concemed expected practices if 

a driver is stopped by police. She ievned in her country of origin that getting out of the 

car was the "right" thing CO do when stopped by police. When she was stopped by police 

in Canada she did the same and was terriiied when police officer came towards her with 

a Sun. She subsequently leamed the custom in Canada is to remain in the CU. She said 

out that rnmy refugees are very feadul of people in unifom because of expenences in the 

country from which they have sought refuge. Therefore i t  is important for socid worken 

to be d e n  to differences in cusrom when refugees encounter uniformed officiais. 

Tune in 

After trying to create (i "-ero i r m e  of mind." md suspend ideas about what is 
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correct and incorrect. social workers mcd skills to "tune in'* to what they encountcr. 

Participants from different constiniencies emphasized the importance of "tuning ia" A 

social worker said: "you have to be able to tune in to where they're coming from. and 

then you have to find a way to respond appropriately." The rclationship should k based 

on social worker flexibility and a willingness "to adapt thehemsclves to the culture." 

Participants suggested a number of ways that social work students could leam both ta 

tune in and to demonstrate that they are "tuned in." A social woricer said that it is 

necessary to "take the sense of humour and not k offenckd." She said that everyoac in 

the Fint Nations Comrnunity has a nickname. Her nickname refea to one of her prumial 

qualities and she has lemed to accept it. An Aboriginal participant said that social 

worken needed to show that they were trying to understand. She suggested: "rnaybe you 

should take language classes . . . even if you don2 speak the whole language . . . I think 

that it's important that they know they're willing to s p &  Our langage." 

Beine there 

Panicipants thouzht that students should l e m  to be ioleruit of just "Seing tberr." 

pmicularly when they are newly Yrived in rural crossculturd situations. They need to 

become recognized. Only after "being there." can they identify community difficulties 

that they cm assist in resolving. and thereby demonstrate their credibility. 

Aboriginal panicipants and a non-Aboriginal social worker thought that socid 

workxs needed to develop an abiiity in blending into the cornmunity. This was not the 



blending of "wannabees"' but the blending by thoa who are s e c m  in their own 

identities. Aboriginal people from other communities. or even chose who had hem away 

from their own community for a time. needed to develop an ability to "blend in.." 

This ability to blend in provides confidence for socid workers enough to l m  the 

temtory that is their office. One Aboriginal participant advised: "get out there in the 

community. I don't think anyone can do anphing just sitting in an office." Others 

suggested how social workers could achieve a blending into the community. The socid 

worker advised that other social workers should take every oppominity to participate in 

communiry activities. She said that she had leamed a lot from "gohg to wakes." She 

stated that social worken would be noticed when they did so but she wamed; "don't 

expect to be acknowiedged." An Abonginal social worker suggested that other social 

worken should try to "be as non-threatening as possible" and another recommencîcd thût 

social workers shouid "blend in but don't live that life." 

Our world view is iust that a view. 

h studenc encapsulated the thinking of many pmicipants bv stating that socid 

worken need to understand that their world-view is just that. just a view. Many 

Oness to panicipants spoke about the necessary quaiities of "openness" and a "wiliin, 

learn." For one this was a willingness "to grow and change." and for othen it was 

willingness ro evaiuate self or actions. Another thought that social worken who are open 

' phme usea bv Abonginai people to descnbe white woole who emuiate the Abongnd wav of' life bec3use thty 
;ire not confident and secure in ttieir non-Abonginal idenuty. 'Wannabeeslr" xe peopie who wanr tu be Abonmnd. 



CO themselves cm be open to others and tolerant of difierences. The need to rtxognize 

bias and work to elirninate it was mentioned by another. A refugee found the New 

Brunswick population "closed." and wondereû if it is because people in New Bmnswick 

have had such limited exposure to people from different ethnic groups. Social work 

students need to recognize and communicrte ihat their world views are not the only 

possible ones possible and then communicate this understanding. 

Two e m  but one mouth 

Social worken are trained to listen but panicipants sometimes say they talJc 

instead (Clews. 1993). In this study. participants emphasized the importance of listening: 

1 was taught . . . there's a joke that goes round. It's a telling joke. it's a 
teaching joke. The question is 'Why do we have two e u s  and only one 
mouth?' Well. because we arc supposeci to listen more than we tdk. 
Native people in my cornmunity leam by what we heu and what we see. 
Sometimes you're dlowed to ask questions but the questions are not that 
important . . . just observe and you l e m  more from observing than you do 
by asking. 

1 mess we do th in~s  a little differentlv 

An Abonginal srx ia i  worker emphasized the importance of social worken 

developing skills ro identify the unit for intervention. He contrasted social work in a Fiat 

Yations Community with work outside: 

I guess we do ihings a little differently. When we're dealing with families. 
the non-Native iigencies work directly with the client. Here we work with 
the heads of f m i y :  parent. _mdparent. aunt or uncle . . . who wiil be the 
most significant 'other' in that family relationship. Then we would involve 
i the person I in the case conierence. case planning. give them the 
responsibility in regards ro . . . their sibline . . . rhey seem very reassured 
because: 



a) they know chat we'n putting in place some strategy that is going to 
benefit the client: 
b) they k e l  good about it." 

An example of this difference between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal social 

work was provided by an Aboriginal participant who said that an important skill for 

social workers is understanding when to iniervene. This may be different in and outside a 

First Nations Community. intervention at the wrong time cm cause hostility. 

They'll want to argue with you or make a big scene nght in the public 
area. And you've just got to l e m  not to go dong with it. Walk away. 
Walk away. Go see them when they mellow down. Or even bener. see a 
tamil y member. If y u  made a big confrontauon with me. i'd go see y u r  
son and Say. 'how's your mom doing'?' 'Gd. Is she safe to go tdk CO? 
Let's go d k  to her.' Or they'll corne to you. 'Cm p u  go see my mom? 
She's cwIed down now.' 

a bmk of information 

Participants described a "whole bank of information" to heip socid workea orient 

thernselves to a comrnunity. Social workers need to discover and access non-traditional 

sources of information. .-Z refugee spoke about the benefit of deveioping working 

relationships with "weil esrablished cornrnunitv organizations thrt rilso w r k  with the 

social worken to help [theml undentand the problerns of those cornmunities." Resources 

in Fredericton inciude the Human Rights Commission. the Multicultural Association and 

Aboriginal Councils. One person suggested that "a union could be a big support and . . . 

resource to a social worker." Rural cornrnunities frequendy lack people or library 

resources to inform about diversity. Social worken could access nationai union data 

bases to l e m  about recent newcomen and sociai actim strategies ro confront racism. 
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Another suggestion was that social worken shodd m c t  people in the commUILity 

to gain knowledge about it. If social wocken were "cornfortable enougb to just chu 

[they] . . . can gather a lot of infonnation of what [they] could . . . bnng to the community 

or access for the community" h m  community leaders such as eldea. 

Some participants thought that social workea need skills in more forma1 rrsearch. 

One human service worker said that when "an anti-Sernitic hate campaigrt" was waged in 

New Biunswick he had to conduct research to ascertain the tmth and unmth of claims. 

Research was necessary to "counttract thc information that was out thert." A social 

worker suggested that snidents needed flexibiiity in resevch merhods. "You need to be 

able CO ask people questions. go and read a bit. look for information and seek people out 

who are knowledgeable." Participants generaliy tended CO &fine resevch as library 

research or formal community sweys rather than creating knowledge ihrough dialogue 

and ailowing it to contribute towards empowerment. in contrat one participant said that 

"white" perspectives on history pervade libraries but they should be weighed agauist the 

perspectives of indigenous people and i m m ~ t s .  JS uncovered by dialogue with them. 

Identifv when vou are in d e e ~  water 

Many and varied skills and qualities and much knowledge is needed to practice 

the radical humanist and the radical stmcturaiist dimensions of anti-racist social work. 

Social work graduates may possess some of these skills md not othea. Therefore. they 

need to identify when they lack the necessary skiils for practice. One socid worker 

thought that social work snidents should continudly ask: "m I king judgmentd. am 1 
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king  cul turd y biased?'Another panicipant stated that w hereas experienccd social 

worken often have the skills to recognize unfamilias situations. inexperienced social 

workers may not. Those who do recognue their limitations. she thought, ye often 

unwilling to admit them. She believed that many social worken did not realize rhat they 

could not know everything. She exprcssed this view: 

I think we have somehow to instiîî in social workers in training. to idcntify 
when they're in deep water. and when they are not feeling they have the 
skills. h d  then to teach them how to find the resources. Education used 
io be you'd go. you'd get your knowledge base and you were set. It's not 
the case anymore. The= is so rnuch to leam. we can't l e m  it in one stint 
of education. and so we really nced io give workers skills to find the 
resources. CO find the contacts. and to know how to go about that. 

This participant indicated that identifying limitations is important in cross-cultural 

social work with an anti-racist focus. She pointed out that cross-cultural social work 

presents many new challenges where socid workers were more likely to get in "deep 

water." The worker may encounter those " who think they know and they don't." 

Therefore she thought that social worken should lem CO bing out a mental check list in 

udmiiar situations. 

1 work in a place that has 100 employees and I've seen new people coming 
in and they often would be quite accepting of approaches and ways of the 
more experienced workea, and that's not necessariiy a good thing. If we 
c m  give some kmd of a mental check list for them to redly evaluate for 
themselves. Where m I? Have 1 ever worked in this situation before'? 
Nol Well thar should be a little due here. What kind of training have I 
had to work? None. ïm working with ;in Aboriginal farnily. never worked 
with them. had no training in school or at work. no on the job training. 
Those should be dues. 



Lcap ovtr that divide. 

if social worken are to l e m  to be self cntical. they must be open to self- 

exploration. A socid worker thought thai students must leam to "pick up on wkn th& 

attitude and beiief system is influencing thcir intervention." A non-social work 

participant acknowledging that "as a white rniddle class male I take a lot for gnmtcd." 

considered that he needed be d e n  to differcnce. A francophone socid worker suggestcd 

that if a social worker can develop the skill to mognize bias such as "when I hear 

someone speak French it upsets me." thcn they can "Wok on" iheir biases. She thought 

that growing up bilinpai haci allowed her to develop skills in rexognizing some of these 

subtle differences: 

Having been raised bilinpal. that's given me an opportunity to redite 
there's differences in people. and it's okay. 1 see how people are so 
intirnidated if they are in an environment when some body is speaking a 
language that they don't understand. I've seen it in meetings. Because 
people who are of French decent. talk very quickly and they talk quite 
loudly and they get into discussion. And I've seen francophone people 
really not hear the person's point. and I've seen myself bndging that 
because t have got a foot in both. I've seen that happen often. And that 
is in work situations with fellow workers. So  it's not just working with 
our clients. it's wotkmg together as social workers. 

She suggested that social worken need to develop sensitivity in situations of cultural 

diversity. In order <O develop rhis sensitivity they need to develop skilis in expioring their 

cultural assumptions. 

Havine a cup of tex  chewing the fat 

The formal approüch of visiting a social worker in an office and being offered the 



"fifty minute hour." to talk about problems is not appropriate in many multicultural 

situations. A social worker with Aboriginal people emphasized the necessity of puthg 

aide social work jargon as well as learned sWls about how and where to communicate. 

You can't be r social woricer with social work jargon. You have to come 
down and be a human. You sit on the doorstep and have a cup of tea whiie 
you're taiking about problems. That cornes over mucb better than king 
official. I like it better actuaily . . . to sit on someone's doorstep . . . one 
day sitting on a doorstep with a skirt . . . hüred up to cover my knees . . . 
having a cup of tea . . . chewing the fat. I was heezing to death . . . you sit 
the= . . . and you really build a rapport with someone. 

interaction at this levef opns up the possibility of an informai. csual  rrlationship 

and cufturdly sensitive social work. She gave the example of a client who was not ai 

home when she called. The following day she called round to investigate. 

He said. "1 was out al1 night. I didn't get home." 1 said. "1 suppose you 
were out on a bender." "Yeah, as a matter of f't I was." He said '1 
suppose you w e n  here." I said "Yeah . . . when am I going to come round 
again'?" "Weil. how about driving me to the Irving by-pass. I've got to get 
gas for the lawn mower and you cm counsel me on the way up." 

This sentiment was shared by two participants from Fmt Nations cornmunities. One 

We wanr you to sit down and have a cup of ter  if you don2 want to come 
to my house md have a cup of ter and a piece of bread you think that you 
are better than I am. 

The orher recommended: 

They want to be toid. 'hi. how ;ire yu. what c m  I do for o u  today'?" 
can't walk in and say 'IMr. ;\bonginal iMan of Canada cm I help you with 
your psyc hologicai problem which affects your environment'? They don't 
want to hear t h a .  They jus wmt a cup of tea and ;i cigarette. 



This is cenainiy not the type of nlationship-building that is wrinen about in 

traditional social work text books. Social worken need to develop different orientations 

to inform their work in diverse situations. 

A window on the world 

A social worker who experienced enonnous difficulty in developing an 

orientation for work in a First Nations Community peaisted in this work because sk 

thought that it could promote understanding between "white" and Aboriginal societies. 

Pm hoping I c m  be an ambassador because . . . 1 find myself defending 
what is misconstrued or misunderstood . . . They don? s e e  . . . they're not 
there . . . they don't know . . . they mistake some of the habits and the ways 
of life for laziness or for indifference. But that's not what it's al1 about, it's 
their culture and Fm hoping that I cm be sorneone that cm demystiQ that. 
1 said one cime. I don't know why I'rn here. I keep loaking for mswers . . . 
just when 1 rhink 1 have got them. 1 go back and search. He said "maybe 
you're our window to the world." And 1 thought . . . that can be the role of 
the white social worker to be a window. . . you know . . . s two way 
window . . . that cm help people. 

To play this role r social worken need skills to become accepted in the worlds on 

both sides of the window. To do so they need support and advice of people on both sides. 

Conclusion 

Sensicizing concepts illustrating participants' views about the orientation for anci- 

racist social work have modifieci rny foundationd ideas. The discussion about 

"orientation" or "bearings" highlights the inadequacy of the pre-established "hem." 

"head." "hand." md "joui" metaphon to organize the data. "Orientation" or "bearings" 

do not fit neatly inro anv one of these pre-established categories. "Hand" has some 



relevance because sometimes participants discussed how social work skills of developing 

relationships could be applied in a cross-cuitural context. On other axasions new SUS 

such as "blending in" were needed. "Head" is dso important because social workcrs nud 

knowledge that will inform how they enter communities and form relaùonships with 

people from diverse backgrounds. "Self' presented by the social worker will Jso 

influence their acceptance or rejection. ïhese sensitizing concepts represent more. they 

suggest how the social worker should apply knowledge. skills and values to orient 

themselves to a rural comrnunity. 

Social work educators need to develop curriculum to help their srudents to 

develop culturally appropriate orientations. The infomality suggested by New 

Brunswick Abonginai people may be as inappropriate with other diverse people but 

sensirizing concepts from Aboriginal people show clevly how professionai social 

workers must modi fy their practice with diverse people. Cenainly participants 

emphasized the need to 'Yom relationships" and "listen" but there are differences 

between estabiished practice wisdorn about how CO do so and what participants 

recornmended. The "counselling" that occun in a car ride on the by-pass to collect gas 

differs from Rogers' ( 195 1 ) ideas about how to communicate wumth. genuineness and 

unconditional positive regard. 

Relationships are much less formai. there are kwer rules. skiils need to be 

developed to work with more flexible bounduies. It is good social work practice in dl 

situations to enter work without preconceived notions but the work needed to enter a 
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situation with a "zero frame of mincl" is fat grcater in niral cross cultural situations thPa 

in utban encountea between socid worker and client fom the same eihnic grwp. The 

varieg of ideas presented in participants' ansitizing concepts c o n f m  Collier's (1993) 

view that social worken need to consvuct kir own social work to respond to their 

unique work contexts. 

CONCLUS ION 

In chapter 3 I outiined my thought foundations and in chapter 4 1 reviewcâ a 

number of publications about social work with diverse people. The content of chaptcrs 3 

and 4. together with my experiences of life. social work and teaching mi-racist social 

work courses formed the foundational staning point for this study. When 1 allowed 

sensitizing concepts of diverse stakeholdea to dialogue with my own they h d  differcni 

effects on my thought foundations. .Uthou& sornetimes sensitizing concepts confirmcd 

(chapter 8) or fundamentally challenged my thought foundations (chapter 9), more often 

the influence was more subtle. Sensitizing concepts served to contexnialize my 

foundations about mi-racist socid work. :O modify. enhance or dari& them. These 

subtle influences often occurred simultaneousiy. For example. in enhancing my 

undentanding about rural New Brunswick. sensitizing concepts also modified my 

foundational ideas about Canadian nird cornmunities and contextualized my 

undentanding. There were many subtle ways that my thought foundûtions were 

modified through the dialogue with sensitizing concepts. Together these changes 

ennched my undentanding of issues in New Brunswick that shouid be addressed in anti- 
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racist social work cumculum. 

This chapter provides sensitizing concepts that again contribute to the literaturc 

nviewed in chapter 4. in panicular the sensitizing concepts reported in this chapter add 

to Cmadian social work knowledge about rural cornmunities and about New Brunswick 

in particular. They provide insights into what it is like to live and work in this province's 

Saint John River Vafley. They support a postmodem emphasis on divenity by 

highiighting differences between participants. Yet they also emphasize the difficdties 

faced by many diverse people in the province and the fadure of social work to a d h s s  

these difficulties. The sensitizing concepts themselves address some of the inadequate 

social work response. They add to the Cmadian rural social work literature by suggcsting 

how socid workers c m  orient thernsetves to work in this rural community. 

in the lut six chapters I have examined how far my resevch gods have been 

achieved. in chapters 5 and 6 1 described a process that enabled diverse stakeholders to 

contribute to cumculum deveiopment. In chapter 7 1 summarized the data and explained 

how i t  couid have a direct and an indirect impact on mu-racist social work cumculum. 

in chapters 8.9. and 10 1 have provided much more deiriil about sensitizing concepts that 

can inform cumculum and have shown how I created a dialogue between my 

foundational ideas outlined in chapters 3 and 4 and sensitizing concepts. themes and 

ztones from diverse participants. 1 now turn to the conclusion of this dissertation in 

which I summanze and rvaluate my work. and suggesr curriculum. cmpiricd and 

concepal developments that rnight emanate from it. 
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WHERE XXT? 
SENSITTZING CONCEPTS AND ANTI-RACTST SOCIAL WORK THEORY AND 

CURRICULUM DEVEL0PME.W AT ST. THOMAS UNIVERSITY 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation presents a case that sensitizing concepts expressed by rexarch 

participants with different stakes in the mi-racist focus of the social work programme at 

St. Thomas University c m  enrich cumculum content and contribute to new links between 

foundational md anti-foundotional socid work theory. Funhermore. 1 suggest that the 

research process provides a method for enhancing the participation of ethnically and 

raciaily diverse1 stakeholders in social work curriculum development. 

Ln this concluding chapter 1 briefly summvize and evaluate the work. and suggest 

funher work that might emanûte irom it. The chapter begins with an overview of the 

work. Then I consider the strength and limitation of the methodolo_ey. I evaluate the 

work's success in çnabling diverse stakeholders to pmicipate in curriculum development 

processes. 1 revte w how the resexch contributes to literature about anci-racrst social work 

u d  how i t  c m  influence cumculum content and teaching and lcming methods. 1 

évaluate the contribution of the srudy to the relationship between foundational and anti- 

foundationd social work theory and descnbe how sensitizing concepts impacted on my 

thought foundations. Finally. I consider funher work that rnisht emanate from this study. 



OVERVIEW OF THE WORK 

f his dissertation attempted to mswer the research question: 

What sensitizing concepts inform the thinking of people who have 
a major stake in the mi-racist focus of the BSW programme at St. 
Thomas University. Fredericton. New Brunswick. in relation to 
curriculum content and teaching and levning methods. 

The question was timely to ask for the reasons outlined in chapter 2.  1 q u e  thai social 

work's history and its phiiosophical base justify attention to issues of diversity. 

Population changes leading to greater proportions of Aboriginal people. and immigants 

in rnuch greater numbers from locations such as the African and Asim continents. di 

support the importance of the work. The pain of diverse people expressed in their written 

and oral biographies and histories shows the need for sensitive and competent social work 

responses. I draw from work by CASSW to show that Canadian social work educators' 

responses to diversity have been inadequate and have pyiicuiu deficiencies in New 

Brunswick. Findl y 1 explore particular features of the province that indicate a need for 

Jitention ro diversip. The work reponed in this dissertation responds to this need. 

Ln chapter ? I provide a theoreticai base for the work. 1 enpiore the benerïts of an 

mu-racisr e pistemology chat draws from critical iheory and advocates c hany ng rather 

than drscribing rhe world. This cntical theory infoms the structural. mti-oppressive and 

mti-racist social work theories that directly influenceci my work (Dorninelli. 1997: 

Mulldy. 1997: Thompson. 1993: Young. 1988). The ioundation or bedrock of  these 

theonrs is rhît socid work should challenge oppression. I intemipt this discussion to 



question whether my position is biased because of my social location as a privileged 

European white woman. My concem that my view may not reflect the views of diverse 

people in New Brunswick. leads me to explore the potential contribution of concepts 

from postrnodernisrns that celebrate divenity and that challenge thought which has clear 

foundations. Concepts such as "civoidance of metanuratives" or grand expianauons. 

cippear io have promise for enabling diverse stakeholders CO be heard. The contradiction 

between an mti-racist foundational cntical theory and a postmodemism that cdls for the 

dimination of foundations is apparent. 

Dnwing upon the work of Leonard (1995) 1 explore the notion of contestable and 

non-contestable thought foundations. I decide that my opposition to racism or to te rh ing  

and leaming merhods that retlect or promote racism and oppression represent 

uncontestable foundations. My other thought foundations cm be chdlengd. so 1 define 

them as "contestable." Therefore. the research explores whether sensitizing concepts. 

drawn frorn symbolic interactionist theory. cm either bridge the divide between my 

contestable-toundationd mti-racist thought and the mi-foundationül thinking thnt 

derives from my postmodemism. or suggest a new reiationship between my contestable- 

foundational and anti- foundational thinking. I explore whether sensitizina concepts, my 

understanding of small meanings that reflect the different views of diverse stakeholders. 

c m  challenge rny contestable thought foundations about anti-racist socid work 

cumculum conrenr and teaching and l eming methods. This would have theoreticai and 

cumc*llar implications. 



In chapter 4 1 review literature that can inform curriculum for social work with 

diverse people. 1 draw examples from the main groups of literature t hat I review and to 

which my research cm conuibute. Drawing upon Barth (1969), I suggest that categorical 

approaches that group diverse people and then propose different "recipes" for helping 

(hem have lirnited usefulness and are not compatible with the symbolic interactionist and 

postrnodem elements of my thinking. I explore "transactional" literature that emphasizes 

interactions between people and suggests that anti-racist socid work should both 

challenge racism (for exarnple DomineIli. 1997; Kivel. 1 996), and provide culturaily 

competent responses to diverse people (Green. 1995: Kirst-Ashman & Hull. 1993). The 

rural context of work in New Brunswick should be considered, but the smail arnount of 

Canadian work available was carried out in other parts of the country (Collier. 1993; 

Tobin & Walmsley, 1992). 1 consider adult education literature that emphasizes 

experiential leming (Boud & Miller, 1996: Knowles. 1980). literature that views 

education as a tool for empowerment (Freire. 1970. 1973; hooks. 1994; Lather, 199 1). as 

well as literature that specifically addresses cumculum for anti-racist, including culturally 

competent, social work (for example, Christensen. 1992; Herberg, 1993). 1 also consider 

the value of autobiographical accounts (for exarnple, Charon, 1988, 1989; James & 

Shadd, 1994). Finally I review literature about diversity in New Brunswick (for example, 

Marcoccio, 1995: St-Arnand, 1988). 

Chapters 5 and 6 describe the qualitative methodology derived from my theory 

and designed to draw rich data from a smail number of participants. 1 seek no 



metanarrative about anti-racist cumculum. The methodology emphasizes the importance 

of retexivity because I am considering how sensitizing concepts can change my ideas. 

Retlexivity was also needed to enable me to undersrand participants' views. 

Chapter 5 explains how and why the participants were selected. Participants 

included r smple of 3 1 social work students and a main sample of 28 non-student 

stakeholden. Data coliection methods included pre-interview questionnaires. qualitative 

interviews and post-interview contributions from participants over a 3 month period in 

1 998. Chapter 6 outlines the data and y sis process of summarizing the data. idenufying 

sensitizing concepts and grouping them into themes. 1 briefly indicate the eftécuveness 

of the research methods Tor enabling diverse stakeholders to contribute to cumculum 

developments. 

Rich data from the participants is outlined in chûpters 7 to 10. Demographics of 

sample participants in chapter 7 provide a contexr through which the sensitizing concepts 

c m  be comprehended. Many different concepts and themes were discussed and I outline 

rhem bnetly. I then consider how the major themes c m  infom cumcuium content. 

Participants' sensitizing concepts reponed in chapter 8 emphasized that ncism was "dive 

and well" in New Brunswick. It pervaded dl aspects of life. h m  store clerk's "pssip 

berween themselves" and talk "of srnell." to the inability of Aboriginal people to pnctice 

;i purification ceremony without "setting off the Tire a l m s . "  Racism in rural New 

Brunswick was ofren not oven. but there "in the cioset" and could be identified cleady if 

pmicipants .'read betwcen the lines." 



Many participants thought social work students should gain self awareness, and 

deal with their personal "needs." such a need to "belong" or a sense of being 

ovenvhelmed by the "puilt" ai oppression by previous generations. Then. social workers 

should "know the people" so that they can help them to pusue their own direction rather 

than "where the social worker wants them to go." Only then will these socid workers 

select "book learning" that helps rather than a hinden diverse people. I continue this 

chapter by evaluating the strength and weakness of the study's research methods and 

consider how these methods contnbute to diverse stakeholden' participation in 

cumculum development. 

EVALUATION OF METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH METHODS 

A qualitative methodology is compatible with the postmoden. symbolic 

interactionist and critical theoretical bases of this study. The postmodem search for small 

stories is compatible with a methodology seeking depth and richness. The interactionist 

theoretical base leds  to an attempt to understand sensitizing concepts. This cm be 

achieved through a research process that perrnits interactions between the researcher and 

research participant. This interaction can also permit the participant to comment on the 

researcher's ideas. The social change with its roots in critical theory can be punued by 

hearing, and then responding to, the views of people who are generally not heard during 

c u ~ c o l u m  development processes. 

Participants represented many different constituencies with diversity within and 



between them. Therefore. Aboriginal people included Mi'krnac and Maliseet people, 

elders. social worken, human service workers and cornmunity residents. Newcomen 

were represented by people who had been in Canada for varying amounts of tirne, from 

different countries and continents, and immigrants and refugees who intended to stay in 

Canada as well as ternporary residents. Human service and social workers were both 

volunteers and paid workers and managers or front-line workers with different employea. 

People resident in communities of different sizes were selected. 

There were some omissions. The oniy people of colour bom outside Canada were 

Aboriginal. Very few participants carne from the southem part of the Saint John River 

Valley. Children were not heard. Jewish people were not included in the study until this 

omission was realized and neither student nor main sarnple questionnaires asked about 

anti-Semitism. These omissions reduce the range of perspectives heard in this study. 

Data collection by questionnaires, followed by qualitative interviews for main 

sarnple participants. had a number of advantages. Participants could reflect on questions 

before answering them. 1 encouraged û wide range of ideas by a loose interview 

structure. The possibiiity of "leading" the participants by use of the questionnaire 

existed and, despite my efforts, some participants rnay have been silenced through 

reading the questions. However, the nch data obtained from main sampie participants 

suggests that the data collection procedures did encourage different responses. 

This study suggests that questionnaires alone are not an appropriate method for 



identifying sensitizing concepts. Students, only provided with a questionnaire, rarely 

made statements with many sensitizing features. Furthemore, sensitizing concepts were 

difficult to identify through the questionnaires. Dialogue was much more effective for 

generating these concepts, and non-verbal communication helped in their identification. 

Therefore, a weakness of the study is that student voice is not fully heard. Funher 

research. using different data collection methods. would rectify this weakness. 

Although participants in the main sample had three occasions to reflect on their 

views. the research was conducted over a short time period. S tudents' only oppominity to 

provide data. was when they completed their questionnaires. A study using longtitudind 

methods mighi provide for more reflection. 

This study has the strength and weakness of qualitative research. It has been 

useful in suggesting directions for the curriculum and teaching and learning methods. 

This study suggests that New Brunswick features of racism should be included in the St. 

Thomas social work curriculum and varied teaching and leaming methods should be 

employed. but generalizations are not necessarily possible. The logical data analysis was 

consis tent with the methodology and produced ideas about cumculum content and 

teaching and learning methods for anti-racist social work. The participants' sensitizing 

concepts enabled me to explore how my contestable foundations could, and if they 

should, be changed. 



PARTICIPATION OF DNERSE STAKEHOLDERS IN CURRICULUM 

DEVELOPMENT 

in this section I evaiuate the success of ihis study in enabling diverse stakeholders 

ro contribute to mi-racist social work curriculum development processes at SI. Thomas 

University. 1 also consider the likelihood of diverse stakeholden continuing to be 

involved in these processes. in this study 18 participants who were not social work 

srudents and 3 1 social work siudents shared their thoughts about cumculum content and 

traching and leaming methods for anti-racist socid work. Chapter 7 provides a summary 

of ihese themes and chapten 8 to 10 provide collages of sensitizing concepts that can be 

incorporated in cumculum. Without doubt the sensitizing concepts and surnmary of 

themes provide detded ideu about cumculum content and ieaching and leaming 

methods for mi-racist sociai work. Two questions must be asked about this data. First. 

does the data accurately reflect ideas from diverse stakeholden in the mi-racist focus of 

the S t. Thomas BS W programme? Second. wiil these ideas intluence the cumculum.? 

Does data retlect ideas of diverse stakeholders? 

The data cm onl y reilect the ideas of diverse stakeholden if they were research 

participants or in some way contributed to the study. Earlier in this chapter I indicûted 

omissions or' people of colour. very recent newcornen. residents from the southeni part of 

the Saint John River Valley and chiidren in the smple. Despite these omissions I 

inciuded panicipants from diverse backgrounds. human service workers. socid worken 



and social work students. Other srakeholden including social work faculty a< Sc. 

Thomas University and the Socid Work Advisoiy Cornmittee for the BSW pmgramm 

did not participate. Nevenheless these and other smkeholdea conuibuted to the research 

design and to my foundations as 1 discussed with them the ideas reponed in chaptea 3 

and 4 that I discussed with resevch participants. This study does not claim to report rhc 

ideas of a representative sample of stakeholden. I decided to seek depth and nchness of 

data l iom a qualitative resevch design. My guides would not have k e n  able to invaduce 

me to srakeholders who were most hostile to social workers. but the data does include 

negative images of social workers so 1 have some grounds for hoping that views of hostile 

people were expressed by other participants. 

Research participants CU not contribute to the cumculum unless the data 

accurately reports their views. In chapter 5 I explain the steps taken to make founâational 

views transparent to research panicipants. I consider that if 1 had not made my 

i'oundations expiicit these foundations would still have had impact on the quditative 

interviews ; inci could still have silently intluenced the panicipants. My uncontestable and 

contestable foundations were clellrly anicuiated. Participants were provided with the 

opponunity to challenge these foundations and they often did so. The challenges and 

sugestions about inclusions sugest that panicipants were able io tell me their views. i 

irnmediateiy acted upon challenees t h x  I accepted (such as the difficulty of distinguishing 

between the "hem" md '*ioui" metaphors 1. 



To establish that participants were pmvided with an opponunity to contribute to 

anti-racist curriculum development it is also necessary to confinn that I reported these 

views accurately. Participants were provided with an opponunity to change "relevant" 

transcripts and 1 included their suggested mendments. I uied to honesdy report what 

was said. The report contains sensitizing concepts that contndict one another. suggesting 

that 1 did not just h e u  what i wanted to hear.' 

Will the ~articipation of diverse stakeholders continue'? 

in chapter 6 1 explained that cataiytic vaiidity was important to me. This study 

will have little utility unless diverse participants continue to influence the mti-racist 

social work curriculum. 1 expect that this will happen because of my own penond 

commitment. because of the cornmiunent of the social work department and because of 

the expectations of stakeholden. 

The exercise of gathering data from diverse stakeholders could end with the 

completion of this dissenation. This would nor be empowenng. Stakeholders would not 

sain from this exercise. Cornmitment to use the data is needed. First I must penondly 

commit myself to use the data. which 1 have done. This commitment is evidenced by a 

course already taught and publications and papen already written and presented. that 

share with others sensicizing concepts frorn diverse stakeholden in New Brunswick. 

.My commitment alone is insufficient. 1 work in a university where others have 

- It cm. or course. bt: xgued rhrtt i wmred to h e u  contradictory virws to suppon mv pastmociern onentation. 
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s takes in the anti-racist focus of social work cumculum. Therefore, it was necessary to 

secure their cornmitment prior to my work. This was not difficult. 1 was appointed to 

develop anti-racist curriculum. Social work faculty were cornmitted to me doing so. I 

met with them severai times while designing this work to ensure my direction met with 

their approval and to change direction if necessary. The provision of a research grant 

from St. Thomas University to facilitate this work. and the willingness of the Social 

Work Department to support research costs are evidence of commitment. Prior to 

finalizing my research plans I discussed the proposed work with the St. Thomas Social 

Work Advisory Committee that represents stakeholders in the social work programme, 

their commitment was secured and the research design was infomed by their comments. 

Since completing ths study 1 have noted that interest in the work continues and 1 

have taken steps to ensure its use. I made the results avaiiable to different stakeholders, 

reported progress to the Si. Thomas Social Work Advisory Committee and shared initial 

results with them in September 1998 (Appendix 18). The Abonginal people and the 

Human Service Workers who acted as guides. and some of the participants, have asked 

about plans for continuation. I have had informal initial conversations with colleagues 

about the next stages for this work. Several other faculty members are actively involved 

in cumculum and non-cumculum work refating to diverse people so other social work 

faculty advocate for this work. The ce-accreditation of the social work programme, due 

in 2000 wouid be Iess successful if the views of diverse stakeholders were ascertained but 



then ipored. I am confident that the research will be pan of a process to involve diverse 

stakeholders in curriculum development. 

SENSITIZING CONCEFI'S ENRICHING ANTI-RACIST SOCTAL WORK 

CURRICULUM 

in this section 1 draw upon chapters 7 to 10 to illusuate the strengths and 

weaknesses of sensitizing concepts as units of analysis in resevch designed CO enrich 

sociai work curriculum. As already suggested in chapter 7.1 propose that their influence 

can occur in two wys .  First. the sensitizing concepts w direct& infonn anti-racist 

social work curriculum. Second. they cm inform socid work educaton who develop 

mti-racist social work curriculum. I begin this section by exploring difficulties with 

sensitizing concepts as units of mdysis. 

Limitations of sensi tizine concents 

Sensitizing concepts are rich and they are memonble. They encapsufate complex 

i d e s  in a few words. 1 have found two difficulties with using ihese concepts as my unit 

of analysis in this reseîrch. First. I have round it difficult to ascenain what 1s and whac is 

not a sensirizmg concept. Second. important ideas of diverse stakeholders about 

cumculum content and teaching and Ieaming methods for anti-racist social work were not 

rilways rxpressed in "sensitizing concepts." 

Van den Hoonaûrd considers a sensitizing concept to be a construct drawn from 

the perspectives u t  others which alerts resevchers to particular lines of thinking that may 



differ from their own. The 4 word phrase. "living in a voici." that describes the emotions 

of a New Brunswick refugee is a sensitizing concept. It is a consmct drawn from the 

perspective of the rehigee that helps me to understand her experience. 1s the statement of 

the Aboriginal participant "1 know what a cheny tomato is and I cm read" a sensitizing 

concept'? If 1 apply van den Hoonaard's ( 1997) definition of a sensitizing concept to this 

phrase. the answer is difficult. The phrase is a construct from the perspective of the 

participant but it is rather more than a single ider It addresses knowledge ((about a cherry 

tomaro) and skills (the abiiity to read). When I applied my "sensitizing concept 

checklist" to this statement 1 decided that the statement had some but not dl of the 

qualities listed. Most of the "sensitizing concepts" had some but not ail qualities. Also. 

not only the number of these qualities but the extent of them w u  important. I considered 

some statements to be vivid. some very vivid. and some very very vivid. How rnany 

"verys" did 1 necd? 

Eulier in this dissertation I stated that my difficulties in determining what w u .  

and what was not a sensitizing concept had led me to create a continuum from the most 

sensitizing to the least sensitizing of concepts. I made a judgement about when I should 

tesm a concept sensitizing and when 1 should not do so. It is impossible to provide as 

much transparency to this process as I would like. 1 c m  justify why I defined pmicular 

concepts as "sensitizing" but each dccision was made in a differenr way. Cenainly these 

drcisions would not satisiy the requirements of reliability and vtllidity in quanotative 



research. It was also impossible to satisfi qualitative evaluations of credibility descrikd 

in chapter 6. 

The second difficulty is chat when I had made my decisions about what I wouid 

define as sensitizing concepts 1 found that many participants' ides  about curriculum 

content and teaching and leming methods were noi included. The concepts "lecture." or 

"group discussion" were mentioned by 6 main sample participants and 18 snidents. 

These concepts are not rich. they are not mernorable. they do not den me to new 

possibilities. Lnsted they are the "bread md butter" of university pedagogy. if 1 just 

reponed sensitizing concepts I would give an incornpiete portrait of the views of diverse 

stakeholden. It is surely more important to inform cumculum by all participants 

thoughts than j ust rheir most sensitizing of thoughts. 

1 resolved this difficulty by reponing in chapter 7 a summary of dl of participants 

ides  about curriculum content and teaching and leming methods. not just their 

sensitizine concepts. it is necessary for dl of these ides  to be heard if I un not to 

colonize their knowledge bv just selecting and using the bits that Interest me. 

Therefore. there are two clev limitations with these concepts. Fint. ir is difficult 

to determine what is and what is not a sensitizing concept Second. these concepts do not 

represcnt al1 the ideas of diverse stakeholders. just the most mernorable. Despire these 

limitations there 1s value in the sensitizing concepts. [n the next section 1 consider how 

they cm be directly used in mi-rricist socid work cumculum. 



Sensitizine conceots directly enrichine anti-racist social work curriculum 

Sensitizing concepts cm very simply and direcdy enrich social work curridum 

by providing ready-made curriculum material that social work educrton cm use in the 

classrwm. ïhese rich sensitizing concepts are ofien embedded in rnemorable stones that 

c m  help students to understand the concepts and the experiences that they descrik. 

I have dready used some of the sensitizing concepts in my teaching. I have 

provided social work snidents with û collage of sensitizing concepts and asked thcm to 

constmct social work responses that are radical humanist and radical stmcturdist. Somc 

creative and interesting ides  have emerged. Another use has ken  case study matcrial. I 

provided collages of sensitizing concepts dnwn from the vanscripts of Jewish people to a 

"Social Work with Oppressed Groups" class. Students took the collages and developed 

suggestions about roles of non-lewish social worken in responding to the difficulties 

indicated by these concepts. For exmple they considered social work responses that 

could confront the "we're the richest. we're die smanest" stereorype. I have dso invited 

cuest speakers from different stûke-holding constituencies to share iheir stories in classes. - 
Rich and rnemorable sensitizing concepts ofien emerge in this pmcess. For example. a 

Rabbi who visited the class shonly after students had completed this cxercise stated that 

"it is not oppression but tolermce chat kills a culture." CIassroom discussions often 

returned to this comment for the remainder of the course. 



Sensitizine concepts indirectlv influencing anti-racist social work cumcuium 

Sensitizing concepts ais0  have potentid for indirectly influencing social wor& 

cumculum. A social work educator may choose to refiect upon sensitizing concepts (and 

more general themes shared by participants) and constnict a curriculum that is informed 

but not determined by them. In chapter 8 1 reponed sensitizing concepts that confvmed 

my thought foundations. One of these is that "racism is dive and well in New 

Brunswick." The number and the richness of sensitizing concepts about ncism supponed 

my uncontestable foundation of opposition to racism. The sensitizing concepts helpd 

me to understand the rneming of "racism" to diverse people in New Brunswick. This 

understanding c m  inform a cumculum chat will help students to confronr racism. 

CONTRIBUTION TO LITERATURE ABOUT S0CiA.L WORK 

wrrH ETHNICUY AVD RACIALLY DIVERSE PEOPLE 

Introduction 

in this section I brietlly review the coninbution that this studv cnn make to each of 

the groupines of Iiterature in chapter 4 from which I drew when I designed this reseuch. 

hlso 1 consider a potential contriburion of this study to knowledp about social work 

research met hods. 

This Wdy contirms my view rhat transactional approaches are more helpfui than 

critegoncd approacches. .As previousiy iodicated. a umsactiond approach is compatible 



wi th my s ymbolic interactionist theoretical foundation. Through the use of sensitizing 

concepts I am trying to break down the boundary between my own ethnicity and the 

ethnicities of my research participants so that this boundary is no longer "rigid and 

stereotypical" (Green, 1995. p. 28). 

Participants expressed a plethora of different ideas about social work cumculum 

for work with diverse people. For example. most expressed clear views that racism 

existed. but one participant was equally clear that it was diminishing. Those who 

experienced racism spoke of ways in which it was rnanifested; one participant spoke of 

overt acts of violence while others spoke about the polite face of racism in New 

Brunswick. With such differences in perspective. categones are dangerous. 

Anti-racist sociai work. 

The research contributes context-specific information to the general literature on 

anti-racist social work. I defined anti-racist sociai work as "social work which tries to 

identify and challenge raciai b i s  so that people from al1 ethnic backgrounds cm access 

social work that meets their different needs." (Appendix 19). in chapter 3 1 explained that 

rhis work includes challenges to oppressive structures as well as comptent responses to 

the different needs of diverse people. The rich data in chapter 8 assists social workers to 

understand racism as it exists in New Brunswick and to develop practice methods to 

confront it. Thompson's (1993) individual level of oppression is illustrated by acts of 

stereotyping the Afncan refùgee as "a student at UNB" or his son as "black monkey." At 



a cultural levei. usumptions about appropriate parenting are experienced as oppressive by 

some refugees and Abongind people. Finaiiy, systemic ncism within systems thu 

discount work experience and qualifications gained before entq to Canada il lus^ 

Thompson's "stmctural" level of oppression. As explained in chapter 10. Young's five 

laces of oppression are dso illustrated through this work. 

As indicated above. mti-racist social work includes a cultural competence 

component. The study contnbutes to transacriond literature about cultural competence in 

social work. Chapter 7 outlines participants' views about "head." "hand." and "self" 

needed for mti-racist social work. Although participants did not use the phrase "culnid 

competence" rnuch of what they said would fall within its definition. "Head" culhual 

competence requires knowledge about differences ktween diverse people and 

understanding of difficulties minonties comrnonly face. Participants suggested that 

"head" cultural cornpetencc would involve knowirdge about the history of diverse ethnic 

groups (from the perspectives of these groups) and knowing when and how to apply 

concepts lound in structurai social work literature. "Hand" skills such as crosstultural 

communication at a micro level. and working in a community development capacity at a 

rnacro level as emphasized by participants. cnn also heip CO define culturally competent 

socid work in New Brunswick and thereby contribute to mi-racist social work. 



This snidy contributes to the litelifnue on teaching and leaming methods for a& 

racist social work. Theoretical frameworks such as those of Knowles, Freire and hooks 

are confirmed as relevant. Many different teaching and learning methods. paniculdy 

experiential learning. lue valued. New and creative ways are suggested for students to 

learn ro become ami-racist social work practitioners. Many participants stated clcarly that 

book leaming had limitations and suggested a number of non-intrusive ways for stu&nt 

socid worken CO leam about the people with whom they would work. They stress& ibat 

teaching and learning methods were needed to enable students to confront their own 

biases and suggested possibilities. Some of these methods were already incorpontcd in 

my anti-racist curriculum but many. such as the use of fiction. are new to me. 

Rural socid work 

The study contributes to limited Canadian literature about rural social work. It 

contims Collier's ( 1993) nouon thrt no simple bluepnnt is desirable for work in rurai 

communities and Banks* r 1999) view chat socid workers needed to constmct locally 

specific solutions to locdly perceived needs. The narratives of the difficulties faced by 

the Abonginal social worker who felt that he needed to be a mode1 citizen or the white 

social worker who was referred to as "another d m n  white penon taking an Indian job" 

x e  graphic. The study also provides practical suggestions to cornplement Collier's 

:heory. For example. the whte social worker explained how she mempted to "blend in." 





& Pennell. 1996). 1 argued that if 1 acknowledp a singie foundation. (ie.. the pursuit of 

anti-racist social work through non-oppressive teaching and learning methods). 1 can 

dlow sensitizing concepts to corne into dialogue with the other thought foundations 

outlined in chapten 3 and 4 that 1 m prepared to change. Figure 2 in chapter 8. and 

chapters 8 to 10 illustrate how sensitizing concepts confmned. chailenged and modified 

contestable thought foundations. The study makes a contribution to social work theory by 

rnriching understanding about local meanings of key concepts. and exploring the role that 

sensitizing concepts crin make in creating different links between foundational and anti- 

foundational thinking. It shows that a postmodem valuing of diversity can coexist with 

foundational thought based on challenging racism. 

Sensitizing Concepts 

This study contributes to understanding of the nature of sensitizing concepts and 

their strengths and limitations in social work education and research. As described 

exlier. the data iinalysis refutes the notion that there is a clear carego- of "sensitizing 

concepts" thar are different !rom "non-sensitizing concepts." It suggests that "sensitizing 

concepts" may give incompleie pictures of resevch participants' ides.  Nevenheless. the 

study shows that sensitizing concepts are of value in social work cuniculum to hefp 

students to understand issues hced by diverse people. It suggests how to identify 

sensitizing concepts and has developed a checklist to assis1 in this identification 

i Appendix 1 3 ). 



Conce~ts as buiidinpl blocks for theorv 

Ford (1975) suggested that concepts c m  be building blocks for theory. In this 

study participants explored the meaning of "racism" and "oppression" in their daily lives. 

Anti-racist social work practice in rural New Brunswick can be infomed by the mcaning 

thus attributed to "racism" and "oppression." It c m  also be informed by an understanding 

about New Brunswick rural life and social work practice. Ln this way these concepts can 

;ici as building blocks for locaily relevant theory for anti-racist social work practice. 

Contribution to cnticd theory 

The study draws from and contnbutes to its cntical theory parent. It suggests that 

social change cm be promoted when there is a c iev  understanding about local rcalities. 

Only when lived experiences of racism are undentood c m  an anti-racist social work 

theory develop which challenges this racism. The study dso contributes to social change 

by suggesting a method for enabling those usudly silent to have iheir voices heard when 

curriculum is developed. This research cm be part of B process. and provides a rnodel to 

extend the roie of diverse stakeholders in curncuium development processes. 

Postmodemism 

The study dso contnbutes to a postmodern orientation to anti-racist social work 

theory. It confirms a valuing of the small and unique and develops a siory about possible 

anti-racist social work in New Brunswick. Situated in a particulu location. this work 

seeks no metanarratives but explores diveniry of viewpoint. it cm conuibute to work 



written fmm a postmodem perspective by providing a M e r  example of this work 

Rather than the reflecting the cenauity of the modem worid wiih prescriptions 

about curriculum content, collages of phrases act as possibilities for a social work 

educator who is developing curriculum or reflecting on teaching and leaming methods. A 

unique curriculum can be created on each occasion an instnictor teaches a course. Each of 

the sensitizing concepts c m  inform its developrnent. Some of the collages inform about 

life or socid work in this mnl province. Other collages of sensitizing concepts. 

orgmized around the "head." "huid." and "self." suggest cumculum. A rhird group of 

collages suggest how students in the social work programme at St. Thomas University 

can learri to practice an anti-racist socid work that is relevant for the locd New 

Brunswick context. 

Reiationshi~ - beiween postmodernisrn and foundational thought 

The srudy makes a contribution CO the relationship between a postmodernism and 

foundational thinking by showing how sensitizing concepts cm confim. challenge or 

rnodify concestable foundational thought. There are examples in chapter 8 to 10 of ways 

thar sensitizing concepts coniirm. challenge. or modify my foundational thought. 

in chapter 8 1 show how my uncontestable foundational thinking, is confirmed by many 

participants' in the clex messase that racisrn is "dive and well." My view about the 

value of experientid leming, and teaching rhat uses a variety of methods is ÛIso 

con hmed. Chapter 9 outlines ways that contestable foundational concepts were 



challenged. My definition of anti-ncist social work was not shared by al1 participants. 

There was also challenge to the distinction between "hem" and "soul" concepts. 

Sensiuzing concepts challenged an omission in my w o k  my Mure  to include 

cumculurn content addressing the views of diverse stakeholders about social wodters. 1 

intend to include content that addresses views about social workers in future curriculum. 

Therefore. a new foundation for mti-mist social work has been created. S e n s i m g  

concepts have also helped me CO relate rny existing ideas about anti-racist curriculum io 

the rural New Brunswick context. I ~ferred to this as *contextualizing foundations" in 

chapter 10. 

Therefore. the impact of sensitizing concepts on foundational thinking botb cnrich 

this thinking about mi-racist curriculum and suggest how it cm be made more locally 

relevant. The postmodern valuing of diveairy is affirmcd as different xnsitizing 

concepts from diverse stakeholden are allowed to dialogue with contestable foundational 

ideas of a socid work educator and effect change in rhe educator's ideas. This process is 

congruent with cmicd theory because it aims to promote change that will enable diverse 

stakeholders to contribute to the development of curriculum. It offers promise that social 

workers will have greater cornpetence to ensage in anti-racist social work for the benefit 

of diverse people. 

Diaiooue between sensitizine concepts and contestable thouzht - foundations 

The conceptual Iink between sensitizing concepts and contestable foundational 



thoueht could occur in two ways. When a single sensitizing concept confinned or refiiteû 

a foundationai idea, a linev thought process could occur. 1 refiected on my foundational 

thought (for example that mti-racist social work should contain radical humanist and 

radical stmcturalist components). Next 1 noted sensitizing concepts that suggested a necd 

for radicai humanist and radical strucniralist work with diverse people. Then 1 confirmcd 

rny contestable foundational view about the components of mti-racist social work. 

More frequently the iink was no< so clear. Oniy &ter reflections on the difficulty 

rxpenenced by several participants in iocating an idea in "hem." "head." "hmd." and 

"soul." did 1 redize that the metaphors were not usehil and consider alternatives. My 

thinking was not lineu. A creative Ieap of imagination was needed to redize that the fit 

was not gooâ and to corne up with an alternative. Sensitizing concepts inspired me to 

change an idea chat was previously a contestable foundations. Funher concepnial or 

empiricd work could investigate the inteilectud process by which sensitizing concepts 

impact on contestable thought. 

CONCLCSION: WHERE NEXT3 

A srrength of the work is that it addresses anti-racist sociai work curriculum, an 

area of work neglected until recent yean and now recognized as important by the 

Canadian Association of Schools of Sociai Work. it adds to the small mount of work 

!ocated in rural communities. particularly Atlantic Canada. and adds voices of people 

1 rca11zc. of course thrit rnmv rither vm3bles nred to be consrdered beiore jumping to such a hasiv concluston. 
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who live and practice social work. thereby helping us to undentand important social work 

practice issues in rurai communities. 

Therefore the study has had some success in its three goals. First. ût a theoretical 

level a process for reconciling elements of foundationai ami-ncism with an anti- 

foundational valuing of diversity is explored and suggestions are made about how this can 

occur. Second. at a cu~culum level. content as well as teaching and leaming methods to 

promote mti-racism are both suggested Thini. at a political level a process of involving 

people who have stakes in an mti-racist focus of a social work cwiculum is pmposed. 

The study has the catalytic validity inforrned by criticai theory because it cm leai to 

change through developmenr of cuniculum that will prepare snidents to work mon 

rffectiveiy with diverse people. while dso involving diverse stakeholden in the a d -  

racist focus of a social work programme in curriculum development processes. 

There are also wedmesses. Detailed methodological challenges have k e n  

described in the chapters 5 and 6. some of which were not resolved. The problern of 

students' participation resulted in them only providing questionnaire responses. Few 

sensitizing concepts from questionnaires emerged in data analysis. Therefore. the voice 

of students is weak. New ways of encouraging their development must be explored. The 

problem of attempting to understand sensitizing concepts from diverse participants whose 

language was not English was only panly resolved: my understanding of their sensitizing 

concepts was only as good as their ability to translate into my lanpag. The study did 



not contain any people of colour who had been in New Brunswick for more than a 

generation. Participants were genenlly drawn from t k  Fredericton area and sunoundhg 

rural communities: stakeholders in the mi-racist focus of the social work programme 

frorn the Saint John m a  were poorly represented. These limitations suggest h i n k r  

resevch that seeks sensitizing concepts from the negiected groups. and in the instance of 

students. fwher research that uses different research methods. The study shms the 

acknowledged limitation of dl qualitative work. in thaf it does not permit generalizations. 

As indicated, I am suspicious of daims of genedizability. 

This study is an account of a work in process to explore the nlationship ktwecn 

foundational and mti-foundational thought about mti-racist social work. to develop anti- 

racisr social work cumculum content and teaching and leming methods. and to devise a 

method for involving stakeholders in the anti-racist focus of social work curriculum 

developments st St. Thomas University. The process is not complete in any of these 

; I res.  .As rhis is an account of a process. credibility requins Ions descriptions of process 

and rctlexivity. This also makes it difficult to read so 1 have dded  sumrnaries which add 

funher to length. No work in any of the three related ares exxplored in this dissertation 

should ever be complete. I end by sugpsting future directions. 1 explore plans for the 

çontinuing involvement of diverse stakeholden in cumculum development at St. 

Thomas University. Then I consider possible funher work in mi-racist curriculum 

development. Finally [ consider possible future steps for the development of theory. 



Participation of stakeholders in anti-racist curriculum develo~ment 

Anti-racist socid work c ~ c u l u m  developments at St. Thomas University 

continue. As they do so  it is important to continue to listen to diverse voices and k 

constantly vigilant to gain new insights. It is important to be den to what is going on in 

the community so that c u m n t  local issues c m  inform curriculum. Much new literanirt 

on anti-racist social work is k i n g  published in Canada. Many insights have value in 

rurd New Brunswick, 

.\fier this dissertation is completed 1 will. as promised. share the results with 

stakeholders who were researth panicipants. 1 will network with them and with social 

work faculty and the Social Work Advisory Cornmittee to identify the next steps and how 

ihese seps c m  be cwrdinated with other developments in the social work department. 

Possibilities could be an extension of this study to include groups such as people of 

colour born in Canada and residents in the southern part of the Saint John River valley. 

Funher research. using a different design might provide &ta from students and gaduates 

irom the programme. A group of stakeholden could. perhaps. consider how sensitizing 

concepts could inform future cumculum developments in the social work programme. 

Whar emerges from this will depend on othea' views as well as mine. That is as it 

should be. Although I have devoted much time and e n e r g  to planning. conducting and 

wnting up this research. a major benefit of working at St. Thomas LTnivenity is that mti- 

racist social work is seen as a collective responsibility. Other facuity are involved in their 



own initiatives to develop m anti-racist focus. My bblepprit for using the results of this 

work would be disempowering for olher stakeholders in and outside of the university. 

Therefore the next stage will involve a dialogue. 

Research to infonn anti-racist social work cuniculum 

1 have gained some understanding about issues faced by comrnunity stakeholdea 

but 1 need to understand more. Funher dialogue with sociai worken could clarify the 

issues chat they are facicing. There are similarities and there are differences in the 

experiences of diverse groups in New Brunswick. .Much more c m  be lemed. Social 

workers have little involvement with new immigrants and refugees. Participatory action 

research. perhaps involving immigrant service agencies. Immigration Canada, 

immigrants. md refugees cwld consider the next stages. Funher resevch could uncover 

issues of concem to People of Colour who have lived in the province for generations but 

were not included as participants in ihis research. Another research design could be 

developed to explore in depth the views of social work snidents about whst thev think 

rhey need to l e m  to practice anci-racist socid work. A project couid expiore graduates 

perceptions about the most effective teaching and leaming methods for promoting yiti- 

racism. There are many possibilities. 

Social work theorv 

At the ourset my goai was to conduct resevch io infom developments in anti- 

ncist social work curriculum. As the work h î s  proceeded the ways chat chanos in rny 



theoreticai foündations occumd has becorne of interest. 1 have illustmted the types of 

didogue between sensitizing concepts and thought foundations in chaptess 8 to 10 and in 

this conclusion. More conceptual work is needed to explore funher the potential uùlity of 

sensitizing concepts at the interface of foundational and ami-loundationai thinking and as 

units of analysis in reseuch. 

Sensitizing concepts graphicaliy illustrate the views of others and they cm 

"sensitize." leading to a confirmation or change in thought foundations. Some of the 

mechanisms for this have been exp io~d  here but hinher conceptuai work is needed. 

Using sensitizing concepts has both strengths and weaknesses. Sensitizing concepts do 

not provide a full picture of the views of diverse stakeholden in regard to mti-racist 

social work cumculum. Many valuabie ideas were not expressed as sensitizing concepts. 

Earlier in this dissertation 1 described sensitizing concepts as "icing on the cake." They 

sensitized me to the unusuai. the different and the picturesque. Participants couid have 

had ideas about. for example. the way in which lectures could be improved. It is unlikely 

rhat these ideas would be rxpressed in sensitizing ternis and therefore would be 

unreponed if sensitizing concepts alone had been analysed. My redization of the 

incornpiete contribution that sensitizing concepts rnake led me to write an entire chapter 

that located sensitizing concepts in a context of data. To continue rny analog. 1 provided 

the cake in chapter 7. so that I could explore how the icing t'tted on the cake in chapten 8 

ro 10. My work sugmstrd that there is a danger of reifying sensitizing concepts. These 



concepts have different numbers and degrees of sensitiung qualities. Funher conceptual 

work could explore this notion. 

At a broader level 1 m excited by the potential of sensitizing concepts (or 

qualities) forging new nlationships between contestable foundational anti-ncist and ami- 

foundational postmodem thinking. 1 am also interested in exploring funher how to 

combine my foundational. anti-foundational and symbolic interactionist epistemologies. 

Much more conceprual work is needed. As I reflect on this an internai dialogue 

continues. 

1 draw towards the conclusion of this dissenation with a postmodern comment. 

As 1 turn the sensitizing concepts on myself. the self is changed. The symbulic 

interactionist threüd in my thinking replies that it is my construction of reality chat has 

changed. 1 reply that I have r strengthened commitment to improve the condition of 

oppressed people. and my voice of critical theory speaks. My intemal diaiop continues. 

The work continues. 
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APPEMMX ONE 
M E M O  

To: Dr Lesiie Bella, Chair Dissertation Committee 
From: Rosemary Clews 

Dissertation Consultation 
Funher to our recent discussions i am wnting to outline my plans regarding chis 
dissertation, in panicular my intention to consult with the Social Work Advisory 
Committee at St Thomas University about the research design. 

As you know i am hoping to Listen to different voices of stakeholders who have a 
panicular interest in the mti-racist nature of the BSW programme at St Thomas 
University. I plan to dialogue with them in order that we can identiQ sensitizing 
concepts in regard to the following the following two questions: 
What would be the nature of anti-racist social work in Fredericton. New Brunswick? 
How c m  the BSW programme at St Thomas University facilitate leuning about anti- 
racist social work most appropnately? 

My own voice wili be providing the ideological and theoreucd framework which 
underpins the work. Components of my voice include my ideas about the reiationship 
between social work theory and practice. my juggling of postmodem 
antifoundationdism with the foundationaiism of structurai social work and my 
philosophy of social work education ( in panicular the notions of "heart. head, hand and 
soul"). The methodology which derives from this perspective is participatory. I hope 
that the "products" of the work will be concepts which have deveioped from these 
didoeues and a possible process for socid work curriculum deveiopment in a nird 
community. 

Although I have views about possible constituencies of stakeholders 1 consider that it 
would be presumptuous of me to idenci& "stakeholders who have a particulv interest.." 
wi thout the input of othea. This would be an example of the foundationai thinking 
which I am attempting to avoid. 1 propose to consult with the Social Work Advisory 
Cornmittee about my provisional selection of constituencies of stakeholders and the 
mrthods that i am thinking of using to explore their answers to rny questions. I want to 
do this because it fits with the ideology which underpins my work. 1 Jso want to do it 
because 1 have not lived and worked in this province for long enough to have ciear ideas 
about my reseuch questions as well as who 1 should ask and how I should ask my 
questions 



This consultation will not be part of the data gathenng stage of my work. 1 wiii not be 
asking the committee their views about answers to my questions but checlcing out theu 
views about how i propose to go about the work. The Social Work Advisory Committee 
is an appropriate body to consult with. It has been estabüshed "to ensure that the Social 
Work programme is responsive to various conslituencies" and the membership of the 
cornmittee reflects many different constituencies. The proposed consultation cornes well 
within the terms of reference of the cornmittee. 

I have read the Mernorial University School of Social Work "Guidelines for Contact 
wi th Research Subjects before Human Subjects Approval" effective 15 Septembcr 1997 
and I consider chat my request falls within these guidelines: 
1. I do not intend to gather data during these consultations 
2 .  1 will nor solicit participation from individuals on the committee 
3. 1 wiil not soiicit infomed consent for any future participation 
4. 1 wiU not arrange interview times or other specific arrangements for data g a t h e ~ g  
The purpose of rny consultation is to infonn individuais who may represent 
constituencies of stakehoiders from whom 1 wiU collect data, about the nature of the 
study and solicit their cooperation. This is compatible with Principle 4 
" the following is permissible as long as the four conditions above are adhered to: 

i)  The resevcher can infom administration and participant collectives of the nature of 
the study and can solicit their cooperation." 

In conciusion. i consider chat rny research design wiU be better if i consult with this 
body than if I do not do so. Naturally I am consulting informaily with different people 
about rny research design but because the proposed committee consultation is of a more 
fomal nature I am seeking your approval before I consult the cornmirtee. 

1 will inform the St Thomas University Ethics Committee about rny consultation plans. 
h l t h o u ~ h  I do not stand in a reiationship of power in regard to the cornmittee itseifthere 
are student representatives on the cornmittee. 1 will ask the Chair of the Socid Work 
Advisory Cornmittee to inform the student representatives chat they ue free to leave the 
meeting for this agenda item or not contribute to the discussions. 1 will inform the Social 
Work Advisory Committee thnt any research plans or modifications to plans will be 
subject to the approval of my dissertation committee. 

Please will you confirm that it is in order for me to proceed with this consultation. 

Rosem. Clews 



Date sent: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 10:M:O 1 -0300 
To: clews @acridernic.stu.StThomasU.ca 
From: Leslie Bella <IbellaOmorgan.ucs.mun.ca> 
Subject: Memo of January 6th 1998. "Dissertation Consultation" 

1 have read your memorandum. and consider that the consultation you 
describe falls within "The Guidelines for Contact with Research Subjects 
before Human Subjecrs Approval" as approved by the Human Subjects Review 
Cornmittee of the School of Social Work at Memorial University. Thereiore. 
as your research advisor 1 see no need for submission to our Human Subjects 
Review Cornmittee before you engage in this consultation. as long as the 
consultation proceeds as you describe. 

Please note that a fint draft of this correspondance was emailed to you on 
January 8th. and contained typographicai erron. Therefore. this email 
replaces that one. 

Good wishes in this endeavour. 

Leslie Bella. 
Professor. 
Reseuch Advisor to Rosemuy Clews. 
Februuy 23rd L998. 



APPENDIX ONE 

m e m o r a n d u m  

To: Rick Myers. Academic Vice President 
From: Rosemary Clews. Socid Work 

Resevch Consultation 

Further to our brief conversation I am wnting to provide some information about my 
pianned consultation with the Social Work Advisory Committee. 

As you probably know I ûm in the process of gaining approval for the research proposal 
for my doctoral dissertation in Social Work from Mernorial University. My plan is to 
dialogue with people who have ;in interesr or stake-holding in the mti-racist fococus of the 
social work programme at St Thomas Univenity about the development of this focus. 
Pnor to doing so 1 want to consult with the Advisory Committee. who represent many 
different people with a stakeholding. to assist me with rny research design. Specificaily I 
would like to discuss the following: 
1. Refining rny resevch question and the questions I propose to ask resevch participants 
2. Identifying the major stake-holding constituencies 
3. Other zipects of mv research pians that may be of interest to the Cornmirtee 

1 checked that it was not necessary to obtain ethicai approval from Mernoriai University 
for this consuitation about resevch design. 1 did so becruse it is possible chat memben of 
the Advisory Committee may ais0 be resevch participants. I was advised that this was 
not necessq. I enclose relevant correspondence about this and 1 h o p  chat it is in order to 
proceed with this consultation. You will note that in rny memorandum to my research 
advisor f stated that 1 would obtrin ethical approvai for this consultation from this 
university. 

Rosrrnary A. Clews 



Nom fmm consulîation uith Social Work Advisory Committee - Jan- I r  19W 
Development of an anti-racist locus in our social work progmnrne 

Backgmund 
- C.A.S.S.W. - nationally 

- locally 
- Our responses - Native BSW. anti-racist developments 
- My need - PhD 

MY P m  
- undersrand the community, pilot courses in ana-racist social wok 
- reseatch 
- consider impkations 

Plan for today 
In form 
Enlist help in planning research 

- refining resecuch question 
- identifying constituenctes of stakeholders 
- other kedback 

Draft research question. rneaning of it 
What sensitizing concepts inform the thinking of people with a major stakeholding in ihc an& 
ncist focus of the BSW programme at STU in relation to cumculum content and teaching and 
leaming mechods? 

Draft constituencies of "major" stakeholders 
C.A.S.S. W. (indirect) 
Social work faculty (to be involved at first and third stage) 
Socid Work Advisory Committee (first and ?thid stage, possibly some second stage participants) 
Social work studsnts 
? Broader St Thomas University community 
Socid work graduates from STU 
Social workers in practice 
Newcomen to Crinadri 
Native peopfe 
Anglophones who are neither Native nor newcomers to Canada 
Acadian people. plus other Francophones'? 
Y.B.A.S. W. 
Employers of Social Workers 

Criteria for selection of participants from each sbkeholding cor=stituency? 
Interest. wiilingness. undentmdino/membership of more than one constiturncy, some people with 
know ledge of most runl communities. diversity of ethnic group ......... 

Method of data collection 
in-depth interviews 
Questionnaires for students 

Rosemary Clews 



1 will assist Rosemary Clews to make contact with r possible participant in the nsearch 
cntitled 
'Teaching and Leamine about anti-racist social work at St. Thomas University. 
Fredericton. New Brunswick". I will not disclose to anyone chat I provided this help or 
the identity of any possible participant 

Signed 



Teachine and learning about anti-ncist miai work at St Thomas Univenih; 
Fredericton. Yew Brunswick 

I am using a number of words in this questionnaire which have different meanings to 
different people. Please read the definitions that follow because they show what 1 mean 
by these words. 
[t rnay be helpful to refer to these meanings when you are answenng the questions that 
follow. 

Social work. Work that tries to help people. individuaîly or in families. groups or 
cornmunities. to find ways of solving problems they face and which tries to change 
features in the larger sociery which cause oc contribute to these problems. 

Ethnie. People who consider thernselves to have a comrnon heritage with othea. 

Racial. Some characteristic or quality chat a person possesses (such as skin colour or 
kanues) which "identifies" [hem as king the same as some people and different h m  
othen and which leads to white Europeans placing themselves at the top of a hienrchy 
supenor to others. 

~Multicultural. A situation or context in which people of different ethnic and racial 
backgrounds are present 

Anti-racist social work. Social work whch vies to identify and challenge racial bias so 
that people from ail ethnic backgrounds cm have equai access to socid work that meets 
their iiifferent needs and interests. 

The iust sçixteen questions dlow me to l e m  somerhing about you. I will compare the 
answers you give CO these questions with those from other people. The answers from 
r v e o n e  will confirm for me that 1 am hearing from people from a number of different 
rthnic backgrounds and people who have differenr reasons for king interested in our 
teaching and leming about antiracist social work here at St. Thomas University. 

Preferred means of contact Phone iplease give numberi 
Other. please state 



1. Country of binh 
Canada 
Not Canada 
(Please name counuy) 

2. if your country of binh is not Canada please state which yeu  you moved to Canada 
(for example 1997) 

3. Do you consider yourself to be a person of colour? 
Y es 
No- 

4. Do you consider yourself to be an Abongind or Native person? 
Yes 
No 

5.  Do you consider younelf to belong to an ethnic group which hûs been disadvantaged 
because of "race" or ethnicity? (Please see overleaf for my meaning of "ethnic" Ywl 
"racial". 
Y es (pleûse name ethnic group) 
No 

6. What Imguage did you speak most when you were 3 child? 
French 
English 
Other (what ianguage'!) 

7. Please indicate the category which describes the community where y u  live. 
Smdl rural ( 99 or fewer residents) 
Rurd ( t O0 and 999 residenrs) 
Small urban ( 1 .O00 and 9.999 residents 
Urban ( 10.000 or more residenü ) 

8. Are you a social worker'? 
Y es 
No 
if you nnswer "'lo" piease move to Question 13 



9. if the answer to Question 8 is ')ies" and you arc cumntly practicing please indiciste the 
size of communities w hen you practice. Tick all relevant categories. 
Srnail Rural (99 or fewer redents) 
Rutal ( 100 to 999 residents) 
Srnail &an ( 1,000 to 9.999 rcsidents ) 
Uhan (10.000 or more redents) 

10. Are you a socid work graduate from St Thomas University? 
Yes 
No 

1 1. If the mswer to Question 10 is "yes" please state the year when you graduatcd. 
Year 

12. .4re y u  a member of the New Brunswick Associdon of Social Worken? 
Yes 
No 

13. Do you supernise social worken? 
Yes 
No 

14. Are you a member of a social work union'? 
Yes 
No 

15. Do you have people who have jobs as social worken in the country where you ~ E W  

up.? 
Yes 
No 

16. Have you ever been an educator with a multicultural focus or in a multiculturd 
context '? 
Y es 
Y0 



Now I would lîke to read about some of your ideas. The questions which follow arc 
included to heip me to begin to understand your views about what social work snidcnts at 
St. Thomas University need to lem in order to practice anti-racist socid work. I have 
asked questions about what o u  think social work graduates need to know. the s u s  rbey 
should possess (what they should be able CO do) and the values which should inform thcu 
work (what they should believe). Use the lines as guides. You do not need to fd al1 of the 
space or answer d l  the questions. Write more on the back of the question sheets or use 
other sheets if you wish. 

17. Important issues about anti-racist socid work for people who graduate from Si. 
Thomas University 
are 

18. People who graduate ris sociai workers from St Thomas University should know the 
following if they carry out mti-racist sociai 
work 

19. People who graduate as social workers from St Thomas University should have the 
following skills if they cvry out anti-racist socid 
work 



20. People who graduate as social workers from St Thomas University should have the 
foliowing attitudes, beliefs and vdues if they cvry out anti-racist socid 
work 

2 1. Please make my other comments about what you think that socid work students ai St 
Thomas University should leam or be taught in order to cvry out mi-racist social work. 

22. Please let me know how you think that sociai work students at St Thomas University 
should l e m  or be taught about anti-racist social work. 



23. Please list any words or phrases that sum up your i d e s  about socid w o k  mti-ncist 
social work or teaching and leaming about social work in a multiculnirai contexr 

24. Bearing in rnind everyihing that you have written and thought about as you have 
answered this questionnaire please make yiy other cornrnents about social work or 
teaching and learning about social work in a multicultunl context. mti-ncist social work 
or social work with ethnic J l y  and ncially diverse people. 

Are you willing to meet with me for an interview lasting approximately one hout to 
discuss your ideas? 
Yes 
No 

If we rneet I wiil ask you to tell me about experiences. events and scories which illustnte 
your answers to these questions. Yaybe you couid begin to think about this now. 

Thank you very much for answering these questions. 
Rosemary Clews 



APPENDIX FOUR 

CONSENT FORM 

I have read about the research into teaching and learning about mti-racist socid work at 
St. Thomas University. Fredericton. New Brunswick and have been given the oppomuiity 
to ask questions about it. 

1 agree to participate in the research. with the following conditions: 
1. I redize that I can withâraw my consent rt any time up to one month alter my 
intewiew 
2. 1 realize that anything that I Say in an interview or mything that 1 write rnay be uscd in 

a research report 
3. The research report will not identify me by name as a participant 
4. The researcher will not tell anyone that I was a participant 
5 .  The researcher will make every effort to keep confidentid the fact thît 1 panicipatcd in 

the research. I understand that the tape may be transcnbed by a person o k r  than 
the nsevcher who will be required to sign an oath of confidentiality. 

6. 1 redize chat someone who reads the report might guess that I participated 
in the resevch because they recognize my views in it 

7. 1 redize that reflection upon the content of the questionnaire and interview may evoke 
thoughts and feelings that I will want to t a k  about. I have a support networlc that 
will enable me to do so. 

8. 1 will be provided with a summary of the resevch ~ s u l t s  if I request it 
9. 1 can read a copy of the report at the Harriet Irving Library at the University of New 

Brunswick. the Depanment of Social Work at St Thomas University and th 
library at Memorid University of Newfoundland 

Please sign both copies. keep one and return the other with the questi~nnaire 

Signed 

Date 



APPElYDIX FlVE 
LETI'ER TO P ~ % ~ A I N  SAMPLE 

(DATE INSERTED) 1998 
Dear (NAME INSERTED) 
Possible panici~ation in research about teachinn and leamina about anti-racist social work at 
St. Thomas Unhersitv. Fredericton. New Brunswick 
The Department of Social Work ai Si Thomas University is trying to irnprove the ways thaî it 
hei s snidents to ieam about anti-racist social woric. We want to im rove what students to lem a S an how we hel them to Ieam. 1 am a Pmfessor of Social Work at t Thomas University aod 1 
m writing to as! if you will help us with this work. You have &en selected because 1 think thai 
you will have views that cm heip us. 1 would like to hear about your key ideas in r e p d  to 
working with people from diverse backgrounds. I am interested in hearing about your ideas, 1 
know that they mi ht differ from other people who have a sirnilar background to you. I would 
like you to speak ! or yourself and not try to speak on behalf of others. 

The research has three stages. First. I would like you to complete ii uestionnaire in which you 
outline your ideas about preparins students for anti-racist socid wor 1 in multi-cultural Cam&. 
Second. 1 would like to meet with you to discuss your ideas in more detail. if you agee 1 plan to 
tape our conversations. Third. I will send mv sumrnary of your main ideas for your comment. At 
rhis stage you c m  also d d  any other ideas which have occumd to you since you corn leted the 
questionnaire and since our meeting. if you agree to participate 1 estimate chat this wil takc 
between two and three hours in total. 

P 
About twenty people will be taking pan in interviews for this research. The final report will be 
presented as a doctoral dissertation to The School of Social Work at Mernorial University under 
the supewision of Dr. Lesiie Bella. Full CO ies of the re rt will be kept in the Iibraries of 
h l r rnod University of Newfoundland an 8 St  hom mas/& and the Depanment of Social Work. 
at St Thomas University. The report will ais0 be studied carefully by the Social Work faculty at 
St. Thomas University. your participation will be very important in assistin us to think about 
what students should l e m  about mti-ncist social work and how we shoul 8 help them to leam it. 

None of ihose pmicipatinc will be named in the re ort. ruid I will do everything that I can to 
rnaintain your monymity. Neverthekss. it is possib Y e that sorne readers of the report may guess 
that you panicipated because they recognize your ideas in the content. Participants will be able to 
withdraw at any stage in the research and for a month after their interview. 

1 h o p  that you will be  prepared to cake pan in this research, Please make a decision about 
whrther ?ou wiil do so. If !ou decide chat you do no1 want to participate piease retum chiseletter 
to me in the enclosed envelo e. If you do dccide to rake part please answer the uestionnlirr and 
cornplete the consent forms.! eep one consent fonn and renirn the other to me. 3 lease mswet the 
question at the end to indicate if you would ùe wiiling to be interviewed about your ideas. ifyou 
wish I will send a summary of the main ideas of al1 anicipants to you when I have complti?ed 
the work . You may telephone me 3t (506 )  452-û48 f or e-mail me rtt clews@stthomasu.ca if you 
would like mv more information about this research More  deciding whether or not you want to 
articipatr. ~hernativeiy. you could contact Brian Ouellette. Chair of the Depanment of Social 

hork at Sr Thomas University or Dr Lrslie Bella School of Social Work. Mernoriai Univecity 
of Newfoundland. St John's. Newfoundland A IC 557.1 h o p  that you will decide to participate. 
Yours sincerely, 

Rosemuy A. Clews 



APPENDlX SIX 
REMINDER LETI'ER TO GENERAL PARTICIPANTS 

Possible partici~ation in reseruch concemine teachine and leamine: about anti-racist 
social work sit SC. Thomas Universitv, Fredericton. New Brunswick 
t wrote to you a short tirne rgo to üsk if you would be prepared io pvticipate in this 
research. 
As I have not hevd from you, I am writing again. if you do not want to participate ihat is 
fine. but please will you let me know so that 1 can make other mangemenu. 

1 enclose a copy of the questionnaire. consent f o m  and the original covering ietter. ifyou 
decide io participate please will you retum the completed questionnaire as soon as 
possible. if you decide NOT to participate please will you sign below as soon as possible 
and renirn this letter in the envelope provided. 

Thank you for considering this request. 

Yours sincerely. 

Rosemary Clew s 

1 have decided not to tdce part in this research 

Name. piease print 



Teachinn and le am in^ about anti-mcist social work at St Thomas Univedtv, 
Fredericton. New Brunswick 

I am using a number of words in this questionnaire which have different meanings to 
different people. Please nad the definitions that follow because they show what 1 man 
by these words. 
It may be helpful to nfer to these meanings when you are mswering the questions that 
follow. 

Social work. Work that tries ro help people, individudly or in families, groups or 
comrnunities, to find ways of solving problems they face and which tries to change 
ieatures in the iarger society which cause or contribute to these problems. 

Ethnic. People who consider themselves to have a common herirage wirh orhea. 

Racial. Some characteristic or quality that a person possesses (such as skin coiour or 
features) which "identifies" them as king the same as some people and different h m  
others and which leads to white Europeans placing themselves at the top of a hierarchy 
superior to d l  othen. 

Multiculhiral. A situation or context in which people of different ethnic and racial 
backgrounds are present 

Anti-racist social work. Social work which tries to identify and challenge racial bias so 
that people from dl ethnic backgrounds cm have equai access to social work chat meets 
rheir different needs and Înterests. 

The first founeen questions dlow me to leam something about you. I wiil compare the 
answers you give to these questions with those from other people. The answea from 
everyone wiil confirm for me that I am hearing from people from a number of different 
ethnic backgrounds and people who have different reasons for k i n g  interested in our 
teaching and Ieming about antiracist social work here at St. Thomas University. 

1. Country of binh 
Canada 
Not Canada 
i Please name country) 



2. if your country of bicth is not Canada please state wbich year you moved to Canada 
(for example 1 997) 

3. Do you consider yourself to be a person of colour? 
Y es 
No- 

4. Do you consider younelf to be m Aboriginal or Native person'? 
Y es 
No- 

5. Do you consider yourself to belong to an ethnic group which has been disadvantaged 
because of "race" or ethnicity? (Please see overleaf for my meaning of "ethnic" and 
"racial"). 
Y es (please name ethnic grwp) 
No 

6. What language did you speak mosi when you wen a child? 
French 
English 
Other (what langage?) 

7. Please indicate the category which describes the community where you live. 
Small rural ( 99 or fewer residents) 
Rurd ( 1 0  and 999 residents) 
S m d l  urban ( 1.000 and 9.999 residents) 
Urban ( 1 0 . 0  or more residents) 

Y. Are you a socid work student? 
Y es 
No 

9. if ?ou are cunently practicing as a social worker or in an allied occupation piease 
indicate the size of communities where you practice. Tick al1 relevant categories. 
Small Rural (99 or fewer residents) 
Rurai ( 100 to 999 residenu) 
Small urban ( 1 .ûûû to 9.999 residents) 
Urban ( 10.000 or more residents) 



10. Are you a member of the New Brunswick Association of Social Workers? 
Yes 
No 

1 1. Do you supervise social workea? 
Yes 

12. Do you have people who have jobs as social worken in the country where you gnw 
up? 
Y es 

13. Have you ever ken an educator with a multiculturai focus or in a multicuiturai 
context ? 
Y es 
No 

14. Are you a member of a social work union 
Y es 

Now 1 would like to read about some of your ideas. The questions which follow arc 
included to help me to undentand your views about what social work students at St. 
Thomas University need to l em  in order to practice mti-racist social work. 1 have asked 
questions about what you think socid work graduates need to know, the skills they should 
possess (what ihey should be able to do) and the values which shouid inform their work 
( w h a ~  they shouid believe 1. Use the lines as guides. You do not need to fil1 di of the 
space or answer dl the questions. Write more on the back of the question sheets or w 
other sheets if you wish. 

15. Important issues about mti-racist social work for people who graduate from St. 
Thomas University are 



16. People who graduate as social workcrs from St Thomas UNveaity should kaow the 
following if they carry oui anti-racist socid 
work 

17. People who graduate as social workers from St Thomas University should have the 
following skills if they cany out anu-racist social 

18. People who graduate as social workers from St Thomas University should have the 
following attitudes. bekfs and values if they carry out mti-racist socid 
work 



19. Please make any other comments about what you ihiak that social work sndcnts at St 
Thomas University shouid leam or be taught in order to cany out mti-racist socsai work 

20. Please let me know how you think that social work snidents at St Thomas University 
should l e m  or be taught about the mactea you mention in answer to the previous 
questions. 

2 1 .  Please list any words or phrases that sum up your ideas about social work, mti-racist 
social work or teaching and learning about social work in a multiculturai context. 

17. Bearing in mind everything that you have written and thought about as you have 
mswered this questionnaire please make any other comments about social work or 
teaching iuid levning about social work in a multiculnual context. anti-ncist social work 
or social work with ethnicaliy and raciaily diverse people. 



23. Please wnte about any experiences. events or stories that illustrate your answers to the 
above questions. Use extra sheets if you have more to say. 

Thank you v e w  much for answering these questions. 
Rosemaw Clews 



APPENDIX EIGHT 
LE'ITER TO ST'UDENT PARTICIPANTS 

Possible partici~ation in research concemina teaching and learnin~: about mi-racist 
social work at St. Thomas Universitv. Fredericton. New Brunswick 
The Depxtment of Social Work at St Thomas University is trying CO improve the ways 
that it helps students to leam about social work ami-racist social work. in order to 
devefop our cumculurn content and teaching and leuning rnethods 1 am contacting a 
number of people who might have ideas which can assist us. Students are an important 
constituency of people who have an interest in our BSW programme. I would like to 
know your key ideas about what you need to learn in order to practice social work in an 
mi-racist manner. if you agree to participate I will wmt you to cornpiete a questionnaire. 
1 estimate chat it will take about half an hour to do so. If you do decide io panicipate 
please do not sign the questionnaire or talk to me about your mswen. 

The final repon will be presented as a doctoral dissertation to The School of Social Work 
ot Memorid University under the supervision of Dr. Leslie Bella. The repon will also bc 
studied carefully by the Social Work faculty at St Thomas Univeaity. 

None of those panicipating will be narned in the repon and 1 will do everything that I can 
to maintain your monynity. Nevertheless. some readers of the repon may think that they 
cm identify you as a panicipanr because they recognize your views in it. Copies of the 
main results of the resevch will be leh with leananne. our secretuy. Please ask for a 
copy if you would like to read it. The main dissertation will be lodged at Mernoriai 
University of Newfoundland and copies will be placed in the Hamiet Irving Library and 
the Department of Social Work at St Thomas University 

if you would like more infonauon about the resevch please contact me by e-maii at 
clews @ srthomasu.ca. by phone a< 452 048 1 or in penon. Altemativeiy piease contact 
Brian Ouellette. Chair of the Social Work Depanment or Dr. Leslie Bella. Schwl of 
Social Work. Mernoriai Univeaity of Newfoundland. Si. John's, Newfoundland. AlC 
jS7 .  I hope that you will decide CO panicipate but please do not tell me if you decide to 
do so. if you decide to panicipate please renirn the compieted questionnaire and one 
signed copy of the consent fom in the envelope. seal it and give ir to lemanne. 

Thank you. 
Yours sincerely 



I have read about the research into teaching and levning about mti-racist social work and 
have been given the opportunity to ask questions about it. 

I agree to participate in the reseach. with the following conditions: 
1. I realize that 1 cannot withâraw my consent after 1 rem the questionnaire 
2. I realize that anything that 1 write may be used in a research repon 
3. The research report will not identify me by name as a participant 
4. The researcher wiil not tell anyone that she guesses that I was a participant 
5. The researcher will make every effort to keep confidentid the fact that I participated in 

the research. 
6. I realize that someone who reads the report rnight guess that 1 participated 

in the research because they recopze my views in it 
7. I realize rhat retlection upon the content of the questionnaire may evoke thoughts and 

feelings chat I will waat to talk about. 1 have a support network thrt wiil enable me 
to do this. 

8. I will be provided with a summary of the research results if 1 request it 
9.1 will be able to read a copy of the report at the Harriet h i n g  Library at the University 

of New Brunswick. the Department of Social Work at St Thomas University and 
the l i b r q  at Mernoriai University of Newfoundland 

Please read both copies. keep one and retum the other with the questionnaire. Do not 
sign. 

COMPLETED QUEST1ONNAlR.S SHOULD BE PUCED iN THE BOX N THE 
SOCIAL WORK OFFICE 



APPENDLX TEN 
Sent Septemkr 28& 1998 

To: Judy and Laurel 
From: Rosemary 

Please read in theory (class): 
Thanks to those of you who completed the questionnaires about anti-racist social wodc 
education. If you intend to complete one 
but have not yet done so please do so within the next two weeks. Judy and Laurel have 
extra copies in case you have mislaid the original. Aitematively you could get an extra 
copy from Jeananne. if you want to ialL to me kfore deciding whether to participate 
please cal1 to see me. Do not let me know yow dccision but if you do complete a 
questionnaire please insen it in the envelop pmvided and deposit in the box in 
Jemames's roorn. 
ThW. 
Rosemary 



INTERVIEW GU~DE 

Note: Wordr in italics are intended to expiain the interview pmcess to the reader. 
As indicated in the proposai I expect to deviate /rom this f o m t .  This is a gude to M p  
me and others to be clear about the geneml content ofeach interview. 

lntroductorv 
1 would like to tape Our conversation. It will help me to nmember your views. (If 
relevant) Somebody will be writing up a transcript of our conversation. You can have a 
copy of this transcript. This person who types up the interview will sign an agreement that 
they will keep anything that they leam about you confidcntial. I will listen to the tape 
severai times. I will keep it for as long as I am ihinking about what you and othcr people 
tell me. This rnq be up to five years. At the end of this time 1 will wipe the tape clcan. 
Are you willing for the interview to be taped? 

General Ouestions 
1 .  Thank you for filling in the questionnaire. What did you think about it? 
Was it straightforwud to Till in?  
Do you have any general comments about it? 

2. Were there things that you would have liked to tell me that the questionnaire did not 
indude? (i'j "!es "1 What? 

3. (For immigrants and newcomers} is there anything like social work in (name culture)? 
. How is it cmied out'? Are people paid to heip othen? Have you noticedl An then 

(word choice Nifluenced bv length ofresidence) any differences in the way that helping by 
social workersl in Canada diffea from helping in ( n m e  culturei? How is it the sarne? 

4. Cao you tell me my about any incidents or any stones that explain your ideas about 
social work or teaching and leaming about socid work for work with people from 
differenr backgrounds? 

5 .  In your opinion what are the most important qualities for social worken? 

6.1s there myrhing else you can tell me to help me undentand your ideas about this? 

i From this stage on the term "soctd work" wil1 be used if i t  is a rnemngbi term to the pmiapant. If not teflninoiogy 
wtil be used that i s  compatible with the cultunl backpund or the nuuapant: ior example the tenns "helping" or 
"5eding" may be used. 



I am trying to understand important ideas, perhaps words or phrases. that sum up your 
views about anti-racist socid work in multicultural Canada- 
if any word or phrase comes to mind as we are talking please tell me. if there is a word or 
phrase that seems to me to sum up what you arc saying I might mention ihis to you. Is 
there anything that comes to mind at the moment'? 
( I f  relevant) When we were tdking you mentioned ...... Will you tell me sorne m o n  about 
that'? (Pause) 
How important is ........................................ to you? 
Dialoque about the compieted questionnaire 
Pass pa nicipant o copy of their completed questionnaire- 
Next I would like to look at your yiswea to the early questions. 
Go rhrough 1 to 16, and seek clarifiçotion ifnecessary. 

I have explained given one meaning of a number of words. Some people do not use these 
wordï and some zive different meanings to them. I would like to know if these are ternis 
that you use and the meaning that p u  give to them. 
Take each in rurn "ethnic ". "racial", " rnuiticultural " and discuss meaning. 
Are there other words that you use when you are considering anti-racist social work? I f  
yes, explore rhe meaning of each in tum. 
Are there other words that you use? Ifyes What are they, and what do they mean? 

A lot of rny ideas are influencing the questions which 1 have asked. I would like you to 
tell me when a question seems stnnge or if it does no1 mean a lot to you. This will help 
me to question my own assumptions. if there are other important questions. or aaswers to 
questions about anti-racist social work that occur to you as we are talking please let me 
know. 

Then qo dirough dte annvprs to each of the quesrions. Ask open ended and probe 
questrons: ir*ho. wliat. irhen. where and whv ro ciart@. The cmphasis ii~rou.ghout will be 
on rhe participant's view but point out rny assumptions and ask for the participant's 
comment on rhese and other assumptions which thev identifi 
For esampie. rhese ussi~mprions include: 
Thor "people who work as social workers ... " need to have a panicular knowledge base. I 
will present the opposing view that "knowledge " c m  blind social workers to unique 
qualities of those rhey help. I will cach participant for an opinion about rhis. 

When 1 have compieted a reflecrion with the participant on the unswers to their questions 
and rlteir rieivs about the assumptions behind flic questions I will explore other views 
which hn ve nor been disciissed. For example. $an immigrant participant had not 
rnentioned tlie "radical structirralisr " dimension of social wurk I might sav: "Some 
people think that it is important for helpers to assist people to undentand that Crwdian 



systems favour some people rathcr t h  others. panicularly people who have always üvcd 
in this country. For example. when I fust came to Canada 1 could not get credit because 1 
did not have a credit rating. 1 codd nM get a credit rating because nobody would give me 
credit. Rules about credit had developcd with people who have alwrys lived in Caaada in 
rnind. Some people think that social workers should ~IY to change d e s  like this? Otha 
think that this is not the job of social workea. What do you think?" 

Is t here anything else that you can tell me which will help me CO understand your idw 
about what students should lem about anti-racist socid work? Do you have any orber 
comments about how they should lem it? (krrr questions) 

Conclusion 
I will tell the participant about whor will happen next 

" I am very grateful that you shared your time and your ides  with me. As I explained the 
next stage will be to type up the interview. I wiil listen to the tape several cimes. Thcn I 
will write to you and let you know what I think are your key ideas. Then we c m  either 
meet again or you can write to me with your comments. Feel free to telephone or e-mail if 
you would like to talk to me before I contact you. Do you have m y  questions or 
comments'?. . . . . . Thanks again." 

Rosemary A. Clews 



RESEARCH CONCERNtNG TEACXING AND LEARNING ABOUT ANTI- 
RACIST SOCIAL WORK AT ST. THOMAS UMVERSITY, FREDERICTON, 

NEW BRUNSWICK 

CONSENT TO AUDIO-TAPING OF INTERVIEW 

1 agree chat my interview with Rosemary Clews. which is part of this resevch, should k 
recorded on an audio-tape. I give my permission on the bllowing conditions: 

1. Only Rosemvy Clews and any penon employed to vanscribe the tape will hear the 
contents. 
2. A n o n e  who cranscribes the tape of the interview will sign an oath of confidentiality. 
3. The tape will be kept in a secure place. 
4. The tape will be wiped clean &ter research reports and any publications based on it 
have k e n  completed. or five yevs from the date of this interview. whichever cornes 
sooner. 
5. 1 cm withdraw my consent to use the materid on this tape for one month after the tape 
has been recorded. 

Signed 

Dated 



PERSONAL CHECKLIST FOR LDENTIFICATION OF SENSITIZING 
CONCEVI'S 

DATA (Questionnaire or interview) 

PARTICIPANT 

CONCEPT 

REFERENCE: (exampies - 1. genenl "know", or 2 d  "hean") 

CRi'TERiA: (Tick those appropriate and provide detaii about those ticked) 

PARTICIPANT SAYS SO 

UNFAMILM USAGE- 

V r V D  

JARGON 

NARRATWE 

MATCHED P A R  

€MOTION 

BODY POSTURE 

OTHER NON-VERBAL 

OTHER (describe) 



APPENDIX FOURTEEN 

Research into teachine and leamine about ami-ncisi socia l  work at St. Thomas 
Universitv. Fredericton. New Brunswick. 

[ undendce that I will not divulge anything that I have learned during the pmress of 
transcribing interview data and the reflections of the interviewer in this reseuch 

S igned 

Dated 



Dear 
Teachina and leamine about anti-racist social work 
Thank you again for sharing your ideas about this subject in the summer. 

As agreed. I now enclose major excerpls riom out conversation together. I may want to 
quote materid I am sending in the reseuch report. 

Please will you check through what 1 have sent to you and let me know if you would like 
to change any of it. Altematively. if you have my new ideas I would be delighted to hear 
them. 
Please send any cornments in the enclosed envelope. If you would like to meet please 
phone or &op a note in the envelope to let me know. 

Thanks again for your assistance with this project. I will keep in touch to let you know 
about the progress. 

Good wishes. 

Yours sincerei y. 

Rosemm A. Clews 



Reqwst for Leaming and Teaching Dcvclopment Gmnt 

Applicant: Rosemary Clews, &&tant Professor of Social Work 

Purpose of Grant: To develop curriculum materials for anti-rocist social worlt 

Background 
The Social Work Programme at STü is accredited by the Canadian Association of 
Schwis of Social Work (CASSW). The Dcpartment of Social Work was granted 
accreciitation of the BSW programme for the maximum possible seven years in 1993 but 
the accreditation team suggested that the Department should devote attention to 
addrcssing issues of ethnic and racial diversity in the curriculum. 1 was appointed to the 
Social Work Faculty in 1996 with a mandate to develop this area of work. 

It is widely recognized by social work educators in Canada that there is a dearth of 
Canadim curriculum material for teaching and learning about ethnic and racial diversity 
in social work.. in 199 1 CASSW sponsorcd a national study which reported that although 
"most Schools recognize ethnic. cultural and racial diversity as a reality they have yet to 
respond adequately to today's multicultural and multiracial issues"(Task Force. p. ü). 
Since this time Schools have attempted to strengthen zhis area of work. I am a memkr of 
a CASSW sub-cornmittee which was set up to promote this work. At present we arr 
attempting to establish a regional network of Canadian social work educaton to enable us 
to leam about the mûterials which we are each developing and adapt them to o u  own 
situations. 

I have developed a course in anti-racist social work and 1 have taught it on two occasions. 
I have found that the small amount of Canadian material which is available generally has 
been developed for social work in an urban context. It has ken necessq for me to draw 
upon social work cumculum materials from Britain and the US (Dominelli. 1997: Devore 
and Schlesinger. 1996). On occasion I have adapted curriculum materials from Cimadian 
racism awareness training courses to our structurai social work mode1 here at STU 
(Bishop. 1994). It is apparent to us dl in the depmment that we need to develop our own 
materiais. 

Rationale 
It wouid be totally inappropriate for us to develop our cumculum materials without 



invoiving local stakeholden h m  diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds who have an 
interest in the development of our anu-racist focus (Clews. 1996). We reaüze chat thuc is 
likely to be Euro-Centric bias in c ~ c u l u m  materials wbich an developed without the 
involvement of diverse people who will k working with our social work graduatts, a9 
colleagues and as cfients. 

Since 1 arrived at STU 1 have k e n  networking with a number of people frorn ethnic, racial 
and linguistic minority backgrounds. These informai contacts have informed the 
development of the mti-racist focus in our cumculum. Now 1 would like to explore more 
systematically diverse views about what social work snidents should leam in order to 
practice in a culturally sensitive and an anti-racist manner. 

Reason for request 
1 plan ro interview a simple of twenty four people from diverse backgrounds who have a 
stake-holding in the developing anti-racist focus of our socid work programme. I will be 
asking these people about what they ihink social workers should know. the skills which 
they should develop and the values that should inforrn theu work. 1 am requesting a small 
gant to enable me to cvry out this work. 

Use of interview data 
The ideas of the participants will be discussed in the Deparunent of Social Work. Tbey 
will inform the mti-racist curriculum development in our programme. 

References 
Bishop, A. (1994). Becoming an allv: Breaking the cycle of o~pression. Halifax. NS: 
Femwooâ. 

Clews. R. ( 1996). Antiracisr socid work pracuce and education: Contribuuons from 
newcornen. Paper presented at Annud Conrerence of Canadian Association of S C ~ O O ~ S  of 
Social Work. Brock University ON. 

Devore. W. and Schlesinger. E. G. ( 1996). Ethnic Sensitive Social Work Pracrice. 
New York: Collier MacMillan. 

Dominelli. L. ( 1997). Anti-racist social work (Second Edition) . Basingstoke. Hampshire. 
England: LMacMillan Press Ltd. 

Task force on multiculturd and muitiracial issues in sociai work education. ( 199 1). 
Socid work education at the crossroads: The challenge of diversitv. Ottawa: C.A.S.S.W. 



Budget 
Personnel Cats 
A student research assistant wiil be k d  to transcribe the 
audio tapes of the interviews. It is estimated that each interview 
will be approximately one hour long and take between t h e  and four 
hours to transcribe. A budget of 325 per interview is requested 
to provide payrnent of between S6 and $7 per hour for this work. 
There will be 24 interviews giving a total cost of 
Transporta tion 
There will be a srnall cost of travel. 
This is estimated at 200 krns @ 20c per km = 
Services of Interpreters 
Audio tapes 2 4 8  $2 
Sîationery and othet incidentais 

TOTAL 

Rosemary A. Clews 
April 1998 



StThomas University 

Department or Çocial Work 
Tel: (5061 452-0550 

Dr. [an Fraser 
Chair. LTD Cornmittee 
St. Thomas University 
Fredericton. YB 

Re: Rosernary C l w s  

I am writing on behaif of the Social Work Department in suppon of Prof. Rosernary 
Clews' request for funds t'rom the Learning and Teaching Deveiopment Cornmittee. The Social 
Work Deparnent has unanimously supponed Prof. Clews* study in the m a  of anri-racist social 
work practice. This is an area in which the depamnent has been we&. and t e  look forward to 
her development of curriculum maienals. and to h a  identification of usehl teaching and leaming 
methods. 

Your cornittee should be aware that the information she gleans wiil not oniy assist her 
in her course. but wiil assisr ail m e m k a  or rhc Socmi Work Depamnenr to incoprate mti- 
;acist matenai into our courses. 'Me aso anticipate rhat the matenai she wiil deveiop wil be of 
:nreresr to other appiied p r o g m s  in Vie country. 

t this point. our depanmental funds have been allocated and are depleied. and we hope 
!.ou wiii srnously consider Prof. Clews' rquest. Thank ?ou for your continued suppon of 
innovative and high quality teaching at St. nomas. 

Yours sincereiy. 

Bnan OueiIene 
Chur. Socid Work Department 
St. Thomas Cnivenity 

cc: social LVork Department 



StThomas University 

Prof Rosemary CIews 
Depanment of Social Work 
Sr. Thomas Lrniversiry 
Fredencton. YB 
E3B 5G3 

Conganiiarions on being warded the sum of 5500.00 Eoom the Sc. Thomas Learning a d  
Teaching Deveiopmenr Comrm~tcc: The Social Work Depanment has a p d  ro pay up ro 
SZOO. 00 towards the costs incuma in the rescarch you are conducting far your P h D  dissertation. 
Besr wishes w-nh t his researcn. 

Y ours sincereiv. 

,L LfLd-GG. 
Brian Oueiktte 
Chair 
Sociai Work De?ar.xem 



ST. THOMAS UNiVERSITY 

HUMAN SUBJECTS R E S U C H  

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL 

1. Name of investigator: 
Rosemary Clews. Assistant Professor of Social Work. St Thomas University and 

Doctoral candidate. Schwl of Socid Work, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland 

Z Title of investigation: 
Hemng stakeholder voices: Towarâs developing concepts for anti-racist socid work 
curriculum 
at St. Thomas University, Fredericton. New Brunswick. 

3. Proposed start date: 
As soon as possible 

4. Anticipated date of completion of data collection: 
October 1998 
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6. Summary of research: 
The purpose of the resevch is to enable socid work faculty at Si Thomas University to 
heu and develop their undentanding about the ideas of a non-probability purposive 
sample2 of people who have a st;ike3 in the mti-mist focus of the St. Thomas social work 
programme' The resevch data will be key ideas of resevch participants regarduig anti- 
racist social work cumculum content and teaching and learning methods. Research 
participants will cornpiete questionnaires andior be interviewed about 
their ideas'. 

Twenty Four people who live or work in the St John River Valley area of New Brunswick 
and who have a stake in the mi-racist focus of the social work programme will be 
seiected to participate in the reseuch. The criteria for seiecting participants for this 
resevch are residence or work in the Si. John River Valley of New Brunswick. r 
willingness to be involved in the reseuch. a stake in the cumculum andor methods of 
teaching and learxting for anti-racist social work practice rt St. Thomas University and 
divenity of reasons for having this stdce. One rhird of this sampie will be dnwn from 
people who self-define as Aboriginal. one third from other "ethnic. racial and linguistic 
minonties" as defined below. and one third will be drawn from other constituencies of 
stakeholders '. in addition al1 current third or founh year socid work students at St. 
Thomas University will be invited to cornpiete a questionnaire'. There will be no 
deception of participants. No children will be participants. Dependent people (social work 
students) and people from different cultures will panicipate in the research. Participants 

i 

1 am iollowino Robson's definitions of thesc terms. The sampie is non-probabitity bccausc no attcmpt wiil be made CO 

spccify the probability thai m y  person wi l l  be includcd in  the sampie. It is purposivc because the investigator, wiih 
iidvicr irom consulianis. wll use hcr judgcment to sdcct ri smplc of participants who have differcnt rcvons for thcir 
mkc in the mt i - rmst  i w u s  o i  the social work proprnmc t Robson. 1993. p. lJO - I JI ). 

' I t  unil not be neccssap, for participants to have a knowlcdge o r  the sonai work p i o p m m  iit Si. Thornu Univmitv. 
or cvcn o i  social work. in ordcr to piuticipate i n  this resarch. It wil l  be nccessvy for the panicipmts to have a stake 
in the t outcorne of  the educ3rion oistudent social worken 3t SC. Thomas L'nivenity. 

'Appendix Tuo contens an Abstnct 

R e w c h  methods wtth different pmicipans are de~nbed below. 

6 Thex  mkrholders wi l l  inciucie socid uorken. soctai work supervisors. members of the pdessiond 3wocimon 
4 New Bmnswick Associatio~ o i  Social Workers). representatives trom soctal work untons and p p l e  wno live and 
work in larger and in  smailer communities tn the Sr John River Valley. Another irnponrint constitucncy o f  
mkzholders. socid work facuitv 3t St. Thomas University. have been consulted about t h  resemh design and wll 
but uiil not pmiclpate in  the reseuch. The m a c h  d m  wtil tntorm hcure cumculum drvelopments. 

Appendtx Threr contans research tnsimments a d  documents for social work students 



will be informed about the reseuch pmcess before coasenting to participate'. 
Questionnaires wili be mailed to most participants and there wiu be foilow up interviews 
with participants who express a willingness to bc interviewed. if the consent of interview 
participants is given. interviews will bc recorded on audio-tapesg. 

The questionnaire and interview data lrom the twenty four participants as weli as the 
student questionnaires will bc analyzed in order to undeatand key ideas that have a 
beMng on the development of anti-racist socid work cumculum and teaching and 
leaming methods. Interviews will be transcribed. Qualitative methods will k employed 
to malyze the data (Rubin and Rubin 1995: van den Hoonaard. 1997). After the anaiysis 
interview participants will be advixd about the key ideas which have provisionaüy k c n  
identified. They will be invited to comment and to correct emors. Social work student 
participants will not be interviewed because of the ethical difficulties outlined below. 
Student questionnaire data will be malyzed but. because the identity of students will no< 
be known to the investigator. students will no< have an oppominity to comment on the 
data from their questionnaires. 

7. Rationale: 
Changes in the ethnic and racial diversity of the Canadian population pose incrcasing 
problems for social workers as they attempt to mpond with cornpetence to the difficulties 
experienced by those who seelc help from them. The voices of ethnic and racial minoritics 
give a clear message that cumntly social work is often unhelpful and is sometimes 
harmful for thern. Ln 199 1 the "Crossroads Report". cornmissioned by the Canadian 
Association of Schools of Social Work (C.A.S.S.W.). considered issues of diversity (Task 
Force. 1991). It concluded that these issues had been inadequately addressed in Canadian 
Schools of Social Work. The report challenged Schools 
to consider ethnic and racial bias in issues rangmg from structure and culture to selection 
processes for facuIty and students. methods of teaching and leaming and the social work 
cumculum. New Educational Policy Standards which placed diversity in a central 
position were npproved by the Generd Assernbly or C.A.S.S.W. in 1995. New 
"Standards for the Accreditation of Social Work Programmes" which reflect these policy 
changes are proposed and will be brought to the General Assembly of C.A.S.S.W. in Iune 
1998. Since the publication of the "Crossroads Report". 3 number of developrnents have 
taken place in some Schools. in other Schools fewer changes have occurred. The 
proposed research represents one way in which St. ïhomas University Department of 

'l Xppendix Four contans reswch instruments and documents wnich will be sent to the participmrs who arc not 
.-\bunoinai and unknown to the investigator pnor to the reswch. TScy will not be us& for cumnt socid work 
,rudents. 

' Appendix Five contvns a copy of the Consent form for audio-tr~ing oi iniemtew. 



Social Work is attempiing to respond to the chdlenge of diveaity and prepare students to 
pnctice socid work in an mti-racist way. 

8. Geneml research proces 
Most will be contacted by letter to explain the nature of the research and to request k i r  
participation in it. included with this letter will be a slip for people who do not want to 
panicipate. two copies of a Consent Form and a Questionnaire. Potentiai panicipants wiil 
be invited to compleie the questionnaire and renim it to the investigator in a stamped 
envelope addressed to her. They wiil k asked to retum the slip if they are unwiiiing ta 
participate. The final question on the questionnaire asks if the participant is wiliing to k 
interviewed. Those who mswer in the affirmative will be contacted and an interview will 
be arranged. Before audio-taping. participants will sign a form to confinn their 
willingness for this to occur. 

The qualitative interviews will Vary but will generally follow the format in the interview 
sched~le '~ .  interviews will be transcribed by someone who will sign an oath of 
confidentiditv. interviews will be transcribed by a penon hired by the nsearcher. This 
person will sign an oath of confidentiality"Raw resevch data will be the possession of 
the participant for ;i monih after it is collected, during this tirne participants c m  withdraw 
their consent to panicipate. At the end of this period the resevcher c m  use the data on the 
conditions outiined in the Consent Fom.  Panicipants will be asked to comment on a 
sumrnary of their ideas and correct inaccuracies. Research data will be kept in a locked 
filing cabinet and will be destroyed no later than five yean after it is analyzed. 

ïh i s  process is compatible with the S.S.H.R.C. Ethics Guidelines for Resevch With 
Human Subjects. Numbers in parenthesis in the following paragnphs refer to paragraph 
numbers in the S.S.H.R.C. Section E. 

9 Issues of Informed Consent 
Taken together the expianatory Irtter. Consent Forms. and expianations within the 
Questionnaire 
indicare rhe purpose. usefulness. expected benefits and expected risks i 9). The letter 
invites participants CO inquire about the research from the investigator and offers two 
resource people other than the investigator who cm be contacted about it ( 10) (16). There 
will be no coercion. constrint or undue inducement. The investigator will not be present 
when the subject rnakes a decision about participation. No payment will be made for 
participation ( 1 1). The Consent Forms advise participants that they are able to withdraw 
consent at any point during the research process and up to one month after the data has 
been collected. ( 12) (16). Children will not participate in this research. ( L3) (JI) (42) 

!O Appendix Six 
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The Consent to Panicipate in Research Form indicates possible limits to confidentiaiity 
that result from the context in which the research wiil be conducted (14). hformcd 
consent will bc obtained in writing from participants. A separate Consent Form wül k 
signed to a p e  to audio-taping of interviews ( 15). Aay oral descriptions of the rrsuirch 
wd l  be sirnilar to those contained in the Consent Forms. It is possible that other wods 
wili be used if the participant is no< clear about the meanbg of some of the terms 
contained in the Consent Forms. Participants will cetain copies of each Consent Fonn 
( 17). 

10. Deception 
There will be no deception. ( 1 8. 19.20.1 1 ) 

11. Risks and Benefits 
11.1 Possible risks of the research are as follows: 
Rirk to psychological well-being of participant 
There is a small possibility that a discussion about ami-racist social work curricula may 
invoke painful mernories for participants about racism or some other fonn of injustice. 
The iollowing actions will be taken: 
- People will not be invited to participate if the investigator knows that they aie 
paniculariy vulnerable to psychologicd dmage resulting from this research. 
- Potential participants are ûdvised about this risk in the Consent to Participate in 
Research Form and are asked to confinn that they have a suppon network that will enable 
thern to process any disuess that rnay be caused 
- Disvess (although still unlikely) is most likely to occur during the interview stage of ihis 
research. 
If dunng the course of the interview a participant becomes distressed the investigator will 
immediately discontinue the interview, offer cnsis counselling to the participant and 
sugpst that the participant draws upon her/his support network for funher cornfort. In the 
event of this occuming the peaon concemed will no longer be considered a participant in 
the research and data already collected will be destroyed. if a suppon network is not 
available for rhe penon the investigator will d i scw with the participant possibie sources 
for counselling. If none is available the researcher wiU offer counseliing herseif. As a 
qualified counseilor and social worker with pst-graduate training in mental heaith social 
work and criticai incident mess debnefing as well as twenty yevs of experience as a 
social work practitioner in multi-cultural cornmunities the investigator is wefl quaiified to 
do provide this counselling. 
Other risks to physical. humane, proprietary and cultural values ( 2 1 )  
Yone envisaged 
Previous relevant research experience of investigator (23) 
.As well as cxperience as a social worker and as a counsellor the investigator has had 
cxoerience of interviewing in cross-culturai research when sensitive subject matter was 
discussed (Clews, 1977. 1993. 1 9 9 5 ~  1995b). 



Attempt to bnng change in beîtaviour or attitude (24) 
None intended 
Third Party risks and obligations (25) (35) 
No risks envisaged 
Stops to minimize risks (26) 
Outlined above 

1 1.2. Benefits envisaged 
Participants' views about anti-racist cumculum content and teaching and leaming 
rnethods will infonn social work faculty at St. Thomas University. This should encourage 
curricular developments that reflect the viewpoints of diverse stakeholden and. ultimatcly 
social work graduates from St. Thomas University who practice social work in a 
culturally sensitive manner. 

The sharing of the research data through conference presentations and publications may 
be of benefit for orhers who are not from the immediate context where the research took 
place. The process of gathering data will demonslnte a respect for people who have 
diverse views about social work. socid work education and giving and receiving help. 

12. Privacy 
Potential participants c m  maintain total privacy by deciding not to pyùcipate (27). There 
will not be probing of "personaiity and pnvate affairs". except when they relate to views 
about anti-racist social work curriculum content and teaching and leming rnethods (28). 
informed consent will be obtained before research participation begins (29). The 
investigator will continue to consult with people with knowledge about the ethnic 
background of research participants so that the research reflects sensitivity to cross- 
cultural differences in views about privacy in regard to the research process. the researcb 
may enhance understanding about some of these differences (30). Limits to 
confidentiality and anonymity are clevly indicated on the Consent to Participate in 
Research form. in pmicuiv participants will be dvised that a penon who transcribes the 
data will have access to infornation about participants and that this peaon will be 
required to sien an oath of confidentiality. Each participant will be informed that the 
"rural" character of the context where the resevch occurs may result in some who read 
research repons recognizing ideas that they link to parcicular people. and guessing the 
identity of participants12(3 1)(33). Parücipants will be told that their narnes will not be 
mentioned in the research reports and that they will be able to check the accuracy of 
information that will be included in reports r 32). Any data which could identify a 
panicular participant will not be published (34 .  Institutional records will not be used 
(361. 

. , 
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13. Research on a dependent populatioa (37 - JO) 
Cumnt students have an important stake in curricular developments and methods of 
teaching and learning. The investigator is in "a relationship where a power diffeiential 
could operate to their disadvanrage as subjects". She is a professor of third and founh 
year sociai work students. A number of safeguards will be taken so that the identity of 
student participants is not known to the investigator. The resevch process outiined in Ibc 
following paragraph will occur. 

The investigator will give information about the research in a regular meeting anended 
by al1 third and founh year social work students. After this she wiil leave an envelope in 
the mail box of each of these students. The envelope will contain a modified version of 
the questionnaire. a letter to the potentiai student participant and two copies of a modified 
hfomed Consent Form. ïhe  questionnaire will be enclosed in an envelope labeiled 
'Teaching and levning about anti-racist social work - Student Questionnaire". Students 
who decide to participate will be asked to complete the questionnaire and place it and 
one copy of the signed consent form in the envelope. They will be asked to sed this 
envelope and retum it to the social work secretary. Students will be asked to not sign the 
questionnaire. If 10 or fewer students r e m  compkted questionnaires wirhin 2 weelts of 
the note being placed in their mail boxes. the investigator will place a rerninder in each 
student mail box. Students will not be interviewed. This process has k e n  discussed and 
agreed within the Social Work Department (38). It addresses issues of possible coercion 
of students by the investigator. The data gathered through questionnaires will not be as 
rich as interview data but an additional indication of the viewpoints of students will be 
obtained through interviews with ment graduates of the social work programme. 

14. Research on children. Research in the humanitios, acquisition and use of 
cultural properties. 
Not applicable (4 1 4 2  and 43 45). 

15 Research process for people from other cultures. countries and ethnic groups - 
Modifications to method and additional ethical considerations i 56 - 60) 
ii nurnber of modifications to the research process wiil be made for these participants to 
comply with paragaphs 56 to 60 of the Ethics Guidelines. ,Much of the content of these 
paragraphs is not relevant to this project. Unless an amendment is indicated below the 
research process will foilow the process oudined in Section 8 rbove. 

14. 1. Aboriginal participants 
Eight Aboriginal people will be invited to participate in the research. Aboriginal people 
have an important stdce in the mti-racist focus of socid work programmes because, 
whether they live on or off-reserve. each Canadian Aborigind person has a p a t e r  
probability of encountering social workers than each Canadian non-Abonginai person. 
Socid work practice often retlects a fûilure to attend to the reality of the racism which 
Abonginai people face (Adams. 1995: Cmioi. 1995 Monnise-Angus. 1995). 



Two Aboriginal people have worked with tbe investigator to identify eight Aboriginal 
people who fit the criteria for selection. to modify the research process so that it is 
compatible with Abonginal traditions and to identi@ risks and potential darnage that 
might result from the investigation. The investigator and her Aborigind consultants have 
agreed to the following changes in the research process for Aboriginal consultanu to 
demonstrate respect for cultural values. The invesugator will contact the potential 
participants aiready known to her by letter to ask if they are willing to panicipate. the 
general research process will be followed. If people contacted are not willing to 
participate the investigator. in consultation with her Aboriginal consultants. wiii select 
participants in replacement. 

The two Aborigind consultants will contact the Aboriginal participants not known to the 
investigator to tell them about the investigator and the proposed work and to mswer 
questions. if each potentid participant is agreeable the consultants will take the 
investigator ro introduce her. The investigator wiil explain her work and leave r ietter. 3 

questionnaire and two consent foms with the participant. h t e r  the consuitants will 
contact each of the potential participants CO i sk  if they are willing to panicipate. if so the 
investigator will rnke arrangements to interview. The consultanrs have expressed a 
willingness to provide assistance if a participant or the investigator consider that cultural 
differences are preventing the investigator from undeatanding ides  which are king  
expressed. The Abonginal consultuits wiU sign an agreement that they will not divulge 
the identity of pmicipantsL3. This process is compatible with Aboriginal oral traditions 
and traditions of persond nther than written initial contact. This process is compatible 
with the principles laid down in puagnphs 56 - 61 of the S.S.H.R.C. Ethical Guidelines. 
1. It enables the investigator to give an account of henelf (and for others to give an 
account of her) that is acceptable to potential participants before they give consent to 
panicipate in the study. 
2. It enables the investigator to explain the use that s he will make of the research and 
provides people who cm mediate if communication is not effec~ive. 
3. It has provided an opponuncty for people from the s m e  culture to evduate nsks and 
benefits and work with the investigator to minimze the risk in the research design. 

14.2 Newcomers to Canada and participants from ethnic. racial and linpistic 
minority groups 
in the St John River Valley. 
Eight non-Aboriginal people who define themselves from ethnic. racial or linguistic 
minonty goups will be participants. The voices of these people should be hevd in this 
jtudy. Recent immigrants from Africa. hsia and Eastern Europe may have noms and 
beliefs about the nature of ziving and receiving help that differ grecitly from views of 
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newcomers who arrived severai years or severd genedons  aga". These voices am also 
likely to differ p a t l y  from the different views expicssed by Aboriginal people. There arc 
also likely to be different views amongst m e n t  ncwcomca to Canada. The penpectives 
of temporary cesidents such as students may differ from pople who intend to makt 
Canada their pemanent home. Immigrants who have lived in Canada for many y e m  wdl 
be likely to have different views from those of ment newcomen. 

Two of these eight participants from the "ethnic. racial and linguistic minority" 
constituencies will be participants who have French as a fmt language. The Crossroads 
Report noted that "ît St. Thomas Acadians are invisible" (p. 13). this is of concern 
because in 1 99 1.34% of the New Brunswick population rrponed thernselves to k 
franc op ho^'^. One Acadian and one non-Acadian Francophone will be included in the 
sarnple of participantsi6. international students. newcomen to Fredericton and 
established immigrants will be included among the other six panicipants in this group. At 
least two of these participants will be people who have arriveci in Canada in the 1st two 
years. The final selection of participants will be based upon the criteria outlined in 
Section 8 above. 

The investigator will request assistance fmm the international Students office at the 
University of New Brunswick. locd agencies which provide advice and language 
insrmction for newcomen and ethnically and racidy diverse people as well as ethno- 
specific social groups in order to select participants. At a later stage the investigator will 
ask these consultants to will help her to resolve any communication difficuities chat arise. 
An y body w ho provides assistance or suggestions about the selection of participants will 
be required ro sign an agreement sirnilar to that signed by the Abonginal c~nsultants'~. 
The investigator will cany out a process with most of these potential participants similar 
to that with general research participants outlined above. 

14.2.1. Recent newcomers with a fint language other than Engiish or French 
The investispor will endeavour to interview two people who have a fint luigage other 
than English or French who have Ynved in Canada within the iast two yus. She will 
enlist the support of an sgency which provides language instruction to newcomers to 

" The countnes ofongn of recenr newcornm differ geîdy  fmm thow of newcomn uho amved in Canada iiw or 
more vexs ago. 

" 4 diainclion i s  noi made between Acadim anci mon-hcdim tnncophones in Census dam 

16 ?;on-Acridian Fmcophones sometimes express the view that thev are siienccd in New Brunswtck because of the 
prexnce o f  Ac3dm Fmcophones who are o k n  considered to k Vie only fmcopnones in the province. 



identify volunteer potentiai participants who fit these criteria". A member of staff h m  
the agency will advise these newcomen about the research and ask for volunteea. The 
investigator will select two potential participants at random from volunteers who fit the 
critena for selection and will mange to meet these potential participants. if the potcntial 
participant. the investigator. or anone who has suggested a possible participant. thinks 
that the investigator and potential participant will experience difficuity in communicating. 
an interpreter acceptable to the participant will be present dunng this initial meeting. 
During this meeting the investigator will emphasize the voluntary nature of participation 
and. because the command of English of a potential participant will not be sufficient for 
undentanding and completing the Questionnaire and Consent Fonn. she wil1 ask if the 
potential participant knows of someone who cm be of assistance. If the participant does 
not know of anyone who cm assist the participant the investigator will amnge for 
someone acceptable to the participant to assist. Any person who is selected by the 
investigator will be required to sign a Confidentiality Agreement. 

The investi gator wiil provide a stamped envelope addnssed and sic potential panicipants 
to retum eirher the completed questionnaires and one copy of the Consent Form. or a note 
indicating an unwillingness to paniciprte. If any potemial participant does not r e m  the 
completed questionnaire after a follow-up this potentiai participant will be replaced by 
mother. 

The meeting with each potential participants should enable the investigator and potentiai 
participant to evaluate whether they will be able to communicate sufficiently well to 
interview. if they think that funciional communication is probable the interview will 
proceed. if the participant or investigator tliink that they would experience difficdty in 
communicating permission will be sought from the participant to have an interpnter 
present . If this occurs the participant and investigator will mutually agree the identity of 
the interpreter. If the potential participant is not willing ro work with an interpreter in 
these circumstances another potential participant will be selected. 

15.22 Francophone participants 
French is a minority language in the St John River Valley yen and it is important that the 
views of Francophone peopie inform curriculum developments. Fmnch and Enghsh 
versions of the questionnaire. letter and consent fom will be sent to people who have 
been selected because they are Francophone 19. The French versions will be translated 
from rhe English versions for non-student participants. Participants will be invited to 
complete whichever version they choose. The investigator has a command of French 

I X Appendix Eight contans relevant documents 
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! '* Th is  wiiI demonstnte respect tor the Frencn language md show that t h e  investiptor recoy~izes that I L  shodd noi 
dwavs be rxpecred that people from minontles should be requrred !O accommodate to the doiruimi h @ a &  



which is sufficiently suong to enable her unâentand most of the probable wntten 
nsponses. S he wiil check anything that shc is unclear about with Francophone 
participants at the interview stage. 'Tbe interviews with Francophones will bê conducteci 
in Engiish. and perhaps a little French if required. ïhe investigator does not have a 
sufficiently suong command of French to conduct interviews in French. if the parties arc 
unable to communicate the investigator wül arrange for an interpreter to join t h m  if the 
participant agrees to this. If this occurs the intepmer will s i p  a confidentiality 
agreement. The resevcher considers that it is unlikely that she will find it necessary to 
use the services of an interpreter with Francophone participants.. 

Questionnaires will not be translated into other languages. The investigator wodd not be 
able CO understand the completed questionnaires and a great deal of meaning would bt 
lost if the questions were translated from English to French and the mswers from French 
back to Engiish. 

Rosemary Clews 
May 7* 1998 



May 22. 1998 

The Senate Comm~nce on Res~31~h met pterday, May 21. and d r  
evaluating your proposai in light of SSHRC pidefines on rcsevch on human 
subjecu. qproves Fur project. 

%ch& M. Mven u 
Chair. Scnatc Commtttce on Resetuch 
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M E M O  

May 22* 1998 

TU: Dr. L. Bella, Advisor 
From: R. Clews, Doctoral student 

Dissertation - Human Subiects A~proval  
Funher to your e-mail note of April 27m 1998 1 enclose the epproval from the Human 
Subjects Review Committee at St. Thomas University together with three copies of the 
associated documentauon. Please will you submit this to the Chair of the Humm Subjects 
Review Committee ai the School of Socid Work on my khdf.  

Thank you 

Rosemary Cleuws 



- Mernorial m 

Rosemary Clews. 
Social Work Department. 
St  Thomas University, 
Fredericton, 
NB. E38 5G3 

Dear Ms Clews: 

The Human Subjsri  Cornmince met today to review your proposal conccming Hearing 
Stakeholder Voiccs. and the iddcndum fornardcd to us by FAX on Jum 5th 1998. The 
cornminet approves rhis proposal as submictcd. and wishes you wefl in your mdy. 

Please note that if you change your rcscarch design you should nibmit chaDges t0 <nir 

commictee. and that extensive changes may necessitate 3 new review. 

Sincerely : 

k l i e  Bella. 
Chair. 
Human Subjects Review Cmmnee 

cc: Lzslie Bella. Frank Kawkns 



GLOSSARY 

ABORIGINAL PEOPLE: Unless I indicate othewise (for example w hen 1 am quoting 
from census data) f am refemng to people who self-define as Aboriginal. 

ANTI-FOUNDATIONALISM: The idea that there should be no foundations to thinking. 

N I - R A C I S T  SOCIAL WORK: Social work which tries to identify and challenge racial 
bias so chat people from al1 ethnic backgrounds can access social work that meets theu 
different needs. 

CONSTTTUENCY OF STAKE-HOLDERS: People who have a particular reason for a 
s take. For exunpie. social work snidcnts at S t. Thomas university form a constiwncy 
that have stakes because of their student status. 

CONTESTABLE DEAS: Idem that are open to challenge. 

CULTURALLY COMPETENT SOCIAL WORK: Socid work that responds capably to 
people from al1 ethnic groups. A capable response may sometimes recognize an inabüity 
to assist this group. 

CULTURALLY SENSKNE SOCIAL WORK: Social work which is responsive to the 
cultural differences between people. 

*CULTURE: A System of beiiefs. values. noms and lifestyles which are shmd by some 
people and not shared by others. 

DNERSiTY: Difference between people. cm be my difference unless qualified by 
adjectives. for exmple "ethnic and racial divenity." In this dissenation "diversity" 
means e thnic and racial diversity unless otherwise indicated. 

'ETHNIC: People who consider themselves to have n common heritage with othen. 

FRST NATIONS COMMUNIT'Y: A location where Aboriginal people reside 
i previously known as indian Reserve). 

FOUNDATIONAL DEAS: Ldeas and assumptions that are at the root of beliefs and 
thinking. in this dissenation my foundationd ideas reiating to ami-racist curriculum 
found in chaprers ? and 4. 



DEAL TYPE: 'nieontical consuucts which have k e n  simplified to their key 
characteristics for use in analysing social interaction." (DomineIli. 1997b. p. 29). 

* MIUOEWY GROUP: A group whose culture and values are uansrnitted through formal 
institutions such as schools, media and social agencies. 

*MINORïïY G R O W  A group that experiences unequal treatment and limited access to 
the oppominity structure in the economic. social and political spheres based on e W c ,  
cultural or racial background. 

*MULTICULTURAL: A situation or context including people of diffe~nt ethnic and 
racial backgrounds. 

LNEWCOMER: Person who was not born in Canada 

OPPRESSION: The rxercise of different furms of power to keep a group down. (Disulled 
From Bishop. 1994). 

OVERLAPPING CONS'Tïï'UENCIES OF STAKEHOLDERS. Occasions wherc somc 
members of a constituency are dso memka of other constituencies. For example, some 
social work faculty may aîso be memka of a socid work union. 

PEOPLE OF COLOUR: People who define themselves in this way. 

POSTMODERNISMS: "Epistemologies which deny that human reson is impartial and 
transcendentai. and in doing so. resist the tendency to create ail-encompassing 
descriptions and explanations of socid life." (Ristock & Pennell. 1996. p. 116). 

*RACE: "Race reters io an arbitrq classification of populations conceived in europe. 
using actual or assumed biological traits (eg skin colour and other phvsical feanucs 1 to 
place populations oi  the worid into a hiexarchicd order, in tems of basic human qualities. 
with Europems superior to dl othea..' (Task Force. 199 1. Glossary). 

*RACIAL: "Some sctual or assumed biologically determined characteristic (such as skin 
colour or features) which "identifies" people as king the same ebrace" as some and 
different from othen and which leads to worid populations king piaced in an order with 
Europeans supenor to others." (Task Force. 199 1. Glossary). 

RELIABLiTY: in this dissertation the term means accuracy. 



RURAL: The opposite end of the continuum from urban. An m a  which has a small 
number of people and a low population density (sec definition of urban). 

SENSlTEING CONCEFT: "A construct which is derived from the nsearch pamcipants' 
perspective, uses their language or expression. and seusitkes the researcher to possible 
lines of enquiry." (van den Hoonaard. 1997. p. 1). 

SOCIAL WORK: Human service work that tries to help people. individually or in 
families. groups or communities. to find ways of solving problems they face and that tria 
to change features in the larger society which cause or contribute to these problems. 

ST. JOHN RIVER VALLEY: Nonh and South East and Centrai New Brunswick where 
English is the dominant language. 

STAKE-HOLDERS: People who have yi interest or concem in sorne issue or question. in 
this instance the mti-ncist focus of the social work programme at St. Thomas University. 

URBAN: The opposite end of the continuum from rural. Statistics Canada defines urban 
a r e s  as built-up m a s  with populations of 1000 or more and a population density of 400 
or more per square km. 1 use the variables of site and population density when 1 refer to 
urban and mrai but. prefer to think of a continuum from urban to nual rather than discrete 
categones. Thus 1 am defining New Brunswick as a "nual" province even though some of 
the centres of population are "urban" according to the Statistics Canada definicion. 

VALIDiTY: 'The integrity and value of the research: xhieved through accountability 
both to the participants and to those who will be affected by the outcornes." (Ristock & 
Penneil. 1996. p. 50). 

'IOTE: "1 HAVE DRAWN UPON THE GLOSSARY OF THE "CROSSROADS 
REPORT' FOR THESE DEFINlTlONS. 



GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

BSW: Bachelor of Social Work 

CASSW: Canadian Association of Schools of Social Work 

CASW: Canadian Association of Social Workers 

PAR: Pmicipatory Action Researc h 




